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Preface
This book is effectively two manuals in one: a system initialization SRL and a
preliminary tuning guide. These two "manuals" are combined because of the
need for heavy cross referencing between performance discussions and the
descriptions of parameters and parmlib members that affect performance. The
book describes how to initialize the system, and how to get improved system
performance. It is a good idea to also use the OSIVS2 MVS Performance
Notebook, GC28-0886, which describes the process of tuning a system to meet its
performance expectations.

Although this book is basically an SRL, it also includes elements of logic for
certain components: the system resources manager(SRM), the auxiliary storage
manager (ASM), and to some extent NIP, and the program manager. The logic
elements are provided either to clarify recommendations and "how it works"
descriptions, or to provide a basis for possible internal modification. This is
especially true of the chapter on the SRM.

The manual consists of six parts.
• Part 1: Introduction

• Part 2:
• Part 3:

• Part 4:
• Part 5:
• Part 6;

Storage Management Overview
System Initialization
Auxiliary Storage Management Initialization
The System Resources Manager
The Use of GTF to Track Sysevents

Part 2 contains an overview of real, virtual, and auxihary storage and describes
the storage areas that an installation can define. It indicates how to define each
area and gives size considerations.

Part 3 describes SYSl.PARMLIB parameters, processes related to an IPL, and
certain system commands (for example, START GTF and SET IPS). It includes
the meaning and use of each parameter, syntax rules, syntax examples, value
ranges that are syntactically acceptable, default values, and performance notes
where applicable. This part points the reader to extended discussions on related
topics in Parts 4 and 5.

Part 4 describes auxiliary storage management(ASM) with respect to controlling
the system's use of page and swap data sets. It describes paging and swapping
operations, examines the algorithms used, and explains how these algorithms
influence the choice of optimum data set sizes. Examples illustrate typical system
tuning problems involving the concepts, algorithms, and data set sizes previously
described. Also included are some performance recommendations and a series of
questions commonly asked about ASM and the answers to them.
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Part 5 describes the types of control available through the system resources
manager (SRM), the functions used to implement these controls, the concepts for
using SRM parameters, and the parameters themselves. Part 5 also presents
guidelines for defining these parameters and describes several sample
specifications.

Part 6 describes the use of GTF to track sysevents and the meaning and input
information (register contents) for each sysevent. In addition, it provides sample
listings of data-reduced sysevent traces.
Note: All references to TSO Extensions indicate the program product TSO
Extensions (5665-285).
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Part 1. General Introduction
This manual discusses the following general subject areas:
• Storage management overview
• System initialization
• Auxiliary storage manager
• The system resources manager
• The use of GTF to track sysevents

Storage Management Overview - Part 2

This section describes how storage evolves from IPL time through initialization,

to the point at which several address spaces have been initialized. The discussion
consists of the following topics:

• Initial program load (IPL)

• The initialization process (NIP), including system component address space
initialization

• Master scheduler initialization, including subsystem initialization

• START/LOGON/MOUNT processing

In addition, the three general types of storage along with their unique areas, are
explained. The three general types of storage are as follows:
• Real storage
• Virtual storage
• Auxiliary storage

System Initialization - Part 3

System initialization is the part of system tailoring that takes place after system
generation (sysgen). The tailoring results from the specification of system
parameters, first at IPL and then later when certain operator commands are
issued.

System tailoring is the overall process by which an installation selects its operating
system. The process consists of specifying system options through these
mechanisms:

• System generation
• IPL-time selections

Part 1. General Introduction
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• Certain operator commands after IPL
• Implicit system parameters

IPL-time choices that help to tailor the system can come from several sources:
• Various types of IPLs

• Operator entry of parameters from the console

• SYSl.PARMLIB (also referred to as parmlib). This data set is one of the
main sources of IPL-time parameters
• The JES2 or JESS initialization data set

There are several types of IPL:

• Cold Start Any IPL that loads (or reloads) the PLPA, but does not preserve
VIO data set pages. The first IPL after system generation is always a cold
start because the PLPA is initially loaded. Subsequent IPLs are cold starts
when the PLPA is reloaded either to alter its contents or to restore its

contents if they were destroyed.

• Quick Start Any IPL that does not reload the PLPA and does not preserve
VIO data set pages. (NIP resets the page and segment tables to match the
last-created PLPA.)

• Warm Start: Any IPL that does not reload the PLPA, but does preserve
joumaled VIO data set pages.

Operator Entry ofParameters: The operator IPLs the system and responds to
NIP's "SPECIFY SYSTEM PARAMETERS" message. The operator's response
directs NIP, master scheduler initialization, and other components to the desired
parmlib members. The operator can enter either ENTER or END^ to default to

the basic general parameter list lEASYSOO, or enter SYSP=(aa,bb...) to select
one or more alternate general parameter lists, such as lEASYSOl, IEASYS02, etc.
The alternate lists can supplement or partially override the basic list. The
operator need not enter parameter values directly, except for those cases in which
parameters are missing, are syntactically invalid, can't be read, or must be

supplemented to satisfy a special case. (An example of a special case would be
the operator entry of the PAGE parameter to increase the amount of paging
space on direct access.)

If an error occurs with certain parmlib members, the operator is prompted to
manually enter one or more of the member's parameters. If the parameter can't
be corrected, the operator can use ENTER or END on the console. ENTER or

END causes selection of system defaults if they exist. Most parameters have
defaults, either as default parmlib members, or as coded values in system
components. If a default doesn't exist, ENTER or END cancels the parameter.
(The defaults are listed in the individual descriptions of parmlib members in "Part
3: System Initialization.")

1

ENTER is used with 3270-type consoles and END is used with the 3066 console.
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An operator-entered parameter overrides the same parameter specified in parmlib
member lEASYSOO or lEASYSxx, except for:

• A parameter in which operator intervention is prohibited (OPI= NO). In this
case, the operator-entered parameter is ignored unless the parmlib parameter
was invalid.

• The PAGE parameter. The page data set names entered by the operator are
added for the duration of the IPL to those specified in either lEASYSOO or
lEASYSxx. (For information on the PAGE parameter, refer to the
description of meihber lEASYSxx in "Part 3: System Initialization.")
The Use ofSYSI.PARMLIB: SYSl.PARMLIB is read by NIP and master
scheduler initialization at IPL, and later by such components as the system
resources manager, the TIOC, and GTF, which are invoked by operator
command^. The purpose of parmlib is to provide many initialization parameters

in a prespecified form in a single data set, and thus minimize the need for
operator entry of parameters.
Parmlib contains both a basic or default general parameter list, lEASYSOO, and

possible alternate general parameter lists, called lEASYSaa, lEASYSbb, etc.
Parmlib also contains specified members, such as COMMNDxx,PARMTZ,and
lEALPAxx. The general parameter list(s) contain both parameter values and
"directors." The directors (for example, MLPA =01) point or direct NIP or
master scheduler initialization to one or more specialized members, such as
lEALPAOl.

System Tailoring Through Operator Commands: After IPL, several operator
commands provide additional system tailoring by directing particular groups of
parameters to specific system components. The commands include:
• Stop and start JES2($P JES2 and $S)
• START tcamproc
• MODIFY tcamproc
• SET IPS, SET ICS, and SET OPT
• SETDMN
• SETMPF

• SETSMF
• SETSMF
• START GTF

• START vtamproc

The TIOC is the terminal I/O coordinator: its parameters are described under
member IKJPRMOO. GTF is the generalized trace facility: its parameters are
described under member GTFPARM.
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Auxiliary Storage Management Initialization - Part 4

The auxiliary storage manager(ASM)controls paging and swapping. ASM uses
algorithms to evenly distribute the I/O load.
This part describes the ways in which page and swap data set sizes can affect
system performance and gives examples of space calculations for these data sets.
The System Resources Manager - Part 5

To a large degree, an installation controls the functioning of the MVS system
through the mechanism of the system resources manager(SRM). Part 5 describes
the functioning of the SRM, the parameters that control its functioning, and
guidelines for defining these SRM parameters.
The SRM has two principal objectives:
• First, to distribute the system's processing resources among individual address
spaces in a way that satisfies the installation's response and turnaround time
objectives.
• Second, to attempt to optimize the use of the system's resources by system
users (address spaces). This objective is primarily a system throughput
consideration.

The SRM uses four types of control to accomplish these objectives:
• Domain control
• Workload control

• Resource access control

• Throughput control
These controls are implemented by combinations of the following functions:
• Swapping
• Resource access control
• Resource use functions

• Enqueue delay minimization
• I/O priority queueing
• Device allocation

• Prevention of storage shortages
• Pageable frame stealing
The Use of GTF to Track Sysevents - Part 6

Part 6 describes how to use GTF to track sysevents and input requirements

(register contents) for each sysevent. In addition. Part 6 provides sample listings
of data reduced sysevent traces.
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Part 2. Storage Management Overview
If you are tailoring the system's storage parameters, you must have a general
understanding of real, virtual, and auxiliary storage. This section describes how
storage evolves from IPL time through initialization, up to the point where several
address spaces (including system required address spaces) have been initialized. It
gives storage layout overviews representing how real, virtual, and auxiliary storage
relate within the system. In addition, this section describes each unique area of
storage (for example, the system queue area) along with some of its size
considerations.

System Storage Initialization
System initialization prepares the system control program for processing work.
The system initialization process begins when the system operator presses the
CPU LOAD key and ends with the operating system ready to work.
Storage initialization has four parts: initial program loading (IPL), nucleus
initialization (NIP), master scheduler initialization, and
START/LOGON/MOUNT processing.

Initial Program Load (IPL)
When you push the LOAD key or select a LOAD operator function from the
console, an IPL routine is loaded from the system residence volume into real
storage starting at location 0. This program searches the IPL volume for the
nucleus or alternate nucleus. When it finds the nucleus, it relocates itself so that
the nucleus can be loaded at location 0 (see Figure 2-1). Control is then passed
to the nucleus initialization program (lEAVNIPO).

The Initialization Process(NIP)
NIP initializes the system control program components, the operating
environment, and the contents of real storage. If a uniprocessor is being
initialized, the prefixed storage area (PSA)for the processor is placed in absolute
0-4K and space at the high end of real storage is obtained for control blocks for
the system queue area (SQA). The SQA will include a copy of the prefixed
storage area for the IPL processor if it is a multiprocessor.

Once SQA is reserved, space for master scheduler and NIP local system queue
areas(LSQA)is then obtained from the next frame below the SQA frames in real
storage. Appropriate control blocks are then built in that area. Whenever
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possible, scheduler work area(SWA)and LSQA pages will be put in the preferred
storage area of real storage.

Note that in a multiprocessor configuration, a clean copy of an uninitialized
prefixed storage area, referred to as the sysgen PSA, is allocated in the virtual
storage common area just above the common service area. If the configuration is
uniprocessor, no sysgen PSA is stored.

(D

IPL

Data Creation or transfer

Program control

Real Storage

lEAVNIPO

System
lEANUCOx

Residence
Volume

Nucleus
Load
Module

Operator's
Console
LOAD KEY

Figure 2-1. Storage During IFL Processing

NIP initializes the NIP transient area in real storage (Figure 2-2 shows the layout
of real storage at this point). The bottom of the transient area establishes an
upper limit for expansion of the nucleus/system area. Details on how these areas
are established are available in OSjVSl System Initialization Logic. If your
installation has a relatively small system that specifies an unusually large fixed
link pack area (FLPA) you may want to calculate the maximum nucleus
expansion to ensure successful initialization. For more information on nucleus
expansion, see "Size Considerations" under the topic "Nucleus Area."
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If you attempt to extend the nucleus beyond this limit (via a large FLPA
specification) the nucleus will be extended up to the maximum, an error message
will be sent to the operator, and the system abends. You must IPL again.

System Address Space Creation
In addition to initializing real storage, NIP establishes system component address
spaces. NIP establishes an address space for the master scheduler (called the
master scheduler address space) and other system address spaces for various
subsystems and system components (see Figure 2-3). Some of the component
address spaces are:

• Program call/authorization for cross-memory communications
• Global resource serialization

• Dumping services
The master scheduler address space contains a fixed nucleus area (the system
area), a common area, and a private area for running system functions. The
other system address spaces that NIP establishes resemble the master scheduler

address space in structure. (Note: There is only one physical copy of the nucleus
and common area.)
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s

Operator's
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Figure 2-2. Real Storage During NIP Processing

The common area is initialized with the system queue area(SQA)and the
pageable link pack area (PLPA). NIP loads all the supervisor call routines
(SVCs) and error recovery procedures(ERPs)from SYSl.LPALIB into either the
fixed or the pageable link pack area (PLPA)depending on system parameters,
builds the PLPA directory, makes PLPA updates, and builds the BLDL list. NIP
also initializes any pageable extensions to the PLPA, which are referred to as the
modified link pack area (MLPA). NIP records the actual location of the PLPA
pages on the system paging data sets so that they can be quickly found and reused
in subsequent IPLs (quick starts).
If excessive amounts of SQA or CSA are allocated, a warning message is
generated; the parameter must be re-specified or the lOOK default accepted. A
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warning message is also generated when the size of the entire common area
exceeds 8 megabytes.

NIP also establishes the local system queue area for the private area in the system

component address space and utilizes system address space initialization routines
to initialize the address spaces for the various system components.

The first system component address space initialized is the program call
authorization (PC/AUTH)address space (see Figure 2-3). The PC/AUTH
initialization routines initialize all the cross memory tables needed to establish
communication with other address spaces. As subsequent system component

address spaces are established (one for global resource serialization, one for
dumping services, and so forth), their associated initialization routines use
PC/AUTH services to create and initialize their own cross memory tables. All
these address spaces and the functions they provide are in limitedfunction start
mode at this point; that is, they are initialized but waiting for various parts of
master scheduler initialization to complete. Even after master scheduler
initialization, these address spaces remain in limited function start mode with
system attributes that enable a program running in another address space to
access them by a program call(PC)instruction. These address spaces can have
the following attributes:

• Exempt from system non-dispatchability. They cannot be set
non-dispatchable as can other address spaces.
• Non-cancelable and non-forcible. They exist for the duration of the IPL.

• Non-terminating. System components cannot terminate these address spaces.

• Nonswappable. The address spaces will always be in storage.
When initialization is completed, NIP passes control to the master scheduler
initialization program (lEEVIPL) to continue the initialization of the master
scheduler address space and other system address spaces, such as those for JES2
or JES3, TCAM or a TSO. These address spaces, when initialized, enter full
function start mode, the state of an address space for a started task. (The system
resources manager(SRM)controls these address spaces as well as the system
component address spaces as started tasks; performance group assignments and
RMF reporting for them are discussed in "Part 5: The System Resources
Manager.")
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Master Scheduler Initialization

Master scheduler initialization routines initialize system services such as the

system log, communications task, and system management facilities(SMF), and
start the master scheduler itself. They also cause creation of the system address

space for the job entry subsystem (JES2 or JES3)(see Figiure 2-3), and then start
the job entry subsystem.

Note: When JES3 is the primary job entry subsystem, a second JES3 address

space (JES3AUX)can be optionally initiaUzed after master scheduler initialization
completes. The JES3AUX address space is an auxiliary address space that
contains JES3 control blocks and data.

Subsystem Initialization

Subsystem initialization is the process of readying a subsystem for use in the
system; this involves defining the subsystem's name (the name it will be known
by) and initializing the subsystem so that the system recognizes it by name.
Primary subsystems, such as JES2 or JES3, can be defined by using the
SCHEDULR sysgen macro instruction. Secondary subsystems, such as VPSS,
can be defined in the subsystem name table (member lEFJSSNT in
SYSl.LINKLIB) or can be defined by the lEFSSNxx members of
SYSl.PARMLIB.

When the system is being initialized, the defined subsystems are also initialized.
The order of initializing subsystems is as follows:

1. Subsystems defined by the SCHEDULR sysgen macro.

2. Subsystems defined by the subsystems name table (lEFJSSNT in
SYSI.LINKLIB).

3. Subsystems defined by the lEFSSNxx parmlib members in the order specified
by the SSN=parameter. (That is, parmlib member lEFSSNaa would be
processed first before lEFSSNbb for SSN =(aa,bb).)

Initializing subsystems using the lEFSSNxx parmlib members differs from the
initialization done for the SCHEDULR macro or the subsystems name table in

that each particular lEFSSNxx parmlib member record can include a parameter
field that is passed to the subsystem's initialization routine during master
scheduler initialization. This capability is not available when initializing

subsystems through the SCHEDULR macro or the subsystems name table
(lEFJSSNT).

Using the lEFSSNxx parmlib member is described in more detail in "Part 3:
System Initialization" as well as in 0S/VS2 MVS Job Management. Also, for
complete information on using the SCHEDULR sysgen macro to define primary
subsystems see 0S/VS2 System Programming Library: System Generation
Reference. 0SIVS2 MVS Job Management also describes how to use the
subsystem name table.
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START/LOGON/MOUNT Processing
After the system is initialized and the job entry subsystem is active, jobs may be
submitted for processing. When a job is activated via START (for batch jobs),
LOGON (for time-sharing jobs) or MOUNT,a new address space must be
allocated. Note that prior to LOGON, the operator must have started TCAM or
VTAM/TCAS, each of which has its own address space. Figure 2-4 is a virtual
storage map containing the basic system component address spaces, the optional

TCAM and VTAM system address spaces, and one user address space.

The address space creation routine notifies the system resources manager(SRM)
that a new address space is to be created. The system resources manager decides,
based on resource availability; whether a new address space may be created. If
not, the new address space will not be created until the system resources manager
finds conditions suitable. If the new address space is acceptable, the address space
creation routine invokes virtual storage management(VSM)to assign virtual
storage and set up addressability for the address space.

VSM builds an LSQA. The real storage manager(RSM)sets up a segment table,
page tables, and external page tables in it. VSM also creates control blocks to

operate the control task for the address space (the region control task).

Then the region control task(RCT)receives control. One region control task
exists for each address space. When the address space is created, the RCT is the
only task associated with it. The RCT builds control blocks that further define

the address space, then attaches the started task control(STC)routine.

STC builds JCL for the task associated with the command being processed. It
passes the JCL to the job entry subsystem, which then processes the command.
During its processing, the job entry subsystem invokes the interpreter to build
scheduler control blocks in the scheduler work area(SWA)for the address space.
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Real Storage Overview
The system uses a portion of both real storage and virtual storage. In order to
determine how much real storage is available to the installation, the system's fixed
storage requirements must be subtracted from the total real storage. The real
storage available to an installation can be used for the concurrent execution of the

paged-in portions of any installation programs

The real storage manager(RSM)controls the allocation of real storage during
initialization and pages in user or system functions for execution. Some of these

RSM functions allocate real storage to satisfy GETMAIN requests for SQA and
LSQA, allocate real storage for page fixing, and allocate real storage for the
LSQA and fixed pages of an address space that is to be swapped in. These
allocations use real storage locations below the first 16 megabytes of configurable
storage. (Note: If there is insufficient storage configured below 16 megabytes, the
system cannot be initialized.) If there is configurable storage above 16 megabytes,
the RSM allocates real storage locations above 16 megabytes for pageable
requirements of the system. When such non-fixed pages are fixed for the first
time (for example as an I/O input buffer), the RSM moves the pages, if necessary,
to locations below 16 megabytes, fixes them, and remembers that the pages were
fixed even after they are eventually freed. Because these pages are likely to be
fixed again, the RSM makes subsequent real storage allocations for these
previously fixed pages at locations below 16 megabytes. In this way, the RSM
minimizes the movement of pages from locations above 16 megabytes to locations
below 16 megabytes.

Each installation is responsible for establishing many of the real storage
parameters that govern RSM's processing. The following overview describes both
the function of each area comprising real storage and special size considerations
that an installation should be familiar with before attempting to tailor real
storage.

The primary requirements/areas comprising real storage are:
1. The basic system fixed storage requirements - the nucleus and the fixed
portion of the common area SQA.

2. The private area fixed requirements of each swapped-in address space - LSQA
for each address space and the page-fixed portion of each virtual address
space.

Real storage is initialized as described under 'System Storage Initialization'. A
typical real storage map following initialization appears in Figure 2-5.
Once initialized, the basic system fixed requirements (sometimes referred to as

global system requirements) remain the same until system parameters are changed.
Fixed storage requirements(or usage) will, however, increase as various batch or

time shared users are swapped-in. Thus, to calculate the approximate fixed
storage requirements for an installation, the fixed requirements for each
swapped-in address space must be added to the basic fixed system requirements.
Fixed requirements for each virtual address space include system storage
requirements for the LSQA (which is fixed when users are swapped in) and the
real storage estimates for the page-fixed portions of the installation's programs.
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The real storage for the processor(s), reduced by the global fixed and paged-in
virtual storage required to support installation options, identifies the real storage
remaining to support swapped-in address spaces. The total number ofjobs that
can be swapped in concurrently can be determined by estimating the working set
(the percentage of virtual storage that must be paged in for the program to run
effectively) for each installation program. The working set requirements will vary

from program to program and will also change dynamically during execution of
the program. Allowances should be made for maximum requirements when
making the estimates.
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System Preferred Area
To enable a V = R allocation to occur and storage to be varied offline, RSM

performs special handling for the following types of pages: SQA, LSQA for a
non-swappable address space, and fixed page frame assignments. The intent of
this special handling is to keep these page types from fragmenting real storage
because such fragmentation could prevent a V =R allocation or prevent a storage

unit from being varied offline. Therefore, all storage requests for SQA, LSQA for
a non-swappable address space, and fixed page frame assignments are allocated
from the preferred area to preyent fragmentation of the "reconfigurable" and
"real" areas.

A system parameter, RSU, allows the installation to specify the number of storage
units that are to be kept free of permanent storage allocations, and thus be

available for varying offline. Once this limit is established, the remainder of real
storage, up through 16 megabytes of address locations and excluding storage
reserved for V = R allocation, will be marked as preferred area storage and used

for permanent storage allocation. Real storage locations above 16 megabytes are
always marked as non-preferred.

For systems without the multiprocessing feature, all of real storage not reserved
for V = R allocation will default to preferred area, except real storage above 16
megabytes, which is always non-preferred.
Nucleus Area

The terms system area and nucleus are used interchangeably to refer to the fixed
area containing the control programs and key control blocks. The area contains
the nucleus load module and extensions to the nucleus that are initialized during
NIP. The nucleus is fixed for the duration of each IPL. Although its size is

variable depending on an installation's configuration, it doesn't change as
additional jobs are swapped in and out. The nucleus extensions (see "The
Initialization Process") contain everything remaining in the system area outside of
the nucleus load module. The nucleus area includes recovery management

routines, page frame table(PFT)entries, system library data extent blocks
(DEBs), and any fixed LPA or fixed BLDL that an installation may have
specified. Both FLPA and fixed BLDL are described separately following the
description of the nucleus.

The nucleus is allocated from the bottom of real storage upwards as far as

required or until the upper limit estabhshed during initialization (see "The
Initialization Process") is reached. Note that the upper limit is usually sufficiently

high and should not be a major concern unless an installation is specifying
unusually large extensions to the nucleus via the FLPA. Figure 2-5 shows the
position of the nucleus in fixed storage.
size considerations: The size of the nucleus is dependent on the system

configuration at an installation. If an installation plans to extend (or expand) the
size of the system area by including a large fixed link pack area, it may want to
estimate the maximum size of the system area to ensure that it isn't exceeded
during initialization. To allow for a larger nucleus expansion, the installation
must change the address of the bottom of the transient area. The NVTNVRSZ
field in module lEAVNIPO contains this address. Calculate the address required
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to allow for the nucleus expansion and use the AMASPZAP program to put this
address in NVTNVRSZ. For more information on the AMASPZAP program,
see Service Aids. Storage requirements are rounded to next 4K boundary.

Fixed Link Pack Area(FLPA)
An installation can elect to have some modules that are normally loaded in the
pageable link pack area (PLPA)- (see also "Virtual Storage Overview") loaded
into the fixed link pack area (FLPA). This area is an extension of the nucleus

area. It should be used only for modules that significantly increase performance
when they are fixed rather than paged. Modules placed in the FLPA must be
reentrant and refreshable. All modules in the FLPA are considered APF
authorized.

The FLPA exists only for the duration of an IPL. Therefore, if an FLPA is

desired, the modules in the FLPA must be specified for each IPL (including quick
start and warm start IPLs).

It is the responsibility of an installation to determine which modules, if any, to
place in the FLPA. Note that if a module is heavily used and is in the PLPA, the
system's paging algorithms will tend to keep that module in real storage. The
best candidates for the FLPA are modules that are infrequently used but are
needed for fast response to some terminal-oriented action.

specified by: A list of modules to be put in FLPA must be established by the
installation in the fixed LPA list(lEAFDCxx) member of SYSl.PARMLIB.
Modules from SYSl.LPALIB, the LNKLST concatenation, and SYSl.SVCLIB

can be included in the FLPA. FLPA is selected with the RESIDNT parameter of
the DATASET system generation macro instruction or through specification of
the FIX system parameter in lEASYSxx or from the operator's console at system
initialization. Selection of a fixed LPA causes modules listed in lEAFIXxx to be
loaded into the nucleus.

size considerations: FLPA reduces the amount of storage available for running
installation programs. Any FLPA specified uses fixed storage whether or not
modules are being used. Tuning considerations are described later in this
publication.

Fixed BLDL Table

The BLDL table (also called the resident BLDL table), whether fixed or pageable,
contains directory entries for load modules that reside in the LNKLST
concatenation. The LNKLST concatenation refers to modules in SYSl.LINKLIB

or any data set concatenated to SYSl.LINKLIB through the LNKLSTxx parmlib
member(s). To create the resident BLDL table, NIP uses the BLDL list, which is
a parmlib member(lEABLDxx) that contains the names of modules whose
directory entries NIP will place in the BLDL table.

Fixing the BLDL table not only eUminates a hbrary search when a load module is
requested from the LNKLST concatenation but also causes a reduction in the
number of page faults.
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Directory entries in the resident BLDL table are not updated as a result of
updating the parmlib member used to create the table or updating the load
module in the library. The load module is used until an IPL process recreates the
resident BLDL table.

The fixed BLDL area is located in the nucleus area above either the FLPA (if

specified) or the nucleus load module. (See Figure 2-5.)

specified by; An installation chooses either a fixed or pageable BLDL table. (See
also "Pageable BLDL Table" later in this section.) A fixed BLDL table is
specified by using the BLDL option of the CTRLPROG system generation macro
instruction or by issuing the BLDLF=xx system parameter. The 'xx' value
identifies the SYSl.PARMLIB member(lEABLDxx)that lists the names of
modules whose directory entries are to be placed in the BLDL table.

An IBM-suppUed standard list(lEABLDOO)is provided with the system. It is the
default, unless a different list is specified via the BLDLF or BLDL parameters in
a system parameter list(lEASYSxx)or from the operator's console. The contents
of the default lEABLDOO list are shown in the description of lEABLDxx in
"Part 3: System Initialization."

Any BLDL list can be created by using the lEBUPDTE system utility program
and can then be specified by the BLDL or the BLDLF system parameter. If both
pageable and fixed BLDL parameters are specified, the BLDL table is fixed.
size considerations: Each entry in the BLDL table requires 60 bytes of storage.

The area is placed immediately above the FLPA or the nucleus (if FLPA is not

present). Therefore, some of the space may come from free space between the end
of the nucleus and the next 4K boundary.

System Queue Area (SQA-Fixed)
SQA is allocated in fixed storage upon demand as long-term fixed
(non-swappable) and remains so until explicitly freed. The number of real frames
assigned to SQA may increase and decrease to meet the demands of the system.
As a result of NIP processing, SQA is allocated to the four topmost segments of
real storage below the 16 megabyte limit. Additional SQA requirements are
allocated in 4K frames as needed. During NIP processing, these frames are

placed within the preferred area to keep long term resident pages grouped
together.

If no space is available within the preferred area, and none can be obtained by
stealing a non-fixed/unchanged page, then the "reconfigurable area" will be
reduced by one storage unit, and the unit will be marked as preferred area
storage. If there is no "reconfigurable area" to be reduced, a page will be
assigned from the V =R reserved area. Excluded from page stealing are frames
that have been fixed (for example, via the PGFIX macro instruction), allocated to
a V =R region, placed offline via a VARY command, have been changed, have
I/O in progress, or contain a storage error.

size considerations: The size of SQA in real storage changes dynamically to meet
the needs of the system.
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Fixed LSQA Storage Requirements
The local system Queue area (LSQA)for any swapped-in address space is fixed in
real storage. It remains so until it is explicitly freed or until the end of the job
step or task associated with it. The number of LSQA frames allocated in real

storage might increase or decrease to meet the demands of the system. LSQA is
allocated in 4K multiples from the preferred area storage. If no space is available

in the preferred area, and none can be obtained by stealing a non-fixed/unchanged
page, then the reconflgurable area" will be reduced by one storage unit, and the
unit will be marked as preferred area storage. If there is no "reconflgurable area"
to be reduced, a page will be assigned from the V = R reserved area.

size considerations; The LSQA requirement for each address space is unique. The
amount of LSQA required by the system depends on the number and type of
users that an installation has swapped-in.

V = R Reserved Real Storage Space
This area is reserved for the execution ofjob steps specified as fixed by virtue of
being assigned to V = R regions in virtual storage (see "Real Regions" under the
"Virtual Storage Overview"). Such jobs are nonpageable and nonswappable.
The V = R area is allocated starting directly above the system region. The virtual
addresses for V =R regions are mapped one for one with the real addresses in this
area (see Figure 2-6 which shows a mapping of virtual regions into the fixed
V = R area). When a job requests a V = R region, the lowest available address in

the reserved V= R area, followed by a contiguous area equal in size to that of the
V = R region in virtual storage, is located and allocated to the region.
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Figure 2-6. Mapping of V = R Regions Into Real Storage

If there is not enough V = R space available in real storage, the allocation and
execution of new V = R regions will be prohibited until enough contiguous storage
is made available.

When real storage is unavailable outside of the V = R area, frames within that
area may be assigned for other purposes. The V = R area can become fragmented
because of system allocation for SQA, LSQA, use of the short option of the
PGFIX macro instruction, or by long-term fixing. When this happens, it becomes
more difficult - and maybe impossible - for the system to find a contiguous

storage space for allocating V = R regions. Such fragmentation may last for the
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duration of an IPL. It is possible that fragmentation will have a cumulative effect
as long-term fixed pages are occasionally assigned frames from the V =R area.
specified by:

• the REAL parameter of the system generation CTRLPROG macro
instruction

• the REAL parameter of the lEASYSxx member

• use of the REAL parameter from the operator's console during NIP
size considerations: Storage size is specified and reserved in IK multiples. It is
rounded upwards to nearest 4K multiple. If zero is specified, no V=R area will
be reserved. Note that some system programs (for example, OLTEP)require the
availability of at least the minimum default V = R area.

Virtual Storage Overview
Estimating the virtual storage allocated at an installation is important primarily
because this storage must be backed up by real storage in some ratio (for
example, 25%). This backup storage contributes significantly to an installation's
total real storage requirements.

Virtual storage must also be backed up by auxiliary storage, but these
requirements are covered thoroughly under the descriptions in this publication
relating to paging data space under auxiliary storage requirements.
Each installation can use virtual storage parameters to specify how certain virtual
storage areas are to be allocated. These parameters have an impact on real
storage use and overall system performance. The following overview describes the
function of each virtual storage area and any special size considerations that an

installation should be familiar with before tailoring its storage layout.

The Virtual Storage Address Space
A 16 megabyte virtual storage address space is provided for:
• The master scheduler address space
• JES

• Other system component address spaces, such as allocation, dumping services,
and communications task

• Each user (batch or time-shared)

A 16 megabyte address space for TCAM or VTAM is optional.

The system uses a portion of each virtual address space in which a user's job or
job step (whether batch or time shared) logically resides. To determine how much
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of a virtual address space is available for a program, subtract the system virtual
storage usage from the total virtual storage address space size of sixteen
megabytes. Because there is usually from eight to twelve megabytes of virtual
storage remaining for execution of each user job (each job has its own address
space), an installation will seldom need to calculate this figure for this purpose.
However, there are some cases where less than eight megabytes of virtual storage
will remain for execution of each user job.

As indicated earlier, however, the virtual storage usage of each address space

should be estimated for purposes of estimating the amount of storage required to
back it up.

Each virtual address space is composed of three basic areas:
1.

The common area

2. The private area
3.

The nucleus area

The common area contains system control programs and control blocks. The
storage areas within it are:
• the system queue area(SQA)
• the pageable link pack area (PLPA)
• the modified link pack area(MLPA, optional)

• a pageable BLDL table (PBLDL, no PBLDL exists if BLDL is fixed)
• a copy of the SYSGEN prefixed storage area (PSA)- for multiprocessor
systems only
• a common service area (CSA)

Figure 2-7 shows the relationship of these areas.

Each address space uses the same common area. Except for the SQA, the
common area is paged in and out as the demands of the system change and as
new user jobs (batch or time-shared) are activated and old ones terminated.
The private area contains:
• a local system queue area(LSQA)
• a scheduler work area(SWA)

• subpools 229/230 (the authorized user key area)
• a 16K system region area

• either a V = V (virtual= virtual) or V = R (virtual=real) private region for
running programs and storing data

Each address space has its own unique private area allocation (see Figure 2-7).
The private areas (except LSQA)run pageable unless a user specifies a V =R
region. If assigned as V = R, the actual V =R region area - excluding SWA,
subpools 229/230, and the 16K system region area, runs as fixed and
nonswappable.

The nucleus area is the nucleus area described under "Real Storage Overview." Its

address range is mapped one for one with real storage. Each address space uses
the same nucleus area. The area is nonswappable.
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address up

General Virtual Storage Allocation Considerations
Virtual storage allocated in each address space is divided between the system's
requirements and the user's requirements. The basic system control programs
require space from each of the basic areas; supervisor routines operate primarily
from the fixed and common areas, and the scheduling routines operate in the
private and common areas.

Storage for SQA, CSA, LSQA, and SWA is assigned in behalf of either the
system or a specific user. Generally, space is assigned for users in LSQA or SWA,
and for the system in SQA and CSA. After the system's storage for the common
area and the nucleus is allocated, each user job usually has from 8 to 12 million

bytes of private area remaining. However, there are some cases where less than 8
megabytes of private area remain. A portion of this private area will, moreover,
be allocated to the system requirements for LSQA,SWA,and the user key area
(subpools 229/230). The requirements will vary in size depending upon the
characteristics ofjobs associated with each private area.

Each of the areas comprising the virtual storage address space is described below
(see Figure 2-7). Multiple virtual address spaces appear as in Figure 2-4.

System Queue Area(SQA)
This area contains tables and queues relating to the entire system. Its contents

are highly dependent on configuration and job requirements at an installation.
The total amount of virtual storage, number of private virtual storage address

spaces and size of the installation performance specification table are some of the
factors that affect the system's use of SQA.

SQA is allocated from the top of the 16 megabyte address range of virtual
storage. The SQA requirement for all active address spaces defined to the system
is allocated to the same contiguous area of virtual storage.
specified by:

• the SQA parameter of the CTRLPROG system generation macro instruction
• through the SQA parameter in the lEASYSOO member of SYSl.PARMLIB
• through the operator's console

If the specified amount of virtual storage is not available during initialization, a
warning message will be issued. The SQA parameter may be respecified at that
time from the operator's console.

size considerations: Virtual SQA is allocated as a number of 64K byte segments
to be added to the minimum system requirements(4 segments) for SQA. If the

SQA required by the system configuration exceeds the amount that has been
reserved via the SQA parameter, the system attempts to allocate additional virtual
SQA from the CSA area. If less than 6 pages remain for allocation purposes, the
creation of new address spaces is halted. When SQA is in use, it is fixed in real
storage.
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The size of the SQA cannot be increased or decreased during a restart that reuses
the previously initialized PLPA (a quick start). The size will be the same as
during the preceding IPL.

Pageable Link Pack Area(PLPA)
This area contains SVC routines, access methods, and other read-only system
programs along with any read-only reenterable user programs selected by an
installation that can be shared among users of the system. Modules placed in this
area must be read-only reenterable. All modules in the PLPA are considered APF

authorized. A resource initialization module(RIM)loads the PLPA with all of
the modules in SYSl.LPALIB. Optional functions or devices selected by an
installation during sysgen add additional modules to SYSl.LPALIB.
The system enforces the read-only and reentrant attributes of modules in PLPA

through the segment protection facility of the 3081 processor.' After the RIM
loads PLPA, NIP turns on a segment protection bit in the segment table entry for
each segment that is completely occupied with PLPA pages. Because PLPA starts
on a segment boundary and ends on only a page boundary, one segment is only
partially filled with PLPA pages and does not have read-only access enforced
through segment protection.

It's desirable to place all frequently used refreshable SYSl.LINKLIB and

SYSl.CMDLIB modules^ in the PLPA because of the following advantages. Any
installation may also specify that some reenterable modules from the LNKLST

concatenation, SYSl.SVCLIB, and/or SYSl.LPALIB be placed in a fixed
extension to the link pack area (FLPA)to further improve performance (see
"Fixed Link Pack Area" under "Real Storage Overview").

• PLPA is backed by real storage above 16 megabytes; real storage below 16
megabytes is available for other uses.

• The length of time that a page occupies real storage depends on its frequency
of use. If the page is not used over a period of time, the system will reuse
(steal) the real storage frame that the page occupies.
• The most frequently used PLPA modules in any given time period will tend to
remain in real storage.

• PLPA paged-in modules avoid program fetch overhead.
• Two or more programs that need the same PLPA module share the common

PLPA code, thus reducing the demand for real storage.

• The main cost of unused PLPA modules is paging space, because only
auxiliary storage is involved when modules are not being used.

When the system is initialized on a 3081 processor, segment protection is
automatically established.

See an alternative suggestion on the placement of some PLPA modules and
SYSl.CMDLIB modules later in this topic.
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• All modules in the PLPA are treated as refreshable; that is, PLPA pages in

real storage are recognized by the system, the "change" bit is ignored, and
PLPA page-out is avoided. This action reduces the overall paging rate
compared with modules in other libraries.
Modules loaded into the PLPA are packed within page boundaries. Modules
larger than 4K begin on a page boundary with smaller modules filUng out. PLPA
can be used more efficiently through use of the LPA packing list(lEAPAKOO)
and the LPA directory load list (lEALODOO). (See the descriptions of parmlib
members lEAPAKOO and lEALODOO in "Part 3. System Initialization.")
lEAPAKOO -

allows an installation to pack groups of related modules together, which can sharply
reduce page faults. The total size of modules within a group should not exceed 4K.

lEALODOO -

indicates those modules in the PLPA that are to have the program manager RIM
initialize the information in the contents supervisor directory control blocks and place

them in fixed storage. Thus, the contents supervisor routines do not have to search to
find modules in this list in the LPA directory in virtual storage. This reduces page
faults.

The following recommendations should improve system performance:

• Copy frequently and moderately used refreshable^ modules from the
LNKLST concatenation and SYSl.CMDLIB to SYSl.LPALIB. Avoid

duplicate module names or aUas names.

When a page in the PLPA is not continually referred to by multiple address
spaces, it tends to be stolen. The reason is that individual address spaces
typically get swapped out(without the PLPA pages to which they refer) and,
as a result, one address space can't maintain the referencing frequency
necessary to prevent page stealing. When an address space is swapped back
in, and most of the pages it refers to have been stolen, the result is a very
time-consiuning serial sequence of page faults.
In contrast, low-use TSO command processors and low-use user programs

probably should not be placed in SYSl.LPALIB. Allowing low-use
SYSl.CMDLIB and low-use user modules to remain in their hbraries and be

fetched into the user's subpools, instead of placing them in the PLPA, causes
the TSO command processor and user programs to be swapped in and out
with the address space.

• Ideally, place the PLPA on a single page data set on a single device. This
happens only if the first-named page data set (specified at IPL or sysgen) is
large enough to hold the entire PLPA. If it is not large enough, the PLPA
overflows to the common page data set. Because the LPA directory is paged
out with the last lOOK block, such PLPA separation could degrade

performance, particularly if the over flow device is slower than the primary
device.

• Minimize page faults and disk arm movement by specifying module packing
through the lEAPAKOO member of parmlib. Module packing reduces page
faults by placing in the same virtual page those small modules (less than 4K

Preferably the module should be refreshable, because a reentrant module is allowed
to modify itself if it holds a global (cross-memory) lock during the modification.
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bytes) that refer to each other frequently. In addition, module groups that
frequently refer to each other but that exceed 4K bytes in combined size can
be placed in adjacent(4K)auxiliary storage slots to reduce seek time''. Thus,
use of the PAK list should improve performance compared with the simple
loading of the PLPA from SYSl.LPALIB. (See the description of parmlib
member lEAPAKOO in "Part 3: System Initialization." The lEAPAKOO
description includes a complete list of the names and functions of the modules
that are included in the IBM-supplied member.)
If your installation uses ISAM, you might wish to add the following six
pack-groups to parmlib member lEAPAKOO. Use the syntax rules listed under
that member in the initialization chapter.
(IGG0192A,IGG0192B,IGG0192C),
(IGGO192F,IGG0192G,IGG0195T,IGG0195U),
(IGGOI96C,IGG0196D,IGG0195G,IGG0196G,IGG0195D),
(IGG01928,IGG01929,IGG01924),
(IGG0202I,IGG0202N,IGG0202J),
(IGG0202K,IGG0202L,IGG0202M)

• Use those parmlib lists that speed the search for listed modules at the expense
of the unlisted modules. The lists include the modified LPA list (lEALPAxx),
the fixed LPA list (lEAFIXxx), and the load list (lEALODOO). (For
information on these lists, see lEALPAxx, lEAFIXxx, and lEALODOO in
"Part 3; System Initiahzation.") NIP builds and chains contents directory
entries(CDEs)for modules in these lists, one CDE per module.
When a module is requested, the program manager makes a serial search for the
requested module (requested in EP^ form without DCB)in the following sequence:
1. Job pack area

2. Tasklib(s), steplib, and joblib data sets
3.

Active LPA:

a. fixed LPA (FLPA) modules, as specified in lEAFIXxx members
b. modified LPA(MLPA)modules, as specified in lEALPAxx members
c.

lEALODOO list

d. currently active LPA modules
4. Pageable LPA
5.

LNKLST concatenation

Note that modules in the modified LPA list, the fixed LPA list, and the
lEALODOO list tend to be found fairly rapidly, but at the expense of modules that

^

Adjacent slot location, although likely, is not guaranteed. For further information,
see "How the PLPA Is Loaded" later in this topic.

5

BP means the entry point parameter of an ATTACH, LINK, LOAD, or XCTL
macro.
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must be found in the pageable LPA directory. It's undesirable to make these

parmlib lists excessively long because the CDE search will be prolonged and the
pageable LPA directory search, as well as the LNKLST search, will be delayed.
• Use thefixed LPA to reduce page-fault overhead and increase performance at
the expense of some of the real storage below the 16-megabyte limit. Such a
tradeoff is desirable with a system that tends to be CPU bound. Therefore, it
is desirable to divert some of the real storage below the 16-megabyte Umit
from possible use by additional address spaces, and use the diverted storage
for additional LPA modules. Implement the tradeoff by placing moderate-use
LPALIB modules in the fixed LPA (via parmlib member lEAFIXxx). High
usage PLPA modules probably need not be Usted in lEAFIXxx, because they
might be referenced frequently enough to remain in real storage anyway. A
large fixed LPA means that less real storage below the 16-megabyte limit is
available for pageable programs. Accordingly, the system resource manager
maintains fewer address spaces in real storage than would otherwise be the
case. No loss in throughput should occur, however, as long as CPU use
remains reasonably high.

How the PLPA Is Loaded

The program manager RIM loads PLPA from high virtual addresses to low. It
starts with the pack groups listed in the lEAPAKOO Ust, continues with the
nonpack modules in SYSl.LPALIB, and finishes with the link pack directory.
The RIM determines the size of each pack group and each page is filled from low
address to high. There is never any overlap of pack groups; that is, the second of
two pack groups always starts at the next page boimdary, possibly leaving a gap
that the RIM tries to fill later with small non-pack modules.
The SYSl.LPALIB modules that are not listed in lEAPAKOO are loaded next,

from high virtual address to low, starting with the modules that are larger than
4K. The modules sized between 3K and 4K are then loaded. These modules may

either fill 3K-4K gaps within a previously loaded pack group or be placed on a
new virtual page. Lastly, the smaller modules are loaded in descending size order
to try to fill gaps in the loaded pack groups. In each case the search is for a gap
greater than each size value in bytes, as follows:
4096
3584
3072
2560

2048

1536
1024
512

256
128
64
0

After all modules have been loaded, the RIM builds the hnk pack directory.
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During the load process, the program manager RIM forces page-outs of lOOK
bytes at a time. The auxiliary storage manager(ASM)does the actual loading of
the paging data set. (Real frame steaUng can interfere with this process.) The
forced-out pages are usually placed in contiguous auxiliary storage slots, from low
slot address to high, on the page data set(s) that hold the PLPA.
Figure 2-8 illustrates the relative positions of two pack groups, composed of 20
modules each, plus 360 LPA modules (that the RIM tries to fill in later) that are
not in pack groups, and the LPA directory. The figure shows the relative
positions of the modules and the LPA directory in virtual storage and in the
PLPA page data set.

SYS1.PARMLIB (lEAPAKOO)

SYS1.LPAUB

Contains:

Contains:

modules 1-400

Pack Group 1 Names (modules 1-20)
Pack Group 2 Names (modules 21-40)

Virtual Storage
after Loading by
Program Manager

Page Data Set
after Forced

Page-Outs

lower virtual

lower auxiliary

addresses

addresses

four pages of LPA directory
pack group 2

349 non-pack modules
(# 41 -400) arranged

700K

for best fit and least

100K

span

pack group 1

pack group 2
order of the

modules # 21 -40

loading

with five modules

from # 41 -400

to fill gaps
most of the 349
100K
pack group 1

non-pack modules

{.§ 41-400) arranged
in contiguous slots
if possible

700K

modules if 1 -20
with six modules

from if 41 -400

to fill gaps
LPA directory
higher virtual

higher auxiliary

addresses

addresses

Note: Modules are transferred to auxiliary storage in blocks of 100K bytes.
Figure 2-8. Illustration of the Loading of the PLPA
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size considerations; The size of the PLPA depends on the total of module sizes in
SYSl.LPALIB. The size will be rounded to the next 4K boundary. If an
installation does not add any modules to this area other than those selected via
system generation options, the size of PLPA should range from 2.6 to 4.0
megabytes, including the LPA directory. The maximum size PLPA that can be
quick started or warm started is 8 megabytes.

Modified Link Pack Area(MLPA)
This area may be used to contain reenterable routines from the LNKLST
concatenation, SYSl.SVCLIB, or SYSl.LP/LIB data sets that are to be part of

the pageable extension to the link pack area during the current IPL. All modules
in the MLPA are considered APF authorized.

The MLPA exists only for the duration of an IPL. Therefore, if an MLPA is
desired, the modules in the MLPA must be specified for each IPL (including
quick start and warm start IPLs).
The MLPA is allocated just below the PLPA. When the system searches for a
routine, the MLPA is searched before the PLPA.
The MLPA can be used to temporarily modify or update the PLPA with new or
replacement modules. No actual modification is made to the quick start PLPA
stored in the system's paging data sets. The MLPA is not read-only.
specified by:

• including a module list as an lEALPAxx member of SYSl.PARMLIB; where
XX is the specific list. A list is placed in this member by using the
lEBUPDTE system utility prior to an IPL that will use it.
• specification of the MLPA system parameter in lEASYSxx or from the
operator's console during system initialization.
size considerations: MLPA exists for the duration of an IPL. A duplicate copy is
recorded on the system paging data set.

Pageable BLDL Table
The BLDL table (also called the resident BLDL table), whether pageable or fixed,
contains directory entries for load modules that reside in the LNKLST
concatenation. The LNKLST concatenation refers to modules in SYSl.LINKLIB

or any data set concatenated to SYSl.LINKLIB through the LNKLSTxx parmlib
member(s). To create the resident BLDL table, NIP uses the BLDL list, which is
a parmlib member(lEABLDxx) that contains the names of modules whose
directory entries NIP will place in the BLDL table. Including the directory
entries for these modules in the resident BLDL table eliminates the library search
that would otherwise be required when there is a request for a load module that is
in the LNKLST concatenation.

An installation can specify that the BLDL table either be placed in pageable
storage or fixed in real storage. The choice depends on the performance desired
for the modules included in the list. If they require fast processing (for example.
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time sharing commands) the BLDL table should be considered for fixed storage
(see "Fixed BLDL Table" earlier in this section). For less critical performance
requirements, the BLDL table should be considered for pageable storage.
If a pageable BLDL table is specified, it is allocated directly below the PLPA (or
MLPA if specified) in virtual storage.
specified by:

® defaulting the BLDL option of the CTRLPROG system generation macro
instruction.

® the BLDL parameter entered by the operator or specified in the lEASYSxx
parmhb member.

size considerations: The BLDL table requires little storage even though a
duplicate resides in the system's paging data sets. Each BLDL entry requires 60
bytes of storage. The total size is therefore 60 times the number of entries in
lEABLDxx (see also "Fixed BLDL Table"). This total is rounded to the next 4K
multiple.

SYSGEN Prefixed Storage Area(PSA)
This area is allocated in multiprocessor systems only. It contains a
processor-independent copy of the PSA. This PSA is used to initialize the PSA

for each new CPU that is brought online (for example, with a VARY command)
during system processing after NIP. The SYSGEN PSA occupies 4K of virtual
storage and resides on a 4K boundary just under the pageable BLDL (if specified)
or the pageable link pack area.

Common Service Area(CSA)
This area contains pageable and fixed system data areas that are addressable by
all active virtual storage address spaces. CSA normally contains data referenced
by a number of system address spaces, enabling address spaces to communicate by
referencing the same piece of CSA data. Using cross memory services allows a
system component, such as global resource serialization, to communicate directly
with other address spaces, thus making CSA available for other uses.
CSA is allocated directly below the pageable Unk pack area (assuming no
pageable BLDL or SYSGEN PSA exists). If the virtual SQA space is depleted,
the system will allocate pages for its need out of the CSA.
specified by:

® The CSA parameter of the CTRLPROG system generation macro instruction.
This sets the CSA value in the lEASYSOO system parameter list in
SYS1.PARMLIB.

® The SYSP parameter at the operator's console to specify an alternative system
parameter list (lEASYSxx) that contains a CSA specification. This
alternative list can be created using the lEBUPDTE system utility.
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• The CSA parameter at the operator's console during system initialization.
This value overrides the current system parameter value for CSA that was
established by lEASYSOO or lEASYSxx.

size considerations: specified in IK multiples via the CSA parameter. The
specified value is rounded to the next segment boundary during allocation. This
space is assigned in 4K blocks (page size) unique to the subpool and key. A
duplicate of the CSA is recorded on the system's paging data sets to enhance
recovery.

default size: lOOK rounded to next segment boundary.

Local System Queue Area(LSQA)
Each virtual address space has an LSQA. The area contains tables and queues
associated with the user's address space. It includes page tables and control
blocks needed for all tasks. The size of the LSQA for any address space depends

upon system requirements, such as the number of outstanding timer requests, the
number of terminal attentions, and the number of tasks.

LSQA is intermixed with SWA and subpools 229/230 downward from the bottom
of the CSA (see Figure 2-7) into the unallocated portion of the private area as
needed. LSQA will not be taken from space below the top of the highest storage
currently allocated to the private area user region (see Figure 2-7). Any job will
abnormally terminate unless there is enough space between the bottom of the
CSA and the top of the user's private area user region for allocating LSQA.
size considerations: The LSQA for each swapped-in address space is fixed in the
real storage below the 16 megabyte address limit. Thus, the LSQA requirements
for all address spaces might use a significant portion of real storage (see "Fixed
LSQA"). Each address space has unique LSQA requirements.

Scheduler Work Area(SWA)
This area contains control blocks that exist from task initiation to task

termination. It includes control blocks and tables created during JCL

interpretation and used by the initiator during job step scheduling. Each initiator
has its own SWA within the user's private area.

To enable recovery, the SWA can be recorded on direct access storage in the JOB
JOURNAL. SWA is allocated at the top of each private area intermixed with
LSQA and subpools 229/230.

size considerations: SWA is pageable. Because it is not built until a job is selected
for execution, preallocated storage requirements are reduced.
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Subpools 229/230
This area allows local storage within a virtual address space to be obtained in the
requestor's storage protect key. The area is used for control blocks (those placed
by system components on behalf of the user, such as DEBs) that can be obtained
only by authorized programs having appropriate storage protect keys.
These subpools are intermixed with LSQA and SWA downward from the bottom
of the CSA. Subpool 229 is fetch protected, subpool 230 is not. Both subpools
are pageable, and both are freed automatically at task termination.
size considerations: Requirements for subpools 229/230 are determined based on
the combined requirements of system and user programs. Some calculations must

be repeated for each user task, or subtask, which does an open because storage
allocation is unique to the task, subtask, and key.

System Region
This area is reserved for GETMAINs by all system functions (for example, SVC
dump task and ERPs) running under the region control tasks. It comprises the
bottom 16K (except in the master scheduler address space, in which it has a 200K
maximum) of each private area immediately above the NUCLEUS. V = V region
space allocated to user jobs is allocated upwards from the top of this area. This
area is pageable and exists for the life of each address space.

The Private Area User Region
The portion of the user's private area within each virtual address space that is
available to the user's problem programs is referred to as the user region. It may
be any size up to the size of the entire private area minus the size of
LSQA/SWA/the user key area (subpools 229 and 230) and the system region (see
Figure 2-7). In most installations a private area of from 8-12 megabytes should
be available, depending on the CSA and SQA sizes; however, this could be
reduced further depending on the FLPA and FBLDL sizes.
There are two basic types of regions: virtual and real. Virtual and real regions
are mutually exclusive; any private areas can be assigned to V = R or V=V but
not both. It is an installation's responsibility to determine which jobs should be
assigned to virtual or real regions. In general, V = R should be assigned to
regions containing jobs that cannot run in the V = V environment or that are not
readily adaptable to it. Programs requiring a one to one mapping from virtual to
real storage (for example, PCI driven channel programs) may be candidates for
V =R regions.

Two significant differences between these region types is their effect on real
storage requirements for an installation and the address translation performed on
them. Virtual regions are pageable and swappable. Only enough real storage
need be allocated to store the paged-in portion of the job (plus its LSQA). The
virtual address of programs running from V = V regions are translated to locate
their real storage equivalent. For real regions, real storage (below 16 megabytes)
for the entire user region is allocated in virtual storage at the time the region is
allocated and fixed in real storage.
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Virtual Regions

V=V regions begin at the top of the system region (see Figure 2-7) and are
allocated upward to the bottom of the area containing LSQA,SWA, and the user
key area (subpools 229/230). As a portion of any V=Y job is paged in, 4K
multiples of real storage are allocated from the available pages in the reserved
storage area (see Figure 2-5). Real storage is dynamically assigned and freed on
a demand basis as the job executes. V=V region requests that specify a specific
region start address are supported only for restart requests, and must specify an
explicit size.

For V=V regions, an individual job's address space is limited by lEALIMIT
routine. Any attempt to use more storage than the hmit will cause the job step to
be abnormally terminated. The IBM distributed lEALIMIT routine sets the limit
to the region size plus 64K specified in the JCL or as a JES2 default. If no region
size is specified on the JCL and the JES2 default is zero, no limit will be imposed.
See the OSjVSl SPL: Supervisor and OSjVSl MVS JCL for more information
on the effects of region size, lEALIMIT size, and the method of establishing
installation lEALIMIT routines.

size considerations: All region sizes are rounded to the next higher 4K boundary.
Real Regions

V=R regions are assigned a virtual space within the private area, which maps one
for one with the real addresses in real storage below 16 megabytes (see
Figure 2-6). Real storage for the entire region is allocated and fixed when the
region is first created. In fact, real storage is allocated before its virtual
counterpart to increase the possibihty of allocating a contiguous space in real
storage of sufficient size for a V =R region's requirements.
specified by: A user can specify that each job (or job step) be assigned in a virtual
or real private region area by use of the ADDRSPC parameter of the JOB or
EXEC statement. Any exphcitly specified ADDRSPC parameter on a JOB
statement overrides all EXEC statement ADDRSPC parameters. Hpwever, if the
ADDRSPC parameter on a JOB statement is defaulted to virtual, then any EXEC
having ADDRSPC=REAL specified will be recognized and that job step will
have a real region; any steps for which the ADDRSPC parameter is not specified
will be assigned as virtual regions.
ADDRSPC is used in conjimction with the REGION parameter. For V =R jobs,
the REGION parameter specifies a limit to the size of the V=R region within the
private area. 'This value cannot be greater than the value of the REAL system
parameter specified for the IPL.

If a real region's size is not explicitly specified, the VRREGN system parameter is
the default size. VRREGN should not be confused with the REAL system
parameter. REAL specifies the total amount of real storage that is to be reserved
for running all active V=R regions. VRREGN specifies the default subset of that
total space that is required for an individual job that does not have a region size
specified in its JCL.
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A default VRREGN parameter exists in the lEASYSOO member of
SYSI.PARMLIB. An installation can change this default by:

• using the VRREGN parameter of the CTRLPROG system generation macro
instruction. This sets the VRREGN value into the lEASYSOO system
parameter list.
• specifying a VRREGN parameter in an alternate system parameter list
lEASYSxx. This alternate list can be created by using the lEBUPDTE
system utility.

• using the VRREGN parameter at the operator's console during system
initialization. This value will then override any current system value for
VRREGN that was established by lEASYSOO or lEASYSxx.

Or the installation can override the default by using the REGION parameter in
the JOB or EXEC statement.

size considerations: All region sizes are rounded to the next 4K multiple of virtual
storage. A request for a V = R region is placed on a wait queue until space
becomes available if a contiguous space of at least the size of the REGION
parameter or the system default is unavailable in virtual or real storage.
Note that V = R regions must be mapped one for one into real storage.
Therefore, they do not have their entire virtual storage private area at their
disposal; they can use only that portion of their private area having addresses that
correspond to the contiguous real storage area assigned to their region (see
Figure 2-6), and to LSQA, SWA,and subpools 229 and 230.

Auxiliary Storage Overview
An installation needs auxiliary direct access storage devices(DASDs)for housing
all system data sets.

Enough auxiliary storage must be available for the programs and data that
comprise the system. Auxiliary storage used to support basic system requirements
has three logical areas (see Figure 2-9):
• System data set storage area.
• Paging data sets for backup of all pageable address spaces.
• Swap data sets used for LSQA pages and private area pages that are swapped
in with the address space (also called "working set")-

System Data Sets
Each installation must incorporate required system data sets into the system by
allocating space for them on appropriate direct access devices during system
generation. The DATASET macro instruction and/or the DEFINE function of
access method services is used to define both the storage requirements and the
volume for each system data set. Some data sets must be allocated on the system
residence volume while some can be placed on other direct access volumes (see
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Figure 2-9). Special considerations for defining and allocating these data sets are
described in OSjVSl System Generation Reference.

Paging Dote
Sets

• Primary storage
for common

System Data
Sets
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Volume

area
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storage for
duplexed common
area
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SYS1 .SVCLIB
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SYS1 .DCMLIB
SYS1 .DUMPnn
SYS1 .IMAGELIB
SYS1 .INDMAC

Required MVS
Libraries and Data

Storage for al l

Sets
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• Paged-out
address spaces

SYS1 .PARMLIB
SYS1 .PROCLIB
SYS1 .SAMPLIB

SYS1 .PAGEDUMP
SYS1 .MANn
SYS1 .STGINDEX
SYS1 .TCOMMAC
SYS1 .TELCMLIB
SYS1 .VTAMLIB
SYS1 .VTAMLST
SYS1 .VTAMGBJ
SYS1 .WARNA
SYS1 .WARNB
MSS Data Sets
SMP Data Sets

, SYS1.HASPACE
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Data Sets
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Contains LSQA
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Required MVS
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SYS1 .BRODCAST
SYS1 .CMDLIB
SYS1.HELP
SYS1 .UADS

SYS1 .LINKLIB
SYS1 .LPALIB
SYS1 . MACLIB

Mast. Catalog
For JES2 installations.

^For JES3 installations.
(Note that auxiliary storage need not be organized as shown above.
This figure summarizes the makeup of auxiliary storage.)

Figure 2-9. Auxiliary Storage Requirement Overview
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The group,of system data sets included in Figure 2-10 have fixed auxiliary storage
requirements in the amount of 3330 cylinders or tracks indicated. For estimates
for other devices, convert the 3330 storage requirement as appropriate.
3330

Directory

System Data Set
SYSl.CMDLIB
SYSl.DCMLIB
SYSl.HELP
SYSl.IMAGELIB

SYSl.INDMAC (opt.)
SYSl.LINKLIB
SYSl.LPALIB
SYSl.MACLIB
SYSl.NUCLEUS
SYSl.PAGEDUMP

Low Speed Option
High Speed Option
SYSl.PARMLIB
SYSl.PROCLIB
SYSl.SAMPLIB
SYSl.SVCLIB
SYSl.TCOMMAC
SYSl.TELCMLIB
SYSl.VTAMLIB

Blocks
50
5
12
50
15
300
310
60
10
N.A.
N.A.
10
10
5
14
5

50
10

Cylinders
6
1
8
4
10
60
45
90
40
-

-

2
1
20
2
5
5
8

Tracks
_

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1

23
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Blocksize
13030
13030
12960
13030
3360
13030
13030
3360
13030
6144
6144
80
80
3200
13030
12960
13030
13030

Note: If an installation adds to any of these data sets, additional storage can be approximated by
dividing the amount of added data by the blocksize and determining the number of tracks based on
the number of blocks per track. (See 0SIVS2 System Generation Reference)

Figure 2-10. Auxiliary Storage for Fixed-Size System Data Sets

Paging Data Sets
Paging data sets contain the paged-out portions of all virtual storage address
spaces. In addition, any output to virtual I/O devices is stored in the paging data
sets. Before the first IPL, an installation must allocate sufficient space on paging
data sets to back up the following virtual storage areas:
• Primary storage for the paged-out portions of the common area (excluding
SQA).

• Secondary storage for duplicate copies of the common area (excluding SQA).
• The paged-out portions of all swapped-in address spaces - both system and
installation.

• Space for all address spaces that are, or were, swapped out.
• All VIO data sets.

Initially, paging data sets are specified with the DATASET macro instruction
during system generation. This sets the system PAGE parameter in the
lEASYSOO member of SYSl.PARMLIB.

Alternate paging data sets can be specified in lEASYSxx members of
SYSl.PARMLIB. When this is done, any PAGE parameter in an lEASYSxx

specified during IPL overrides any PAGE parameter in lEASYSOO.
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To add paging space to the system after system generation, the installation must
use the access method services to define and format the new paging data sets. To
add the new data sets to the existing paging space, either use the PAGEADD
operator command or re-IPL the system, issuing the PAGE parameter at the
operator's console.

During initialization, paging spaces are set up by merging the selected lEASYS
member list of data set names with any names provided by the PAGE parameter
(issued at the operator console) and any names from the previous IPL (recorded
in checkpoint records in the PLPA page data set).
Directed VIO

VIO data set pages can be directed to a subset of the local paging data sets
through directed VIO, which allows the installation to direct VIO activity away
from selected local paging data sets and use these data sets only for non-VIO
paging. With directed VIO, faster paging devices can be reserved for paging
where good response time is important. The NONVIO system parameter, in
conjunction with the PAGE parameter in the lEASYSxx parmlib member, enables
the installation to define those local paging data sets that are not to be used for
VIO, leaving the rest available for VIO activity. However, if space is depleted on
the paging data sets that were made available for VIO paging, the non-VIO
paging data sets will be used for VIO paging.
The installation uses the DVIO keyword in the lEAOPTxx parmlib member to
either activate or deactivate directed VIO. To activate directed VIO, the operator
issues a SET OPT= xx command where the xx specifies the lEAOPTxx parmlib
member that contains the DVIO=YES keyword; to deactivate directed VIO, xx
specifies an lEAOPTxx parmlib member that contains the DVIO= NO keyword.
The NONVIO parameter of lEASYSxx is explained more fully in "Part 3:
System Initialization." The DVIO keyword of lEAOPTxx is explained in "Part 3:
System Initiahzation" and in "Part 5: The System Resources Manager."

Swap Data Sets
The installation allocates swap data sets to speed up the swapping process. They
are used to store the LSQA and working set pages that are currently swapped-out.
Swap data sets are not required. However, it is recommended that swap data sets
be supplied for maximum system performance. If there is not enough swap data
set space or no swap data set space, the LSQA and working set pages normally
sent to a swap data set are directed to local page data sets.
The installation specifies its swap data sets with the DATASET macro instruction
during system generation, which sets the system SWAP parameter in the
lEASYSOO member of SYSl.PARMLIB.

The installation specifies alternate swap data sets in the lEASYSxx member of
SYSl.PARMLIB. When this happens, any SWAP parameter in lEASYSxx
specified during IPL overrides any SWAP parameter in lEASYSOO.
To add swap data set space to the system after system generation, the installation
must use the access method services to define and format the new data sets. To

add new data sets to the existing swap space, use the PAGEADD operator
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command with the SWAP parameter. To override those specified in lEASYSxx,
re-IPL the system and issue the SWAP parameter, naming the new swap data sets.
Primary and Secondary PLPA

During initialization, both primary and secondary (or duplexed)PLPAs are
established. The PLPA is established initially from SYSl.LPALIB. Pointers to
the PLPA pages are recorded in the quick start record(QSRCD), which ASM
writes on the PLPA page data set. During quick starts, the system locates the
primary PLPA pages via the QSRCD on the PLPA data set that was specified
either in lEASYSxx or in response to the SPECIFY SYSTEM PARAMETERS
message. The system rebuilds the PLPA page tables, and uses this PLPA for the
current IPL.

If CLPA is specified at the operator's console, indicating a cold start is to be
performed, the PLPA storage is deleted and made available for system paging use.
A new PLPA is then loaded with pointers to the PLPA pages recorded in the
QSRCD, which ASM writes on the PLPA page data set. CLPA also implies
CVIO (see below).

The duplexed PLPA is saved on the secondary (duplex) paging data set for
recovery purposes. If any uncorrectable I/O error occurs on a page-in request
from the PLPA, the duplexed PLPA is used.

Virtual I/O Storage Space

Virtual I/O operations send numerous VIO data set pages to the local paging data
set space. During a quick start, the installation uses the CVIO parameter to
purge VIO data set pages. During a warm start, the system can recover the VIO

data set pages from the paging space. If an installation wants to delete VIO page
space reserved during the warm start, it issues the CVIO system parameter at the
operator's console. CVIO applies only to the VIO data set pages that are
associated with joumaled job classes. (The SYSl.STGINDEX data set contains
entries for the VIO data sets associated with joumaled job classes.) If there are
no joumaled job classes or no SYSl.STGINDEX data set, there is no recovery of
VIO data set pages. Instead, all VIO data set pages are purged and the warm
start is effectively a quick start.
If the SPACE parameter for a DD statement having a UNIT parameter,
associated with a UNITNAME macro instmction having VIO=YES,is not
specified, the default size is 10 primary and 50 secondary blocks with an average
block length of 1000 bytes.
size considerations: No more than 25 paging data sets may be specified during
system generation. The cumulative number of page data sets must never exceed
63. At least a PLPA,common, and local paging data set must be specified.
The actual number of pages required in paging data sets depends on the system
load, including the size of the VIO data sets being created, the rate at which they
are created, and the rate at which they are deleted.
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Real Storage

SYS1 .PALIB
SYS1 .LINKLIB
SYS1 .SVCLIB

(1)

Virtual Storage
SQA

PLPA

PLPA

Page Data Set
MLPA

Duplex
Page Data Set
CSA

* PLPA

LSQA, SWA,

LSQA

229/230

SQA)
MLPA

229/230

J

V=V Region

(excluding

Page Data Set

4

and

Nucleus

• Common area

Common

and

LSQA, SWA

F\

J

Swap Data Set

JOB 2

• LSQA
V=V REGION
JOB 1

System Region

* Working sets

System Region

Local

Page Data Set

Nucleus

SYS1 .NUCLEUS

•Private pages
for al l address
spaces

Shows storage areas that are loaded, mapped, or paged.
1 . Virtual storage requires no actual storage; it is only a logical address space.

2. This figure is not meant to define the organization of storage.

Figure 2-11. Relationships Between Real, Virtual, and Auxiliary Storage
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Part 3. System Initialization
This part of the book contains two sections:
9 An overview of initialization

9 Parmlib member descriptions

Initialization Overview
System initialization is the part of the system tailoring that takes place after
system generation (sysgen). The tailoring results from the specification of system
parameters, first at IPL and then later when certain operator commands are
issued.

System TaUoring
System tailoring is the overall process by which an installation selects its operating
system. The process consists of the specification of system options through these
mechanisms:

• System generation
• IPL-time selections

• Certain operator commands after IPL
• Implicit system parameters

An installation can identify one or more active versions of the operating system.
For instance, the installation might choose to identify a specific version to be used
only during off-shift hours.

The operator verifies the identifier when it appears in the system message
lEAlOlA SPECIFY SYSTEM PARAMETERS. If the installation does not

supply a version identifier, the system uses the basic control program(BCP)
identifier provided in module lEASYSID.

To identify a version of the operating system, the installation assigns a unique
16-character EBCDIC identifier in the CVTVERID field of the CSECT

lEAVBKOO, which resides in the nucleus. The identifier is assigned using the
AMASPZAP program immediately after each system generation or creation of an
alternate nucleus. For more information on AMASPZAP see Service Aids.
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System generation involves the specification of particular system options under a
starter system or driver, before the desired system is available. Some system
options are specified by means of parameters in sysgen macros, such as
CTRLPROG, SCHEDULR, or DATASET. The sysgen macros are documented
in System Generation. Some of the CTRLPROG,DATASET and SCHEDULR
options become the initial contents of certain members of SYSl.PARMLIB, such
as lEASYSOO,lEAAPFOO, and lEAAPPOO. Other members of parmlib

(lEAABDOO,lEADMPOO,lEABLDOO, LNKLSTOO, and lEAPAKOO) are copied
directly from the APARMLIB data set to SYSl.PARMLIB. The initial contents

of these members, although not determined by the system programmer at sysgen,
can later be altered or enlarged through the use of the lEBUPDTE utility. (See
Figure 3-1 for the complete list of members created and copied at sysgen.)
An installation might want to change the device allocation structure for different

job mixes or processor configurations. An eligible device table generation
(EDTGEN)creates the device allocation tables(DEVNAMET,lEFDEVPT,
DEVMASKT, and the eligible device table). The eligible device table(EDT)
contains a list of devices defined for the system, and the esoteric and generic unit
names by which eac.i is known. The EDTGEN assembles and linkedits the device

allocation tables directly into SYSl.MLPALIB unless another partitioned data set
is specified.

The EDTGEN can be repeated as many times as the installation wishes to create
multiple EDTs. Multiple EDTs reside in auxiliary storage and are defined to a

parmlib member (using the MLPA facility). At IPL the operator replies to
'SPECIFY SYSTEM PARAMETERS' with the appropriate SYSP =(xx) or
MLPA =(xx) parmlib member suffix.

To avoid allocation problems, the system programmer must verify the EDT
before specifying it for an IPL. To do this, use the IEFEB400 verification
program on the same system for which the EDT was generated. For more

information on the EDTGEN and building and verifying the EDT,see System
Generation Reference.

System Tailoring at IPL Time
IPL-time choices that help to tailor the system can come from several sources;
• Various types of IPLs.
• Operator entry of parameters from the console.
• SYSl.PARMLIB. This data set is one of the main sources of IPL-time
parameters.

• The JES2 initialization data set or JESS initialization deck.
• Alternate nucleus selection.
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Types of IPL
There are several types of IPL:

• Cold Start: Any IPL that loads (or reloads) the PLPA, but does not preserve
VIO data set pages. The PLPA is typically reloaded to alter its contents or to
restore its contents if they were destroyed.

• Quick Start: Any IPL that does not reload the PLPA and does not preserve
VIO data set pages. (NIP resets the page and segment tables to match the
last-created PLPA.)

• Warm Start: Any IPL that does not reload the PLPA, but does preserve
joumaled VIO data set pages.

The First IPL After System Generation: At the first IPL after system generation

(sysgen), NIP automatically loads the PLPA from SYSl.LPALIB. (This is only
for cold starts. If a full sysgen is performed on an existing system, IPL uses the
existing data sets and NIP does not automatically reload the PLPA.) The page
data sets for this IPL are those named in parmhb member lEASYSOO (built at

sysgen), plus any specified by the operator. These page data sets are those that
were specified in sysgen DATASET macros that contained the PAGEDSN
keyword or the DUPLEXDS,NAME keyword combination.
After the first IPL, the SYSl.LOGREC initialization routine, IFCDIPOO, must be
run to initialize SYSl.LOGREC with the proper machine check handler
format-edit records, called "frames." This routine must also be run whenever
SYSl.LOGREC is reallocated or an engineering change is applied to the

processor and the engineering change affects the extended logout or the display of
the extended logout on the associated console.
An IPL at Winch the PLPA is Reloaded: The PLPA need be loaded three times:

(1) at the first IPL after system generation, when NIP loads it automatically,(2)
at an IPL after the installation has added or modified one or more modules in

SYSl.LPALIB, has tested the alteration, and now wants to put the replacement

module(s) in the PLPA, and (3) at an IPL after the PLPA page data set has been
damaged (and is therefore unusable) and its contents must be restored. To reload
the PLPA from SYSl.LPALIB, the operator would enter CLPA (create Unk pack

area) as one of his responses to the SPECIFY SYSTEM PARAMETERS
message. Reloading the PLPA should not be a common occurrence. It should be
done only when necessary because the associated I/O slows down the IPL and
because previously existing VIO data set pages are deleted. (For further
information on the loading of the PLPA, see the CLPA parameter in the
description of the lEASYSxx parmlib member.)

An IPL After Power-Up: The IPL performed after power-up is called a "quick
start," because the PLPA from the previous IPL can be used without reloading
from SYSl.LPALIB. For a "quick start," the CVIO system parameter is used;
VIO data set pages are purged, page data sets added (optionally reserved for
non-VIO paging), and swap data sets replaced. The operator or the lEASYSxx
parmlib member can add additional page data sets by specifying the PAGE
parameter (with or without the NONVIO system parameter) and can replace swap
data sets by specifying the SWAP parameter. (For information on the CVIO,
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PAGE, and NONVIO parameters, see the description of the lEASYSxx parmhb
member later in this chapter.)

An IPL After a System Crash: Provided that the operator does not enter the

CLPA or CVIO system parameters, the operator can "warm start" the system
after a system crash. Existing joumaled VIO data set pages and PLPA pages are
retained by the auxiliary storage manager for continued use. The specified
parmlib parameter list(lEASYSxx) would not include the CVIO or CLPA system
parameters. (The specification of one or more lEASYSxx members by the
operator at IPL time is described in the next topic, "Operator Entry of
Parameters.")

Any definitions of existing page data sets as non-VIO local page data sets are
preserved. Also the operator can define a local page data set that previously was
used for VIO paging as a non-VIO local page data set. During system operation,
the VIO pages on the newly designated non-VIO local page data set will migrate
to any local page data set used for VIO paging. An installation can remove a
local page data set that was designated on the previous IPL as a non-VIO local
paging data set. Removing a local page data set prior to a "warm start" requires
that the local page data set contain no VIO pages. If the local page data set
contains VIO pages then the "warm start" is changed into a "quick start."' For
more information on designating non-VIO page data sets see the NONVIO system
parameter in the lEASYSxx parmlib member description later in this part of the
manual.

Note: See OSjVSl System Programming Library: Supervisor for information on

the power warning feature(PWF)pre-IPL options following a power disturbance.
Operator Entry of Parameters

The operator responds to the SPECIFY SYSTEM PARAMETERS message to
direct NIP, master scheduler initialization, and other components to the desired
parmlib members. The operator can select the default general parameter list
lEASYSOO, or enter SYSP =(xx,yy,...) to select one or more alternate general
parameter lists, such as lEASYSOl, IEASYS02, etc. The alternate lists can

supplement or partially override the basic list. The operator need not enter
parameter values directly, except for those cases in which parameters are missing,
are syntactically invalid, can't be read, or must be supplemented to satisfy a

special case. (An example of a special case would be the operator entry of the
PAGE parameter to increase the amoxmt of paging space.)
If an error occurs with certain parmlib members, the operator is prompted to
manually enter one or more of the member's parameters. If the parameter can't
be corrected, the operator can accept the system defaults. Most parameters have

A local page data set specified as NONVIO can contain VIO pages if one of the
following conditions exist:

• Directed VIO was turned off while the previous system was active.

• A warning message to the operator indicated that VIO pages spilled to a
non-VIO data set because no more space was available on those page data sets
that were being used for VIO.
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defaults, either as default parmlib members, or as coded values in system

components. If a defkult doesn't exist(and if a parameter is not required), the
operator can cancel the parameter. (The defaults are listed in the individual
descriptions of parmlib members later in this chapter.)

An operator-entered parameter overrides the same parameter specified in parmlib
member lEASYSOO or lEASYSxx, except for:

• A parameter for which operator intervention is prohibited (OPI=NO). In
this case, the operator-entered parameter is ignored (unless the parmlib
parameter was syntactically invalid and is being corrected from the console).
• The PAGE parameter. The page data set names entered by the operator are
added for the Ufe of the IPL to those specified in either lEASYSOO or

lEASYSxx. (For information on the PAGE parameter, refer to the
description of member lEASYSxx later in this chapter.)
The Use of SYSl.PARMLIB

SYSi.PARMLIB is read by NIP and master spheduler initiaUzation at IPL, and
later by such components as the system resource manager, the TIOC, and GTF
which are invoked by operator command.^ The purpose of parmlib is to provide
many initialization parameters in a prespecified form in a single data set, and thus
minimize the need for the operator to enter parameters.

Parmlib contains both a basic or default general parameter list lEASYSOO and

possible alternate general parameter lists, called lEASYSxx,lEASYSyy, etc.
Parmlib also contains specialized members, such as COMMNDxx,PARMTZ,
and lEALPAxx. Any general parameter list can contain both parameter values
and "directors." The directors (such as MLPA =01) point or direct NIP or
master scheduler initialization to one or more specialized members, such as
lEALPAOl.

Member lEASYSOO, the default general parameter list, is always read, but its
contents can be overridden and/or augmented by one or more alternate general

parameter list. lEASYSOO can be further supplemented and/or partially
overridden by operator-entered parameters. The lEASYSxx lists are selected by
the operator through the SYSP parameter at IPL. The specialized members can
be named by the general parameter fists(lEASYSOO and lEASYSxx), or named
by the operator at IPL.

If the same parameter appears in both lEASYSOO and a specified alternate
lEASYSxx fist, the value in the alternate fist overrides. In addition, a parameter

value in a later specified lEASYSxx fist overrides the same parameter in an earlier
specified fist. For example, assume that the operator enters R 00,SYSP=(01,02)

The TIOC is the terminal I/O coordinator, whose parameters are described under
member IKJPRMOO. GTF is the generalized trace facility, whose parameters are
described under member GTFPARM.
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in order to select the two parameter lists lEASYSOl and IEASYS02. Further
assume that these two lists and lEASYSOO contain these values:

lEASYSOO:

...,MLPA =00,BLDL=00,...

lEASYSOl:

...,MLPA =(01,02),BLDL=01,...

IEASYS02:

...,MLPA =03,SQA= 10,...

From the above values, NIP accepts: MLPA=03,BLDL=01,SQA= 10.
Note: The CLPA, CVIO, OPT, and PAGE parameters are exceptions; for more
information see their descriptions later in this section.

If a particular parameter or member is unavailable or incorrect, the system,
depending on the particular member:
• Uses a default value.

• Bypasses the parameter or the rest of the member.

• Prompts the operator to enter replacements for the invalid parameter(s), or to
enter all the parameters in the member, or to re-IPL, or to cancel the
parameter or member by entering END or ENTER.
The handling of each member if a syntax error or a read error occurs is Usted
later in this overview in Figure 3-2.
How Parmttb Members Are Created: Parmlib members are created in several
ways:

• Some are unconditionally created at sysgen by being copied from the
APARMLIB data set. They may later be changed or augmented by the
installation through the use of the lEBUPDTE utility.
• Others are conditionally created at sysgen, if particular sysgen macros and
keywords are specified.

• The remaining members can be explicitly created by the installation.

Figure 3-1 shows which parmlib members are created at sysgen, whether the
creations are conditional, the names of any associated sysgen macros and

keywords, and the IPL-time parameters that direct the reading system components
to the desired specialized members. (See notes at bottom of figure.)
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Associated IPL-Time Parameter (in
Member

COMMNDxx
CONFIGxx
GRSCNFxx
GRSRNLOO

lEASYSOO,lEASYSxx, or entered
by the Operator)

Initially Built
at Sysgen

CMD = xx

no

none

no

GRSCNF = xx
GRSRNL=00

no

yes; default list is copied

Sysgen Macro
and Parameter

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

from APARMLIB.
GRSRNLxx
GTFPARM

GRSRNL= xx

no

none

yes: default list is copied

lEAABDOO

none

N/A
N/A

from APARMLIB.

yes: default list is copied

N/A

from APARMLIB.

conditionally, if sysgen
macro is specified

CTRLPROG

lEAAPFOO

APF=00

lEAAPFxx
lEAAPPOO

APF= XX

no

N/A

none

conditionally, if sysgen
macro is specified.

DATASET
ABEAPP =

APFLIB =

CHEAPP =

/

\

\

BLDL=00
BLDLF
1

lEABLDOO

)
lEABLDxx

BLDL= XX1

BLDLF
lEADMPOO

yes: default list is copied
from APARMLIB, aug
mented via sysgen macro

EOEAPP=
PCIAPP=
SIOAPP=
CTRLPROG
OPTIONS=
BLDL

if it is specified.
no

N/A

yes: default list is copied

N/A

I

none

from APARMLIB.
lEADMROO

none

yes: default list is copied

N/A

from APARMLIB.
lEAFIXOO

FIX =00

lEAFIXxx
lEAICSOO
lEAICSxx
lEAIPSOO

FIX = XX
ICS=00
ICS = XX
IPS =00

conditionally, if sysgen
macro is specified.
no
no
no

yes: default list is copied

DATASET
RESIDNT =

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

from APARMLIB.
lEAIPSxx

IPS= XX

no

lEALODOO
lEALPAxx
lEAOPTOO

none

no

MLPA = xx

no

OPT=00

yes: default list is copied

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

from APARMLIB.
lEAOPTxx
lEAPAKOO

OPT = XX

no

none, although member

yes: default list is copied

is used only when

from APARMLIB,optionally

CLPA is specified

N/A
N/A

augmented or altered by
installation before IPL.

lEASYSOO

none

lEASYSxx

SYSP= xx, issued by the

yes, if sysgen macros
are specified.
no

(see Figure 3-9)
N/A

operator
lECIOSxx
lEFSSNxx
IKJPRMOO
LNKLSTOO

lOS= XX
SSN = xx

no

none

no

LNK =00

no

yes: default list is copied

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

from APARMLIB.

Notes:

1.

A "no" in the third column means the member is installation-created.

2.

N/A means "not applicable."

Figure 3-1 (Part 1 of 2). Parmlib Members: Relationships to IPL Parameters and Sysgen Parameters
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Member

LNKLSTxx
MPFLSTxx
MVIKEYOO

Associated IPL-Time Parameter (in
lEASYSOO,lEASYSxx, or entered
by the Operator)

Initially BuUt
at Sysgen

Sysgen Macro

LNK = xx

no

none

no

N/A
N/A
N/A

none

yes: default list is copied

and Parameter

from APARMLIB
PARMTZ

none

no, although time zone
constant can be specified
by the TZ keyword of

N/A

CTRLPROG macro and

placed in the CVT.
SMFPRMOO
SMFPRMxx
TSOKEYOO
VATLST= xx

SMF=00
SMF= xx

no

none

no

VAL= xx

no

yes

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Figure 3-1 (Part 2 of 2). Parmlib Members: Relationships to IPL Parameters and Sysgen Parameters
Overview ofParmlib Members: Figure 3-2 lists valid parmlib members. The table
briefly describes the purpose of each member and lists additional categories of
information for each of the parmlib members.
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s

€

Required

s
M

?

Supplied
by IBM

Member

or

Optional

Directly

Read at

Allows listing

affects

IPL or

OT p8rolT10X0f9

perform

at com

ance

mand

at IPL or
command

COMMNDOO (xx) Commands to h e issued by the control program immediately after
initialization. J ES commands nlay not be included.

a

no

optional

no

Response to Errors

(N/A»not applicable)
Unsupported

Syntax Error

Read Error

Parameters

Initialization. Also contains a parameter that controls prompting during TOD clock
IPL

no

o

ignores invalid

No commands

command name.
TOD defaults
to NOPROMPT.

are processed.

N/A

00

CONFIGOO (xx)

Allows the installation to defir

a standard configuration that is compared with the current configuration. The results of the comparison are

displayed to th0 operator.
no

optional

no

I
3.

I
GRSCNFOO (xx)

3"

Parameters tha

Invalid commands

Processing is

option of

are ignored and

terminated

DISPLAY
MATRIX
command.

an error message

and an error

CONFIG

no

is issued.

N/A

message is
issued.

identify what systems are to share resources in a global resource serialization complex.
no

•required only
if GRS=START
or GRS=JOIN

I

IPL

no

Error message

Error message

requires the oper

requires the

ator to either cor

operator to

rect the parmlib

either restart

member and re
start the system

the system

GRS=NONE

is specified.

or reply NONE.

problem is
fixed or reply

is specified.
•ignored If

I

yes, by
specification
of the
RESMIL
parameter

N/A

after the

NONE.

GRSRNLOO(xx)

Resource namt} lists (RNLs) tflat the system uses when a global resource serialization complex is active.
yes

Error message

Error message

GRS=START or

requires the oper

requires the

GRS=JOIN is

ator to either cor

operator to

specified.

rect the parmlib

either restart

member and re

the system

start the system

after the

or reply NONE.

problem is
fixed or reply

•required only if

no

IPL

no

•ignored if
GRS=NONE
P

is specified.

N/A

NONE.
C/9

GTFPARM

Parameters to control GTF wlhien GTF is started.
yes

Optionally used.
Built automati

s

cally at sysgen.

—
yes

START
GTF

Yes, auto
matically at

On any error,

Same as

prompts for

with syntax

START GTF.

all parameters.

error.

Message lists
valid parms

message.

N/A

Can be modified

by installation.
N

P

O
P

U)
I

VO

lEAABDOO

Default parameters for an AB END dump when a SYSABEND dd statement has been specified.
yes
no
no
IPL
Optional. How
ever, if member
is unavailable,
ABEND dumps
may not be
possible without
DUMPOPT lists.

Error

that were

Parameters

accepted.
Invalid parms
are rejected.

are rejected.

N/A

U)
I

o

O
C/J

eg-

Allows

Directly

s
lU

Required
Member

Supplied
by IBM

or

Optional

p
<-»

s
<
C/3

lEAAPFOO (xx)

i-f.

affects

IPL or

parameters

at com

at IPL or

ance

mand

command

no

IPL

no

option
ally at
sysgen by

r

BT
P
P

3

a

H
3

Parameters

Prompts oper

Same as

N/A

ator to re-

with

and

specify bad

syntax

parameters or

error.

APFLIB

are always

cancel parms

keyword

authorized.)

via END or

ENTER key.

PROG
macro.

CA

o

lEAAPPOO

Names of authorized installatioii-written I/O appendage routines.

hS
p

2.

Created

3

o
3

optional
(SYS1.LINKLIB

of CTRL-

1
I!
s*

OQ

&
CD

Read Error

SYS1.SVCLIB

0

P

Unsupported
Syntax Error

Names of auth orized program li braries.
Created

O

00

o'

Response to Errors

(N/A=not applicable)

K)

C/)

N
P

listing of

perform

<
C/J
K)

Read at

I
5

S"
SS

optional

IPL

Error message.

Same as

option
ally at

Partial

with

appendage

syntax

sysgen by

name table

error.

appendage
keywords

is built, if

no

no

N/A

possible.

of DATA-

SET macro

lEABLDOO (xx)

Default list of imodules in SYS1.■ LINKLIB (or in (data sets concatenated to SYS1.LINKLIB) whose directory entries w
ill go in a residenIt BLDL table. lEABLDxx
is similar to IE,ABLDOO except 1:hat these may be! multiple alternate lists.
lEABLDOOyes

lEABLDxxno

optional

yes

IPL

yes, if L

Prompts oper

Same as

Error

option is

ator to re-

with

message.

specified

specify bad

syntax

Obsolete

with BLDL(F)

parameters or

error.

parm in

cancel them

names are

lEASYSOO(xx),

via END or

ignored.

or by the

ENTER key.

operator.

module

•51

Allows

Directly

Required
Member

Supplied
by IBM

or

Read at

listing of

affects

IPL or

parameters

perform

at com

at IPL or

ance

mand

command

Response to Errors
(N/A=not applicable)
Unsupported
Syntax Error

Read Error

Parameters

Message lists
valid parms

Error

N/A

member is

that were

Parms are

unavailable,

accepted.
Invalid parms
are rejected.

rejected.

Message lists
valid parms

Error
message.

member is

that were

Parms are

unavailable,

accepted.
Invalid parms
are rejected.

rejected.

Optional

/—V

hd
so

lEADMPOO

Default parameters for an ABEND dump when a SYSUDUMP DD statement has been specified.

a
yes

UO
e

00

Optional.
However, if

IPL

ABEND dumps
may not be

message.

possible
without

DUMPOPT
lists. Built

a
ro

automatic

ally at
sysgen. Can
so

be modified

by instal
lation.
(t

s

lEADMROO

Default parameters for an ABEND dump when a SYSMDUMP DD statement has been specified.

S"
yes

5S

Optional.
However, if

IPL

ABEND dumps
may not be
possible with

N/A

out DUMPOPT
lists. Built

automatically
•73

at sysgen.

P

Can be

a

modified by
installation.

C/l
v;
Vi

lEAFIXOO (xx)

Names of modules from SYS1.LPALIB,SYS1.SVCLIB,and SYSl.LINKLIB to be fixed in real storage for the life of the IPL.

n

3
lEAFIXOOyes

lEAFIXxxN

P
O

P

u>

no

lEAFIXOO is
created

optionally
at sysgen

yes

IPL

yes, if L
option is

Prompts oper

Same as

ator to re-

with

message.

spec'd with
FIX parm in
lEASYSOO(xx),
or by the

specify bad

syntax

Obsolete

parameters or

error.

module

operator.

ENTER key.

Error

cancel them

names are

via END or

ignored.

U)
i
H-k

3"
CTQ*
C

Di rectly

K)

Required
o
c/i

<
C/J
K)

I

Ni

Member

Supplied
by IBM

Optional

9
■n

IEAICSOO (xx)

s

IPL or

parameters

perform

at com

at IPL or

ance

mand

command

optional

yes

Ob

r

p

n'

n

P3

fD

Prompts opera

Same as with

tor to respecify

syntax error.

"I

operator.

"t

or cancel para
meter via END

or ENTER key.
If the parameter
is cancelled, no
lEAICSxx mem

ber is put into

s

effect; perform

o

ance groups are

H
c

assigned by

OQ

or LOGON

2
5*

means of the JCL

O
p

51
n)

N/A

yes, if L option

o"
t3
CU

Parameters

is specified with
the ICS==xx parm
in lEASYOO(xx)
or by the

3
P

Read Error

both IPL

command.

n

£

Unsupported
Syntax Error

and SET

ICS
sr
to

(N/A=not applicable)

i^aiiuii mat adduuidiB units ui wuris. vtrcinsaciians/ witn pe

O

r^'

Response to Errors

listing of

affects

c/a

2^

Allows

Performance groups are used by the system resources manager to controi and report on transactions.

<
C/3

or

Read at

IS"

PERFORM para
meter value.

lEAIPSOO (xx)

Parameters of an installation performance specification that control workload manager of system resources manager.
lEAIPSOOyes

lEAIPSxxno

IEAIPSOO=

req'd
IEAIPSxx=opt.

yes

both IPL

yes, if L

and SET

option is

IPS

spec'd with

nate IPS member

command.

IPS parm in

or to default to

Prompts operator
to respecify alter

lEASYSOO(xx),

lEAIPSOO. If

or by the

no lEAIPSOO or

operator.

lEAIPSOO is

invalid, uses
system defaults.

Same as with
syntax error.

N/A

)
Allows

s

Required

Supplied
Member

?
a

J.IEALODOO

by IBM

or

Optional

listing of

Directly

Read at

affects

IPL or

parameters

perform

at com

at IPL or

ance

mand

command

Response to Errors
(N/A=not applicable)
Unsupported
Syntax Error

Read Error

Parameters

Names of LPA modules whose directory information will be placed in real storage to avoid page faults involved in searching the PLPA directory.

cn

Error

Module names

Same as

s.

before error

with

message.

00

are processed.

syntax

Ignores

Names after

error.

obsolete

n

error are

module

sr
p

omitted.

names.

no

optional

yes

IPL

no

•n

p
0

5?

lEALPAOO (xx)

Names of reenterable modules from LINKLIB,SVCLIB,and LPALIB as a temporary addition (MLPA)to the PLPA.

3.
no

optional

yes

IPL

1

yes, if L
option is
spec'd with
the MLPA

Same as

with

message.

specify, or
cancel parm

syntax

Ignores

error.

obsolete
module

via END or
parm in
lEASYSOO(xx), ENTER key.

P

Error

Prompts oper
ator to re-

names.

or by the
operator.

i
g"

lEAOPTOO (xx)

Parameters that control resource and workload management algorithms in the system resources manager.
both IPL

yes, if L

and SET

option is

lEAOPTxx

OPT

spec'd with

Prompts operator
to respecify or
cancel parm via

no

command.

the OPT

END or ENTER

lEAOPTOO

optional

yes

yes

Same as with

N/A

syntax error.

parm in

key. If parm is
lEASYSOO(xx), cancelled, de

p

lEAPAKOO

or by the

fault values are

operator.

used.

"Pack List" n;ames of groups o^f modules in LPALIB that NIP will load between page boundaries to minimize page faults.

automatic

Bypasses the
pack group

The pack
groups read

Error

C/3
Vi

ally copied

that contains

before the

Ignores

yes. Is

optional

yes

IPL

no

message.

a

B

R*
p

o'

U)
I

U)

at sysgen.

the error.

error are

obsolete

Can be

Processes the

module

modified

next pack

processed.
Other pack

by instal

group.

groups are

lation.

omitted.

names.

s

iw*

Allows

Directly
Required
o
C/3

c>^

lu

Member

Supplied
by IBM

/—S

K>

2

P

a
On

lEASYSOO (xx)
(See Note 1.)

or

Optional

Read at

listing of

affects

IPL or

parameters

perform

at com

at IPL or

ance

mand

command

Response to Errors

(N/A=not applicable)
Unsupported
Syntax Error

Read Error

Parameters

System pararneters that are valid responses to the SPECIFY SYSTEM PARAMETERS message. Multiple system parameter lists are valid. The list is
chosen by oplerator SYSP parameter. lEASYSOO,the default member, is initially built at sysgen, although modifiable later by the installation.

e

C/J
00

r

P
p

yes.

See

See

Built at

Note 3.

Note 4.

IPL

O*

I

S

5^

P

Prompts oper

Parms processed

Obsolete

Note 2.

ator to re-

before error are

parms are

sysgen

(L parm

specify, or

retained. Oper

treated as

from

must be

cancel parm

ator is asked to

syntax

macros.

spec'd with

via END or

specify an alter

errors.

parm or

ENTER key.

nate member.

p
N

See

member.)

P

a

If he does, new
parms override

the error are

those retained.

retained.

?
s.
3
OQ

sa

Parms pro
cessed before

p

I

Notes:

1.
2.
3.
4.

lEASYSOO is required for a successful IPL,even if it contains only a dummy parameter.
These parmeters can be listed at IPL: APF,BLDL/BLDLF, DUMP, FIX, ICS, IPS, MLPA,SYSP,and OPT.
There are only two mandatory parms,PAGE and HARDGPY. Other parms have coded defaults.
Performance-oriented parms in lEASYSOO (xx): APG,CMD, FIX, BLDLF/BLDL, IPS, lOS, MLPA,OPT, REAL, RSU, WTOBFRS, WTORPLY.

1 EClOSOO(xx)

Parameters that control which [< channel selection algorithm will be used when an alternate path exists for a device.

3

no

lEFSSNOO (xx)

optional

yes

IPL

no

Same as
with

value is

syntax

substutited

error

no

optional

yes, depending

IPL

on the function

Message issued
identifying

lEFSSNOO

of each sub

erroneous record.

is terminated

is reserved

system

Next record is

and an error

no

Processing of the

N/A

parmlib members

read and processed. message is issued.

for IBM's use

TIOC parameiters that are used to control TSO/TCAM time sharing buffers
no

optional

yes

MODIFY
tcamproc

command,if

no

Default value

Same as

is

with

parms

substituted.

syntax

ignored.

TS=START

is spec'd in
command.

)

N/A

Parameters that identify what subsystems are to be initialized.

Note:

IKJPRMOO

Message issued
and default

error.

Obsolete

Allows
OQ
6

Directly
Required
Member

Supplied
by IBM

or

Optional

Read at

listing of

affects

IPL or

parameters

perform

at com

at IPL or

ance

mand

command

Response to Errors
(N/A^'not applicable)
Unsupported
Syntax Error

Read Error

Parameters

»

a

LNKLSTOO (xx)

List of data sets to be concatenated to SYS1.LINKLIB. LNKLSTxx is similar to LNKLSTOO except that these may be multiple alternate lists.
Yes

o

optional

no

IPL

(contains only
00

SYS1.LINKLIB)
n
sr
GO
to
fi

No data

ator to re-

sets are

Data sets

concaten

not found

LNK parm in

specify, or
cancel parm

ated with

will not be

lEASYSOO(xx),

via END or

LINKLIB.

concaten

or by the

ENTER key.

Operator

ated with

can re-IPL

LINKLIB.

ope rator.

<?

Error msg.

Prompts oper

Yes, if L
option is
spec'd with

3.

to speci fy

I

alternate

CA

LNKLST

member.
&a

3

MPFLSTOO (xx)

List of message identifiers for messages that are to be suppressed; that is, not displayed at the operator console but written to the hardcopy log.

p.
cr
no
»

optional

no

3

SET MPF

Yes, via the

Message

Parameters

cornmand

DISPLAY

issued for
each invalid

are rejected.

Same as with
syntax error.

Same as

or

command.

fb

member.

MVIKEYOO

p

Parameters to control MSSC data and messages.
Yes

required for

Automatically
copied at
sysgen. Can

MSS

Oi

3

N
P

U)
I

Lfi

IPL

Yes, at IPL.

Prompts oper

Same as

If error

ator to enter

with

with

occurs,

parm or

syntax

syntax

default is

re-IPL.

error.

error.

be modified

by
(Z)

yes

installation.

taken.

U)
I

VQ
s

Required

ON

Member

O

Supplied
by IBM

or

Optional

Directly

Read at

affects

IPL or

perform

at com

at IPL or

ance

mand

command

Allows listing
of parameters

Response to Errors

(N/A=not applicable)

1 Unsupported
Syntax Error

C/5

<
K)

s
C/3

'9
p

PARMTZ

Read Error

1 Parameters

Time zone ccinstant: the valu e by which local time differs from Greenwich Mean Time.

a
no

00

optional

IPL

no

Uses sysgen

Same as

value. If no

with

no

e

N/A

KA
00

r

value was

syntax

spec'd at

error.

sysgen,

n

default of

0 is used.
p

s-

o*

I

SMFPRMOO (xx)

Parameters th at define SMF options.

o

I

PRMOO

See Note.

IPL or

Yes, if

Prompts oper

Same as

yes

SET SMF

PROMPT(LIST)

ator to enter

with

with

PRMxx

command.

or

parm or

syntax

syntax

PROMPT(ALL)
parm is spec'd.

re-IPL.

error

error.

N/A

Yes

Pu

•n

I'

i
a

no

I
o-

f
s

Same as

Note: SMFPRMOO is required for IPL unless you specify SMF=xx and SMFPRMxx contains all of the SRM parameters.
TSOKEYOO
VTIOC parameters that are used by TSO/VTAM time sharing.
no

optional

yes

START
TSO

command

Yes,
automatically

Default

Default

value is

value is

at START

substituted

substituted.

Error msg.

TSO

VATLSTOO (xx)

Volume attribute list that defines the "mount" and "use" attributes of direct access volumes.
no

optional

yes

IPL

No. Operator
has option

By-passes

Operator is
given

to get list
only if error

bad entry.

choice of

Processes

occurs.

remaining

processing
remaining
list(s) if
multiple lists,
or specifying

entries.

N/A

new VATLST

VATLSTxx
member, or

re-IPLing.

)

)

)

How to Control ParmUb: To control parmlib and assure that it is manageable,
you should consider the following problem areas and suggested solutions;
• Delete unsupported parameters and members. Because most components
treat unsupported parameters from previous releases as syntax errors, you
should probably remove the old parameters or build parmlib from scratch.
This action will minimize the need for operator responses during an IPL.
Furthermore, you can save space by removing unsupported members.

• Update parmlib with new and replacement members, as you gain familiarity
with the new release. You can use the lEBUPDTE utility to add or replace

members. Figiure 3-3 illustrates the JCL for adding three new members and
replacing two old members: lEABLDOO,lEALODOO,lEAPAKOO,
IEASYS05, and IEASYS06. (Consult the OSjVS Utilities manual for further
information on the use of lEBUPDTE.) To prevent excessive growth of
parmUb, use the "compress" function of lEBCOPY to delete obsolete data.
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//ADDLISTS
//STEP
//SYSPRINT
//SYSUTl
//SYSUT2
//SYSIN

./
./
SYSl.LINKLIB

./

JOB

61938,'R. L. WILSON'

EXEC

PGM=IEBUPDTE,PARM=MOD

DD

SYSOUT=A

DD
DD

DSNAME=SYS1.PARMLIB,DISP=0LD
DSNAME=SYS1.PARMLIB,DISP=0LD

DD

DATA

ADD NAME=IEABLDOO,LIST=ALL
NUMBER
NEW1=01,INCR=02
IEFSD061,IEFSD062,IEFSD064,IEFSD104,
lEFVMl,lEFWCOOO,lEFWDOOO,IEFW2ISD,
IEFW41SD,IEFW42SD,IEFXJ000
REPL
NAME=IEALODOO,LEVEL=01,S0URCE=1,
LIST=ALL

./

NUMBER NEW1=10,INCR=100

IEFAB400,IGG0325A,IGG0325H,IGC0003B,
IGG0325B,IGG0325D,IGG0325E,

./
./

IGG0325G,IFG0202J,IFG0202K,IFG0202L
REPL NAME=IEAPAKOO.LEVEL=01,SOURCE=1,LIST=ALL
NUMBER NEW1=01,INCR=02

(IEFAB400,IGG0325A,IGG0325H,IGC0003B),
(IGG0325B,IGG0325D,IGG0325E),
IGG0235G),(IFG0202J,IFG0202K,IFG0202L)
./
./

ADD NAME=IEASYS05,LIST=ALL
NUMBER NEW1=01,INCR=02

MLPA={00,01),
BLDL=00,SQA=2
./
./

ADD

NAME=IEASYS06,LIST=ALL

NUMBER NEW=01,INCR=02

MLPA=(02,03),BLDLF={00,01),
SQA=1,FIX=(00,01),OPI=NO
./
/*

ENDUP

Note: This example shows the format of lEBUPDTE statements, not the content of parmlib members.
Figure 3-3. Example of Adding and Replacing Parmlib Members by Means of the lEBUPDTE Utility

• Keep track of which parameters were specified at sysgen (through
SCHEDULR,CTRLPROG, and DATASET macros) and which parameters
are included in particular parmlib members. This bookkeeping is necessary
for two reasons:

1. The system doesn't keep track of parmlib members and their parameters.
2. The default general parameter list lEASYSOO is always read by NIP and
master scheduler initialization.

The list's parameters can be overridden by the same parameters when they are
specified in alternate general lists, such as lEASYSOl, IEASYS02, etc.
Fmthermore, certain parameters, such as FIX, APF, and MLPA, direct the
system to particular specialized members (in this example, lEAFIXxx,
lEAAPFxx, and lEALPAxx). The installation should keep records of which
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parameters and which values are in particular members, and which general
members point to which particular specialized members(COMMNDxx,
lEALPAxx, etc.). A grid or matrix for such bookkeeping is very helpful.
• Allocate sufficient space for parmlib. The space must be a single extent. (If
the members of parmlib that are used by NIP go into a secondary extent, a
wait state of 064 with a code of 09 occurs.) One way to estimate space is to
count the niunber of 80-character records in all members. Then add a

suitable growth factor (for example, 100-300%) to allow for future growth of
alternate members. Consult Figure 3-2 to determine which members can

have multiple alternates. To recapture space occupied by deleted members,
use the "compress" function of lEBCOPY.
• Decide the voliune and device that should hold parmlib. The volume could
be demountable, although it must be mounted in order for the operator to
IPL, to start GTF, to start RMF,to start TSO by use of the MODIFY

tcamproc command, or to specify that a new parmlib member is to take effect
by the use of the SET command. The data set must be cataloged, unless it
resides on SYSRES. It could be placed on a slow or moderate speed device.
• Password protect the parmlib data set for "write" only. The purpose is to
preserve system integrity by protecting the appendage member (lEAAPPOO)
and the authorized program facility member(lEAAPFxx)from user
tampering.
• Do not "read" protect or "date" protect the parmlib data set. If the parmlib
data set is protected in either of these ways, the system cannot IPL, but enters
a wait state with a hexadecimal wait-state code of 64 and a reason code of 5.

(A "read" protected or a "data" protected parmlib data set is one of a
number of conditions that prevents the system from IPLing and causes the
system to enter a wait state with wait-state code 64 and reason code 5.)
• Password protect the data set. Parmhb should be password protected for
"write." The purpose is to preserve system integrity by protecting the
appendage member(lEAAPPOO)and the authorized program facility member
(lEAAPFxx)from user tampering.

General Syntax Rulesfor the Creation of Members: The following general syntax
rules apply to the creation of most parmlib members. Exceptions to these rules
are described under specific members later in this chapter. The general rules are:
• Record size is 80 bytes.

• Any columns between 1 and 71 may contain data.
• Columns 72 through 80 are ignored.

• Continuation is indicated by a comma followed by one or more blanks after
the last entry on a record.
• Leading blanks are suppressed. A record therefore need not start at a
particular column.
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Suffix member identifiers (such as LNK = A2)can be any alphameric
combination.

Causing an Alternate Nucleus Substitution

Another less common way to change the system at an IPL is to cause the IPL
program to read a member of a nucleus data set that is different from
lEANUCOl, the default nucleus member. One reason for such a nucleus switch

may be the need to apply a PTF to the nucleus. A secondary (alternate) nucleus
can be IPL'd using one of the following methods:
• Editing the alternate nucleus character of the load parameter string before
selecting the "initialize SCP" function. Use the SC frame of the 3033
processor console or the CC012 frame of the system console for a processor,
such as the 3081, that has a monitoring and service support facility (MSSF).
On either frame, modify the first character of the eight-character parameter
string to specify the suffix for lEANUCOx. The IPL program retrieves this
character and concatenates it as a suffix to lEANUCO to form the alternate
SYSl.NUCLEUS nucleus member name.

• Stopping the IPL function in time to alter the default contents of location
X'08', which is X'Fl', to the desired alternate SYSl.NUCLEUS nucleus

member name, then continuing the IPL function. IPL uses the designated
alternate nucleus character at location X'08' and concatenates it as a suffix to
IEANUCO to form the alternate SYSl.NUCLEUS nucleus member name.

The operator stops the IPL function in one of two ways:
1. Placing an address-compare-stop on the first executed instruction of
lEAIPLOO Cocation X'80').

2. Placing the processor in instruction step mode.
• Using the ALT system parameter in the response to the "SPECIFY SYSTEM
PARAMETERS" message after first allowing the IPL function to complete
using the default nucleus member of SYSl.NUCLEUS (that is, lEANUCOl).
Note: An alternate nucleus cannot be selected from the IPL frame of a 4381
processor.

For additional information, see Operator's Library: OSIVS2 MVS System
Commands.

Specifying an Alternate Master (System) Catalog
Another way to change the system at an IPL is to cause NIP to read a member of
SYSl.NUCLEUS that is different from SYSCATLG, the default member. An

alternate master catalog can be selected by:
• Responding to system message IEA347A SPECIFY MASTER CATALOG
PARAMETER with a two-character reply. The two characters are appended
to SYSCAT to form the member name to be read by NIP.
For additional information, see Operator's Library: OSIVS2 MVS System
Commands.
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System Tailoring Through Operator Commands
After IPL, several operator commands provide additional system tailoring by
directing particular groups of parameters to specific system components. The
commands include:

• START tcamproc
• MODIFY tcamproc
• START TSO

• SET IPS, SET ICS, and SET OPT
• SETDMN
• SETMPF

• SETSMF
• SETSMF
• START GTF

• START vtamproc

Starting TCAM

The operator can enter TCAM initialization parameters when he starts TCAM, as
a response to the SPECIFY TCAM PARAMETERS message. TCAM issues the
message if the system programmer accidentally or deliberately omitted one or
more required parameters when he coded the INTRO macro for TCAM assembly.
In response to the message, the operator can add to or modify existing TCAM
parameters. (For information on the TCAM parameters, refer to OSjVSl TCAM
System Programmers Guide.)
Starting VTAM

VTAM start options can be entered by the network operator as parameters in the
START command or they can be specified in a start option list. The start option
list is stored in SYSl.VTAMLST and is specified by the LIST parameter in the
START command. For information about VTAM initialization, refer to OSjVSl

System Programming Library: VTAM.
Starting TSO/TCAM Time Sharing

The operator starts TCAM,then issues the following command to start time
sharing:
MODIFY tcamproc, TS=START [,membername]

The optional parameter membemame can specify an installation- defined parmlib
member, or can default to the parmlib member IKJPRMOO. In either case, the
member is read by the terminal I/O coordinator (TIOC). The TIOC uses the
parameters mainly to control time-sharing buffers. (For additional information
on TIOC parameters, see the description of member IKJPRMOO later in this
chapter.)
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Starting TSO/VTAM Time Sharing
The operator starts VTAM, then issues the START command in MVS to start
TSO/VTAM time sharing. The optional parameter MEMBER can be used to
specify an installation-defined parmlib member, or the default parmlib member
TSOKEYOO can be used. The member is read by the terminal control address
space (TCAS)and the values are placed into the TCAS table. (If the member
cannot be read, default values in the TCAS program are used.) The VTAM
terminal I/O coordinator(VTIOC) uses these values mainly to control time
sharing buffers. (For additional information on TSO/VTAM time sharing
parameters, see the description of member TSOKEYOO later in this chapter.)

Using SET ICS to Change System Resources Manager Parameters
The SET ICS command causes the system resources manager to receive a specific
installation control specification (parmlib member lEAICSxx). Using this
command, the installation can dynamically change the installation control
specification parameters without reinitializing the system.(For additional
information, see the ICS parameter in the description of the lEASYSxx member,
and in "Part 5: The System Resources Manager.")
Using SET IPS to Change System Resources Manager Parameters

The SET IPS command causes the system resources manager to receive a specific
installation performance specification (IPS). This IPS is a parmlib member
(lEAIPSxx). Using this command, the installation can dynamically change IPS
parameters without reinitializing the system. (For further information, refer to
the IPS parameter in the description of the lEASYSxx member, and in "Part 5:
The System Resources Manager.")
Using SET OPT to Change System Resources Manager Parameters

The SET OPT command causes the system resources manager to receive a specific
lEAOPTxx parmhb member. Using this command, the installation can
dynamically change OPT parameters without reinitializing the system.(For
additional information, see the OPT parameter in the description of the
lEASYSxx member, and in "Part 5: The System Resources Manager.")
Using SETDMN to Change Domain Constraints

The SETDMN command provides a way for altering the constraint values on a
domain's multiprogramming level. The information from this command is vahd
only for the life of the IPL - it does not change fields in the IPS member.
Using SET MPF to Suppress Messages

The SET MPF command selects an MPFLSTxx parmlib member that defines the
messages the installation wants the message processing facility to suppress.
Suppressed messages are not displayed on the operator's console but are printed
on the hardcopy log. This command provides a way to suppress nonessential
message traffic to the operator's console, causing only selected messages to be
displayed. In response to operating conditions, the SET MPF command can be
used repeatedly to change the amount of nonessential message traffic being
suppressed. In this way, the operator can tailor the message traffic to suit the
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operational needs of the installation. SET MPF can also be issued through the
COMMNDxx parmlib member during system initialization.
Using SET SMF to Change SMF Parameters
The SET SMF command allows the installation to specify the SMFPRMxx

parmlib member to be used by the system management facilities. Using this
command, the installation can dynamically change to another SMFPRMxx
member without reinitializing the system.
Using the SETSMF to Change SMF Parameters

In contrast to the SET SMF command, which allows an installation to specify a
different SMFPRMxx parmlib member, the SETSMF operator command allows
an installation to:

Add a SUBPARM parameter value to those SMF parameter values already
set for this IPL.

• Replace existing SMF parameter values (except ACTIVE,PROMPT,SID,
and EXITS) with the specified parameters.
Parameters changed by SETSMF remain in effect only for the current IPL, or
until replaced by a subsequent SET SMF or SETSMF command.

If the SMF parameter values set for this IPL include NOPROMPT, then the
SETSMF command cannot be used to modify any of these values or to add the

SUBPARM parameter value. For further information, see the description of the
SMFPRMxx parmlib member later in this chapter.
Starting GTF

When the operator starts the generalized trace facility (GTF), the parameters are
obtained from the PARM field of the START command and from a parmlib
member. If the operator issues START GTF, the IBM-supplied cataloged

procedure (named GTF)is read. The PROC statement of that procedure names
GTFPARM as the member from which GTF will get its parameters. If, however,
the installation wants to substitute another member in place of GTFPARM, the

operator may enter the alternate member name with the MEMBER keyword of
the START command. (For further information on GTF initialization
parameters, see the description of member GTFPARM later in this chapter. For
other information on starting or using GTF, refer to the GTF chapter in 0SIVS2
System Programming Library: Service Aids.)

Implicit System Parameters
Various system requirements, although not involving explicit parameters, affect
the way the system performs. These system requirements may be considered as
"implicit" parameters. They involve DD statements, data sets, hardware choices,
and so forth. Some examples are:
• SYSABEND, SYSMDUMP,and SYSUDUMP DD statements. Without
these statements, the parameters in parmlib members lEAABDOO,
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lEADMROO, and lEADMPOO and the dump option lists in ABEND macro
instructions are meaningless because an ABEND dump cannot be taken.
The SMF data sets. If these data sets are not allocated on direct access

volumes and cataloged, no SMF recording occurs.
Addition of new modules to SYSI.LPALIB through use of lEBCOPY or the
Linkage Editor. Adding new modules affects the size and usefulness of the
LPA that is loaded by specifying the CLPA parameter at IPL.
Choice of the device on which the LPA paging data sets will reside. This
choice affects the speed at which LPA modules can be paged into real storage
and thus influences system performance.
Definition of page data sets by means of the DEFINE PAGESPACE
command. The PAGE parameter, issued at IPL through parmlib and/or the
operator, is meaningful only if the specified data sets have been previously
formatted by the DEFINE PAGESPACE command. (See OSjVSl Access
Method Services for information on this command.)
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Descriptions of Indiyidual PARMLIB Members
The individual parmlib members, listed in alphabetic order, are described in the
following topics.

Member Name: COMMNDxx

Use of the Member

COMMNDxx is an optional installation-created list of automatic commands the
system internally issues as part of master scheduler initialization. COMMNDxx is
useful for automatic entry of commands that are frequently issued at system
initialization. You cannot use this member to issue JES commands, because JES

is not started when the system issues the COMMNDxx commands.
COMMNDxx also contains the TOD and MT keywords. The TOD keyword
indicates whether the system should issue messages from TOD clock initialization
to prompt the operator. You can use this keyword to speed up the initialization,
if these messages are unnecessary. (See the NOPROMPT operand of the TOD
keyword.) The MT keyword indicates whether the master trace table is to be
created during master scheduler initialization.

You usually place a command in COMMNDxx to activate the trace facility.
Because a trace of system events can be vital in debugging system problems, an
active system trace avoids the need to recreate a system problem to obtain enough
information to debug it.
System trace is always active during the IPL, but to continue its use, you must
issue the TRACE ON command or select a COMMNDxx parmhb member that
contains the TRACE ON command before responding to the JES2 "SPECIFY
OPTIONS" message or the JES3 "SPECIFY JES3 START TYPE" message.

Console-oriented commands, that is those commands that need a routing location
operand (L=a, L=cc, or L =cca), must not be put in COMMNDxx. The
following console-oriented commands are the only exceptions:
Command

Abbreviation

CONTROL

K

TRACK

TR

STOPTR

FT

You may put these commands in COMMNDxx, but, when you specify the L=a,
L=cc, or L=cca operand, do so only as described in OSjVSl MVS System
Commands.

The default member(COMMNDOO),if it exists, is read if CMD =xx is not
included in the system parameter list(lEASYSxx) or is not specified by the
operator. If initialization can't find either the specified COMMNDxx member or
COMMNDOO,processing continues without automatic commands.
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Parameter in lEASYSxx (or issued by the operator):

CMD= IXX
I (xx,yy,...)
The two-character identifier (xx,yy,etc.) is appended to COMMND to identify the
COMMNDxx member(s) of parmlib. Multiple members can be specified.
Notes:

1. Commands issuedfrom COMMNDxx do not show on the console. Therefore,
the results of these commands appear on the console without the operator's
seeing the command.
2. Commands are issued in the order that they appear in COMMNDxx, but they
are executed asfollows:
• Immediate commands, such as DISPLAY T, are executed sequentially as
they are issuedfrom COMMNDxx.

• Execution of task-creating commands, such as DISPLAY A, is deferred
until system initialLation is complete. Then,factors such as multitasking,
multiprocessing, and competition for resources influence the order in which
these commands are executed. Thus, COMMNDxx should not be used to

issue task-creating commands that must be executed in a specific order,
because the execution order of these commands can vary.

3. A command placed in COMMNDxx must look exactly as it would if entered
from the console. For example, to place the command SE 'TSO IS
UP\CN=01 in COMMNDxx,specify the following:
COM='SE 'TSO IS UP',CN==01'

Syntax Rules

The following rules apply to the creation of COMMNDxx by means of the
lEBUPDTE utility:

• Enter only one command per card image. Enter the COM =keyword,
followed by the command enclosed in apostrophes. For example, to start
TCAM through use of the IBM-supplied PROC, enter COM ='S TCAM'.
• Specify the TOD =keyword on a single card image. For example,
TOD =PROMPT (This entry will cause prompting messages during TOD
clock initialization.)

• Do not specify continuation on any card image.
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GOMMNDxx

IBM-Supplied Defaults
None

Internal Parameters

Default
Parameter

Meaning

Value

COM ='command name'

The specified command
will be issued by the
system during master

No commands

will be issued.

scheduler initialization.
MT=

24K

A master trace table of size

nnnK

nnnK, where nnn can be any
value from 16 to 999, is
created by master scheduler
initialization for use by the

NONE

24K

TRACE command.

If MT=NONE is specified,
no master trace table is
created.

If there are multiple MT
entries, the last entry
processed is used. An
installation can change the
default size of the master
trace table at NIP and still

prevent a table from being
created at master scheduler

initialization by ensuring
that a MT=NONE entry
follows the MT= nnnK

entry. The MT=NONE
entry must be the last
MT=entry processed.

TOD= j PROMPT
NOPROMPT

Messages will (will not)
be issued to the operator
during TOD clock

NOPROMPT

initialization.

If NOPROMPT is specified,
the system will prompt the
operator to set the TOD
clock only if the clock is
not set, or in a multipro
cessing system, if the TOD
clocks are not synchronized.
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Member Name: CONFIGxx

Use of the Member

CONFIGxx is a list of records that an installation can use to define a standard

configuration for system elements (processors, storage, channels, devices, and
volumes). In response to the DISPLAY command with the M =CONFIG option,
the system compares the standard configuration to the existing configuration and
displays the results to the operator. The operator must then resolve only the
differences rather than manually verify the entire configuration.
If the existing configuration matches the one specified in CONFIGxx, the
following message is sent to the target console:
NO DEVIATION FROM CONFIGxx

If the existing configuration does not match the configuration in CONFIGxx, the
following message is sent to the target console:
syselm

DESIRED

ACTUAL

aaa

bbb

ccc

where syselm is the system element(CPUAD,STORAGE, CHANNEL,
DEVICE, or VOLUME),aaa is the address of the system element, bbb is the
status specified in CONFIGxx, and ccc is the existing status. For example, if
processor 1 is offline and online is specified in CONFIGxx, the message is:
CPUAD

DESIRED

ACTUAL

1

ONLINE

OFFLINE

If the path for device 250 through channel set 1 is offline and online is specified in
CONFIGxx, the message is:
DEVICE

DESIRED

ACTUAL

250,1

ONLINE

OFFLINE

If a record in CONFIGxx is incorrect, the following message is sent to the target
console:
INVALID aaa ON CARD BEGINNING xxx

where aaa is the card type and xxx is the first twenty characters of the invalid
record.
Parameter in lEASYSxx:
None
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CONFIGxx

Syntax Rules

Use the general syntax rules listed in the introduction to this chapter with the
following exceptions:
• Continuation cards are not permitted.

• Comment cards are permitted and are indicated by an asterisk in column one.
IBM-Supplied Default
None

Internal Parameters

Parameter

CPUAD

Meaning and Use

Specifies the configuration for the processors. The
syntax is as follows:

CPUAD

jn
1 (n,n)

.ONLINE

,OFFLINE

where n is the one decimal digit processor address.
Example: CPUAD (0,2),ONLINB

This example specifies that the processors addressed by
0 and 2 are to be verified as online.
STOR or STORAGE

Specifies the configuration for sections of storage.
Multiple ranges can be specified. The parameter can
be specified as STOR or STORAGE. The syntax is
as follows:
STOR

dddddK-dddddK

.ONLINE

STORAGE

xxxxxxx-xxxxxxx

,OFFLINE

ddM-ddM

(list)
where:

ddddd is one to five decimal digits, followed
by a K, which are the starting and ending
addresses of the section. Each address represents
a multiple of 1024 bytes. If necessary, the system
will round the low address down to the next

lower 4K boundary and the high address up to the
next higher 4K boundary.(This rounding is done

to begin and end a section of storage on a 4K boundary.)
xxxxxxx is one to seven hexadecimal digits that
address the first and last bytes of the section.
If necessary, the system will round the low address
down to the next lower 4K boundary and the high address

up to the next higher 4K boundary.(This rounding is
done to begin and end a section of storage on a
4K boundary.)

dd is one or two decimal digits, followed by M,
which are starting and ending addresses of the
section. Each address represents a multiple of one
megabyte (1,048,576 bytes).
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Parameter

Meaning and Use

list can be any combination of the elements
separated by a comma. The list must be enclosed in
Example:

STOR 8192K.32768K,ONLINE
or

STORAGE 8M-32M,ONLINE

These examples specify that a section of real storage
(location 8,388,608 through location 33,554,431)
is to be verified as online.
CHAN or CHANNEL

Specifies the configuration of the channels. The
parameter can be specified as CHAN or CHANNEL.
The syntax is as follows:
CHAN

X

,0

,ONLINE

CHANNEL

x-x

,1

,OFFLINE

(list)

,(0,1)

where x is a hexadecimal digit that identifies the channel
and indicates the different combinations of channels to be

verified. List can be any combination of the elements

separated by a comma, and must be enclosed in parentheses.
The specification 0 or 1 or (0,1) indicates the channel set
ID(s) that the channels are assigned to. If the channel
set ID is omitted, the channels are verified on all
online channel sets.

Example: CHAN(I,3-5,7-A,E),(0,l)
This example specifies that channels 1, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8,
9, A, and E are to be verified as online (by default)
for channel sets 0 and 1.
DEV or DEVICE

Specifies the configuration for devices. The parameter
can be specified as DEV or DEVICE. The syntax is as
follows:

DEV

I

DEVICE

ddd

ddd-ddd

,0
,1

(Ust)

,(0,1)

.ONLINE

,OFFLINE

where ddd specifies the device address (in
hexadecimal) and indicates the different combinations
of devices to be verified. List can be any com

bination of the elements separated by a comma, and
must be enclosed in parentheses. The specification
0 or 1 or (0,1) indicates the channel set ID for

the devices. A channel set ID should be specified
for asymmetrical devices. If the channel set ID is
omitted, the devices are verified on all online
channel sets.

For devices having optional channel paths - that is,
those devices for which OPTCHAN was specified on the
lODEVICE sysgen macro - all the device addresses by
which the unit is known must be specified in order
to have the status of the paths reported.
Examples:

• To cause the system to verify that the devices at
addresses 334 and 33A are online for channel set 1,
code:

DEV (334,33A),l,ONLINE
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CONFIGxx

Parameter

Meaning and Use

• To cause the system to verify that the devices at
addresses IDO and 7D0 are online for channel set 0,
code;

DEVICE(1D0,7D0),0,ONLINE

If the two addresses represent the same device, then
the system verifies both paths, the one through
channel 1 and the one through channel 7, as online.
• To cause the system to verify that the device at
address 340 with an optional channel of 4 is online
for channel set 0 and channel set 1, code:

DEV (340,440),ONLINE

The device is symmetrical, that is, it exists on both
channel set 0 and channel set 1. The system verifies

all four paths to the device as online, issuing a
deviation message for each offline path to the device.
VOL or VOLUME

Specifies the configuration for DASD volumes. The
parameter can be specified as VOL or VOLUME. The
device address on which a volume should be mounted

can optionally be specified. The syntax is as follows:
VOL

V

VOLUME

v =ddd
list

where v is the volume name and ddd is the device

address. List can be any combination of the elements
and must be separated by a comma. Any digit in the

three digit device address can be replaced with an 'X',
allowing an installation to specify that:
• A specific device on any channel is acceptable.
For example,*X5r indicates that the volume
should be mounted on device 51 on any channel.
• Any device on a specific channel is acceptable.
For example,*3XX' indicates that the volume
should be mounted oh any device attached to
channel 3.

• Any one of a range of devices on a control unit
is acceptable. For example, *46X' indicates that
the volume should be mounted on any device
addressed by 460 through 46F.

Example: VOL PAGE1,P00045=35X

This exanaple specifies that PAGEl and P00045 are
to be verified as mounted; P00045 should be mounted
on any drive addressed by 350 through 35F.
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Member Name: GRSCNFxx

Use of the Member

When your installation decides to use global resource serialization to serialize
access to global resources (usually data sets on shared DASD voliunes) between
units of work on multiple systems, the contents of the GRSCNFxx parmhb
member are used during system initialization to define the global resource
serialization complex. A global resource serialization complex consists of two or
more systems connected by dedicated channel-to-channel(CTC)adapters. The
systems in the complex use global resoiurce seriaUzation to control access to data
sets on shared DASD volumes at the data set level rather than at the volume

level. (See Planning: Global Resource Serialization for more information.)
To define a global resource serialization complex, use the GRSCNFxx parmlib
member. GRSCNFxx contains a GRSDEF statement for each system. The
statement identifies:

• The name of the system in the complex, by means of the MATCHSYS
internal parameter.

• The CTC adapters assigned to the system, by means of the CTC internal
parameter.

• The amount of time that the RSA-message is to spend in the system, by
means of the RESMIL internal parameter.

• Whether or not the system identified by the MATCHSYS keyword has the
automatic restart capability, by means of the RESTART internal parameter.
See "Internal Parameters" later in this description for complete syntax
information for these internal parameters.

Figure 3-4 shows a design for a global resource serialization complex consisting
of three systems(A, B, and C)and the addresses of the CTC adapters that
connect the systems. The flgiure also shows the contents of a GRSCNFxx
member that defines the complex.
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9D0

2F0

GRSCNFxx

4D0

5D0

9C0

SCO

200

400

GRSCNFxx
1

*/

/* GRSDEF FOR SYSTEM A

GRSDEF

MATCHSYS (A)
CTC(9C0)
CTC(9D0)
RESMILOO)
RESTART(NO)

/*
/*
/*
/*

9C0 IS THE CTC ADDRESS

9D0 IS THE CTC ADDRESS

RESIDENCY TIME IS 30 MILLISECONDS

V
V
*/

SYSTEM A DOES NOT HAVE THE

*/

AUTOMATIC RESTART CAPABILITY

V

/* GRSDEF FOR SYSTEM B

GRSDEF

MATCHSYS (B)
CTC(2C0)
CTC(4C0)
CTC(5C0)
RESMILOO)
RESTART(YES)

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

2CO IS THE CTC ADDRESS
4C0 IS THE CTC ADDRESS

SCO IS THE CTC ADDRESS
RESIDENCY TIME IS 30 MILLISECONDS

*/
*/
*/
*/

SYSTEM B DOES HAVE THE

AUTOMATIC RESTART CAPABILITY

V
*/

/* GRSDEF FOR SYSTEM C

GRSDEF

MATCHSYS (C)
RESMIL(30)
CTC(2F0)
CTC(5D0)
CTC(4D0)
RESTART(YES)

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

RESIDENCY TIME IS 30 MILLISECONDS
2F0 IS THE CTC ADDRESS
5D0 IS THE CTC ADDRESS
4D0 IS THE CTC ADDRESS

*/
*/
*/
*/

SYSTEM C DOES HAVE THE

V

AUTOMATIC RESTART CAPABILITY

Figure 3-4. Definitioii of a Global Resource Serialization Complex
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There are two basic ways to use GRSCNFxx to define your complex:
1. You can create one GRSCNFxx pannlib member that contains GRSDEF

statements that define all of the systems in the complex. After creating the
member, copy it to SYSl.PARMLIB on each system. As each system is
initialized, it reads the GRSCNFxx member, locates its own GRSDEF
statement, and uses the information in the statement during initialization.

2. You can create a unique GRSCNFxx member for each system in the
complex. The member consists of a GRSDEF statement for that particular
system. You place the unique member in SYS1.PARMLIB on that particular
system, and that system uses the information it contains during initialization.

Variations or combinations of the two methods are, of course, possible.
Whichever method you choose, GRSCNFxx provides information about the

configuration of the complex that global resource serialization requires during
initialization. Other information that global resource serialization requires comes
from the following system parameters:

• GRS= option, which indicates whether this system is to start a global
resource serialization complex(GRS=START),join an existing complex
(GRS=JOIN), or not be part of a global resource serialization complex
(GRS= NONE).

• GRSCNF= xx, which identifies the GRSCNFkx parmlib member to be used.
• GRSRNL=XX or GRSRNL=(xx,yy,...), which identifies the GRSRNLxx
parmlib member(s) to be used.

• SYSNAME=name, which identifies the name of the system in the global
resource serialization complex (and matches the name specified for the system
in a GRSDEF statement in GRSCNFxx).

The IBM-supplied default is GRS=JOIN. To avoid initialization and processing
overhead, override the default for a system that is not to be part of a global
resource serialization complex. For the system that is to start the complex, you
can either override the default or instruct the operator to respond with START to
message ISG009D. Once the global resource serialization complex is initialized,

there is no operational distinction between the system that started the complex
and any system that joined the complex.

The GRSCNF=xx parameter identifies the GRSCNFxx parmlib member to be
used to initialize the system, where xx corresponds to the last two characters in

the name of the GRSCNFxx member to be used. GRSCNF=xx is meaningful
only when a system is initialized with GRS=START or GRS=JOIN; it is
ignored when a system is initialized with GRS=NONE.

The GRSRNL parameter specifies one or more GRSRNLxx parmlib members
which contain resource name lists (RNLs). Global resource serialization uses the
RNLs to determine how to treat the resomrces that are named in the RNLs. The

GRSRNL parameter is meaningful only when a system is initialized with
GRS=START or GRS=JOIN; it is ignored when a system is initialized with
GRS=NONE.
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The SYSNAME= name parameter specifies the name the system is to be known

by in the global resource serialization complex. For consistency and simplicity,
you might find it helpful to use the same name as you use in the SID SMF
parameter. Global resource serialization initialization routines use this name as a
search argument to find the correct GRSDEF statement in the specified
GRSCNFxx parmlib member. Wheh the matching GRSDEF statement is found,
the information in the statement is used to initialize the system.

All three parameters can be specified only at IPL time, either in lEASYSxx or by
the operator. They all remain in effect for the duration of the IPL. For specific
details on how to specify any one of these parameters, see the description of the
parameter provided later in Part 3 under lEASYSxx.

During initialization processing for a system that is to join an existing complex,
global resource serialization verifies that the information in GRSCNFxx is
consistent with the existing complex. Even if a system is defined in a GRSCNFxx

parmlib member and initialized with GRS=JOIN,it cannot join the complex
unless at least one CTC adapter associated with it in GRSCNFxx is attached to
another active system in the complex.
Parameters in lEASYSxx;
GRS=

JOIN

START
NONE

GRSCNF= xx

GRSRNL= I XX
I (xx,yy,...)
SYSNAME= name

Syntax Rules

GRSCNFxx can contain GRSDEF statements and comments. The following

rules apply to the creation of GRSCNFxx by means of the lEBUPDTE utility:
• Use columns 1 through 71; columns 72 through 80 are ignored.

• Comments begin with "/♦" and end with
A comment can span card
images and can appear anywhere except in the middle of a keyword or
specified value.

• Each GRSDEF statement is defined as beginning with the characters

"GRSDEF" and ending with the character immediately preceding the next
GRSDEF statement.
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The GRSDEF statement format is:
GRSDEF

MATCHSYS

(name)
(*)

[RESMIL (1-8 decimal digit number)]
CTC(CTC adapter I/O address)
[CTC(CTC adapter I/O address)...]

RESTART

(YES)1

(NO) 1
Notes:

L Blanks can appear anywhere except in the middle of a keyword or a
specified value.

2. There is no limit to the number of card images that can be usedfor one
GRSDEF statement.

3. Multiple parameters can appear on one card image.

4. No delimiters are needed between parameters. For example, the following
GRSDEF statement is valid:

GRSDEF MATCHSYS(*)

CTC(9AO)CTC(8B0)CTC(7D0)RESMIL(180)

5. The valuefor the MATCHSYS name must consist offrom 1 to 8
alphanumeric characters, including the @,#, and $ characters. Should you
want to, you can specify "NONAME," which is the defaultfor the
SYSNAME system parameter.

6. Duplicate GRSDEF statements cause a syntax error. A syntax error also
occurs if you specify more than one GRSDEF statement with

MATCHSYS(*), either explicitly or by default, or more than one
GRSDEF statement with the same MATCHSYS name.

7. Each GRSDEF statement must include at least one CTC parameter and
can include up to a maximum of64 CTC parameters.
IBM-Supplied Default

There is no default GRSCNFxx parmlib member. However, there are default
parameter values, as follows:

MATCHSYS(*)RESMIL(30)RESTART(YES)
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Internal Parameters

Meaning and Use

Parameter

MATCHSYS

(name)

(♦)

Identifies the system defined in the GRSDEF
statement. A system being initialized compares the
value specified on the SYSNAME system parameter to
the value specified for MATCHSYS to locate its
GRSDEF statement in GRSCNFxx. Omitting

MATCHSYS or specifying MATCHSYS(*)is regarded
as a match unless a GRSDEF statement exists with an

explicit name that matches the SYSNAME value.
Including both a GRSDEF statement with an explicit
MATCHSYS name and a GRSDEF statement with

MATCHSYS(*), either exphcitly or by default, thus
does not cause a syntax error; the system ignores the
GRSDEF statement with MATCHSYS(*).

Note: To form a ring of two or more systems, the
MATCHSYS name for each system must be unique.
Global resource serialization initialization processing
searches the statements in GRSCNFxx until it finds a
GRSDEF statement that matches the SYSNAME

value, then uses the information in the statement to
continue initialization. It issues an error message if it
finds no match.

Specifies, in milliseconds, the RSA-message residency

RESMIL(number)

time (that is, the amount of time that the RSA-message
is to spend in this system). If you omit RESMIL, then
the default for the RSA-message residency time is 30
milliseconds. Careful selection of the RESMIL value

ensures that the RSA-message moves adequately from
system to system within the ring and that each system

in the ring has enough time to process its workload
after passing on the RSA-message. As a general rule,
faster processors should have lower RESMIL values
than slower processors.

Identifies the I/O address of a CTC adapter attached
to this system that is dedicated to the use of global

CTC(address)

resource serialization. The address must be a 3-digit
hexadecimal address; leading and trailing zeroes must

be specified. Only one I/O address can be specified on
each CTC parameter, but up to 64 different CTC
parameters can be specified.
RESTART

(YES)
(NO)

Indicates whether the system defined in the

MATCHSYS parameter can automatically rebuild a
disrupted ring. A disrupted ring occurs when the
RSA-message stops moving because of a system failure
or a CTC failure.
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Member Name: GRSRNLxx

Use of the Member

GRSRNLxx consists of three resource name lists(RNLs). When a global
resource serialization complex is active, the system uses these RNLs to determine
how to treat the resources defined in the RNLs. The RNLs are:

• The SYSTEM inclusion RNL. The system treats each resource named in this
RNL as a global resource if an ENQ or a DEQ macro instruction for the
resource specifies a scope of SYSTEM.

• The SYSTEMS exciudon RNL. The system treats each resource named in
this RNL as a local resource if an ENQ or a DEQ macro instruction for the
resource specifies a scope of SYSTEMS.

® The RESERVE conversdon RNL. The system suppresses a hardware reserve
for each resource named in this RNL if a RESERVE macro instruction
requests the use of the resource.

See Planning: Global Resource Serialization for detailed information on global
resource serialization and RNLs.

Parameter in lEASYSxx (or issned by the operator):

GRSRNL=|xx
\
\(xx,yy,.

.,1

The two alphameric characters, represented by xx (or yy, etc.), are appended to
GRSRNL to form the name of the GRSRNLxx member(s).
Syntax Rules

GRSRNLxx can contain RNLDEF statements and comments. The following
rules apply to the creation of GRSRNLxx using the lEBUPDTE utility:
• Use columns 1 through 71; colmnns 72 through 80 are ignored. Note that if
you need to continue to another card image when specifying a value (such as
the name on the RNAME parameter), you must start the continuation in
column 1.

• Comments begin with "/*" and end with
A comment can span card
images and can appear anywhere except within a keyword or a specified
value.

• Each RNLDEF statement is defined as beginning with the characters
"RNLDEF" and ending with the character immediately preceding the next
RNLDEF statement.
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• Each RNLDEF statement must contain, in any order, the RNL,TYPE,
QNAME,and RNAME parameters. For example:
RNLDEF RNL(INCL) TYPE(SPECIFIC) QNAME(SYSDTNM)
RNAME(SYSl.USR)

RNLDEF RNL(INCL) TYPE(GENERIC) QNAME(SYSDTNM)
RNAME(SYSl.U)

Exceptions to this are:

— The RNAME parameter may be omitted if TYPE(GENERIC)is specified
for a generic QNAME resource. For example:
RNLDEF TYPE(GENERIC) QNAME(X'1A4A783F2B') RNL(EXCL)
— If the RNLs are to be obtained from SYSl.LINKLIB, then

LINKLIB(YES) must be specified on an RNLDEF statement, either by
itself or with the other valid parameters. For example:
RNLDEF LINKLIB(YES)
or

RNLDEF TYPE(GENERIC) QNAME(SYSDSN) RNAME(SYS1.U30LIB)
LINKLIB(YES)

Note: Any syntax errors on any RNLDEF statement that follow
LINKLIB(YES)are ignored.

• A null GRSRNLxx parmlib member is valid. The system does not consider a
member in error if it is empty; that is, if it contains neither RNLDEF
statements nor comments.

Notes:

1. You can put a blank anywhere except within a keyword or a specified value.
2. You can use as many card images as you needfor one RNLDEF statement.

3. You can put multiple parameters on one card image.
4. You do not need to put a blank (or other delimiter) between parameters. For
example, thefollowing RNLDEF statement is valid:
RNLDEF RNL(EXCL)TYPE(SPECIFIC)QNAME(SYSDSN)RNAME(SYSl.DAE)

5. You can usefrom 1 to 8 charactersfor the name that you specify on the
QNAME parameter. You must enclose the name in parentheses.

6. You can usefrom 1 to 255 charactersfor the name that you specify on the
RNAME parameter. You must enclose the name in parentheses.
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7. You can specify the names on the QNAME and RNAME parameters in any of
the followingformats:

• If the name contains nondisplayable characters, you must use two
hexadecimal digits to specify each character of the name. For example:
RNLDEF RNL(INCL) TYPE(GENERIC) QNAME(X'18')
RNAME(X*19')

• If the name contains displayable characters that are alphameric (A-Z and
0-9), national (#, @,and $), andjor a period (.), you enter the name as is.
For example:

RNLDEF RNL(EXCL) TYPE(GENERIC) QNAME(STW@7)
RNAME(REW.20)

• If the name contains displayable characters other than those already
described (including a blank, but excluding a single quotation mark), you
must enclose the name in single quotation marks. For example:
RNLDEF RNL(CON) TYPE(SPECIFIC) QNAME('$ ( )*')
RNAME(•A B')
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niM-Supplied Default

IBM provides the following statements in GRSRNLOO (the default member):
******************************************************************/
/
RNLDEF STATEMENT SPECIFYING LINKLIB(YES). IF THIS STATEMENT */
/*
EXISTS, RNLS WILL BE LOADED FROM THE ISGGRNLO MEMBER OF
*/
/*
SYSl.LINKLIB. IN ORDER TO HAVE RNLS LOADED FROM THE
*/
/*
GRSRNLOO MEMBER OF SYSl.PARMLIB, REMOVE THIS STATEMENT.
*/
/*

/******************************************************************/
RNLDEF LINKLIB(YES)

/******************************************************************/
/* SYSTEMS EXCLUSION RESOURCE NAME LIST - RNLDEF STATEMENTS
*/
/******************************************************************/
RNLDEF
RNLDEF
RNLDEF
RNLDEF
RNLDEF
RNLDEF
RNLDEF
RNLDEF
RNLDEF
RNLDEF
RNLDEF
RNLDEF

RNL(EXCL)
RNL(EXCL)
RNL(EXCL)
RNL(EXCL)
RNL(EXCL)
RNL(EXCL)
RNL(EXCL)
RNL(EXCL)
RNL(EXCL)
RNL(EXCL)
RNL(EXCL)
RNL(EXCL)

TYPE(SPECIFIC) QNAME(SYSDSN) RNAME(PASSWORD)
TYPE(SPECIFIC) QNAME(SYSDSN) RNAME(SYSl.BRODCAST)
TYPE(SPECIFIC) QNAME(SYSDSN) RNAME(SYSI.DAE)
TYPE(SPECIFIC) QNAME(SYSDSN) RNAME(SYSl.DCMLIB)
TYPE(GENERIC) QNAME(SYSDSN) RNAME(SYS1.DUMP)
TYPE(SPECIFIC) QNAME(SYSDSN) RNAME(SYSl.LOGREC)
TYPE(GENERIC) QNAME(SYSDSN) RNAME(SYSI.MAN)
TYPE(SPECIFIC) QNAME(SYSDSN) RNAME(SYSl.NUCLEUS)
TYPE(GENERIC) QNAME(SYSDSN) RNAME(SYSl.PAGE)
TYPE(SPECIFIC) QNAME(SYSDSN) RNAME(SYSl.STGINDEX)
TYPE(SPECIFIC) QNAME(SYSDSN) RNAME(SYSl.SVCLIB)
TYPE(SPECIFIC) QNAME(SYSDSN) RNAME(SYSl.UADS)

/******************************************************************/
/*
SYSTEM INCLUSION RESOURCE NAME LIST - RNLDEF STATEMENTS
*/
^******************************************************************/
RNLDEF RNL(INCL) TYPE(GENERIC) QNAME(SYSDSN)

/******************************************************************/
/*
RESERVE CONVERSION RESOURCE NAME LIST - RNLDEF STATEMENTS
*/
/* (THE DEFAULT RESERVE CONVERSION RESOURCE NAME LIST IS EMPTY) */
/******************************************************************/

Internal Parameters

Meaning and Use

Parameter

(GENERIC)
(SPECIFIC)

TYPE

aNCL)
(EXCL)
(CON)

RNL

(YES)
(NQl

LINKLIB

Specifies the source of the RNLs, where YES
indicates the RNLs are to be loaded from
SYSl.LINKLIB and NO indicates the RNLs are
to be obtained from the GRSRNLxx member(s).

The default is LINKLIB(NO).

Specifies the RNL in which the resource name
entry is to be placed, where INCL indicates
the SYSTEM inclusion RNL,EXCL indicates the
SYSTEMS exclusion RNL,and CON indicates the
RESERVE conversion RNL.

Specifies the type of resource name entry

being defined in the RNL. For a SPECIFIC
entry, you must specify a QNAME(major name)
and an RNAME (minor name)for the resource.

Specifies the minor name of the resource.

RNAME(name)

Specifies the major name of the resource.

QNAME(name)
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Member Name: GTFPARM (or an installation-supplied name)
Use of the Member

GTFPARM provides default or installation-defined trace options to control the
generalized trace facility (OTP). The member is read only when the operator (or
an automatic command)issues START GTF. It is not used during system
initialization. (For use of the TRACE command to continue or discontinue

system trace after IPL, see Operator's Library: 0SIVS2 MVS System Commands.)

The procname of the START command can name the IBM-supplied cataloged
procedure, GTF. The PROG statement of that procedure identifies GTFPARM
as the member from which GTF will get its trace parameters. If the installation
wants to substitute another member in place of GTFPARM, the operator may
enter the replacement member name on the START command with the
MEMBER keyword.

The IBM procedure, GTF, as supplied in SYSl.PROCLIB, contains these
statements;

//GTF PROC

MEMBER=GTFPARM

//lEFPROC EXEC

PGM=AHLGTF,PARM='MODE=EXT,DEBUG=NO,

//lEFRDER DD
//
//SYSLIB DD

DSNAME=SYS1.TRACE,UNIT=SYSDA,
SPACE=(4096,20),DISP=(NEW,KEEP)
DSN=SYS1.PARMLIB(&MEMBER),DISP=SHR

TIME=NO',REGION=2880K

For further analysis of this procedure and additional information about GTF

trace options, see the GTF chapter of 0SIVS2 System Programming Library:
Service Aids.

Because default options in GTFPARM specify minimal data for only a limited
number of traced events, you may wish to expand GTF capabilities through one
of the following methods:

• Specify another SYSl.PARMLIB member name, using the MEMBER
keyword on the START command.

• Change the trace options in GTFPARM, using the lEBUPDTE utility.
• Change the SYSLIB DD statement of the IBM procedmre to specify a parmlib
member, which you create via lEBUPDTE, that has the options you want.
• Retain the IBM procedure to handle default options, and write one or more
alternate procedures, each specifying a different alternate parmlib member.
You could design each member to contain GTF Options useful under
particular circumstances. Instruct the operator when to issue the START
command for each procname.

GTF tries to read parameters from the specified parmlib member. If an error
occurs in opening or reading the member, or if GTF detects a syntax error, it
writes a diagnostic message to the operator, and requests him to SPECIFY
TRACE OPTIONS, as if no GTF parmlib member were available. The operator
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therefore must have a complete list of desired GTF parameters available when he
starts GTF.

Parameter in lEASYSxx (or issued by the operator):
None

Syntax Rules

The following rules apply to the creation of a GTF parmlib member by means of
the lEBUPDTE utiUty:

• Specify the TRACE keyword and its main options only on the first record.
Do not place them on subsequent records. For example,
Record #1;

TRACE=IOP,SVCP,SIO

This example requests the tracing of specific I/O interrupts, specific SVC
interrupts, and all Start I/O operations.

• The second and subsequent records should contain only "prompting"

keywords, such as IO= or SVC=. These keywords provide for detailed
operands that indicate which I/O interrupts or which SVC interrupts should
be traced. For example, the lOP and SVCP keywords in the Record #1

example (above) must be followed by prompting records that name specific
unit addresses and specific SVC numbers for which interrupts should be
traced. As an example.
Record #2;

10=(191,192,193),SVC=(1,2,3)

If the specific operands of any prompting keyword are missing, GTF does not
prompt the operator. It accepts a general specification. For example, if lOP
is specified in Record #1, and Record #2 specifies only SVC=(1,2,3), and no
particular device addresses are specified for I/O tracing, GTF assumes that
tracing of I/O interrupts is desired for all devices.
When all of the records have been read, GTF issues message AHL103I

TRACE OPTIONS SELECTED -- IO,SVC=(1,2,3). The operator can then

respond to message AHL125A RESPECIFY TRACE OPTIONS OR REPLY
U by either entering all the desired options or accepting the input that was
specified in the parmlib member.

• An END keyword or an end-of-file must follow all prompting keywords. If
the END keyword is used, it must appear either on the last record supplying
prompting keywords or on its own record.

• If you need to specify additional operands for the same keyword, restate the
keyword and the additional operands in a subsequent prompting record. The
previous examples, expanded to include additional SVC numbers*and an
END keyword, would appear like this;
Record #1

TRACE=IOP,SVCP,SIO

Record #2

10=(191,192,193),SVC=(1,2,3)
SVC=(4,5,6,7,8,9,10),END

Record #3
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• Certain trace options do not work in combination with others. Figure 3-5
shows those trace options that should not be specified together. If you
specify two or more options from the same horizontal row, GTF uses the
option in the lowest numbered column and ignores the other options. For
example, if you specify both SYSP and SVC (row C), GTF uses SYSP and
ignores SVC.
1

2

3

A

SYSM

SYSP

SYS

SIOP

SIC

4

5

B

SYSM

SYSP

SYS

lOP

ID

C

SYSM

SYSP

SYS

SVCP

SVC

D

SYSM

SYSP

SYS

PIP

PI

E

SYSM

SYSP

SYS

EXT

F

SYSM

SYSP

SYS

RR

G

CCWP

CCW

Figure 3-5. Combining Certain GTFPARM Options

D3M-Supplied Defaults

When GTF is started by specifying the IBM-supplied cataloged procedure, the
following options exist in GTFPARM:
TRACE=SYSM,USE,TRC,DSP,PCI,SRM

These keywords cause the following events to be recorded: SVC interruptions,
I/O interruptions, PCI interruptions, program interruptions, external

interruptions, dispatcher executions, start I/O instructions, entries to the system
resource manager, entries to recovery routines, events associated with GTF

(TRC), and data passed to GTF via the GTRACE macro (USR). All keywords
except USR result in minimal format trace entries. USR entries are the length
specified by the user in the GTRACE macro. Such entries may optionally be a
maximum of 256 bytes, excluding the prefix.
Internal Parameters

Parameter

ASIDP

Meaning and Use

This parameter identifies one to five address spaces for which GTF is to trace

events. The option is only valid if specified with a GTF option that causes
event tracing, such as lO or SVC. If you specify ASIDP, GTF prompts for the
address space identifiers and traces only those events occurring in the identified
address spaces.

Note: If you specify the JOBNAMEP option with ASIDP, GTF traces events

for (1)jobs identified by JOBNAMEP,regardless of the address spaces in
which they run, and (2) address spaces identified by ASIDP, regardless of the
jobs running in the address spaces. Therefore, you could get event tracing for
address spaces other than those identified by ASIDP.
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Parameter

Meaning and Use

CCW

This parameter requests recording of channel programs and their associated
data. The option is only valid if specified with the 10 and/or SIC options.
The CCW and lO options produce a trace of channel programs for I/O
interruptions on those devices for which I/O interruptions are to be traced.
The CCW and SIO options produce a trace of channel programs for SIO on
those devices for which SIO events are to be traced.

CCWP

This parameter is similar to CCW,except that GTF prompts for CCW
keyword values, such as the number of bytes of data to be traced for each
CCW. (CCWP allows you to override the defaults set for the CCW keywords.)

DSP

This parameter requests recording for all dispatchable units of work (SRB,
LSR,TCB, and SVC prologue dispatch events). The option is not included in
the specification of SYS or SYSM. It must be specified in addition to other
parameters. The parameter produces comprehensive format except when
SYSM is also specified. With SYSM,data is in minimal format.

END

This parameter indicates the end of the prompting records. In the parmlib
member, an end of file serves the same purpose. Never include the END

parameter in the first record (the record that contains the TRACE parameters)
because GTF regards such an occurrence as an error.
EXT

This parameter requests comprehensive recording for all external interruptions.

lO

This parameter requests comprehensive recording of all non-PCI I/O
interruptions. To obtain recording of PCI interruptions specify PCI.

Both

options may be specified.
lOP

This parameter requests the same type of recording as does 10, except that
GTF prompts for the addresses of specific devices whose I/O interruptions are
to be recorded.

JOBNAMEP

This parameter identifies one to five jobnames for which GTF is to trace
events. The option is only valid if specified with a GTF option that causes
event tracing, such as 10 or SVC. If you specify JOBNAMEP,GTF prompts
for the jobnames and traces only those events occurring when the identified
jobs execute.

Note: If you specify the ASIDP option with JOBNAMEP, GTF traces events

for (1) address spaces identified by ASIDP, regardless of the jobs running in
the address spaces, and (2)jobs identified by JOBNAMEP,regardless of the
address spaces in which they run. Therefore, you could get event tracing for
jobs other than those identified by JOBNAMEP.
PCI

This parameter requests that PCI interruptions be recorded in the same format
as other requested I/O trace records. If specific I/O device addresses are
specified through prompting records, PCI interruptions are recorded for the
same devices. I/O tracing must be requested because PCI cannot be specified
without 10.

PI

This parameter requests comprehensive recording for all program interruptions
(1-19).

PIP

This parameter is similar to PI except that GTF prompts for the specific
interruption codes for which data is to be recorded.

RNIO

This parameter requests recording for all VTAM network activity. If you
specify both SYSM and RNIO, GTF records minimal trace data for RNIO.
Otherwise, GTF records comprehensive trace data for RNIO.

RR

This parameter requests that uses of recovery routines(FRRs and
STAE/ESTAE routines) be recorded. The trace record is created when the
recovery routine returns control to the recovery termination manager(RTM).
Data is in comprehensive format except when the option is specified via SYSM.
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Parameter

Meaning and Use

SIO

This parameter requests comprehensive recording for system SIO operations.

SIOP

This parameter is similar to SIO except that it requests GTF to prompt for the
addresses of specific devices (such as 151, 152)for which SIO events should be

recorded. Only the devices that the operator or the parmlib member specifies
cause SIO entries in the trace.
SLIP

This parameter requests a trace entry either each time a match occurs for a

SLIP trap that specifies a tracing action or each time the system encounters the
SLIP trap with the SLIP DEBUG option specified. The SLIP command
specifies the amount of data and the type of SLIP trace the system is to build.
The SLIP option is not included in the specification of the SYS or SYSM
option and must be specified additionally. Specifying the SYS or SYSM
option does not affect the data collected on the SLIP trace record.
SRM

This parameter requests a trace entry each time that the system resource
manager(SRM)is invoked. The option is not included in the specification of
SYS or SYSM. It must be specified in addition to other parameters. Data is
in comprehensive format except when SYSM is also specified. Comprehensive
format includes the jobname. (For more information on the SRM option, see
"Part 6: The Use of GTF to Track Sysevents.")

SVC

This parameter requests comprehensive recording of all SVC interruptions.

SVCP

This parameter is similar to SVC, except that GTF prompts for specific SVC
numbers for which data is to be recorded.

SYS

This parameter requests comprehensive recording for six system events: I/O,
SIO, SVC, program, external interruptions, and entry to recovery routines
(RR). When you specify DSP, RNIO, or SRM,in addition to SYS, GTF
produces comprehensive trace data for those events.

SYSM

This parameter produces results similar to that for SYS, except that minimal
trace data are recorded for the six events. When you specify DSP, RNIO,or
SRM,in addition to SYSM, GTF produces minimal trace data for those
events.

Note: Specification of either SYS or SYSM causes the SIO,lO, SVC, PI,
EXT, and RR trace options to be ignored, if specified, because they are
included in SYS and SYSM.
SYSP

This parameter produces results similar to that produced by SYS, except that
GTF prompts for specific SVC,lO, SIO, and PI events that you want
recorded. When you specify DSP, RNIO, or SRM,in addition to SYSP, GTF
produces comprehensive trace data for those events.

TRC

This parameter requests that traced events include those related to GTF

processing itself. If this parameter is not specified, GTF-related events are
excluded from the trace output.
USR

This parameter requests that user data passed to GTF via the GTRACE macro
be recorded with the system data.
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Member Name: lEAABDOO

Use of the Member

lEAABDOO contains IBM defaults and/or installation assigned parameters for
ABDUMP,for use when an ABEND dump is written to a SYSABEND data set.

ABDUMP parameters for a dump to be taken to a SYSABEND data set may be
specified as follows:

• The dump request parameter list pointed to by the DUMPOPT keyword of
an ABEND macro instruction.^ The list can be built by using the list form of

the SNAP macro. (See Supervisor Services and Macro Instructions for details
regarding the ABEND and SNAP macros.)

• The initial system dump options specified in lEAABDOO. These options are
added to the options on the dump request parameter list.

• The system dump options as altered by the CHNGDUMP command. With
the CHNGDUMP command, options can be added to or deleted from the

system dump options Ust. The CHNGDUMP command can also cause the
dump request parameters to be ignored. (For a description of the
CHNGDUMP command refer to Operator's Library: 0SIVS2 MVS System
Commands.)

• The system dump options as specified in a SLIP command. The SLIP

options apply only to the dump scheduled on behalf of a SLIP trap and
override any SDATA options specified through a CHNGDUMP command or
in lEAABDOO.

The ABDUMP initialization routine reads lEAABDOO to get ABDUMP

parameters. If during initiaUzation, lEAABDOO is found to be invalid or can't be
located, the operator is notified. No prompting occurs. If both valid and invalid
options are included in the member, or a syntax error is encountered, a message
lists the vahd options that were accepted before the error occurred.
Parameter in lEASYSxx (or specified by the operator):
None

3

An ABEND dump can also be requested by a CALLRTM or SETRP macro. See
0SIVS2 System Programming Library: Supervisor.
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Syntax Rules

The following rules apply to the replacement of lEAABDOO by means of the
lEBUPDTE utility:

• There are two keywords, SDATA and PDATA. Each keyword is followed by
a string of operands separated by commas and enclosed in parentheses. A
single operand does not need parentheses.
Examples:
SDATA=(SQA,CB,ENQ,TRT)
PDATA=(PSW,REGS,SA,ALLPA,SPLS)

or
or

SDATA=ALLSDATA
PDATA=ALLPDATA

• Normally both parameters(SDATA =operands and PDATA =operands) can
fit on one card image. If, however, continuation is needed, use a comma
followed by a blank.
Example:
SDATA=(SQA,CB,ENQ,TRT),
PDATA=(PSW,REGS,
SA,ALLPA,SPLS)

IBM-Supplied Defaults

The following defaults are placed in lEAABDOO by IBM:
SDATA=(LSQA,CB,ENQ,TRT,ERR,DM,10),PDATA=ALLPDATA

These options request a dump of the following areas:
• LSQA,including subpools 229 and 230

• Formatted control blocks for the failing task

• Formatted global resource serialization control blocks for the failing task
• GTF trace or supervisor trace (See explanation under TRT parameter)
• Recovery termination control blocks for the failing task
• Data management control blocks for the failing task
• IDS control blocks for the faiUng task
• PSW at entry to ABEND

• Contents of general registers at entry to ABEND
• Save area linkage information and a backward trace of save areas
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• Modules listed on the link pack area queue and the job pack area queue for
the failing task, and active SVC modules related to the failing task
• User storage allocated for the failing task
Internal Parameters

Parameter

Meaning

SDATA =

ALLSDATA

All the following options are automatically specified.

The following parameters request dump of specific SDATA areas, as indicated:

NUC

Control program nucleus. SQA, LSQA and the PSA are included.

PCDATA

Program call information for the task being dumped.

SQA

The system queue area.

LSQA

Local system queue area for the address space. If storage is
allocated for subpools 229 and 230, they will also be included.

SWA

Scheduler work area used for the faiUng task.

CB

Control blocks related to the failing task.

ENQ

Global resource serialization control blocks for the failing task.

TRT

GTF or supervisor trace table depending on whether the ABEND
occurs after or during IPL, and whether the TRACE ON command
was issued at IPL. If the ABEND occurs during NIP or master
scheduler initialization, the supervisor trace is displayed. Otherwise,
the GTF trace is displayed, provided that GTF has been started. If
GTF is not running, and the TRACE ON command was issued at

IPL, the supervisor trace table is displayed. (For the use of the
TRACE command, see Operator's Library: 0SIVS2 MVS System
Commands)

DM

Data management control blocks(DEB,DCB,lOB)for the failing
task.

lO

ERR

lOS control blocks(UCB,EXCPD)for the failing task.

Recovery termination control blocks(RTM2WA,registers from the
SDWA,SCB, EED)for the failing task.

PDATA =

ALLPDATA

All the following options are automatically specified.

The following parameters request dump of specific PDATA areas, as indicated:
PSW

Program status word at entry at ABEND.

REGS

Contents of general registers at entry to ABEND.

SA or SAH

SA requests save area linkage information and a backward trace of
save areas. This option is automatically selected if ALLPDATA is
specified.
SAH requests only save area linkage information.

JPA

Contents of the job pack area (module names and contents) that
relate to the failing task.

LPA

Contents of the LPA (module names and contents) related to the

failing task. Includes active SVCs related to the failing task.
ALLPA

Contents of both the job pack area and the LPA, as they relate to
the failing task, plus SVCs related to the failing task.

SPLS

User storage subpools (0-127) related to the failing task.
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Member Name: lEAAPFxx

Use of the Member

lEAAPFxx is a list of program library names (dsnames) and corresponding
volume serial numbers that require AFF authorization. (APF means the
authorized program facihty.) SYSl.LINKLIB and SYSl.SVCLIB are
automatically authorized. SYSl.LFALIB, however, is not automatically
authorized (except during NIF) because SYSl.LFALIB is closed at the end of
NIF processing and is not required until the next IFL at which time the FLFA is
to be reloaded.

If an installation wants lEAAFFxx, it must explicitly create the member via the
lEBUFDTE utility. The member lEAAFFOO can be created during sysgen by
using the AFFLIB keyword of the CTRLFROG macro instruction, and specifying
AFF=00 in lEASYSxx.
Notes:

L Exceptfor concatenations opened during NIP, any unauthorized library that is
concatenated to authorized libraries will cause all of the concatenated libraries
to be considered unauthorized,

2,

You can specify a maximum of253 library names in an lEAAPFxx member.

Parameter in lEASYSxx (or specified by the operator):
APF=XX

The two-character identifier xx is appended to lEAAPF to identify the
lEAAFFxx member. If the AFF-parameter is not specified, only SYSl.LINKLIB
and SYSl.SVCLIB will be authorized (that is, placed in the AFF table).
Syntax Rules

The following rules apply to the creation of lEAAFFxx by means of the
lEBUFDTE utility:

• Place only one library name and corresponding volume serial number on a
record (card image).
• Duplicate data set names are valid.
• On each record, first enter the Ubrary name, then one or more blanks, then
the volume serial number.

• To continue to another record, place a comma after the volume serial
number. Omit this comma on the last record.

Example:
first record:

LIB087

614703,

secord record:

LIB122

705650
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IBM-Supplied Default
SYSl.LINKLIB and SYSl.SVCLIB are always APF authorized. The system

automatically places their names in the APF table.
Libraries that are in the LNKLST concatenation are considered APF authorized

when accessed via the system's LNKLST DCB. Otherwise, they are unauthorized
unless the installation requests authorization for them.
Interaal Parameters

Not applicable
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Member Name: lEAAPPOO

Use of the Member

lEAAPPOO contains the names of authorized installation-written I/O appendage
routines. These appendages, when listed, can be used by any unauthorized user
program. Otherwise, only programs authorized under APF or running under
system protection key (0-7) may use the EXCP appendages. If your installation
does not use EXCP appendages, you need not create lEAAPPOO,

lEAAPPOO can be built during the sysgen process, if the installation specifies any
of the appendage keywords of the DATASET macro. The possible keywords and
the associated appendage types are:
SIOAPP
CHEAPP
EOEAPP
PCIAPP
ABEAPP

Start I/O appendages
channel end appendages
end-of-extent appendages
PCI appendages
abnormal end appendages

NIP accesses SYSl.PARMLIB, reads the list of appendage names in lEAAPPOO,
builds an appendage name table, and sets a pointer to the table in the CVT. On
each subsequent OPEN, the appendage name table will be examined, instead of
lEAAPPOO. If the EXCP caller is not in system protection key or the job step is
not authorized. Open verifies that the caller's appendage names are listed. If the
names can't be found, open issues a 913 ABEND. If, however, the caller is
authorized, open loads the appendages without inspecting the list.
lEAAPPOO can be created at sysgen, with all appendage names specified, even
though all appendages have not yet been created. The lEBCOPY step of sysgen
will, in this case, issue a diagnostic message, but will not fail the step. The
installation thus has the ability to "prime" lEAAPPOO with appendage names
whose modules can be created later. To create or alter lEAAPPOO after sysgen,
use the lEBUPDTE utility. Then re-IPL.

Rules for Specifying Appendages with the DATASET Macro at Sysgen
• Use the appendage keywords (such as SIOAPP=)for user appendages that
are to be used by unauthorized problem programs. The full name of an
appendage is eight characters long. The first six characters must be IGG019.
The last two characters, specified as the operands of the appendage keywords
can range from WA to Z9. Example: CHEAPP=XZ,ZZ,Z6.
• Specify LPALIB or SVCLIB as the system library parameter.
• Do not use the MEMBERS= keyword (unless the appendages are used
exclusively by authorized programs). The MEMBERS keyword would
prevent sysgen from building lEAAPPOO.
• Each appendage keyword can list up to 84 appendage-name suffixes (such as
XZ).
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• Omit a particular appendage keyword if there are no appendages of that type.
For example, do not specify EOEAPP if end-of-extent appendages are not
desired.

• Omit all appendage keywords, if there are to be no user-written appendages.
Syntax Examplefor DATASET Macro:

The following example shows how the sysgen DATASET macro can be used to
specify appendage names:
DATASET

LPALIB,

PDS=MYLIB, (user data set from which the appendage
modules are to be copied to LPALIB)
MEMBERS=(IGG019XX,IGG019WA),
SIOAPP=(XY),
CHEAPP=(XZ,ZZ,ZY)

In this example six appendages are copied to LPALIB. The two appendages,
IGG019XX and IGG019WA, are copied to LPALIB but are not listed in
lEAAPPOO. These two are to be used only by authorized programs. The other

foiu: appendages, a Start I/O and three channel-end appendages, are copied to
LPALIB and are listed in lEAAPPOO.

Syntax Rules

The following rules apply to the construction of lEAAPPOO by means of the
lEBUPDTE utiUty:

• lEAAPPOO can contain up to five entries, each entry containing names of a
particular type of appendage (such as abnormal-end or Start I/O). You need
not necessarily use all five types of entries.
• Each entry consists of an appendage-type name, followed by a list of suffixes
of that type, separated by commas. The appendage-type name can start in
any column. For example:
SIOAPP

WA,W1

This entry specifies two Start I/O appendages.
• Indicate continuation, as with most parmUb members, by means of a comma
followed by at least one blank. The next record can start in any column.
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Syntax Example:

Here is an example of a complete lEAAPPOO member:

EOEAPP

Y1,Y2,
X1,W2,X3,X4,X5,X6,

PCIAPP

X3

SIOAPP

In this example, note that there are no channel-end appendages and none for
abnormal end. Routine IGG019X3 is used as both end-of extent and PCI

appendage.
IBM-Supplied Default

If lEAAPPOO doesn't exist, only IGG019E4(channel end/abnormal end
appendage for interactive terminal facility) is placed in the table of authorized
appendage routines.
Interaal Parameters

Not applicable
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Member Name: lEABLDxx (Resident BLDL List)

Use of the Member

lEABLDxx contains the names of load modules in SYSl.LINKLIB, or any data
set concatenated to SYSl.LINKLIB, whose data set directory entries NIP will

place in a pageable or fixed BLDL table.
NIP builds a table of data set directory entries for use by LINK, LOAD,
ATTACH, and XCTL macro instructions. The program manager can fetch a

requested load module from the LNKLST concatenation to storage without
issuing a BLDL macro to search the data set directory, if a resident BLDL entry
exists for the module. The fetch in this case takes less time than if a BLDL
macro had to be issued.

The created BLDL table will exist in either pageable or fixed storage (but not in

both) depending on the system parameter specified, BLDL or BLDLF.
Alternately, you may specify a fixed BLDL table, without naming its contents, by
specifying the BLDL option of the CTRLPROG macro at sysgen. With either
method, you create the contents of the table by means of the lEBUPDTE utility.
There are several ways to reduce fetch time for frequently used modules. One

way is to select a fixed BLDL table instead of a pageable one. This choice might
reduce the number of page faults, although at a slight cost in real storage (60

bytes per directory entry). Additional I/O time can be saved by placing frequently
and moderately used reentrant and refreshable load modules in the pageable or
fixed link pack area. Another technique is to add modules to the modified link
pack area(MLPA)for the duration of the IPL. (For information on creating and
extending the LPA, refer to the CLPA and the MLPA parameters in the
description of member lEASYSxx.)
Parameter in lEASYSxx (or specified by the operator):
BLDL =
BLDLF =

XX

(xx[,Ll)
(,L)

NIP appends the two alphameric characters xx to lEABLD to form the member
name lEABLDxx. BLDLF specifies that NIP is to create the resident BLDL

table in fixed (real) storage. BLDL, on the other hand, specifies that NIP is to
create the resident BLDL table in virtual storage and that the table is to be
pageable.

If the L option is specified, the system displays the contents of lEABLDxx at the
operator's console as the system processes the member.
The two keywords BLDLF and BLDL are mutually exclusive. If you specify
both parameters, BLDLF will be accepted and BLDL ignored. In this case, NIP
issues an informational message. If you do not specify BLDL or BLDLF, NIP
does not create a BLDL table.
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Syntax Rules

Use the general syntax rules listed in the introduction to this chapter. In addition,
list the load module names in the same order as they appear in the data set
directory, that is, in alphameric order, separated by commas. You may include
either major or alias names.
IBM-Supplied Default

The lEABLDOO member is always created at sysgen. The member contains either
of two versions, depending on whether a full TSO command system is requested
at sysgen. (See the TSO macro in System Generation Reference.) Both versions
remain in parmlib, named lEABLDBA (for batch only) and lEABLDTS (for
mixed TSO and batch). The sysgen-selected version is renamed lEABLDOO and is
copied into parmlib from APARMLIB.
Batch Version (lEABLDBA)
SYSl.LINKLIB

HEWL,IEWL,IEWLF128,IEWLF440,IEWLF880,IFOX01,
IFOX02,IFOX03,IFOX04,IFOX05,IFOX06,IFOX11,IFOX21,
IFOX31,IFOX41,IFOX51,IFOX61,IFOX62,LINKEDIT, LOADER

TSO/Batch Version(lEABLDTS)
SYSl.LINKLIB

ALLOC,ALLOCATE,E,EDIT,HEWL,IEWL,IEWLF128,
IEWLF440,IEWLF880,IFOX01,IFOX02,IFOX03,IFOX04,
IFOX05,IFOX06,IFOX11,IFOX21,IFOX31,IFOX41,
IFOX51,IFOX61,IFOX62,LINK,LINKEDIT,LOADER,
LOGOFF,LOGON,SUBMIT,TEST

Notes:

1. HEWL and lEWL are aliasesfor the Linkage Editor. IFOXxx names the
Assembler XE.

2. LNKLSTOO by default at sysgen time contains SYSl.LINKLIB. The TSO
modules are in SYSl.CMDLIB which must be concatenated with
SYSl.LINKLIB via a LNKLST member.
Internal Parameters

Not applicable
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Member Name: lEADMPOO

Use of the Member

lEADMPOO contains IBM defaults and/or installation parameters for ABDUMP
for use when an ABEND dump is written to a SYSUDUMP data set.

ABDUMP parameters for a SYSUDUMP data set may be specified as follows:
• The dump request parameter list pointed to by the DUMPOPT keyword of
an ABEND macro instruction."^ The list can be built by using the list form of
the SNAP macro. (See ABEND and SNAP macros in 0SIVS2 Supervisor
Services and Macro Instructions for details.)
• The initial system dump options specified in lEADMPOO. These options are
added to the options on the dump request parameter list.
• The system dump options as altered by the CHNGDUMP command. With
the CHNGDUMP command, options can be added to or deleted from the
system dump options list. The CHNGDUMP command can also cause the
dump request parameters to be ignored. (For a description of the
CHNGDUMP command refer to Operator's Library: OSIVS2 MVS System
Commands.)
• The system dump options as specified in a SLIP command. The SLIP
options apply only to the dump scheduled on behalf of a SLIP trap and
override any SDATA options specified through a CHNGDUMP command or
in lEADMPOO.

During IPL, an information message will notify the operator if lEADMPOO is
invalid or can't be found. No prompting of the operator will occur. If the
member contains both vahd and invalid parameters, an information message will
indicate the valid options that were accepted before the error occurred.
Parameter in lEASYSxx (or specified by tbe operator):
None

An ABEND dump can also be invoked by the CALLRTM and SETRP macros.

(For details, see OSIVS2 System Programming Library: Supervisor.)
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Syntax Rules

The following rules apply to the replacement of lEADMPOO by means of the
lEBUPDTE utility:

# There are two keywords, SDATA and PDATA. Each keyword is followed by
a string of operands separated by commas and enclosed in parentheses. A
single operand does not need parentheses.
Examples:
SDATA=(SQA,CB,ENQ,TRT)
PDATA=(PSW,REGS,SA,ALLPA,SPLS]

or

SDATA=ALLSDATA

or

PDATA=ALLPDATA

• Normally both parameters(SDATA = operands and PDATA = operands) can
fit on one card image. If, however, continuation is needed, use a comma
followed by a blank.
Example:
SDATA=(SQA,CB,E.NQ,TRT),
PDATA=(PSW,REGS,
SA,ALLPA,SPLS)

IBM-Supplied Defaults

The following defaults are automatically placed in lEADMPOO by sysgen.
SDATA={CB,ENQ,TRT,ERR,DM),PDATA=ALLPDATA

These options request a dump of the following areas:
• Formatted control blocks for the failing task
• Formatted global resource serialization information for the failing task
• GTF trace or supervisor trace (see explanation under TRT parameter)

• Recovery termination control blocks for the failing task
• Data management control blocks for the failing task
• PSW at entry to ABEND
• Contents of general registers at entry to ABEND

• Save area linkage information and a backward trace of save areas
• Modules on the link pack area queue and the job pack area queue for the
failing task, and SVC modules related to the failing task
• User storage allocated for the failing task
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Internal Parameters

Parameter

Meaning and Use

SDATA =

ALLSDATA

All the following options are automatically specified.

The following parameters request dump of specific SDATA areas, as indicated:

NUC

Control program nucleus. SQA, LSQA and PSA are included.

PCDATA

Program call information for the task being dumped.

SQA

The system queue area.

LSQA

Local system queue area for the address space. If storage is
allocated for subpools 229 and 230, they will also be included.

SWA

Scheduler work area used for the failing task.

CB

Control blocks related to the failing task.

ENQ

Global resource serialization control blocks for the failing task.

TRT

OTP or supervisor trace table depending on whether the ABEND
occurs after or during IPL, and whether the TRACE ON command
was issued at IPL. After master scheduler initialization, OTP data is

displayed if OTP has been started. If OTP is not running, and the
TRACE ON command was issued at IPL, the supervisor trace table

is displayed. (Por the use of the TRACE command, see Operator's
Library: 0SIVS2 MVS System Commands.)

DM

Data management control blocks(DEB, DCB,lOB)for the failing
task.

lO

r

^

ERR

lOS control blocks(UCB, EXCPD)for the task.

Recovery termination control blocks(RTM2WA,registers from the
SDWA,SCB, EED)for the failing task.

PDATA =

ALLPDATA

All the following options are automatically specified.

The following parameters request dump of specific PDATA areas, as indicated:
PSW

Program status word at entry to ABEND.

REGS

Contents of general registers at entry to ABEND.

SA or SAH

SA requests save area linkage information and a backward trace of
save areas. This option is automatically selected if ALLPDATA is
specified.

JPA

SAH requests only save area linkage information.
Contents of the job pack area that relate to the failing task. These
include module names and contents.

LPA

Contents of the LPA (module names and contents) related to the
failing task. Includes active SVCs related to the failing task.

ALLPA

Contents of both the job pack area and the LPA, as they relate to
the failing task, plus SVCs related to the failing task.
SPLS User storage subpools (0-127) related to the failing task.
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Member Name: lEADMROO

Use of the Member

lEADMROO contains IBM defaults and/or installation parameters for ABDUMP,
for use when an ABEND dump is written to a SYSMDUMP data set.
ABDUMP parameters for a SYSMDUMP data set may be specified as follows:
• The dump request parameter list pointed to by the DUMPOPT keyword of
an ABEND macro instruction.^ The list can be built by using the list form of
the SNAP macro. (See ABEND and SNAP macros in OSjVSl Supervisor
Services and Macro Instructions for details.)
• The initial system dump options specified in lEADMROO. These options are
added to the options on the dump request parameter list.

• The system dump options as altered by the CHNGDUMP command. With
the CHNGDUMP command, options can be added to or deleted from the
system dump options list. The CHNGDUMP command can also cause the

dump request parameters to be ignored. (For a description of the
CHNGDUMP command refer to Operator's Library: 0SIVS2 MVS System
Commands.)

• The system dump options as specified in a SLIP command. The SLIP
options apply only to the dump scheduled on behalf of a SLIP trap and
override any SDATA options specified through a CHNGDUMP command or
in lEADMROO.

During IPL, an information message will notify the operator if lEADMROO is
invalid or can't be found. No prompting of the operator will occur. If the
member contains both valid and invalid parameters, an information message will
indicate the valid options that were accepted before the error occurred.
Parameter in lEASYSxx (or specified by tbe operator):
None

Syntax Rules

The following rule applies to the replacement of lEADMROO by means of the
lEBUPDTE utility:
• There is one keyword, SDATA. The keyword is followed by a string of
operands separated by commas and enclosed in parentheses. A single operand
does not need parentheses.

An ABEND dump can also be invoked by the CALLRTM and SETRP macros.
(For details, see OSjVS2 System Programming Library: Supervisor.)
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Example:
SDATA=(SQA,TRT)

or

SDATA=ALLSDATA

IBM-Supplied Defaults

The following defaults are automatically placed in lEADMROO by sysgen.
SDATA=(NUC,SQA,LSQA,SWA,TRT,RGN)

These options request a dump of the following areas:
• Control program nucleus
• System queue area
• Local system queue area
• Scheduler work area

• GTF trace or supervisor trace (see explanation under TRT parameter)
• Private area for the address space region
Internal Parameters

Parameter

Meaning and Use

SDATA =

ALLSDATA

All the following options are automatically specified.

The following parameters request dump of specific SDATA areas, as indicated:
NUC

Control program nucleus. SQA, LSQA and PSA are included.

SQA

The system queue area.

LSQA

Local system queue area for the address space. If storage is
allocated for subpools 229 and 230, they will also be included.

SWA

Scheduler work area used for the failing task.

TRT

GTF or supervisor trace table depending on whether the ABEND
occurs after or during IPL, and whether the TRACE ON command
was issued at IPL. After master scheduler initialization, GTF data is

displayed if GTF has been started. If GTF is not running, and the
TRACE ON command was issued at IPL, the supervisor trace table

is displayed. (For the use of the TRACE command, see Operator's
Library: 0SIVS2 MVS System Commands)
LPA

Contents of the LPA (module names and contents) related to the
failing task. Includes active SVCs related to the failing task.

CSA

Common service area subpools that are not fetch protected.

RGN

Private area for the address space region.

GRSQ

All global resource serialization control blocks and other global
resource serialization storage related to the address space being
dumped.
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Member Name: lEAFIXxx (Fixed LPA List)

Use of the Member

lEAFIXxx contains the names of modules from SYSl.LPALIB, SYSl.SVCLIB,
and the LNKLST concatenation that are temporarily fixed in real storage for the

duration of an IPL. The member may be used to temporarily add or replace SVC
or ERP routines that already exist in the pageable LPA, or to page fix such
routines to improve system performance. Like the temporary modules chosen
through the MLPA option, fixed LPA modules are not automatically reactivated
by a quick-start or a warm-start IPL. That is, the fixed LPA can be reestablished
only by respecification of the FIX parameter at the quick-start or warm-start IPL.
Because fixed modules are not paged, I/O time and paging overhead can be saved
by placing moderately used modules from SYSl.LPALIB in the fixed LPA.
When a module is requested, the program manager searches the list of fixed

routines before it examines the LPA directory. The price for this performance
improvement is the reduction in real storage available for paging old jobs and
starting new jobs. Therefore, the fixed LPA should not be made too large if real
storage is relatively small(2 megabytes or less). Remember that pages referenced
frequently tend to remain in real storage even when they are not fixed.
You can use the fixed LPA to reduce page-fault overhead at the expense of some
real storage. This trade-off is desirable with a system that tends to be CPU
bound but that has sufficient real storage. You implement the trade-off by
placing moderate-usage SYSl.LPALIB modules in the fixed LPA (via parmlib
member lEAFIXxx), instead of in the pageable LPA. High usage PLPA modules
probably need not be fixed because they are referenced frequently enough to
remain in real storage anyway. Because less real storage will be available for
pageable programs, the system resource manager will swap out address spaces
that would otherwise occupy real storage, awaiting CPU availability.
Modules specified in lEAFIXxx are loaded and fixed in the order in which they
are named in the member, and are packed without respect to the load module's
page boundary attribute, which the linkage editor provides. The modules' CDEs
are placed on the active LPA queue for easy access by the program manager.
(Note: To keep search time within reasonable limits, do not allow the fixed link

pack area to become excessively large.) If the first load module of a type 3 or 4
SVC routine is specified, the SVC table is updated as required.
Fixed LPA modules may optionally be specified at sysgen by means of the
RESIDNT keyword of the DATASET macro. Be careful not to specify the same
module name in both the RESIDNT and the MEMBERS keywords, because the
two keywords are mutually exclusive. These modules are listed in member
lEAFIXOO. To specify this list at IPL, the lEASYSxx member or the operator
should include FIX=00 as a system parameter.
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Notes:

1. There is a system defined limit to the size that thefixed area of real storage can
occupy. The maximum space taken up by the nucleus, thefixed BLDL table,
andfixed LPA, RMS,pageframe table, and soforth, cannot exceed half of
real storage, up to a maximum of2 megabytes. When the system-defined limit
for the top of thefixed area is insufficient, the installation can specify a larger
value by changing the contents of the NVTNVRSZfield in module lEANIPO, to
the calculated address of the NIP transient area. The value can be changed
using the AMASPZAP program. For more information on the AMASPZAP
program, see Service Aids.
2.

The STIMER and TTIMER modules (IGC0004F and IGC0004G) are

especially good ones to put in thefixed LPA because their design takes
advantage of that placement to significantly improve the performance of the
timerfunction.

Parameter in lEASYSxx (or specified by the operator):

FIX= IXX
I(xx,yy,...m)
The two alphameric characters xx, yy, etc. are appended to lEAFIX to form the
name of one or more lEAFIXxx members of SYSl.PARMLIB. If the L option is

specified, the system displays the contents of the lEAFIXxx parmlib members(s)
at the operators console as the system processes the member(s). NIP defaults to
no fixed LPA, if you fail to specify the option in one of the following ways:
• FIX keyword included in the lEASYSxx member.
• FIX keyword entered by the operator at IPL.
• RESIDNT keyword of DATASET macro specified at sysgen.
Syntax Rules

The following rules apply to the creation of lEAFIXxx by means of the
lEBUPDTE utility:

• On the first record, start with the data set name ~ SYSl.LPALIB,
SYSl.SVCLIB, or SYSl.LINKLIB (meaning the LNKLST concatenation)from which modules will be taken. Follow the name with at least one blank.
9 After the blank, list the modules to be loaded, separated by commas. Do not

put a blank before or after a comma that separates module names on a
record. You can use all columns except 72 through 80.

9 Indicate continuation of the list by a comma after the last name on all
records, except the last.
9 Do not include the data set name on continued records.

9 Place a new data set name at the beginning of a record, followed by at least
one blank and a new string of module names.
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You can use major names or alias names, or both. Any alias names by which
a module is to be accessed must be included. If an alias name is included and

the associated major name is omitted, the system will locate the major name.
End the last record with one or more blanks.

Syntax Example
1st record

SYSl.LINKLIB

IKJPARS,IKJPARS2,IKJSCAN,
IKJEFDOO,IKJDAIR,

2nd record

SYSl.SVCLIB

3rd record

IGC0009C,

IGC09301,IGC09302,IGC09303

IBM-Supplied Defaults
None

Internal Parameters

This category is not applicable because module names, not parameters, may
appear in this member.
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Member Name: lEAICSxx

Use of the Member

lEAICSxx contains the installation control specification that associates units of

work (transactions) with performance groups. Performance groups are used by
the system resources manager to control and report on transactions. Specifying
an lEAICSxx parmlib member is optional. For more information, see
"Installation Control Specification Concepts" in "Part 5: The System Resources
Manager."

Parameter in lEASYSxx (or specified by the operator):

ICS= (XX
(xxl,Ll)
(,L)

The two-character identifier is appended to lEAICS to specify one of several

possible parmlib members from which the system resources manager obtains its
parameters. If the L option is specified, the system displays the contents of the
lEAICSxx parmlib member at the operator's console as the system processes the
member. (For more information, see "ICS= xx" in the description of the
lEASYSxx member.)
Syntax Rules

See "Part 5: The System Resources Manager."
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lEAIPSxx

Member Name: lEAIPSxx

Use of the Member

Used by the system resources manager to define performance characteristics that
are assigned to transactions. For more information see "IPS Concepts" in "Part
5: The System Resources Manager."
Parameter in lEASYSxx (or specified by the operator):
IPS=

fxx

(xxbLI)
(,L)

The two-character identifier xx is appended to lEAIPS to specify one of several
possible parmlib members from which the system resoixrces manager will obtain
its parameters. If the L option is specified, the system displays the contents of the
lEAIPSxx parmlib member at the operator's console as the system processes the
member. (For additional information, see "IPS" in the description of the
lEASYSxx member.)
Syntax Rules

See "Part 5: The System Resources Manager.'
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lEALODOO

Member Name: lEALODOO (Load List)

Use of the Member

lEALODOO contains a list of names of the more frequently used modules of the

pageable LPA. For each name on the list, NIP builds a contents directory entry

(CDE)on the active LPA queue in fixed storage. After initialization, when one of
the listed modules is requested, the program manager searches the active LPA

queue, finds the module name, and thus avoids a search of the LPA directory in
pageable storage. Since paging overhead is reduced, performance is improved.
Frequently and moderately used LPA modules are reasonable candidates for this
member.

Note: Modules in the fixed LPA and modules in the modified LPA(MLPA)also
can be found without a search of the LPA directory. See the descriptions of the
lEAFIXxx and lEALPAxx members.

Parameter in BEASYSxx (or entered by the operator):
None

Syntax Rules

The following rules apply to the creation of lEALODOO by means of the
lEBUPDTE utility:

• Separate names of modules with commas.

9 Indicate continuation by a comma after the last module on a record.

® Module names may be either major names or alias names, but they should be
the same names that appear in SYSl.LPALIB.

Note: Only those module names actually entered are available for use when NIP
loads the modules. If you want a module name and all its ahases to be available
for NIP, you must specify all the aliases.
IBM-Supplied Defaults
None

Internal Parameters

Not applicable
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lEALPAxx

Member Name: lEALPAxx (Modified LPA List)
Use of the Member

lEALPAxx contains the names of reenterable modules that NIP will load from

SYSl.LPALIB, SYSl.SVCLIB, and the LNKLST concatenation as a temporary
extension to the existing pageable LPA. The extension is temporary in that the
modules will remain in the paging data sets and be listed on the active LPA queue
only for the duration of an IPL. They will not be automatically quick-started or
warm-started (reinstated without respecification of the MLPA parameter). Note
that both the modified LPA and the fixed LPA modules (those named in
lEAFIXxx) avoid a search of the LPA directory by the program manager when
one of the modules is requested. The modified LPA, unlike the fixed LPA,
however, contains pageable modules that behave in most respects like LPA
modules.

You may use lEALPAxx to temporarily add or replace SVC or ERP routines.
Another possible application would be the testing of replacement LPA modules
that have been altered by PTEs.

LPA modules that have been replaced via lEALPAxx are not physically removed

from the pageable LPA or from the LPA directory. They are, however, logically
replaced because, when one of them is requested, the program manager searches
the active LPA queue (a chain of CDEs), finds the name of the temporary
replacement, and does not examine the LPA directory which contains the namp of
the replaced module.

The system searches the fixed LPA before the modified LPA for a particular
module and selects the module from the modified LPA only if the module is not
also in the fixed LPA.

If the first load module of a type 3 or 4 SVC routine is added or replaced, the
SVC table is updated as required.

Note: An installation might want to change the device allocation structure for

different job mixes or processor configurations. The eligible device table
generation(EDTGEN)creates the device allocation tables, which are stored in

SYSl.MLPALIB (unless another partitioned data set is specified).
To make NIP load the new tables for use by device allocation, use the
LNKLSTxx parmlib member to concatenate SYSl.MLPALIB to

SYSl.LINKLIB. When the operator replies to the SPECIFY SYSTEM

PARAMETERS message with the appropriate SYSP=xx or MLPA=xx parmlib
member suffix, the system uses the lEALPAxx member containing the new tables
(via the LNKLST concatenation). Otherwise, NIP loads the device allocation
tables from SYSl.LPALIB, and the system does not use the new tables.

For more information on the EDTGEN,see System Generation Reference.
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lEALPAxx

Parameter in lEASYSxx (or specified by the operator):
MLPA=

XX

(xx,yy,...l,Lj)

The two alphameric characters, represented by xx (or yy, etc.), are appended to
TP.AT.PA to form the name of the lEALPAxx parmlib member(s). If the L option

is specified, the system displays the contents of the IBALPAxx parmlib member(s)
at the operator's console as the system processes the member(s).
Because the modified LPA is not a permanent addition to the LPA, you should

probably specify MLPA in an alternate system parameter list(lEASYSxx) and
not specify the parameter in lEASYSOO. Alternately, you can have the operator
enter the parameter from the console.
Syntax Rules

The following rules apply to the creation of lEALPAxx by means of the
lEBUPDTE utility:

• On the first record, start with the data set name ~ SYSl.LPALIB,
SYSl.SVCLIB, or SYSl.LINKLIB (meaning the LNKLST concatenation)from which modules will be taken. Follow the name with at least one blank.
• After the blank, list the modules to be loaded, separated by commas. Do not

put a blank before or after a comma that separates module names on a
record. You can use all columns except 72 through 80.

• Indicate continuation of the list by a comma after the last name on all
records, except the last.
• Do not include the data set name on continued records.

• Place a new data set name at the beginning of a record, followed by at least
one blank and a new string of module names.

9 You can use major names or alias names, or both. Any alias names by which
a module is to be accessed must be included. If an alias name is included and

the associated major name is omitted, the system will locate the major name.
• End the last record with one or more blanks.

Syntax Example
1st record

SYSl.LINKLIB

IKJPARS,IKJPARS2,IKJSCAN,
IKJEFDOO,IKJDAIR,

IGC0009C,

2nd record

SYSl.SVCLIB

3rd record

IGC09301,IGC09302,IGC09303
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lEALPAxx
IBM-Supplied Defaults
None

Internal Parameters

Not applicable
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lEAOPTxx

Member Name: lEAOPTxx

Use of the Member

lEAOPTxx contains the parameters that affect swapping and other decisions

made by the system resources manager(SRM). Installations with unique resoiurce
requirements can specify selected parameters in lEAOPTxx to replace the default
values. Before making such a change it is, in most cases, advisable to study the
related segments of code in order to predict the impact of the change on the
SRM's evaluation and decision-making process. For more information, see "OPT
Concepts" in "Part 5: The System Resources Manager."

Specifying the lEAOPTxx member is optional. Likewise, the specification of any
parameter within the member is optional.
Parameter in lEASYSxx (or specified by the operator):

OPT= (xx
(xxl,Ll)
(,L)

The two-character identifier xx is appended to lEAOPT to specify one of several

possible parmlib members that can contain parameters used by various algorithms
of the system resources manager. If the L option is specified, the system displays
the contents of the lEAOPTxx parmUb member at the operator's console as the

system processes the member. (For additional information, see "OPT" in the
description of the lEASYSxx member.)
Syntax Rules

See "Part 5: The System Resources Manager.'
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lEAPAKOO

Member Name: lEAPAKOO(LPA Pack List)
Use of the Member

lEAPAKOO contains the names of groups of modules in SYSl.LPALIB that are

executed together or in sequence. (As an example, the load modules of a type-4
SVC routine are called sequentially and executed as a group.) The member is
used only during a "cold" start(CLPA specified), when the PLPA is loaded from
SYSl.LPALIB.

NIP uses this member to determine the order in which all modules listed in

lEAPAKOO are to be loaded from SYSl.LPALIB into the pageable LPA. These
modules are packed together, if possible, on a single page. The purpose is to
reduce page faults. The LPA can greatly contribute to page faults because it is
highly used. The lEAPAKOO list can significantly reduce page faults.

Each group ideally should not exceed 4K bytes in size. If a group exceeds 4K, the
module in the group that causes 4K to be exceeded, and all later modules in the
same group, will be loaded at the next page boundary in the LPA. In contrast,

NIP loads other modules (those not listed in lEAPAKOO)in size order, the largest
modules first, then the smaller modules. Unused spaces within page boundaries
are filled, if possible, with modules smaller than 4K.

There are no alternate members for lEAPAKOO. If the member does not exist,
NIP continues processing without it.

You should select pageable link pack area programs for inclusion in the system
pack list to reduce the number of page faults from the pageable link pack area
and thereby enhance system performance. The affinity of programs for each
other and the size of the programs determine which should be selected for a pack
list entry. Program affinity means that one program will usually refer to another
program when the first program is invoked. By putting programs that refer to

each other into the same pack list entry, and thereby on the same page, extra page
faults are avoided, because the programs are always in real storage together.
Very large programs that are to be put into the link pack area should be link
edited so that CSECTs that have affinity® for other CSECTs are placed within the
same page. The linkedit ORDER statement can be used to group CSECTs into
pages. This process will accomplish the same goal as the pack list entries, because
page faults during execution will be reduced.

Parameter in lEASYSxx (or specified by the operator):

None, although the member is used only when the CLPA parameter is specified,
or at the first IPL after sysgen.

®

The modules either execute at the same time or call each other.
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lEAPAKOO

Syntax Rules

The following rules apply to the creation of lEAPAKOO by means of the
lEBUPDTE utility;

• The member consists of "groups" or entries containing load module names.
Each group is enclosed in parentheses. For example:

(IGGO19CM,IGG019CN,IGG019CO,IGGO19CP,IGG019CR).
• Separate modules within each group by commas.

• Separate each group from the next by a comma after the closing parenthesis.
• Do not use alias module names. NIP processes only major names.
• All named modules must be refreshable because LPA modules must have this
attribute.

IBM-Supplied Default

A Tninimiim LPA pack list is copied at sysgen. The list is supplied as four
alternate members in the APARMLIB data set:

lEAPAKTS
lEAPAKBA

-

time sharing and batch system (without VTAM)
batch-only systems (without VTAM)

lEAPAKBV

-

batch-only systems with VTAM

lEAPAKTV

-

time sharing and batch systems with VTAM

After sysgen, the SYSl.PARMLIB data set contains all four members plus
lEAPAKOO. lEAPAKOO is a copy of the member that represents the generated

system. For example, lEAPAKOO is the same as lEAPAKTS if the system is
generated for TSO without VTAM, or is the same as lEAPAKBA if the system is
generated for batch only without VTAM,and so forth. The system will use only
member lEAPAKOO. The other four members are available in SYSl.PARMLIB
for possible future use by the installation.

Figure 3-6 and Figure 3-7 list the contents of two of the IBM-supplied default
pack hsts: lEAPAKTS and lEAPAKBA. The two lists are identical except for
the TSO entries at the bottom of Figure 3-6. Figure 3-8 defines the functional

module groups that comprise the pack list entries in Figure 3-6 and Figure 3-7.
Circled niunbers identify the module groups with the related list entries.

Figure 3-6, Figure 3-7, and Figure 3-8 contain the modules that are valid.
Notes:

1. The default pack lists are general purpose lists that might not satisfy all
installations. Through tracing and other system measurements, you can decide
on changes that best suit your particular needs.
2. You should carefully examine all modules in the pack list because installing
various program products might cause alias names to appear in lEAPAKOO.
The VTAM IBM-supplied default pack lists, lEAPAKBV and lEAPAKTV, are
extended versions of lEAPAKBA and lEAPAKTS respectively, with the addition
of the VTAM modules. lEAPAKBV and lEAPAKTV, along with guidelines for
repackaging their contents, are described in OSjVSl System Programming
Library: VTAM.
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lEAPAKOO

NAME=IEAPAKTS,LIST=AL L

TSO

IEAPAKOO

@(IQG019CM,IGG019CN,IGG019C0,IGG019CP,IGG019CR),

(!)(IGG019KU, IGG019LI, IGG019BI, IGG019BM),@(IGG0199F, IGG0199G,
IGG0199W,IGG0198L),@(IGG019DK,IGG019BB),@(IGC0005B,IGC0205B,
IGC0505B),

@(IGC0605B,IGC0705B,IGC0805B),@(IGC0G05B,IGC0G95B,IGC0105B),
@(IGC0J05B,IGC0H05B,IGC0W05B,IGC0U05B),@(IGC0K05B,IGC0L05B,
IGC0P05B),

(3l)(IGC0S05B,IGC0M05B,IGC0V05B),@(IGC0N05B,IGC0R05B,IGC0T05B),

@(IGC0006C,IGC0106C,IGC0206C),@(IQC0D06C,IGC0F06C,IGC0G06C),

@(IGC0H06C,IGC0A06C),@(IGC0N06C,IGC0Q06C, IGCOSOGC),@(IGC0008F,
IGG0860A, IGG0860B, IGG0860C),@)(IGG0850D, IGG086AE, IGC0008FI),

@(IGC0008B, IGC0108B),0(IGC0208B, IGC0308B, IGG019P7, IGG019P8,
iGG019P9),(43)(IEEVDEV, lECVIOPM),(g)(IGC0008A, IGG08101, IGG08102),

0)(IGG08103,1GG08104,1GC001OE),0)(IGC0009H, IGC0109H),
0(IGC0008C,IEFU83),(|l)(IEEVMNT1,IEEPRWI2,lEEPRTN),
@(IEFJDSNA, lEFJJTRM, lEFJRASP, lEFJRECM, lEFJSDTN, lEFJSREQ, lEFIRECM),
0)(IEFVGM1,1EFVGM78-, IEFVGM2,1EFVGM3,1EFVGM4,1EFVGM5), 54 (IEFVGM6,
IEFVGM7, IEFVGM70, IEFVGM19, IEFVGM76, IEFVCM8, IEFVGM17, IEFVGM9),

@(IEFVQH10, lEFVO^II, IEFVGM12, IEFV0113, lEFVmU, IEFVGM15, IEFVGM16,
IEFVGM18),

TS0(|8)(IGG0196S, IGG019T3, IGG019T4, IGG019T5, IGG019T6, IGG019T7, IGG019T8,
IGG019TX, IQG019TY, IGG019TZ)

Note:

The circled numbers are used as references to the functional module groups listed in Figure 3-8. The
pock list does not contain the circled numbers.

Figure 3-6. Default Pack List for Time Sharing and Batch System
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lEAPAKOO

NAME=IEAPAKBA,LIST=ALL BATCH (NON-ISO)

lEAPAKOO

@(IGQ019CM,IGG019CN,IGG019C0.IGG019CP,IGG019CR),

0(IGGO19KU, IGG019LI , IGG019BI, IGG019BM),(?)(IGG0199F, IGG0199G,
IGG0199W, IGG0198L),@(IGG0190K, IGG0198B),@(IGCOOOBB, IGC0205B,
IGC0505B),@(IGC0605B,IGC0705B,IGC0805B),@(IGC0G05B,IGC0G95B,

IGC0105B),@(IGC0J05B,IGC0H05B,IGC0W05B,IGC0U05B),@(IGC0K05B,
IGC0L05B, IGC0P05B),

(31)(IGC0S05B,1GC0M05B,IGC0V05B),(|2)(IGC0N05B,IGC0R05B,IGC0T05B),

@(IGC0006C,IGC0106C,IGC0206C),@ dGC0D05C, IGC0F06C,IGC0G06C),
(3^(IGC0H06C, IGC0A06C),

(IGC0N06C, IGC0Q06C, IGC0S06C),

@(IGC0008F,IGG0860A,IGG0860B,IGG0860C),@(1GG0860D,IGG086AE,
IGC0008H),

@)(IGC0008B, 1GC0108B),@(IGC0208B, IGC0308B, IGG019P7, IGG019P8,
IGG019P9),®(IEEVDEV,IECVI0PM),(g)(IGC0008A,IGG08101,IGG08102),
@(IGG08103,1GG08104,IGC001OE),@(1GC0009H,IGC0109H),
(48)(IGC0008C, IEFU83),(Sl)(I EEVMNT1,1EEPRW 12, 1 EEPRTN),
(g)(lEFJDSNA,lEFJJTRM,lEFJRASP,lEFJRECM,lEFJSDTN,lEFJSREQ,lEFlRECM),

(5^(IEFVGM1,IEFVGM78,IEFVGM2,IEFVGM3,IEFVGM4,IEFVGM5),(g)(iEFVGM6,
IEFVm7, IEFV(^70, IEFVGM19, IEFVGM76, IEFVGM8, IEFVGM17, IEFVGM9),

(IEFVGM10,IEFVGM11, IEFVGM12, IEFVGM13, IEFVGM14, IEFVGM15,IEFVGM16,
IEFVGM18)

Note:

The circled numbers are used as references to the functional module groups listed in Figure 3-8. The
pock list does not contoin the circled numbers.

Figure 3-7. Default Pack List for Batch System
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lEAPAKOO

@

Translation Tables
IGG019CM
IGG019CN
IGG019C0
IGG019CP
IGG019CR

©

©
TTY.ASCI

IGG019KU
IGG019LI
IGG019BI
IGG019BM

Burroughs,Friden, NCR

SAM-SI

BDAM-BSAM

©

BDAM CE Appendate
BDAM Check
BSAM Check

BSAM EOE Appendage

SAM SI

IGG0199F
IGG0199G
IGG0199W
IGG0198L

IGG019DK
IGG019BB

Checkpoint/Restart

Checkpoint/Restart

IGC0005B
IGC0205B
IGC0505B

IGC0605B
IGC0705B
IGC0805B

Restart

Checkpoint/Restart

Checkpoint/Restart

IGC0G05B
IGC0G95B
IGC0I05B

IGC0J05B
IGC0H05B
IGC0W05B
IGC0U05B

Checkpoint/Restart

©

Checkpoint/Restart

IGC0K05B
IGC0L05B
IGC0P05B

IGC0S05B
IGC0M05B
IGC0V05B

Checkpoint/Restart

Checkpoint

IGC0N05B
IGCOROSB
IGC0T05B

IGC0006C
IGC0106C
IGC0206C

Checkpoint

Checkpoint

IGC0D06C
IGC0F06C
IGC0G06C

IGC0H06C
IGC0A06C

Figure 3-8 (Part 1 of 3). Functional Contents of Default Pack Lists
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lEAPAKOO

@

Checkpoint

ATLAS

IGC0N06C
IGC0Q06C
1GC0S06C

IGC0008F
IGG0860A
1GG0860B
IGQ0860C

ATLAS

lEHDASDR

IGG0860D
IGG086AE
IGC0008H

IGC0108B
IGC0108B

lEHDASDR

MP Reconf ipuration

IGC0208B
IGC0308B
IGG019P7
IGG019P8
IGG019P9

lEEVDEV

Device Subroutine Mainl ine

lECVIOPM

IDS Operational Path Test

SETPRT-3211-IMAGELIBs

SETPRT

IGC0008A
IGG08101
IGG08102

IGG08103
IGG08104
IGC0010E

Protect,Overlay. Identify

SMF

IGC0009H
IGC0109H

IGC0008C
IEFU83

Protect

Start/Mount

JES2 Initiator

IEEVMNT1
IEEPRW12
lEEPRTN

lEFJDSNA
lEFJJTRM
lEFJRASP
lEFJRECM
lEFJSDTN
lEFJSREQ
IEFI RECM

Figure 3-8 (Part 2 of 3). Functional Contents of Default Pack Lists
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lEAPAKOO

Interpreter

Interpreter

IEFVGM1

IEFVGM6
IEFVGM7
IEFVGM70
IEFVGM19
IEFVGM76
IEFVGM8
IEFVGM17
IEFVGM9

IEFVGM78
IEFVGM2
IEFVGM3
IEFV0M4
IEFVGM5

Interpreter

TSO Terminal I/O Control[er (TIOC)

IEFVGM10
IEFVGM11
IEFVGM12
IEFVGM13
lEFVmU
IEFVQM15
IEFVCM16

IGQ0196S
IGG019T3
IGG019T4
IGG019T5
IGG019T6
IGQ019T7
IGG019T8
IGQ019TX
IGG019TY
IGG019TZ

IEFVGM18

Note: Numbers 1, 2, 3, 5, 7-9, 11, 12-25, 33-35, 47, 49, 50, 56, 57, and 59-62 have been intentionally omitted,
because their modules are no longer included in the PAK list.

Figure 3-8 (Part 3 of 3). Functionai Contents of Default Pack Lists

Internal Parameters

Not applicable
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Member Name: lEASYSxx (System Parameter List)

Use of the Member

The system programmer can specify system parameters through a combination of
three sources: sysgen macros, lEASYSxx members of parmlib, and operator
responses to the SPECIFY SYSTEM PARAMETERS message. Some system
parameters can be specified through sysgen macros and automatically copied to
the lEASYSOO member of parmlib. Only one of these parameters, the
PAGEDSN keyword of the DATASET macro, is mandatory at sysgen. Other
parameters can be placed in the lEASYSOO member or in an alternate system
parameter list (lEASYSxx)to provide a fast initialization with little or no
operator intervention.

Figure 3-9 shows which sysgen parameters are always placed in lEASYSOO, which
parameters are optionally placed in lEASYSOO, and which NIP parameters are
equivalent to these sysgen parameters.
Sysgen

Equivalent

Related Parmlib

Macro and

Initialization
Parameter

(if applicable)

Parameter

Member

Comments on Sysgen Parameter

CTRLPROG
CSA=

CSA =

OPTIONS= BLDL

BLDL=00
or BLDLF=00

Parameter is copied to lEASYSOO only
if parameter is specified at sysgen.
lEABLDOO

BLDL=00 or BLDLF=00 is always

copied to lEASYSOO. Default contents
of lEABLDOO are always copied to
lEABLDOO from APARMLIB.

PAGNUM =

Parameter is copied to lEASYSOO only

PAGNUM =

if specified at sysgen.
REAL=

REAL=

SQA =

SQA =

VRREGN =

VRREGN^

Parameter is copied to lEASYSOO only
if parameter is specified at sysgen.
Parameter is copied to lEASYSOO only
if parameter is specified at sysgen.
Parameter is copied to lEASYSOO only
if parameter is specified at sysgen.

DATASET

DUPLEXDS,NAME =

DUPLEX=

PAGEDSN =

PAGE=

Parameter is copied to lEASYSOO only
if specified at sysgen.

The specification of at least three
DATASET macros with PAGEDSN

keyword is a required parameter at
sysgen. This specification causes sysgen
to place the PAGE parameter and the
specified dsnames into lEASYSOO. The
dsnames specified with PAGEDSN can
be changed or added to at IPL.
RESIDNT=

FIX =00

SWAPDSN =

SWAP=

lEAFIXOO

FIX=00 is copied to lEASYSOO. The
member name specified in the RESIDNT
keyword is placed in lEAFIXOO.
Parameter is copied to lEASYSOO only
if specified at sysgen.

SCHEDULR
HARDCPY=

HARDCPY=

Default value is SYSLOG. Sysgen

places this operand in lEASYSOO if

HARDCPY is not specified.

Figure 3-9. Sysgen Parameters that Are Copied to the lEASYSOO Member
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lEASYSxx

The installation has the choice of placing all or some system parameters in the
lEASYSOO member, and other parameters, or other values of the same
parameters, in one or more alternate lEASYSxx members. lEASYSOO is the

likely place to put installation defaults or parameters that will not change from
IPL to IPL. The system programmer can add to or modify sysgen-created
parameters in this member by means of the lEBUPDTE utility. The alternate
lEASYSxx member(s), in contrast, should contain parameters that are subject to
change, possibly from one work shift to another.
Use of the lEASYSOO member can minimize operator intervention at IPL. Since
lEASYSOO is read automatically, the operator can respond to SPECIFY
SYSTEM PARAMETERS by replying END or ENTER or 'U', and need not
enter parameters unless an error occurs and prompting ensues.

If a parameter list other than lEASYSOO is desired at a particular IPL, the
operator must indicate the alternate list by replying SYSP = xx in response to the
SPECIFY SYSTEM PARAMETERS message. (See the SYSP parameter
description in this section for additional information.)

The use of system parameter lists in parmlib thus offers two main advantages:
• They shorten and simplify the IPL process by allowing the installation to
preselect system parameters.

• They provide flexibility in the choice of system parameters. The operator can
specify SYSP=xx to select one of several alternate lists.

The system parameters that sysgen places in lEASYSOO are adequate to initialize
the system, although additional parameters might be desirable. Figure 3-9 lists
the sysgen parameters that are copied to lEASYSOO.
Overview of lEASYSxx Parameters

The following list briefly defines all system parameters that can be placed in an
lEASYSxx or lEASYSOO member (or specified by the operator). Detailed
discussions of these parameters are provided in later sections of the lEASYSxx
topic.

Note: PAGE and HARDCPY are the only mandatory parameters that have no
internal defaults. They must be specified.
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Parameter

Use of the Parameter

ALT

Specifies that an alternate nucleus is to be loaded and IPL'd. ALT can be specified only by the operator.

APF

Names the parmlib member(lEAAPFxx) that contains authorized data set names.

AFG

Specifies the priority value of the automatic priority group for use by the system resource manager, if one is not
specified in the selected IPS.

BLDL/BLDLF

Names the parmlib member(lEABLDxx)that lists module names that are to be placed in a pageable or fixed
BLDL table. The choice of BLDL or BLDLF determines which table NIP will build.

CLPA

Tells NIP to load the link pack area with the modules contained in SYSl.LPALIB. It also purges VIO data set
pages that were used in the previously initialized system. Thus, CLPA implies CVIO.

CMD

Completes the name of the parmlib member(COMMNDxx)that contains commands to be issued internally
during master scheduler initialization. COMMNDxx also controls prompting during TOD clock initialization
and the size of the master trace table.

CSA

Specifies the size of the virtual common service area in multiples of IK bytes.

CVIO

Deletes previously used VIO data set pages from the paging space. This parameter is automatically included
when CLPA is specified.

DUMP

Specifies whether SYSl.DUMP data sets for SVC dump are to be on direct access device(s) or tape, and names
the unit address(es) if tape is to be used. This parameter can also indicate that no SYSl.DUMP data sets are to
be made available for SVC dumps.

DUPLEX

Specifies a duplex page data set name or overrides the existing duplex data set name. This parameter is ignored
on quick starts and warm starts (non-CLPA IPLs).

FIX

Completes the name of one or more parmlib members(lEAFIXxx) that contain names of modules from
SYSl.LPALIB, SYSl.SVCLIB, and the LNKLST concatenation that are to be placed in a fixed LPA that lasts
for the duration of the IPL.

GRS

Specifies whether the system is to start a global resource serialization complex,join an existing complex, or not be
part of a complex.

GRSCNF

Completes the name of the parmlib member, GRSCNFxx,that contains the information needed to initialize a
system that is to be part of a global resource serialization complex.

GRSRNL

Completes the name of one or more parmlib members, GRRNLFxx,that contain resource name lists(RNLs)
used by global resource serialization.

HARDCPY

Specifies a hardcopy log and indicates the types of commands, responses, and messages that will appear on the
log device.

ICS

Completes the name of the parmlib member (lEAICSxx) that contains the installation control specification. The
installation control specification is used by the system resources manager(SRM)to assign performance groups.

lOS

Completes the name of the parmlib member(lECIOSxx) that contains I/O supervisor options.

IPS

Completes the name of the parmlib member(lEAIPSxx)from which the system resources manager(SRM)will
obtain the installation performance specification.

LNK

Completes the name of one or more parmlib members(LNKLSTxx)that contain names of data sets that are to
be concatenated to SYSl.LINKLIB.

LOGCLS
LOGLMT

Specifies the JES output class for the log data sets.

Specifies the maximum number of WTLs (messages) for a log data set. When the limit is reached, the data set is
scheduled for sysout processing.

Figure 3-10 (Part 1 of 2). Overview of lEASYSxx Parameters
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Parameter

Use of the Parameter

MAXUSER

Specifies a value that the system uses (along with the RSVSTRT and RSVNONR parameter values) to build the
address space vector table(ASVT). The system uses the ASVT to locate the various address space control blocks.

ML?A

Completes the name of one or more parmlib members(lEALPAxx) that names modules from SYSl.LPALIB,
SYSl.SVCLIB, and the LNKLST concatenation that are to be placed in a modified LPA that lasts for the
duration of the IPL.

MSTRJCL

Completes the name of MSTJCLxx, a module in SYSl.LINKLIB, that contains the JCL used to start the master
scheduler address space.

NONVIO
OPI

Designates one or more local page data sets that are not to be used for VIO paging.
Indicates whether the operator is to be allowed to override particular parameters, or all parameters, contained in
lEASYSxx.

OPT

Completes the name of a parmlib member(lEAOPTxx) that contains parameters to be used by various algorithms
of the system resources manager.

PAGE

Gives the names of new page data sets to be used as additions to or replacements for existing page data sets. The
first-named data set is used for the PLPA. The second-named data set is used for MLPA and CSA. The third

and all subsequently named data sets are used as local page data sets. Replacement is possible only if the
parameter is placed in lEASYSxx, and the operator selects this member by entering SYSP=xx. The PAGE
parameter, when specified by the operator, can only add temporarily (until the next cold or quick start) to a
parmlib page data set list.

PAGNUM

Specifies the number of page and swap data sets that can be added to the system after IPL by the PAGEADD
command.

PURGE

Demounts all mass storage system volumes.

real

Specifies the maximum amount of real storage, in IK blocks, that can be allocated for concurrent
ADDRSPC= REAL jobs.

RSU
RSVSTRT

Specifies the number of storage units to be made available for storage reconfiguration in a non-UP system.
Specifies the number of address space vector table(ASVT)entries to be reserved for address spaces created in
response to a START command.

RSVNONR

Specifies the number of ASVT entries to be reserved for replacing those entries marked nonreusable for the
duration of an IPL.

SMF

SQA

Specifies a parmlib member(SMFPRMxx)from which SMF will obtain its parameters.

Gives the number of additional 64K segments of the virtual system queue area to be created at IPL (in addition to
the initial four-segments).

SSN

Completes the name of the parmlib member, lEFSSNxx, that contains the information to be used in identifying
subsystems that are to be initialized.

SWAP
SYSNAME

Specifies the names of new swap data sets to be used as additions to or replacements for existing swap data sets.
Specifies the name of the system being initialized. Global resource serialization uses this name to identify the
different systems in a complex.

SYSP

Specifies one or more alternate system parameter lists (lEASYSxx) that are to be read by NIP in addition to
lEASYSOO. SYSP may be specified only by the operator.

VAL

Names one or more parmlib members(VATLSTxx)that contain "mount" and "use" attributes of direct access
devices.

VRREGN

Gives the default real-storage region size for an ADDRSPC= REAL job step that does not have a REGION
parameter in its JCL.

WTOBFRS

Specifies the number of buffers that the write-to-operator(WTO)routines will use for operator messages.

WTORPLY

Specifies the number of operator reply elements to be used by the write-to-operator-with-reply(WTOR)routines.

Figure 3-10 (Part 2 of 2). Overview of lEASYSxx Parameters
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Changes to Initialization Parameters

For a list of parameters that have changed or that are no longer supported by the
current level of MVS, refer to OS/VS2 Conversion Notebook, and OSjVSl to
OSIVS2 MVS Conversion Notebook,
Parameter Specified by the Operator:
SYSP = xx

The operator specifies this parameter to indicate an alternate system parameter
list to be used by NIP in addition to lEASYSOO. (See SYSP in "Internal
Parameters" later in this section.)
Syntax Rules

The following rules apply to the creation of lEASYSxx by means of the
lEBUPDTE utility:

• Use columns 1 through 71 of each record for parameters. Leading blanks are
acceptable.

• Do not use columns 72 through 80, since NIP ignores these colmnns.
• Separate parameters with commas.

• Indicate continuation by a comma, followed by at least one blank.
• Begin subsequent records in any column.

• Enclose multiple subparameters in parentheses. The munber of
subparameters is unlimited.
Syntax Example
...DUMP=^(TA,282),MLPA=(00,01,02,03,L),BLDLF=02

IBM-Supplied Defaults

The default member lEASYSOO, initially created at sysgen, always contains at
least BLDL=00 or BLDLF=00, HARDCPY,and PAGE. Additionally,

particular parameters of the CTRLPROG, DATASET,and SCHEDULR sysgen
macros are copied to lEASYSOO, if the installation specifies them during system
generation.
Internal Parameters

The lEASYSxx parameters are listed alphabetically and are individually described.
These parameters may optionally be issued by the operator, although such manual
issuance would slow the IPL.

Note: "Value range," if applicable, means the syntactically acceptable range of
values, not necessarily a range of values reasonable for function or performance.
The "associated parmlib member" refers to the parmlib member that is named by
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the parameter. For example, lEAAPFOl is named by the APF =01 parameter in
lEASYSxx, or entered by the operator.
ALT = x

Note: This parameter may be specified only by the operator. It cannot
validly be specified in a system parameter list. It is included here for the
sake of completeness.
Meaning and Use: This parameter identifies the alternate nucleus to be

IPL'd. The character x may be any alphanumeric character (0-9,A-Z), that
represents the last character of the nucleus member name.

The parameter is not honored if specified from a parmlib member. Any
additional parameters specified from the console in the same reply are
ignored. The operator responds to the initial lEAlOlA SPECIFY SYSTEM

PARAMETERS with the ALT = x reply. Once the alternate nucleus has
been IPL'd, the operator will be asked again to respond to the message
lEAlOlA SPECIFY SYSTEM PARAMETERS; this time specifying the
parameters applicable to the alternate nucleus.
Examples of Valid ALT Statements:
TO IPL

SPECIFY

IEANUC03

ALT=3

lEANUCOA

ALT=A

Value Range: 0-9,A-Z

Default Value: If a syntax error occurs the operator is prompted by the
message IEA906A to respecify the ALT parameter. The operator can
respecify or enter EGB. If EGB is entered lEANUCOl is used as the
default.

Associated Parmlib Member: None
AFF= XX

Meaning and Use: The two alphameric characters xx are appended to
lEAAPF to form the name of parmlib member lEAAPFxx. This member
lists the data set names and volume serial numbers of authorized data sets.

SYSl.LINKLIB and SYSl.SVCLIB are automatically included as
authorized data sets. SYSl.LPALIB is automatically authorized only for
the period during system initialization.

The default parmlib member lEAAPFOO is created at sysgen if the system
programmer specifies the APFLIB keyword of the CTRLPRGG macro.
Value Range: Not applicable
Default Value: SYSl.LINKLIB and SYSl.SVCLIB alone are authorized if

APF= XX is not specified. Libraries in the LNKLST concatenation are also

authorized if accessed via the system's LNKLST DCB. If a library is in the
LNKLST concatenation, but is not APF authorized, referencing this library
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via a JOBLIB or STEPLIB DD statement will cause the library to be
'

considered unauthorized.
Associated Parmlib Member: lEAAPFxx
APG = nn

Meaning and Use: The one or two-digit number nn specifies the priority
value of the automatic priority group (APG), Job steps that do not include
the DPRTY keyword in their EXEC statements are automatically placed in
the APG. DPRTY is specified as DPRTY=(valuel,value2). Job steps for
which valuel = APG priority will also be in the APG group. Job steps for
which valuel is greater than APG will have a higher priority than
APG-group job steps. Job steps for which valuel is less than APG will have

a lower priority than APG-group job steps. (Value2 is not used for APG.
See 0SIVS2 JCL for a description of value2.) Use the APG parameter of
lEASYSxx in conjunction with the APG parameter of lEAIPSxx to
determine dispatching priorities. The APG parameter of lEASYSxx sets the
high-order digit of the SRM-controlled dispatching priorities. The APG
parameter of lEAIPSxx sets the low-order digit. The APGRNG and APG
parameters of lEAIPSxx are mutually exclusive, and APGRNG overrides
the APG parameter in lEASYSxx. For further information, see "Part 5:
The System Resources Manager."
Value Range: 0-13
Default Value: 7

Associated Parmlib Member: None
BLDL
BLDLF

XX

(xx[,Ll)
(,L)

Meaning and Use: The two alphameric characters xx are appended to
lEABLD to form the name of a parmlib member. This member contains a
list of module names for which NIP builds a list of BLDL entries in the
resident BLDL table.

If the L option is specified, the system displays the contents of the
lEABLDxx parmlib member at the operator's console as the system
processes the member.
The installation specifies BLDLF if it wishes the BLDL table to be fixed in
real storage. Otherwise, it specifies BLDL and the table is pageable. The
two keyword options are mutually exclusive. If by error, both BLDL and
BLDLF are specified, NIP rejects BLDL, accepts BLDLF, and issues a
warning message. If you do not specify BLDL or BLDLF, NIP does not
build a BLDL table.

Note: At a relatively small expense in real storage, the BLDLF parameter
can improve performance by reducing the number of page faults.
Value Range: Not applicable
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Default Value: BLDLF=00 or BLDL=00,since lEASYSOO is always read
and contains this default.

Associated Parmlib Member: lEABLDxx (See description of this member.)
CLPA (Create Link Pack Area)

(See also the MLPA parameter for temporary additions to the LPA, and the
CVIO parameter for the deletion of VIO data sets.)
Meaning and Use: This parameter causes NIP to load the LPA with all
modules contained in SYSl.LPALIB. Modules listed in lEAPAKOO are

packed together, preferably in one-page groups. (See description of
lEAPAKOO.) Modules not in the pack list(lEAPAKOO)are loaded in size
order, large modules first, then smaller modules to fill imused space.

PLPA pages are written to auxiliary storage. Only one set of PLPA pages
can exist in paging space, although the same PLPA pages are duplexed on
two separate data sets for error recovery if a duplex data set is specified.
Because the PLPA pages are read-only, all SYSl.LPALIB modules should
be reenterable and refreshable. On a 3081 processor, SYSl.LPALIB
modules must be reenterable and refreshable because the processor's
segment protection facility enforces read-only access to each PLPA segment
that is completely filled with PLPA pages.
CLPA should be specified after the installation has modified SYSl.LPALIB

and wishes to reload the PLPA with new or changed modules.

Note: CLPA also implies CVIO, so that VIO data set pages on local page
data sets are automatically purged. (See the description of CVIO for further
information.)

The CLPA parameter is not needed at the first IPL. NIP detects the cold
start condition internally, noting that the PLPA has not been loaded.

If CLPA is not specified, NIP tries to find a usable PLPA in the existing
page data sets. If NIP is successful, a quick start or a warm start occurs.
In quick start, the auxiliary storage manager(ASM)obtains the quick start
record that specifies where the PLPA pages reside on auxiliary storage. It
then reestablishes the previous set of PLPA pages. The old PLPA may be
reused for any munber of system initializations, as long as CLPA is not
specified. However, page data sets that contain the last used set ofPLPA

pages must be mounted. If they are not, the operator is asked to mount
them. If he bypasses mounting, ASM initialization requests a different page
data set and forces a "cold" start. NIP then reestablishes the PLPA as it

does when CLPA is specified. In this cold start, both the previously
established PLPA and existing VIO data set pages are logically deleted from
paging space.
The fixed LPA, the modified LPA, and the resident BLDL table, however,
are not automatically reused in a quick start or a warm start. They must be

respecified. Existing VIO data set pages on local page data sets are also
retained, unless the CVIO or CLPA parameter is specified or forced. (See
description of CVIO parameter.)
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If CLPA is specified and a set of PLPA pages already exists on a paging
data set, NIP frees the existing PLPA and updates the quick start record to
reflect the new PLPA pages on auxiliary storage. NIP loads the PLPA from
SYSl.LPALIB, as previously described.
After NIP has constructed the LPA, it reads and processes the lEALODOO
member of parmlib. This member contains the names of PLPA modules
that the installation uses frequently. NIP creates contents directory entries

(CDEs)for these modules on the active LPA queue. This queue can reduce
page faults, because the program manager can avoid a search of the LPA
directory when one of the modules on this queue is requested. (See the
description of the lEALODOO member.)
Note: If you wish to specify a new time interval for the missing interrupt
handler (MIH), you must ZAP the affected csect and re-IPL, specifying
CLPA. The time interval is the time between checks by MIH for pending
conditions. Possible pending conditions include: device ends, channel ends,
swaps of dynamic device reconfiguration (DDR), and MOUNT commands.
IBM-supplied csect IGFINTVL provides a time interval of three minutes.
To change the interval, you should use the AMASPZAP program to modify
the csect. The JCL and the required control statements are described in
OSjVSl System Programming Library: Supervisor, The changed time
interval will take effect after the next IPL at which the modified csect is

loaded. To load the csect, you must specify the CLPA parameter at the

IPL. (Keep in mind, however, that CLPA implies CVIO, and existing VIO
data sets will be deleted. It's therefore best to do the IPL at a power-on,
rather than during a work shift.)

Value Range: Not applicable
Default Value: Not applicable
Associated Parmlib Member: None

CMD= jxx

1 (xx,yy,...)
Meaning and Use: The two alphameric characters (for example, 01, OB)
specify one or more COMMNDxx members of parmlib. The installation
can specify multiple members. Each member can contain automatic
operator commands that the installation wants executed during master
scheduler initialization. Examples of such commands are those that start
GTF and TCAM. Job entry subsystem commands are not accepted because
automatic commands are processed before the job entry subsystem (JES2 or
JES3)is started.

If the CMD parameter is not specified, the COMMNDOO member is used if
it exists. If COMMNDOO does not exist or cannot be read, initialization

continues without any internally issued commands, and without prompting
for TOD clock initialization.

Value Range: Any two alphameric characters.
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Default Value: CMD =00

Associated Parmlib Member: COMMNDxx (See description of this
member.)
CSA = nnnn

Meaning and Use: This parameter specifies the maximum size of the virtual
common service area (CSA)in multiples of IK (1024 bytes).
The specified size of the CSA is subtracted from the bottom of PLPA, after
the bottom PLPA address is rounded down to the next page (4K) boundary.
If the resulting virtual address for the bottom of the CSA is not on a
segment(64K) boundary, further rounding down occurs so that the bottom
CSA address is on the next segment boundary.

The CSA is an address range in each address space that is used for common
system functions (functions not related to a particular address space). For
example, the system allocates buffers for LOG and SMF from the CSA.
The CSA is duplexed for recoverability, as are the other common areas,
PLPA and MLPA, when a duplex page data set is being used.

In selecting a value for the CSA parameter, choose a value that is somewhat
larger than you think you need because:
• If the virtual storage manager runs out of SQA, it will try to obtain
space from the CSA.
• A large CSA size will reserve space for future LPA growth. Such
growth would be hampered if users were allowed to obtain very large
private areas. A large CSA specification effectively limits the maximum
private area that a user job can acquire.
Notes:

1.

You can also specify the CSA parameter using the CSA keyword of the
CTRLPROG sysgen macro; the sysgen process automatically places the
specified CSA value in the lEASYSOO parmlib member,

2, If you allocate excessive amounts of CSA or SQA, the system generates a
warning message, and you must respecify the CSA parameter. The system
also generates a warning message when the size of the entire common area
exceeds 8 megabytes.
Value Range: 0-9999

Default Range: 100-163 (depending on the amount of CSA added because
of rounding to a segment boundary).
Associated Parmlib Member: Not applicable
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CVIO (Clear VIO)

Meaning and Use: This parameter specifies that all VIO data set pages on
auxiliary storage are to be deleted from page space. A typical application
would be the purging of VIO data set pages when the system is re-IPLed
after a previous end-of-day (EOD).
Note: If you want the auxiliary storage manager(ASM)to purge and
reinitialize both the VIO data set pages and the PLPA pages, specify CLPA.
CLPA always implies CVIO.
If neither CVIO nor CLPA is specified, VIO data set pages will be retained
for restart processing. (Such restart would be possible for some data sets
after a temporary system failure.) ASM reestablishes the VIO data set pages
that were checkpointed before the system failure. This action, of course,
does not ensure that the job entry subsystem will reuse these data sets.

When neither CVIO nor CLPA is specified, one or more volumes that
contain VIO pages might not be mounted. ASM requests the operator to
mount the missing volume(s). If the operator doesn't mount all the
requested volumes that contain VIO pages, ASM deletes all VIO data set
pages,just as if CVIO or CLPA had been specified. The operator receives a
message that indicates that CVIO has been forced.
Value Range: Not applicable
Default Value: None
Associated Pamilib Member: None
DUMP=

NO
DASD
L

(TA,unitaddrl,unitaddr2...)

Meaning and Use: This parameter specifies whether SYSl.DUMP data sets
for SVC dump are to be on direct access device(s) or tape, and names the
unit address(es) if tape is to be used. Optionally, the parameter can specify
(via NO)that no SVC dump data sets are to be made available. (The three
options - DASD, L, and TA - can be specified with a single DUMP
parameter, if desired.) SVC dump options are not included in parmlib.
However, the installation can specify the options by means of the
CHNGDUMP operator command. When planning for dump data sets the
installation should be aware that the dump data sets can sometimes contain
privileged data. By using protected data sets (via passwords or other
security methods), the installation can limit access.
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Operand Descriptions:
NO

specifies that no dump data sets will be available for SVC dump.
DASD

specifies that the system is to use the currently cataloged
SYSl.DUMPnn data sets (if any) on permanently resident direct
access voliunes. This operand is the default if the DUMP parameter
is omitted.

is used with DASD to specify that cataloged SYSl.DUMPnn data sets
are to be Usted on the operator's console, with the status of empty or
full. Empty means the data set is unused or is reusable;full means the
data set is used and is ready to be printed. A message prompts the
operator for the names of full data sets that he doesn't want to print.
SVC dump will reuse these data sets. The operator can also specify in
his reply the unit addresses of additional tape units on which diunp
data can be written.

(TA,unitaddrl,uiiitaddr2...)

specifies that the system is to use the tape unit at unitaddr as an SVC
diunp data set. If both this operand and the DASD operand are
specified, the tape unit(s) are added to the available direct access
dump data sets. If DASD is not specified, only the named tape units
are made available.

Examples of Valid DUMP Statements:
DUMP=NO

DUMP=DASD

DUMP=(DASD,L)
DUMP=(DASD,L,(TA,282,283))
DUMP=(TA,282)

How Dump Data Sets Are Used: Dump data sets may be all on tape, all on
direct access devices, or on a combination of devices. Space for direct
access data sets must be preallocated and the data sets must be cataloged.
Eligible device types consist of tapes supported by the system and any direct
access device supported by the system that has a track size of at least 4104
bytes (4104 bytes equals 1 SVC dump output record). The IBM 3850 Mass

Storage System is not supported as a dthnp data set.
As many as 10 dmnp data sets can be allocated. Direct access data set
names must be in the form SYSl.DUMPnn, where nn is 00 through 09.
Because each direct access data set will contain only one dump, the
installation should allocate it with sufficient space for the maximum size

SVC dump it expects. The dump size depends on the SDATA options that
are specified in the console DUMP command, the SDATA options that are
specified in the CHNGDUMP command, the SDATA,STORAGE,and
SUMLIST options requested by the recovery routine issuing the SDUMP
macro instruction, and the number of ASIDs to be dumped. (For
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information on these commands, refer to Operator's Library: 0SIVS2 MVS
System Commands,)
SYSl.DUMP data set size can be estimated. First, calculate a private area

estimate by adding the virtual address space system storage requirements to
the approximate region size of the largest job or job step to be run. Next,'
this private area estimate is multiplied by the number of address spaces to
be dumped with the SVC dump or DUMP command. Then the system
global virtual storage requirement(20% of the PLPA estimate) is added to
the private area estimate to obtain the approximate number of bytes
required by the SYSl.DUMP data set.
The number of cylinders and tracks required on the device for the
SYSl.DUMP data set is calculated by using the appropriate device
characteristics and the record size of the dump records. Note that SVC
dump writes the dump in unblocked, 4104 byte records.
An intermediate size SYSl.DUMP data set would require 30 cyhnders on a
3330 direct access device. With 19 tracks per cyhnder and 3 records (4104

bytes in each) per track, this data set has space for 1710 SVC dump records.
These records would contain approximately 6840K of storage. (Each record
has an 8 byte header.)
Requirements for Dump Data Sets: Dump data sets must meet the following
requirements:

% A data set can reside on only one volume; that is, a data set can't span
across two or more volumes.

• Each direct access data set can contain only one dump.
• Direct access data sets must be on permanently resident volumes and be
allocated, and cataloged. (For further information on the permanently

resident attribute, see the description of the VATLSTxx member of
parmlib.)
• The SPACE parameter on DD statements for direct access data sets
must specify CONTIG and must not specify a secondary quantity.

• Dump data sets cannot be shared.
• Dump data sets on DASD must be initialized with an EOF record as
the first record.

Note: To delete or move a direct access data set during the duration of an
IPL, first request the system to ignore SVC dumps for the remainder of the
IPL. To do this, specify SET,SDUMP,NODUMP on the CHNGDUMP
operator command. Then, delete or move the data set(s), as desired. Note,
however, that the changes you make will not be in effect until the next IPL.
Processing of Dump Data Sets: The status and type of each dump data set
is maintained in an internal table by SVC Dump. The data sets are
processed in the order in which they are specified as operands of the DUMP
parameter. If, for example, the parameter statement specifies
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DUMP=(TA,283),DASD,(TA,285), the first table entry would be for
(TA,283). This would be followed by entries for cataloged DASD data sets
on permanently resident volumes, in the order SYSl.DUMPOO to

SYS1.DUMP09. Only ten data sets are processed. The last table entry is
for (TA,285), unless the limit of ten data sets has already been reached.
Each table entry reflects the data set status, empty or full. An empty data
set is available for use by SVC Dump. A full data set can either be printed
via AMDPRDMP,or optionally reused for a new dump. The data set is
reused if the operator replies to message IEA877A by entering the data set
name or tape unit address. For example, the operator replies to message
IEA877A:

R 00,DA =(xx,yy),(TA,ttt,uuu).

The characters xx,yy are the last two digits of two direct access data sets,
named SYSl.DUMPxx and SYSl.DUMPyy. They are currently full but are
to be reused. The characters ttt,uuu are the unit addresses of two additional

tape drives that are to be used for dump data sets.
The criteria that determines whether a dump data set is empty or full
depends on the device type, DASD or tape. A tape is always considered
empty. A DASD data set is empty only if the first record is "end of data."
Otherwise, the data set is considered full.

SVC dump examines the data sets, as listed in the table, in sequence. If a
data set is empty, SVC dump uses it and marks the table entry accordingly.
If a data set appears full, it is marked as being used and is skipped. When
all data sets have been marked in use, SVC dump reads the first record of
each DASD data set to see if it has been emptied (printed) by
AMDPRDMP. If so, the first record is "end of data." SVC dump updates
the table to reflect the current status, then reexamines the data sets, starting
at the beginning of the table.
Value Range: Not applicable
Default Value: DASD
Associated Parmlib Member: None
DUPLEX =dsname

Meaning and Use: The DUPLEX parameter specifies a paging data set to
be used to hold a secondary copy of all common area system pages (all
pages written to the PLPA or common page data sets). Only one duplex
data set can be specified. The DUPLEX parameter is valid only on a cold
start IPL (CLPA). On either quick start or warm start IPLs, ASM ignores
the DUPLEX parameter and attempts to use the same duplex page data set
specified on the cold start IPL. If no duplex page data set was then
specified, or if it is otherwise unavailable, duplexing is suspended. This
parameter follows all of the normal override rules for system parameters.

How the Duplex Page Data Set Is Specified: On a CLPA IPL, the duplex
page data set is specified from one of two sources: 1) lEASYSOO or
lEASYSxx, or 2) the operator-specified DUPLEX parameter. On a
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non-CLPA IPL, the duplex page data set is specified from only a single
source: the temporary page activity reference table (TPARTBLE). An
outline of these specifications is as follows:
• CLPA IPLs

—

The DUPLEX parameter in lEASYSOO: This data set name is
specified along with the DUPLEXDS^ keyword of the DATASET
macro during system generation.

—

The DUPLEX parameter in lEASYSxx, an alternate system
parameter list: If the operator selects this list (by using the SYSP
parameter), the DUPLEX parameter in lEASYSxx overrides the
DUPLEX parameter in lEASYSOO.

—

The DUPLEX parameter specified by the operator in the current
IPL: This DUPLEX parameter specification is not merged with
that specified by lEASYSxx, as is the case with the PAGE
parameter specification, but overrides those specifications. The
operator specification lasts until the next cold start IPL.

• Non-CLPA IPLs

~ TPARTBLE: The temporary page activity reference table occupies
the first 8K of the PLPA page data set. It contains previously
specified page data sets - including the previous duplex page data
set - that will be used for the current IPL.

Before an IPL, the page data set specified through the DUPLEX parameter,
or through the sysgen DATASET^ macro, must have been allocated,
cataloged in the system master catalog, and preformatted by VSAM. This
data set is a normal page data set used for duplexing. The data set can be
formatted by using the DEFINE PAGESPACE processor of access method
services as described in OSjVSl Access Method Services,
Syntax Example for the DUPLEX Parameter:
DUPLEX=dsname

When specified on a cold start IPL, this statement causes ASM to use the
specified data set for secondary (backup) copies of the PLPA and common
area pages.

Note that neither UNIT nor VOLSER is specified. Because all data sets
used as paging data sets must be cataloged, ASM initialization does not
need externally specified volume serial numbers. The operator can either
premount the necessary volumes or wait for a mount message.

7

The DUPLEXDS keyword causes the DUPLEX parameter to be placed in
lEASYSOO.

8

For information about creating page data sets with the sysgen DATASET macro,
refer to OSIVS2 System Programming Library: System Generation Reference,
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When the duplex page data is full, ASM issues a message stating that
duplexing has been suspended. Once suspended, duplexing can only
recommence after a subsequent IPL. (See "Part 4: Auxiliary Storage
Management Initialization" for space requirement guidelines for duplex
page data sets.)

Value Range: Not applicable
Default Value: None

Associated Pannlib Member: None

FIX=

IXX

1(xx,yy,...I,Ll)
Meaning and Use: This parameter specifles one or more lEAFIXxx parmlib

members. The two alphameric characters, represented by xx (or yy, etc.), are
appended to lEAFIX to name the member(s). If the L option is specified,
the system displays the contents of the lEAFIXxx parmlib member(s) at the
operator's console as the system processes the member(s).
The member(s) contain names of modules from SYS1.LPALIB,
SYSl.SVCLIB, and the LNKLST concatenation that are to be fixed in real

storage as a fixed LPA. The fixed LPA modules are active only for the
duration of an IPL, and will not be automatically reinstated by a quick start
or a warm start IPL. You must respecify the FIX parameter in subsequent
IPLs if you want to reinstate the fixed LPA.
Note: The FIX parameter may also be specified by using the RESIDNT
keyword of the DATASET macro at sysgen. In this case, FIX=00 is
automatically placed in member lEASYSOO, and the modules specified by
the RESIDNT keyword are listed in parmlib member lEAFDCOO. (For
additional information on the FIX option, refer to the description of the
lEAFIXxx member. For information on the modified LPA option, see the
descriptions of the MLPA parameter and the lEALPAxx member.)

Value Range: Any two alphameric characters.
Default Value FIX=00,if the installation specified the RESIDNT keyword
of the DATASET macro at sysgen.
Associated Parmlib Member: lEAFIXxx
GRS=

JOIN
START

NONE

Meaning and Use: This parameter specifies whether or not the system being
initialized is to participate in a global resource serialization complex.
GRS= NONE indicates tliat the system is not to coordinate global resource
requests with other systems in a global resource serialization complex.
GRS=START and GRS=JOIN, however, indicate that the system is to
coordinate global resoiurce requests with other systems in a global resoiurce
serialization complex.
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Specifying GRS=START indicates that the system is to start a global

resource serialization complex and honor the requests of other systems
(those systems that specify GRS=JOIN) to join the complex. Specifying
GRS=JOIN indicates that the system is to join an existing complex of
active global resource serialization systems and also honor the requests of
other systems to join the complex. The system specifying GRS=START
and a system specifying GRS=JOIN must be connected by at least one
CTC adapter in order for a complex of two systems to be initialized.
Note: If you have specified either GRS=JOIN or GRS=START, then you
should also place certain resource names in the SYSTEMS EXCLUSION
resource name list(RNL)to ensure enhanced system performance. For
example, if an initialization routine issues a global reserve on a resource and
you have not placed that resource in the SYSTEMS EXCLUSION RNL,
the performance of your system might be adversely affected. For more
information on the resources that you should place in the SYSTEMS
EXCLUSION RNL, refer to the "RNL Considerations" topic in OSjVSl
MVS Planning: Global Resource Serialization,
Value Range: Not applicable
Default Value: GRS=JOIN

Associated Parmlib Member: GRSCNFxx and GRSRNLxx for
GRS=START and GRS=JOIN
GRSCNF=xx

Meaning and Use: This parameter identifies the GRSCNFxx parmlib
member to be used to initialize a system in the global resource seriaUzation
complex. The two alphanumeric characters, xx, are appended to GRSCNF
to form the name of the parmlib member, GRSCNFxx. Only one suffix can
be supplied. The installation creates the member and places it in parmlib
via lEBUPDTE. GRSCNF=xx is ignored if GRS= NONE is specified for
the system during its initialization.
Value Range: Any two alphameric characters.
Default Value: GRSCNFOO is the parmlib member selected if you do not
specify GRSCNF=xx. GRSCNF=00 is the default value member.
Associated Pannllb Member: GRSCNFxx

GRSRNL= IXX

I (xx,yy,...)
Meaning and Use: This parameter specifies one or more GRSRNLxx
parmlib members. The two alphameric characters, represented by xx (or yy,
etc.), are appended to GRSRNL to form the name of the GRSRNLxx
member(s).

The GRSRNLxx member(s) contain resource name lists (RNLs). The

^0^%^

system (specifically, global resource seriaUzation) uses the RNLs to
determine how to treat a resource that the installation defined in an RNL.
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Note that the system ignores the GRSRNL parameter if GRS= NONE is
specified during system initialization.
Value Range: Any two alphameric characters.

Default Value: GRSRNL=00,causing selection of GRSRNLOO,if
GRS=START or GRS=JOIN is specified during system initialization
Associated Parmlib Member: GRSRNLxx
HARDCPY=

jSYSLOGl , (ALL

CMDS

i address j

INCMDS

I (routecodel,routecode2...)

STCMDS
NOCMDS

Meaning and Use: This parameter specifies a hardcopy log, which can
record messages, operator commands, and system commands and responses.
A hardcopy log is required in either of two cases:
• The system has more than one active console, or
• The system has an active display console.

Note: In either of these two cases, routing codes 1 through 4, and 7, 8, and
10 need not be specified because the system will automatically assign them.
Operand Descriptions:
SYSLOG

specifies the system log as the hardcopy log.

Note: If the SYSLOG specification is in effect and the subsystem
reaches the WTO buffer limit before completing its processing, a
WAIT condition in which hardcopy messages cannot appear on
SYSLOG can occur because the subsystem is waiting for message
buffers. If this condition does occur, the operator should issue a
VARY command to direct hardcopy to another device.
address

is the unit address of a hardcopy console that has at least output
capability.

Note: One of these operands must be specified. If SYSLOG was
specified at sysgen in the HARDCPY parameter of the SCHEDULR
macro, the unit address must be specified at initialization.
The following device types are eligible for the unit address operand:
1052-7

3286-1,2

1443-Nl

1403

3210

2740-1

3215

3211

3213

3284-1,2
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ALL

specifies that all WTO and WTOR messages issued with routing codes
will be written to the hardcopy log.
(roatecodel,routecode2...)

is a list of numbers in the range 1-16 that designate the routing codes

of messages that the hardcopy log is authorized to receive. The list
must be separated by commas and enclosed in parentheses. If a
hardcopy log is required, all of the following routing codes are
automatically assigned and therefore need not be specified: 1 through
4, 7, 8, 10. (See the previous description of conditions under which a
hardcopy log is required.)
CMDS

specifies that operator commands, and system commands and
responses, will be written to the hardcopy log. This operand is the
default for the various command operands. It is automatically

assigned by the system, if there is an active display console or there is
more than one active console. In either case, a commands operand
other than CMDS is ignored.
INCMDS

specifies that operator commands, system conunands, and in-line
responses will written to the hardcopy log.
STCMDS

r"'"^

specifies that operator commands, system commands, in-line
responses, and static status displays will be written to the hardcopy
log.
NOCMDS

specifies that no commands or responses are to be written to the
hardcopy log.

Value Range: Not applicable

Default Value: The full set of HARDCPY operands can be in lEASYSOO if
the HARDCPY keyword of the SCHEDULR macro was specified at

sysgen. If HARDCPY was omitted at sysgen, the default in lEASYSOO is
only SYSLOG. In this case, hardcopy will be directed to the system log
unless you specify a unit address in the HARDCPY parameter at IPL.
Associated Parmlib Member: None

ICS= fxx
(xx|,L|)
GD

Meaning and LFse: This parameter specifies the parmlib member that
contains the installation control specification. The installation control
specification associates units of work (transactions) with performance
groups. The two alphameric characters(xx) are appended to lEAICS to
form the name of an lEAICSxx member of parmlib. If the L option is
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specified, the system displays the contents of the lEAICSxx parmUb
member at the operator's console as the system processes the member.
If a member contains invalid specifications or cannot be found, the SRM
prompts the operator to specify an alternate member by respecifying
ICS=XX. If the operator cancels the parameter by replying with the END
or ENTER key, no installation control specification is used, and
performance groups are assigned by the JCL or LOGON PERFORM
parameter.

The operator can select a new installation control specification (that is,
indicate that the system is to run under the control of an alternate
lEAICSxx member) between IPLs by issuing the SET ICS command. For

more information see "The SET ICS Command" in "Part 5: The System
Resources Manager."

Value Range: Any two alphameric characters.

Default Value: None. If an installation control specification is not
provided, performance groups are assigned by the JCL or LOGON
PERFORM paramete,-.
Associated Parmlib Mlember: lEAICSxx
IOS=xx

Meaning and Use: This parameter specifies the parmlib member that

contains the options used by the I/O supervisor. The two alphameric
characters (xx), specified in the parameter, are appended to lECIOS to form
the parmlib member lECIOSxx.

Value Range: Any two alphameric characters
Default Value None

Note: The I/O supervisor assumes default options. For a list of these
defaults and their explanations see the description of the lECIOSxx parmlib
member.

Associated Pannlib Member: lECIOSxx
IPS=

XX

(xx[,LJ)
(,L)

Meaning and Use: This parameter specifies the particular installation
performance specification (IPS) that will be used by the system resources
manager.

The two alphameric characters, represented by xx, are appended to lEAIPS
to form the name of an lEAIPSxx member of parmlib. If the L option is
specified, the system displays the contents of the lEAIPSxx parmlib
member at the operator's console as the system processes the member.
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If the member can't be found or contains invalid specifications, the
initialization routine of the system resources manager prompts the operator

to specify an alternate member, that is, respecify IPS=xx. If the operator
chooses to reply with the END or ENTER key, the system resource

manager tries to use the default member lEAIPSOO. If lEAIPSOO is invalid
or unavailable, the system resource manager uses an internal set of IPS
values, called the "skeleton IPS." The skeleton IPS avoids service rate
distinctions among any jobs. It is merely a stopgap IPS intended to permit
the completion of IPL.

The operator can select a new IPS (that is, indicate that the system is to run
under the control of an alternate lEAIPSxx member) between IPLs by

issuing the SET IPS command. For more information see "The SET IPS
Command" in "Part 5: The System Resources Manager."

Value Range: Any two-character alphameric combination.
Default Value: IPS=00. The lEAIPSOO default member, supplied by IBM,

can be modified by the installation. The use and contents of this default
member are described imder "Default IPS" in "Part 5: The System
Resources Manager."
LNK =

XX

(xx,yy,...|,Ll)
W

Meaning and Use: This parameter specifies the LNKLSTxx member(s) of
parmlib. The two alphameric characters, represented by xx (or yy, etc.), are
appended to LNKLST to form the name of the LNKLSTxx member(s). If
the L option is specified, the names of the data sets that are concatenated to
SYSl.LINKLIB are displayed (at the operator's console) as the data sets are
opened.

The LNKLSTxx member(s) list data sets that are to be concatenated to
SYSl.LINKLIB. (For information on the use, contents, and syntax of this
member, see the description of member LNKLSTxx.)
Value'Range: Any two alphameric characters.
Default Value: LNK=00,causing selection of LNKLSTOO.
Associated Parmlib Member: LNKLSTxx
LOGCLS=x

Meaning and Use: This parameter specifies the JES output class for the log
data sets. A log data set is queued to this class when its WTL limit has
been reached. (The limit is specified by the LOGLMT initialization
parameter.)
Example: LOGCLS=L

In this example, the current log data set is queued to output class L when
the limit on the number of WTLs has been reached.
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If the specified LOGCLS value is invalid, or an I/O error occurs while the
lEASYSxx member is being read, master scheduler initialization prompts
the operator for a replacement LOGCLS value. If prompting is forbidden
(that is, the OPI operand was specified), the default value A is assigned.

ys*"*,
'

For the other log parameter, see LOGLMT.
Value Range: A single alphabetic or numeric character: A-Z or 0-9.

Default Value: A, which represents output class A.
Associated Parmllb Member: None
LOGLMT = nnnnnn

Meaning and Use: This parameter specifies the maximiun number of WTLs

(that is, messages) allowed for each log data set. The value is used by log
processing to determine when a log data set should be scheduled for sysout
processing by JES. When the value is reached, log processing issues a
simulated WRITELOG command to close and free the current log data set
and to allocate and open a new log data set.
Example: LOGLMT=004852

In this example, when 4,852 WTLs have been issued to a log data set, the
data set is scheduled for sysout processing on the output class specified by
the LOGCLS parameter. Log processing then allocates and opens a new
log data set.

If the specified value is invalid or an I/O error occurs while the lEASYSxx

member is being read, master scheduler initialization prompts the operator
for a replacement LOGLMT value. If prompting is forbidden (the OPI
operand was specified), the default value of 500 is assigned.
For the other log parameter, see LOGCLS.
Value Range: 000000-999999
Default Value: 500

Associated Pannlib Member: None
MAXUSER =nnnnnn

Meaning and Use: This parameter specifies a value that, under most
conditions, the system uses to limit the number ofjobs and started tasks
that can execute concurrently during a given IPL. (The number includes
time sharing jobs, batch jobs, started system tasks, the master scheduler, and
JES2 or JES3.) However, when the system is heavily used, it can use the
value specified on the RSVSTRT system parameter to allow more
conciurent jobs and started tasks than the number specified by MAXUSER.
Note: The system uses the values specified for the MAXUSER, RSVSTRT,
and RSVNONR system parameters to determine the number of entries in
the address space vector table (ASVT), which is used to locate the various
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address space control blocks. Only MAXUSER and RSVSTRT, however,
limit the number of concurrent jobs and started tasks.

Assume, for example, that MAXUSER specifies 500 and RSVSTRT

specifies 5. If there is an attempt to start an address space (using the
START command), and none of the 500 ASYT entries defined by the
MAXUSER parameter is available (meaning heavy system use), but an
entry defined by the RSVSTRT parameter is available, the system uses that
entry. Thus, when the system is heavily used, there can be more concurrent
jobs and started tasks in the system than the number defined by
MAXUSER.

Value Range: 0-32767. Note that the sum of the values specified for the
MAXUSER, RSVSTRT, and RSVNONR system parameters cannot exceed
32,767.
Default Value: 256
Associated Parmlib Member: None

MLPA=jxx
(xx,yy,...I,LI)

Meaning and Use: This parameter specifies one or more lEALPAxx parmUb
members, which list modules to be added to the pageable LPA,as a

temporary LPA extension. Each member lists the names of modules to be
loaded from SYSI.LPALIB, SYSl.SVCLIB, and the LNKLST
concatenation.

The two alphameric characters, represented by xx (or yy, etc.), are appended
to lEALPA to form the name of the lEALPAxx member(s). If the L option

is specified, the system displays the contents of the lEALPAxx parmlib
member(s) at the operator's console as the system processes the member(s).
The installation can use the MLPA parameter to temporarily modify an

existing LPA at a quick start or a warm start IPL (without creating a new
LPA through the CLPA parameter). The added modules are temporary in
that they remain as an LPA extension only for the duration of the current
IPL. The temporary modules will not be automatically reinstated by a quick
start or a warm start IPL. That is, the MLPA parameter must be specified

again in the next IPL to reinstate the modified LPA.
If the installation wants to retain the temporary modules as a permanent

part of the LPA,it should use the lEBCOPY utility or the linkage editor to
place the modules on SYSI.LPALIB, and specify the CLPA parameter at a
future IPL to load SYSI.LPALIB into the LPA.

(For additional information on the MLPA option, see lEALPAxx. For
information on the fixed LPA option, see the FIX parameter and the
lEAFDCxx member.)

Value Range: Any two alphameric characters, repeated if desired.
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Default Value: None. If MLPA is not specified, no modified LPA is
created.

Associated Parmlib Member: lEALPAxx
MSTRJCL = xx

Meaning and Use: This parameter specifies the name of the module that
contains the JCL used to start the master scheduler address space. Two
alphameric characters, represented by xx, are appended to MSTJCL to form
the name of a module, MSTJCLxx, which resides in SYSl.LINKLIB.

Using the MSTRJCL system parameter allows an installation to test new
master scheduler JCL. For example, test JCL could be stored in

MSTJCLOl and selected by using the MSTRJCL parameter
(MSTRJCL=01).

MSTRJCL can be specified in the default system parameter list, lEASYSxx
members, or entered by the operator in response to the SPECIFY SYSTEM
PARAMETERS message. The default value of GO selects MSTJCLOO when
no value is specified for MSTRJCL or if the operator presses an ENTER or
END key in response to a prompt. MSTJCLOO is an IBM-supplied module
in SYSl.LINKLIB that contains the JCL used to start the master scheduler

address space. If MSTJCLOO is not found, the operator is prompted imtil a
MSTJCLxx member can be found because the IPL cannot continue without
the JCL needed to start the master scheduler.

Value Range: Any two alphameric characters

Default Value MSTRJCL=00, causing selection of MSTJCLOO
Associated Parmlib Member: None

NONVIO = I dsname
I(dsnamel9dsname2,...,dsnameN)
Meaning and Use: This parameter allows an installation to direct VIO

paging away from the specified local page data sets. Specify one or more
local page data sets that are not to be used for VIO paging as long as space
is available on other local page data sets. The page data sets that are
designated as non-VIO will contain only address space pages or free slots.
However, if space is depleted on the page data sets that allow VIO paging,
the non-VIO page data sets will be used for VIO paging. (Using non-VIO
page data sets for VIO pages is called an overflow condition. The operator is
notified if an overflow condition occurs.)
Each dsname specified must be a valid name consisting of a maYimum of 44
characters whose format is the same as that required for the PAGE system
parameter. Each dsname must specify a data set that was specified as a
local page data set on the PAGE= parameter, either in the lEASYSxx
parmUb mejmber or by the operator in response to the "SPECIFY SYSTEM
PARAMETERS" prompt. If you specify a name that the system cannot
identify as the name of a local page data set, then the system ignores that
name and issues a message to inform the operator that the data set cannot
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be recognized as a non-VIO page data set. If you omit the NONVIO
parameter, then VIO pages are allowed on all local page data sets.
For cold or qixick starts a data set's NONVIO designation is not preserved;
you must respecify the NONVIO system parameter. If you do not designate
a data set as non-VIO on a cold or quick start, you can designate it in the

NONVIO system parameter when you do a subsequent warm start; that
data set is marked as non-VIO then, and no more VIO pages will be sent to

it (unless an overflow condition occurs). If the non-VIO paging data set
remains on the system long enough, all VIO pages on it will eventually

migrate, during the normal course of system operation, to other page data
sets used for VIO.

For warm starts, a data set's NONVIO designation is preserved. A warm

start preserves joumaled VIO data set pages. Therefore, all local page data
sets that contain VIO pages are required for a warm start. These required
data sets would include non-VIO page data sets to which VIO paging was
done because of an overflow condition.

Note: During a warm start, a quick start will be forced if(1) a local page
data set, not specified as NONVIO,is unavailable or unusable, or (2)a
non-VIO local page data set that contains VIO pages was removed before
all of its VIO pages had migrated to other page data sets used for VIO.

If you specify all local page data sets on the NONVIO data set name list, a
message is issued to inform the operator of this condition. VIO pages can
be written to all local page data sets. Similarly, if the directed VIO function
is ttumed off via the DVIO parameter in the lEAOPTxx parmlib member,
all local page data sets can receive VIO pages. If the directed VIO function
is turned on again, then auxiliary storage management directs VIO away
from any local page data sets designated as NONVIO. The VIO pages on
these data sets will eventually migrate to VIO page data sets.

Value Range: Any number of data set names may be specified up to the
same limit as exists for the PAGE system parameter (that is, 64 page data
sets).
Default Value: None

Associated Parmllb Member: While there is no directly associated parmlib

member you must specify DVIO=YES in the lEAOPTxx parmlib member
in order to activate the directed VIO function; DVIO=NO allows VIO

pages to go to any local page data set.
Note: DVIO=YES is the default in the lEAOPTxx parmlib member
allowing the use of the directed VIO.
OPI=

YES

NO

Meaning and Use: This parameter specifies whether the operator is to be
allowed to override system parameters contained in lEASYSxx members of
parmlib. The YES operand allows operator overrides. The NO operand
causes overrides to be ignored. If, however, NIP detects an invalid
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parameter in an lEASYSxx member in which OPI=NO applies, NIP
ignores the OPI specification and prompts the operator.
The OPI parameter:

• Can be specified only in an lEASYSxx parmlib member. The operator
cannot specify it.

• Can be specified either for individual system parameters or for an entire
set of parameters.
Examples:

lEASYSAA: MLPA =(00,01),SQA =(10,OPI= NO)
lEASYSBB: MLPA=(00,01),SQA = 10,OPI= NO

For lEASYSAA, the operator can override MLPA values but not the SQA
value. For lEASYSBB, however, the operator can override neither MLPA
nor SQA values.

Note that, during system initialization, NIP first uses the lEASYSOO

parmlib member to estabUsh parameters, then uses parameters from the
operator or any other lEASYSxx parmUb member (identified by the
SYSP=xx parameter) to replace already-established parameters or add new
ones. The OPI parameter in lEASYSOO carries over to any other
lEASYSxx parmlib member identified during the IPL. If you specify
OPI=NO in lEASYSOO for an IPL, the parameters affected by the
OPI=NO cannot be changed by operator command during the IPL. Even

if you use another lEASYSxx parmlib member (via SYSP=xx)and specify
OPI=YES for that SYSP=xx, the operator still cannot change any
parameters affected by OPI=NO in lEASYSOO.
Examples:

In the following lEASYSxx parmlib members, the specification of CSA and
SQA in lEASYSOO will prevail for the life of the IPL even if the operator
uses SYSP=01 to select lEASYSOl for the initialization process:
lEASYSOO:

(CSA = 100,OPI= NO),MLPA =(00,01),SQA=(10,OPI=NO)
lEASYSOl: (CSA= 100,OPI=YES),MLPA=(00,01),SQA= 10
Value Range: Not applicable
Default Value: YES

Associated Pamdib Member: Not applicable
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OPT =

XX

(xx|,Ll)
(,L)

Meaning and Use: This parameter specifies a parmlib member that contains
the parameters that affect swapping and other decisions made by the system
resources manager(SRM). The two alphameric characters, represented by
XX, are appended to lEAOPT to form the name of the lEAOPTxx member.
If the L option is specified, the system displays the contents of the
lEAOPTxx parmlib member at the operator's console as the system
processes the member.

If the member cannot be found or contains invalid specifications, the SRM

prompts the operator to specify an alternate member by respecifying
OPT=XX. If the operator cancels the parameter by replying with the END
or ENTER key, the SRM uses default values.

The operator can select a new OPT (that is, indicate that the system is to
run under the control of an alternate lEAOPTxx member) between IPLs by
issuing the SET OPT command.
Value Range: Any two alphameric characters

Default Value: None. If OPT is not specified, the SRM uses default values.

(See "Part 5: The System Resources Manager" for the default values.)
Associated Pamdib Member: lEAOPTxx
PAGE=

dsname

(dsnamel,dsuame2,...l>U])
GL)

Meaning and Use: This parameter allows the installation to name page data
sets as additions to existing page data sets. The maximum number of page
data sets is 64, which includes the page data set specified by the DUPLEX

parameter. The system determines which page data set to use by merging
information from three soiurces: lEASYSOO, lEASYSxx, and the PAGE
parameter.

During system initialization, NIP first uses the list of page data sets
specified in the PAGE= data set name list of the lEASYSOO parmlib
member. It then uses any other lEASYSxx parmUb member (identified via
the SYSP=xx parameter). The lEASYSxx PAGE data set name list
overrides the one in lEASYSOO.

PAGE=dsname and PAGE=(dsnamel,dsname2,...[,L]) allow the operator

to add page data sets to the list of data sets already specified in lEASYSxx.
If the PAGE data set name list is null, the operator specification is used.

If the "L" keyword is specified - either in parmlib or from the operator's
console - ASM generates a list of all the page and swap data sets that the
initialization routines have opened. This list is then displayed at the
operator's console.
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ASM interprets the final merged sequence of page data set names specified
as follows:

• The first named data set on the list is used as the PLPA page.data set.
This data set contains pageable link pack area(PLPA) pages.
® The second named data set in the list is used as the common page data
set. This data set contains all of the common area pages that are not
PLPA pages. For a "warm start" IPL(CVIO or CLPA parameter is
not specified), the data set also contains the nucleus area pages.

• The third and all subsequently named data sets are used as local page
data sets. These data sets contain all the system pages (including VIO
pages) that are considered neither PLPA nor common data set pages.
For a "cold start" IPL(CLPA parameter is specified), or a "quick start"
IPL(CVIO parameter is specified), these data sets contain the nucleus
area pages.

Note: To replace local page data sets dining an IPL, you must specify the
CVIO parameter.(Note that CLPA implies CVIO.)

When defining page data sets, you must ensure that the desired PLPA page
data set is the first entry in the data set list, in both lEASYSOO and
lEASYSxx. For lEASYSOO, this means that the desired PLPA data set

name must be in the first sysgen DATASET macro containing the
PAGEDSN keyword.

During ASM initialization, there are no checks on the sizes of user-supphed
data sets. However, there must be at least three page data sets available for
IPL: the PLPA page data set, the common page data set, and at least one
local page data set.

When ASM initialization completes, the PAGEADD command can be used

to add more page data sets to the system. If the PAGEADD is successful,
the temporary page activity reference table(TPARTBLE)is updated to
include those page data sets specified on the PAGEADD command. This

updating of the TPARTBLE preserves the most current page data set
information so that it can be used for subsequent quick start and warm start
IPLs.

The data set intended for PLPA should contain enough space for the entire
PLPA. If the entire PLPA cannot fit on this data set, ASM puts the excess
on the common page data set. Likewise, if the common page data set gets
full, its excess goes to the PLPA page data set. In the interest of good
performance, however, you should make the common page data set big
enough to prevent its "spilling over" to the PLPA page data set (except in
cases forced by error situations). For specific data set size and placement
recommendations, see "Part 4: Auxiliary Storage Management
Initiahzation."

How Page Data Sets Are Specified: Page data sets are specified by a
merging of information from three sources: 1) lEASYSOO or lEASYSxx; 2)
operator-issued PAGE parameter; and 3) the temporary page activity
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reference table(TPARTBLE). The system merges this information as
follows;

• From the PAGE parameter in lEASYSOO: These data set names were

specified in the PAGEDSN keyword of the DATASET macro during
system generation.' Thia member is always read although it can have
additions or be overridden.

• From the PAGE parameter in lEASYSxx (an alternate system list): If
the operator selects this list by using the SYSP parameter, the PAGE
parameter in lEASYSxx overrides the PAGE parameter in lEASYSOO.
The overriding parameter can either increase or decrease the number of
data sets defined during system generation.

• From the PAGE parameter specified by the operator in the current IPL:
The system merges this page specification with that in either lEASYSOO
or lEASYSxx, but not both. The operator specification of page data
sets lasts until the next cold or quick start.

• From the temporary page activity reference table (TPARTBLE): The
system uses information from the TPARTBLE on quick starts and
warm starts (IPLs that do not specify the CLPA parameter). The
TPARTBLE contains the names of the page data sets used during the

previous IPL, at which time the initialization routines wrote the
TPARTBLE to the first record of the PLPA page data set. If a

non-demountable device (such as a 2305 or a 3350)is used for the IPL,
the device must be online before the IPL. On subsequent quick starts or
warm starts the information in the TPARTBLE is accessible to ASM
initialization.

Note: Two other conditions are prerequisite for certain warm start or quick
start situations:

1. The local page data sets that contain VIC pages from the previous IPL
must be mounted for all warm starts, to make VIC slots available.
Otherwise, ASM forces a quick start.

2. The common page data set from the previous IPL must be mounted for
both quick starts and warm starts if NIP's writing of the PLPA to the
PLPA page data set during the previous cold start resulted in spilling
some of the PLPA pages into the common page data set.

In general, page data sets specified by any means must have been allocated,
cataloged in the system's master catalog, and preformatted in VSAM format
before an IPL can start. You can format the data sets by using the
DEFINE PAGESPACE command of access method services (refer to

OSIVS2 Access Method Services for information about the formatting
process). If you specify the data sets during sysgen, however, you need not
explicitly use the DEFINE processor because the DATASET macro uses
DEFINE itself to format the data sets for you.

For guidance on using the DATASET macro instruction to create page data sets,
refer to OSjVSl System Programming Library: System Generation Reference.
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Syntax Examples for the PAGE Parameter:

Example I: The following statements each specify one page data set.
PAGE=dsname

PAGE=(dsname)

Example 2: The following statement specifies three page data sets.
PAGE=(dsname1,dsname2,dsname3)

Dsname1 holds the LPA pages, dsname2 holds the common pages, and
dsname3 holds the private area pages.

Example 3: The following statement specifies n page data sets.
PAGE=(dsnamel,dsname2,...,dsnamen)

D'snamel holds the LPA pages, dsname2 holds the common pages, and
dsname3 through dsnamen all hold private area pages.
Notes:

/. If the operator specifies the PAGE parameter, ASM initialization adds
(but does not replace) the data sets as specified. The PAGE data set
name list in lEASYSOO or lEASYSxx contains thefirst named data sets.
To ensure that the operator-specified data sets are usedfor the PLPA and
common page data sets, it is necessary to use an lEASYSxx member that
contains a null PAGE parameter; one that does not specify page data sets.

2. It is unnecessary to specify either UNIT or VOLSER because all page
data sets must be cataloged in the system's master catalog. ASM
initialization therefore does not need externally specified volume serial
numbers. The operator may either premount volumes or await a mount
message.

Minimum Paging Space: ASM enforces minimum requirements for paging
space. If the requirements are not satisfied, ASM is forced to terminate the

IPL or, later, the system. Additionally, the use of minimum paging space is
inadvisable because it can result in poor performance.
Minimum requirements are as follows:

• There must be at least a PLPA, a common, and a local page data set to
IPL the system.

• If no duplex page data set is used (the DUPLEX parameter), the PLPA
and common page data sets must be able to hold the total combination

of PLPA,common pages (excluding the SQA), and nucleus pages. As
long as no errors occur, the auxiliary storage space for the PLPA and
common page data sets is sufficient if the space equals the size of the
LPA and CSA divided between the two data sets.
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If the PLPA and common page data sets spill back and forth because
space is not properly divided between the data sets, performance
degradation can result. Severe performance degradation can result if
the common page data set is not large enough and, therefore, spills to
the PLPA page data set, which is normally read-only after IPL.
If a duplex page data set is used and is large enough to hold all of the
PLPA and the common pages (the only duplexed areas), the system will
be able to continue even if the PLPA and common page data sets are
full. Nevertheless, this situation is inadvisable because it defeats the

purpose of duplexing and may severely degrade performance.
# Local page data sets are used to hold all private area and VIO pages.
The amount of storage necessary varies with each system and can be
calculated using the guidelines in "Part 4: Auxiliary Storage
Management Initialization" in this publication.

Page Space Shortage: Two warning messages appear when the system
resources manager(SRM)detects a shortage of page space, the first when
70% of the available local paging space has been allocated, and the second
when 85% has been allocated. The SRM reacts to the situation by

preventing the creation of new address spaces. That is, new "start initiator"
commands (SSInn), LOGONs, MOUNT commands, and START
commands for system tasks that execute in their own address spaces are
therefore ineffective. Upon receipt of these messages, it may be possible to
add paging space to the system dynamically by using the PAGEADD
operator command. (Refer to Operator's Library: VS2 MVS System
Commands for information about using PAGEADD, and to related
information about the PAGNUM parameter here in this publication.) For
these situations, the installation should keep some preformatted, cataloged

VSAM paging data sets available. The data sets can be formatted by using
the DEFINE PAGESPACE processor of access method services (see
OSIVS2 Access Method Services),

If these data sets are not readily available, it may be possible to modify key
ASM constants as described in "Part 4: Auxiliary Storage Management

Initialization." When the page space usage has been decreased below 70%
utilization, the SRM informs the operator that there is no longer a shortage.
Value Range: Not applicable
Default Value: None

Associated Parmlib Member: None

FAGNUM =(pp,s)

Meaning and Use: This parameter allows the installation to specify the total
number of additional page and swap data sets that can be dynamically
Ridded to the system via the PAGEADD operator command. These
numbers represent the total number of page and swap data sets that can be
added during the life of the IPL, regardless of whether they are added one
at a time or all at once.
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ASM supports a maximum of 64 page data sets and 25 swap data sets. If
the munber of data sets currently defined to the system and the additional
number specified by this command exceed these limits, ASM ensures that
the maximum supported values are not exceeded by truncating the excess
specification. Use this parameter with caution because ASM must reserve
SQA space for each page or swap data set that can be dynamically
allocated.

How Page Number Values Are Obtained: The PAGNUM parameter is
specified in one of two sources: 1)lEASYSOO or lEASYSxx, or 2) by the
operator-issued PAGNUM parameter. An outline of these specifications is
as follows:

• The PAGNUM parameter in lEASYSOO: This page and swap number
value was specified in the PAGNUM keyword of the CTRLPROG
macro during system generation.

The PAGNUM parameter in lEASYSxx, an alternate system parameter
list: If the operator selects this list(by using the SYSP parameter), the
PAGNUM parameter in lEASYSxx overrides the PAGNUM parameter
in lEASYSOO.

• The PAGNUM parameter specified by the operator in the current IPL:
This PAGNUM specification overrides the specification in lEASYSOO
or lEASYSxx. The operator specification lasts only for the life of the
IPL.

Syntax Example for the PAGNUM parameter:
PAGNUM =(pp,s)

This specification causes ASM to allow for the addition ofpp page data sets
and s swap data sets.

Value Range: Valid pp values are 0-99 as long as the value specified plus
the previously specified number of page data sets does not exceed 64. If the
combination exceeds 64, the value used is that which makes a sum of 64

rather than the specified value. Valid s values are 0-9 as long as the value
specified plus the previously specified number of swap data sets does not
exceed 25. If the combination exceeds 25, the value used is that which
makes a sum of 25.

Default Value: 1,1
Associated Parmlib Member: None
PURGE

Meaning and Use: This parameter specifies that all mass storage system
(MSS)volumes currently mounted for this system are to be demounted.
PURGE is required when different system configiurations have been
generated with varying numbers of MSS volumes. If the MSS volumes

mounted for this system do not reflect the exact configuration shown in this
system's UCBs,some volumes may be inaccessible to the system. Using
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PURGE to demount all existing volumes forces NIP at I/O initialization to
mount the correct volumes for the current system configuration.
Value Range: Not applicable

Default Value: None. (If not specified, no MSS volumes are demounted.)
Associated Parmlib Member: None
REAL = nnnn

Meaning and Use: This parameter specifies the maximum amount of real
storage, in IK blocks, that can be allocated concurrently for
ADDRSPC= REAL jobs (that is, V = R jobs). The value is rounded to a
multiple of 4K bytes.
The REAL parameter may also be specified in the CTRLPROG macro at
sysgen.

Syntax Example: REAL =150 150/4= 37.5 pages. Rounding to the next
page boundary yields 38 pages, or a value of 152K. This statement allows
up to 152K (152 X 1024) bytes to be allocated for use by V = R jobs.
Notes:

L Ifpossible, avoid a large value for the REAL parameter because a large
value degrades system performance even when no REAL regions are
allocated,

2. If REAL is specified as zero, no ADDRSPC=REAL job is allowed to
run. Furthermore, OLTEP does not run because it requires a REAL

region of 76K, Thus,for all practical purposes, 76 is the minimum REAL
value.

Value Range: 0-9999. The operand can be from one to four digits. (See
Note 2 above.)

Default Value: 76. (This means a default value of 76K.)
Associated Parmlib Member: None
RSU= xx

Meaning and Use: This parameter specifies the number of model-dependent
processor storage units that are available for storage reconfiguration in a
system that supports storage reconfiguration. When the processor is a
uniprocessor or when ACR= NO is specified at sysgen, system initialization
processing does not initialize for storage reconfiguration and ignores the
RSU parameter. The frames in these storage units are not to be used for
long-term pages and will be designated the non-preferred area. Long-term
pages include SQA pages, common area fixed pages and LSQA or private
area fixed pages associated with non-swappable address spaces.
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An address space will be non-swappable:

• If the program name is in the program properties table and the
appropriate flags are set. For more information, see OSjVSl SPL: Job
Management,,

• If ADDRSPC= REAL is specified on the JOB or EXEC statement.

• If the address space issues the TRANSWAP sysevent. The
DONTSWAP and HOLD sysevents also make an address space
non-swappable, but these specifications are considered to be of short

duration, and associated LSQA and private area pages are not
necessarily put into preferred storage.
During IPL, the operating system assigns the nucleus and V = R areas to the

low end of storage and assigns the current SQA to the high end of storage
(below 16 megabytes). The system then defines the reconfigurable storage
units starting with the first available (online) high end storage unit and
preceding downward using only those storage units that do not contain
V = R, SQA, LSQA, or nucleus frames. Offline storage units are skipped
during the calculation; when they are varied online after IPL they
automatically become available for storage reconfiguration.
After the system has defined the reconfigurable storage units, it defines the
remainder of the processor storage units as the preferred area for long-term
pages.

Notes:

1, While jobs are processing, short-term pages are assigned to any available
processor storageframes in either non-preferred or preferred areas.
Long-term pages are assigned only to storageframes in the preferred
area. However, when the condition occurs that a long-term page requires
storage space but the preferred area isfull, the system performs one of the
following:

• Immediate steal - Ifa short-term page is removable (either unchanged
or one that can be moved to non-preferred area) and is using aframe
in preferred storage, the system removes the page and assigns the new
long-term page to the vacated space,

• Dynamic expansion - If all of theframes in the preferred area are
being usedfor pages that are not eligiblefor "immediate steal," the
system looksfor aframe in the non-preferred area. When itfinds a
frame that is not a V= R frame, it converts the entire processor
storage unitfrom non-preferred to preferred.
Dynamic expansion lowers the number of reconfigurable storage units
designated by the RSU parameter. Therefore, the system issues
message IEA988I to the system operator. The operator can then issue
the display matrix(DM)command to determine which units are still
availablefor reconfiguration,
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2, Storage above 16 megabytes is used in determining the reconfigurable
area. However, this storage will always be marked non-preferred.
Syntax Example: RSU =4. This example requests that four storage units
be made available for storage reconfiguration.
Value Range: 0-99. The minimum number of reconfigurable storage units
required to meet installation subsystem requirements should be specified. If
a larger value is specified than can be satisfied, the maximum possible is
defined without an error indication.

Default Value: 0. If the RSU parameter is omitted or specified as 0, all

processor storage units are available for preferred storage.
Associated Parmlib Member: None
RSVSTRT^nnnnnn

Meaning and Use: This parameter specifies the number of entries in the
address space vector table (ASVT)that are to be reserved for address spaces
created in response to a START command (such as the system management
facilities address space and the LNKLST lookaside address space). By
reserving entries in the ASVT for such address spaces, you can often avoid
having to reinitialize the system because there is no available entry in the
ASVT for a critical address space. For example, if LNKLST lookaside
(LLA)terminates and you issue a START LLA command to restart LLA,
but no ASVT entry is available, LLA will not be restarted. However, if you
have reserved entries for critical address spaces (such as LLA), it is more
probable that an entry will be available and the LLA address space can be
created without your having to reinitialize the system.

Value Range: 0-32767. Note that the sum of the values specified for the
RSVSTRT, RSVNONR,and MAXUSER system parameters cannot exceed
32,767.
Default Value: 5

Associated Parmlib Member: None
RSVNONR =nmmnn

Meaning and Use: This parameter specifies the number of entries in the
address space vector table(ASVT)that are to be reserved for replacing
entries that are marked nonreusable. A nonreusable entry represents an

address space in which a job that terminated had been executing in a cross
memory environment. When such a job terminates, the system terminates
the address space and marks its associated ASVT entry nonreusable
(unavailable) for the remainder of the IPL.
Value Range: 0-32767. Note that the sum of the values specified for the
RSVNONR, RSVSTRT, and MAXUSER system parameters cannot exceed
32,767.
Default Value: 5

Associated Parmlib Member: None
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SMF= XX

Meaning and Use: This parameter specifies the parmlib member,
SMFPRMxx,from which SMF will obtain its options. The two alphameric
characters, represented by xx, are appended to SMFPRM to name the
member. NIP saves the name until SMF is initialized. (For detailed
information on SMF parameters, see member SMFPRMxx.)

Value Range: Any two alphameric characters.
Default Value: 00 (This specifies SMFPRMOO, the IBM-supplied default
parmlib member.)
Associated Parmlib Member: SMFPRMxx

SQA = nun

Meaning and Use This parameter specifies the size of the virtual system
queue area (SQA)in multiples of 64K blocks (segments). The three digits,
represented by nnn, indicate the number of segments to be added to the
system's minimum virtual SQA of four segments, or 256K bytes. The virtual
SQA is fixed in real storage as it is used.

SQA can also be specified by using the SQA keyword on the CTRLPROG
macro at sysgen.

Note: During a quick start IPL (that is, when the CLPA parameter is not
specified), NIP determines if the currently specified SQA value equals the
previously specified (cold start) value. If not, NIP issues an informational
message and uses the the cold start SQA value.(See the CLPA parameter
for a comparison between cold start and quick start.)

Syntax Example: SQA =3. This value indicates to the virtual storage
manager(VSM)that the maximum virtual allocation for SQA should be
256K + (3 X 64K) = 448K.

SQA Space Shortage: If the virtual storage manager(VSM)nms out of
SQA, it will try to allocate space from the common service area (CSA).
Therefore, specify extra space on the CSA parameter, beyond that obtained
from the storage formula. If the system resources manager(SRM)detects
that SQA has expanded into CSA, a message is issued to inform the system
programmer that a performance problem might occur due to CSA
fragmentation.
Notes:

1. If excessive amounts of CSA or SQA are allocated, a warning message is
generated and the parameter must be respecified, A warning message is
also generated when the size of the entire common area exceeds eight
megabytes,

VSM keeps track of the remaining virtual SQA, and informs the SRM
(via a SYSEVENT macro) when the total of available virtual SQA plus
available virtual CSA has reached two threshold values. The two values

are six pages, or 24K, and two pages, or 8K,
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The SRM reacts to the situation by issuing an "SQA shortage" message

at each of the two thresholds. At the upper threshold (24K), it also
inhibits the creation of new address spaces by prohibiting start initiator
commands (SSInnn), LOGON commands, MOUNT commands, and
START commandsfor system tasks that require their own address spaces
(such as START TCAM).

2. The IPS and the installation control specification parmlib members are

processed before the SQA parameter. If either parmlib member is
extremely large, the tables built in the SQA could exceed the initial SQA
allocation. To avoid exceeding the allocation, you can either increase the
initial SQA allocation, or put the IPS and the installation control
specification into effect by using the SET command after system
initialization.

Value Range: 0-999(one to three digits)

Note: During NIP processing, the minimum four segments of SQA might
be depleted before NIP processes the SQA parameter. This situation could
result if either of the following is true:

# A large number of paging data sets were specified on the PAGE
parameter.

_

• There are many active page data sets on multiple exposure devices.
This includes page data sets on a cached auxiliary storage subsystem.

If the minimum SQA allocation is depleted, you can change the content of
the halfword at NYTNVSQA in module lEAVNIPO by means of the
AMASPZAP service aid (see 0SIVS2 System Programming Library: Service
Aids) to reflect an increase in the initial SQA allocation. For example,
suppose that the content of NVTNVSQA is X'0004'. To add one additional
segment of SQA to the initial SQA size available to NIP processing, change
the NVTNVSQA field content to X'0005'. (If you increase the content of
NVTNVSQA, you should correspondingly decrease the size represented by
the SQA=parameter.) To find the location of the NVTNVSQA field,
consult listings of the source code or a representation of them on
microfiche.

Default Value: 1 (This means 256K + 64K, or a default size of 320K.)
Associated Fannlib Member: None

SSN= jxx
(xx,yy,...)

Meaning and Use: you specify this parameter to identify the lEFSSNxx
parmlib member or members that contain the information needed to define
and initialize selected subsystems. The two alphanumeric characters are
appended to the characters, lEFSSN, to form the name of the parmlib
member. NIP saves the parmlib name or names until the subsystems are to
be initialized. (See the description of the lEFSSNxx member in this section
for additional information.)
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Value Range: Any two alphanumeric characters
Default Value: SSN =00

Associated Parmlib Member: lEFSSNxx
SWAP =

dsname

(dsnamel,dsname2...)

Meaning and Use: This parameter allows the installation to name swap data
sets as replacements for existing swap data sets for a maximum of 25 swap
data sets in all. This parameter follows the normal override rules for system
parameters. In other words, any swap data set specified in a parmlib
member lEASYSxx, or specified by the operator, completely overrides the
previously specified data sets.

ASM swap data sets are optional. If none are supplied, the pages normally
sent to a swap data set are directed to a local page data set. Similarly, if
swap data sets become full during system operation, the pages are directed
to a local page data set. Nevertheless, it is advisable for sufficient swap
space to be available to ASM to prevent possible performance degradation.
Additional information and recommendations are in "Part 4: Auxiliary
Storage Management Initialization."

How Swap Data Sets Are Specified: Swap data sets are specified from one
of two sources: 1) the lEASYSOO or lEASYSxx parmlib member, and 2)
the operator-issued SWAP parameter.
• The SWAP parameter in lEASYSOO - These data set names were

specified in the SWAPDSN keyword of the DATASET macro during
sysgen.

• The SWAP parameter in lEASYSxx (an alternate system parameter list)
- If the operator selects this list (by issuing the SYSP parameter), the
SWAP parameters in lEASYSxx override the SWAP parameter in
lEASYSOO. The overriding parameters can either increase or decrease

the number of data sets specified during sysgen,
• The SWAP parameter specified by the operator in the current IPL - This
SWAP parameter specification does not merge with those specified by
lEASYSxx, as is the case with the PAGE parameter specification, but
instead overrides those specifications. The operator specification lasts
only for the duration of the IPL.

Before an IPL, SWAP data sets specified through SWAP, or through the
DATASET^o macro at sysgen, must have been allocated, cataloged in the
system master catalog, and preformatted in VSAM format, without track

overflow. (Unlike some page data sets, swap data sets use multi-tracking
instead of track overflow.) You can use the DEFINE PAGESPACE

processor of access method services to format the data sets; refer to 0SIVS2

10
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Access Method Services for information about how to use this processor.
For information about using the DATASET macro to create swap data sets,
refer to OSjVSl System Programming Library: System Generation
Reference.
Syntax Examples for the SWAP Parameter
Example 1:
SWAP=dsname or

SWAP=(dsname)

Either of these statements specifies one swap data set.
Example 2:

SWAP=(dsnamel,dsname2)
This statement specifies two swap data sets.
Example 3:
SWAP=(dsname1,dsname2,...,dsname«)

This statement specifies n swap data sets.
Note that neither UNIT nor VOLSER is specified. Since all swap data sets
must be cataloged, ASM initialization does not need externally specified
volume serial numbers. The operator may either premount volumes or
await a mount message.
Minimum Swap Space: ASM neither checks for a swap data set nor requires
a minimum size if one is specified. If no swap data set is specified, or if
swap data set space is exhausted, ASM forces further swap LSQA and
working set pages to a local page data set. For this reason, one must
consider local page data set sizes.

Swap Space Shortage: If swap data set space becomes unavailable during
system processing (as evidenced by message ILR009E,"SWAP DATA SET
BAD"),it may be possible to add swap data sets with the PAGEADD
operator command. Information about PAGEADD is in Operator's
Library: OSIVS2 MVS System Commands. Related information is also
available under the "PAGNUM Parameter" topic and in "Part 4: Auxiliary
Storage Management Initialization."
For situations where swap data sets may be added, the installation may
keep Preformatted, cataloged VSAM swap data sets available.
Value Range: Not appUcable
Default Value: None
Associated Parmlih Member: None
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SYSNAME=name

Meaning and Use: This parameter specifies the name to be used to identify
this system in a global resource serialization complex. The name specified
remains in effect for the duration of this IPL. The name must be 1-8

characters long; the valid characters are A-Z,0-9, $,
and #. If the name
is invalid, the system prompts the operator to respecify it. The default name
value is "NONAME." It is suggested that the system id (SID) parameter
value specified in the SMFPRMxx parmlib member be used as the name
value for SYSNAME.

The system name, defined by the SYSNAME parameter is used during the
initialization of global resource serialization to identify the GRSDEF
statement in the GRSCNFxx parmlib member that is to apply to this
system. The system prompts the operator for a valid system name if the
system name specified does not have the proper syntax. If the system name
specified does not match any of the MATCHSYS keyword values in the
GRSCNFxx parmlih member, the operator is informed, via an error
message, to either re-IPL the system or specify GRS=NONE. The operator
also uses the system name defined by SYSNAME parameter to refer to the
system in the system commands that control global resource serialization.
Value Range: 1-8 of these characters: A-Z,0-9, $, @,#.
Default Value: NONAME
Associated Parmlib Member: None

SYSP= jxx
I(XX,yy,...)
Note: This parameter may be specified only by the operator. It cannot
validly be specified in a system parameter list. It is included here for the
sake of completeness.

Meaning and Use: The SYSP parameter specifies that one or more alternate
system parameter lists (for example, lEASYSOl, IEASYS02, etc.) are to be
read by NIP in addition to the default list lEASYSOO. The two alphameric
characters, represented by xx, are appended to lEASYS to name the
alternate list(s). Any number of lists are valid. The specification cannot be
prohibited by the DPI parameter.

A system parameter value specified in an operator-selected alternate list
overrides the value for the same parameter, if it is specified in lEASYSOO.
(lEASYSOO is always read.) NIP accepts parameters in alternate lists
specified in SYSP in priority order from right to left. This means that a
parameter defined in a list specified later in SYSP overrides the same
parameter defined in a list specified earlier in SYSP.
Example:

The operator responds to SPECIFY SYSTEM PARAMETERS by entering:
R 00,'SYSP=(01,02)'
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Assume that the two specified members contain the following parameters:
lEASYSOl: MLPA =(00,01)3LDL =00,SQA =8
IEASYS02: MLPA =02,SQA = 10
NIP would accept MLPA =02,BLDL =00, and SQA= 10, in addition to
other parameters contained in lEASYSOO.

Value Range: Any two alphameric characters
Default Value: 00 (This specifies lEASYSOO.)
Associated Parmlib Member: lEASYSxx

VAL= I XX
(xx,yy,...)

Meaning and Use: This parameter specifies the VATLSTxx member or
members of parmlib. Volume attribute processing reads this member or
members during initialization to obtain mount and use attributes for direct
access volumes. The mount and use attributes are set in the UCBs whose

volume serial numbers are listed in the VATLSTxx member(s). If multiple
members are specified, the lists are read in the order in which they appear in
the VAL parameter. If a particular volume serial number appears on more
than one entry, the volume attributes specified in the last entry for that
volume serial will be accepted. If the volume serial does not duplicate
another entry, but is for an MSS volume (see the 'device type' parameter in
VATLSTxx description), then the last entry with that particular MSS unit
address will be used to set the volume attributes for the volume.

(For additional information, refer to the topic that describes the VATLSTxx
member.)

Value Range: Any two alphameric characters

Default Value: 00 (This means that VATLSTOO, if it exists, will be read.)
Associated Farmlib Member: VATLSTxx
VRREGN = nnnn

Meaning and Use: This parameter specifies the default real-storage region
size for an ADDRSPC= REAL job step that does not have a REGION

parameter in its JCL. The numerical value of the operand (nnnn)indicates
the real-storage region size in IK-byte blocks. (VRREGN may also be
specified by the CTRLPROG macro at sysgen.)
Note: The following VRREGN values will prevent an ADDRSPC= REAL
job step from running if it omits a REGION parameter:
• VRREGN value that is greater than the value of the REAL parameter,
or

• VRREGN value of zero.

Value Range: 0-9999
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Default Value: 64(This means a default REGION size of 64K.)
Associated Parmlib Member: None
WTOBFRS=nnnn

Meaning and Use: This parameter specifies the limit for the number of
buffers that the write-to-operator(WTO)routines will use for operator
system messages. The write-to-operator buffers are assigned to pageable,
fetch-protected private storage in the communications task address space.
Note: At system initialization, the system allocates storage for 80 percent
of the limit specified by WTOBFRS. However, storage will not be allocated
for more than 2000 buffers, regardless of the specification. After
initialization, more buffers will be allocated if needed, up to the limit, after
which non-privileged users of WTO will have to wait for buffers. The
specified limit may be exceeded to satisfy WTO requests by privileged users.

If an insufficient number of buffers are specified, t^oughput might degrade
because some messages that need a reply will have to wait for buffers to
become available. In determining the value to specify for WTOBFRS, be
aware that active TRACK commands might require significant numbers of
WTO buffers.

Value Range: 20-9999
Default Value: 500

Associated Parmlib Member: None
WTORPLY = mm

Meaning and Use: This parameter specifies the number Of operator reply
elements to be used by the write-to-operator-with-reply(WTOR)routines.
The reply elements are used to queue outstanding replies not yet received
from the operator.
Value Range: 5-100
Default Value: 5

Associated Parmlib Member: None
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Member Name: lEClOSxx

Use of the Member

lECIOSxx contains the parameters that define the channel selection algorithms to
be used by the I/O supervisor. The channel selection algorithm decides which
physical channel will be used for a given I/O request when there is more than one
channel available for that request on the executing processor. You can make two
channels available to a processor by the OPTCHAN parameter of the lODEVICE
macro instruction at system generation time. If the OPTCHAN parameter is not
specified, only one physical channel may be attached to a device and the channel
selection algorithm is not functional. All requests for that device must use that
one channel. When OPTCHAN is specified, a decision is made using the
algorithm specified by lECIOSxx as to which of the two possible physical
channels to attempt to use first. If the selected channel is busy, or offline, then
the other channel for that device will be automatically tried.

There are five channel selection algorithms: sequential(SEQ), reversed sequential

(RSEQ), rotate (ROTATE), last-channel-used (LCU), and balance(BALANCE).
The installation may choose any algorithm for each logical channel. The
sequential(SEQ)algorithm always attempts to use the primary channel first. The
reversed sequential(RSEQ)algorithm always attempts to use the secondary
channel first. The rotate(ROTATE)algorithm alternates between the primary
and the secondary channels. The rotation is performed on each request for any
device attached to the same two physical channels from the same processor.
(Rotation between mixed channel types causes an error message.) The
last-channel-used(LCU)algorithm attempts to use the same channel that was
used for the last I/O request for that same device. The balance(BALANCE)
algorithm uses the channel that has the lowest number of active I/O operations on
it. If the number of active I/O operations is the same for each channel, the
system uses the last-channel-used(LCU)algorithm.

It is impossible to predict which algorithm would be most effective for all
configurations and workloads. The following are examples of when the
algorithms may be best utilized. These examples assume that an equal number of
devices exist with equal usage on each channel. In the examples, channel A refers
to the primary channel and channels B and C are the secondary or alternate
channels.

Use the rotate algorithm where all devices that are attached to channel A are also
attached to channel B, and all devices attached to channel B are attached to

channel A. Do not mix channel types. Use the last-channel-used algorithm where
some devices are attached to channels A and B and other devices are attached to

both channels A and C, or only to channel A. Use the sequential algorithm
where some devices are attached to channels A and B and other devices are

attached to only channel B.

Use the reversed sequential algorithm where some devices are attached to
channels A and B and other devices are attached to only channel A.

Use the balance algorithm when the rate of use of each channel is unequal.
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Notes:

1. The ability to control the queueing method ofIjO requests is provided in the
member lEAIPSxx.

2. The queueing channels of the 3033 and 308J processors nullifies the use of the
last-channel-used (LCU) algorithm and cause a mixed use of the sequential
(SEQ) and reverse sequential(RSEQ) algorithms.
Parameter in lEASYSxx (or specified by the operator):
IOS=xx

The two character (xx)identifier is appended to lECIOS to identify the lECIOSxx
member. If the ICS parameter is not specified, the system uses the sequential
algorithm.
Syntax Rules

The following rules apply to the creation of lECIOSxx by means of the
lEBUPDTE utility:
• Each card image must consist of the following parameters specified as shown:
LCHlCHAN=(x,y)I

.SELECT =

SEO

RSEQ
ROTATE
LCU
BALANCE

One or more blanks must follow LCH.

• For each card, columns 1 through 71 are valid for data. Columns 72 through
80 are ignored.

• Any number of card images may be specified. If the same logical channel
(physical channel pair) is specified more than once, the last specification is
used.

Syntax Examples

Example 1: In this example, the I/O requests for any device attached to both
physical channels 1 and 3 are rotated equally between the two channels. All other
logical channels default to using the sequential algorithm.
LCH CHAN=(1,3),SELECT=ROTATE

Example 2: In this example, the I/O requests for any device attached to both
physical channel 2 and physical channel 4 are balanced between the two chaimels.
All other logical channels default to using the sequential algorithm.
LCH CHAN=(2,4),SELECT=BALANCE
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IBM-Supplied Default

There is no lECIOSxx member supplied as a default. If the IOS=xx parameter is
not specified, all I/O requests are processed using the sequential algorithm (SEQ).
Internal Parameters

Parameter

Meaning and Use

LCH

This is a required parameter that is used to indicate the logical channel for
which the selection algorithm is specified.

CHAN

Specifies the two physical channels that appear as the logical channel for which
the algorithm is being specified. The characters x and y specify unique single
digit hexadecimal values for the two channels that appear as the logical
channel. The values may be specified in any order. If CHAN is not specified,
all logical channels with more than one physical channel (those for which
OPTCHAN was specified during SYSGEN)will be changed as specified in the
SELECT parameter. Do not mix channel types.

SELECT

Specifies the type of algorithm to be used.

SEQ

Specifies the sequential algorithm. If SELECT is omitted, SEQ is the default.

RSEQ

Specifies the reversed sequential algorithm.

ROTATE

Specifies the rotate algorithm.

LCU

Specifies the last-channel-used algorithm.

BALANCE

Specifies the balance algorithm.
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Member Name: lEFSSNxx

Use of Member

lEFSSNxx is an optional parmlib member that contains parameters defining
various secondary subsystems that are to be initialized during system
initialization. Secondary subsystems can also be defined in the lEFJSSNT
member of SYSl.LINKLIB (described in more detail in OSjVSl MVS Job
Management) and through the SCHEDULR sysgen macro instruction, which

defines the primary job entry subsystem (usually JES2 or JES3). Like the
lEFJSSNT member of SYSl.LINKLIB, lEFSSNxx can contain the name of a

subsystem initialization routine to be given control during master scheduler
initialization; however, lEFSSNxx also allows you to specify the input parameter
to be passed to the subsystem initialization routine.

Subsystems are initialized in the following order, which depends on how they were
specified:

1. The subsystems defined on the SCHEDULR sysgen macro instruction.
2. Subsystems defined in the subsystems name table (the lEFJSSNT member of
SYSl.LINKLIB).

3. Subsystems defined in the lEFSSNxx parmlib member. If the SSN parameter
identifies more than one member, the order of initialization follows the order

in which the members appear in the SSN parameter.
Parameter in lEASYSxx (or specified by the operator):
SSN= fxx
(xx,yy,...)

The two character (xx) identifier is appended to lEFSSN to identify lEFSSNxx
members of parmlib. If the SSN parameter is not specified, the default is the
lEFSSNOO parmlib member, which is reserved for IBM use only.
For example, a specification of SSN =(13,Z5) would cause those subsystems
defined in the IEFSSN13 parmlib member to be initialized first, followed by those
subsystems defined in the IEFSSNZ5 parmlib member.
Syntax Rules

The following rules apply to the creation of lEFSSNxx by means of the
lEBUPDTE utility.

• Each record in lEFSSNxx defines one and only one subsystem that is to be
initialized.

• Each record in lEFSSNxx is 80 bytes long and has the following format:
ssname [[,init

^routine[,parm]]

ssname (the subsystem name)
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lEFSSNxx

The name can be up to 4 characters long; it must begin with an alphabetic or
national character, and the remaining characters (if any) can be alphanumeric
or national. The name begins with the first non-blank character in the record
and continues to the first comma or blank. When a blank follows the name,

the system assumes that no initialization routine exists and that only
comments (if any) follow.
init

routine (the name of the subsystem initialization routine)

This name can be 1-8 characters long, and the characters can be alphanumeric
or national. The name begins with the first character following the first
comma after "ssname" and continues to the next comma or blank. When a

blank follows the name, the system assumes that no initialization routine
input parameters are supplied and that only comments (if any)follow.

parm (input parameters to the subsystem initialization routine)

The input parameters are variable in length for the remainder of the 80 byte
record; they begin after the comma that ended the "init ^routine" name and
end with the first blank. If blanks, commas, or apostrophes are included in

the input parameters, then the entire parm field must be enclosed in
apostrophes. If the parm field is enclosed in apostrophes, an apostrophe
within the field must be specified as a double apostrophe. (OSIVS2 MVS
System Programming Library: Job Management describes how the input
parameters are passed to the initialization routine.)
comments

Comments can be specified after the first blank in the record following the
input parameters for as many characters as remain in the 80 byte record.
You can include any number of records in the lEFSSNxx parmlib member.
IBM-Supplied Defaults

If the SSN system parameter is not specified, the lEFSSNOO parmlib member is
used (if it exists). If the lEFSSNOO parmlib member does not exist, system
initialization continues without any further subsystem initializations using
SYSl.PARMLIB {Note: lEFSSNOO is reserved for IBM's use.)
Internal Parameters
None
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Member Name: IKJPRMOO

Use of the Member

IKJPRMOO is an optional member that contains installation-defined TIOC
parameters used mainly to control TSO/TCAM time sharing buflfers. IKJPRMOO
is used only dining TIOC initialization and does not participate in system
initiaUzation.

If the installation uses TSO/TCAM time sharing, the system programmer may
optionally construct this member using the lEBUPDTE utility. (See example of
lEBUPDTE statements in chapter introduction.) The default values, listed under
"Internal Parameters" later in this section, are internal constants of the TIOC

program. You may override a default value by placing the same parameter into
the member.

IKJPRMOO, or an alternate member name, may be specified by the operator as an
optional parameter of the MODIFY tcamproc command. The command starts
TSO/TCAM time sharing imder MVS. The command syntax consists of:
MODIFY tcamproc,TS=START[,membemame]

Membemame can be either defaulted to IKJPRMOO, or specified as the name of
an installation-defined alternate. If the operator omits the member name, the
system looks for member IKJPRMOO when time sharing is started. (For
additional information on the use of the MODIFY tcamproc command, see
Operator's Library: OSfVSl MVS JES2 Commands and Operator's Library:
OSIVS2 TCAM.)
TIOC initialization tries to obtain parameters by reading the specified parmlib
member. Special processing occurs if errors are encountered. If parmlib can't be
allocated or opened, an information message is issued, and default parameters are
used. If the specified member can't be found in parmlib, another message is
issued and TIOC initialization terminates. In this case, the operator should
reenter the MODIFY tcamproc command, either specifying the correct member
name or omitting the member name. If the name is omitted, TIOC initialization

tries to read IKJPRMOO. If it can't locate IKJPRMOO, or encounters an I/O
error in reading the explicit or default member, it uses the default parameter
values. (See "IBM-Supplied Defaults" later in this section.) If TIOC
initialization encounters an invalid parameter, which is not correctly specified in a
later entry, it uses the default value. Unsupported parameters, if retained from a
previous version of IKJPRMOO, are ignored.
Parameter in lEASYSxx (or specified by tbe operator):
None
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Syntax Rules

The following rules apply to the creation of IKJPRMOO by means of the
lEBUPDTE utility:

• Each record must start with the word TIOC, followed by a blank.
• For each record, columns 1 through 71 are valid for data. Columns 72
through 80 are ignored.

• A parameter must be complete in a record. It may not cross record
boundaries. The parameter, however, may be repeated.

• When a parameter is specified more than once in the member, the last
occurrence is accepted.

• You may use either a blank or a comma as a separator between adjacent
keywords.

• Invalid or misspelled parameters are ignored. Defaults are substituted, and
an informational message is issued to the operator.
IBM-Supplied Defaults
The default values are:

BUFSIZE=64,BUFFERS=6 x USERMAX,USERMAX=number of
time-sharing terminals'' -i- 10%,OWAITHI=20,OWAITLO=4,
INLOCKHI=4,INLOCKLO= 1.RESVBUF=BUFFERS/IO.RECONLIM=0
Internal Parameters

Value
Parameter

Meaning and Use

Range

Default Value

BUFSIZE

Specifies the storage size of a TIOC buffer.

20-252

64

BUFFERS

Specifies the number of buffers in the TIOC buffer
pool. (See the note under OWAITHI.)

4-32,767

six times the

INLOCKHI

Specifies the number of TIOC buffers to be allocated
to a terminal user for input before his keyboard is locked.

1-253

USERMAX value

This is not an exact lock but works on an input line basis.
If the number of buffers used to input one or more lines
exceeds the INLOCKHI value, the keyboard remains
locked until all of these conditions are satisfied: the user

is swapped in, part or all of the input is removed (the
TGET is satisfied), and the number of allocated buffers
is reduced to or below the INLOCKLO value.

The number of time sharing terminals is the number of TCAM terminals defined as
usable for time-sharing. (See OSIVS2 TCAM System Programmer's Guide for
information on defining terminals for time-sharing.)
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Value

Meaning and Use

Parameter

Range

Default Value

INLOCKHI must be large enough to permit TIOC to
receive the largest possible legitimate input message
sent from any terminal in the system. Note that when
using the FIELD MARK key on 3270 terminals to
enter a chain of commands, at least one TIOC buffer
is required for each command in the chain. Any
input message larger than BUFSIZE times INLOCKHI
(or any chain of commands exceeding the number of
available TIOC buffers) will be canceled and will cause
an error message at the terminal.
INLOCKLO

OWAITHI

Specifies a low threshold of allocated input buffers
When the number of allocated input buffers is

less than
INLOCKHI

reduced to or below this number, the user's
keyboard is unlocked.

and BUFFERS

Specifies the maximum number of output buffers

1-253

20

that can be allocated to a terminal. When that number

is reached, the user's address space is placed in
output wait and is swapped out of real storage.
Note: If your installation uses the 3270 terminal,

specify enough buffers to completely fill the screen.
You may compute this number of buffers from the
formula:

Buffers= (message length +6)
(BUFSIZE -12)

If there are not enough buffers for a "full screen
write," the address space will be put into output
wait and swapped out until buffers become
available.
OWAITLO

RECONLIM

Specifies a low threshold value for the number of
allocated output buffers. When the number of output
buffers reaches this value, the system resource
manager is notified that the terminal user's job
can be swapped into storage and allowed to execute.

less than

Specifies the time limit in minutes within which a
user may reconnect after his TP line has been

0-32,767

OWAITHI
and

BUFFERS

disconnected.

Specifies the minimum number of free buffers that
are available. Its purpose is to maintain a reserve
of free buffers that can handle output without
"bottlenecking" the system. If the number of

RESVBUF

1-value of

10% of the

BUFFERS

number of buffers

specified in BUFFERS
parameter.

free buffers falls below this value, all terminals
are locked for input, regardless of INLOCKHI
value. The terminals will be unlocked when the

number of free buffers becomes equal to
RESVBUF.

USERMAX

Specifies the maximum number of
time-sharing users that may be logged on.

1-32,767

Total number of
terminals that

support time sharing
+ 10%. (Note: The
number of terminals

that support time
sharing is specified in
the TCAM/TSO
message handler,
for more information

see "Time-Sharing
Support" in OSjVS
TCAM System
Programmer's Guide)
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Member Name: LNKLSTxx (Link Library List)

Use of the Member

LNKLSTxx contains the names of program libraries that are to be concatenated
to SYSl.LINKLIB. (This concatenation is referred to as the LNKLST

concatenation.) The default member LNKLSTOO, built at sysgen, contains only
the name SYSl.LINKLIB. The installation may add other library names to

LNKLSTOO through use of the lEBUPDTE utility.

You can set up any number of LNKLSTxx members, although no more than 15
libraries can be concatenated to SYSl.LINKLIB. Each library can have up to 16

extents. NIP opens and concatenates each library in the order in which library
names are listed, starting with the first data set named in the first-specified
LNKLSTxx member. If the total number of libraries (excluding SYSl.LINKLIB)
exceeds 15, NIP uses only the first 15 and issues a warning message.
An EDTGEN can store new device allocation tables in SYSl.MLPALIB (or in a

user-specified library). To make NIP load the new tables for use by device
allocation, you must use the LNKLSTxx parmlib member to concatenate
SYSl.MLPALIB to SYSl.LINKLIB; otherwise, NIP loads the device allocation
tables from SYSl.LPALIB, and your system does not use the new device
allocation tables.

Note: Because the LNKLST concatenation is authorized, any library in the
LNKLST concatenation is automatically authorized when accessed through the

system's LNKLST DCB. LNKLST-named libraries must be cataloged in the
system master catalog. (OS CVOLs are not searched for LNKLST-named
libraries at IPL.)

Parameter in lEASYSxx (or specified by the operator):

LNK= fxx
(xx,yy,."l,Ll)
(,L)

If the 'L' keyword is specified - either in parmlib or from the operator's console NIP generates a list of the names of the program libraries that are concatenated
to SYSl.LINKLIB. This list is then printed at the operator's console preceded by
message "IEA331I LINK LIBRARY CONCATENATION."

The two alphameric characters, represented by xx, are appended to LNKLST to
identify one or more LNKLSTxx members of parmlib. If the parameter is not
specified either in lEASYSxx or by the operator, the default member LNKLSTOO
is used.
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Syntax Rules

The following rules apply to the creation of LNKLSTxx by means of the
lEBUPDTE utility:

• Place on each record a string of data set names separated by commas.
• Indicate continuation by placing a comma followed by at least one blank
after the last name on a record.

• Make sure that the total number of data sets, excluding SYSl.LINKLIB,
contained in all the specified LNKLSTxx members doesn't exceed 15.

Otherwise, a message is issued, and only the first 15 named data sets are
concatenated.

• If you place the name SYSl.LINKLIB on any record in any LNKLSTxx
member, the name will be ignored.

• Be careful not to specify the same library name more than once in a
succession of LNKLSTxx members. The same library will be concatenated as
many times as it appears in all specified LNKLSTxx members. The result can

be degraded performance because the system can search the same hbrary
more than once for a given module.

Syntax Example
lEASYSxx

...,LNK=(00,01,02,03)

LNKLSTOO

SYS1.CMDLIB,SYS1.TSORTNS,SYS1.BTAMLIB

LNKLSTOl

SYSl.LINKLIB,SYSl.U30LIB,SYS2.U30LIB

LNKLST02

SYS1.AUXLIB,SYS1.JES3

LNKLST03

SYSl.TEST

The result of the foregoing specification is that the following data sets, in the
order specified, are concatenated to SYSl.LINKLIB:

SYSI.CMDLIB,SYS1.TSORTNS,SYSI.BTAMLIB,SYS1.U30LIB,
SYS2.U30LIB,SYS1.AUXLIB,SYS1.JES3,SYS1.TEST

Note: In the preceding example, the specification of SYSl.LINKLIB (in
LNKLSTOl) was ignored.
IBM-Supplied Defaults

Default member LNKLSTOO contains only the name SYSl.LINKLIB.
luterual Parameters

Not applicable
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Member Name: MPFLSTxx (Message Processing Faciiity List)

Use of Member

MPFLSTxx contains a list of message identifiers that name those messages you

want to suppress from being displayed on the operator's console. However, these
suppressed messages are preserved on hardcopy log, identified with either a
character or some other character of your choosing. The character immediately

precedes the message text. You can select a particular MPFLSTxx parmlib
member during system initialization by including the SET MPF command in the
COMMNDxx parmlib member or after system initialization by issuing the SET
MPF command at the operator's console. Also, you can use the SET MPF=NO
command to terminate message suppression entirely.

The operator can display the list of message identifiers that are currently being
used to suppress messages by using the DISPLAY MPF command. As system
conditions change, the operator can use the SET MPF command to select a
different MPFLSTxx parmlib member, thus changing the messages that are being
suppressed.

Note: None of the following can be suppressed by an MPFLSTxx parmlib
member:

Action messages with descriptor codes 1, 2, 3, or 11
• WTOR messages

# Command responses with descriptor code 5 (except those that are in behalf of
the MONITOR command)

# Command responses where MCSFLAG= RESP was specified on the WTO
• JES3 action messages
Parameter in lEASYSxx:
None

Syntax Rules

These rules apply to the creation of MPFLSTxx by means of the lEBUPDTE
utility:

• Each record is 80 characters long. Columns 72 through 80 are ignored.
Leading blanks are ignored.

• Each record can contain only one message identifier or message prefix.

• The message identifier or message prefix can be up to 8 characters long. A
message identifier is the complete number of the message; that is, you specify
IEF124I or IEF451I, for example. A message prefix is part of the complete
message number; the prefix is specified followed by an asterisk (*). For

example, IEF8» causes all messages of the form IEF8xxxx to be suppressed.
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As noted earlier, any lEFSxxxx messages that are action messages, WTORs,
or command responses are not suppressed.

• Instead of a message identifier or message prefix, you can specify the
MPFHCF= x keyword in a record. This keyword identifies the indicator to
be used to identify the suppressed messages on the hardcopy log. The
mdicator can be any character, including a blank. If the indicator specified
by "x" is an unprintable character, it is translated to a blank. The value of

the last MPFHCF= keyword processed is the character used to identify the
suppressed messages. The default character is "&."

• You can specify as many message identifiers or message prefixes as required.
This list of message identifiers and prefixes is searched each time a message is
issued through the WTO SVC.
Syntax Examples

Assume that you want to create a parmUb member named MPFLST3Z to (I)
suppress messages SHASP100,$HASP150, $HASP395, IEF125I, IEF126I,
IEF236I, and all messages (except action messages, WTORs, and command

responses) in the form of IEF40xxx and (2) change the default hardcopy log
indicator(&)to a right parenthesis. The contents of MPFLST3Z would be:
$HASP100
$HASP150
$HASP395
IEF125I

IEF126I
IEF236I

IEF40*

MPFHCF=)

The SET MPF=3Z command establishes this list of messages as those that are to
be suppressed.

IBM-Supplied Default
None

Internal Parameters

Parameter

Meaning and Use

MPFHCF=x

This keyword identifies the indicator to be used to identify the suppressed
messages on the hardcopy log. The indicator can be any character, including a
blank. If the indicator specified by "x" is an unprintable character, it is
translated to a blank. The value of the last MPFHCF= kejfword processed is
the character used to identify the suppressed messages. The default character is
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Other Considerations

The table that contains the message identifiers, message prefixes, and the

hardcopy indicator resides in CSA so that all address spaces can reference it.
A table that consists of 10 to 20 entries will range from 120-240 bytes in
length.

Using the message prefix with the asterisk (*) to define message suppression
should be done with care. Too broad a suppression such as, IEF24* could
Umit the effective use of the console.

Message suppression is performed in the following order:
1. The user exit, lEECVXIT, can be used by the installation to suppress a

message, (lEECVXIT is described further in OSjVSl MVS System
Programming Library: Supervisor.)
2. The message processing facility(MPF),itself suppresses the message.

3. The primary job entry subsystem (JES2 or JESS)suppresses the message.
Once a message is suppressed at any of these levels, it remains suppressed for
the subsequent levels.
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Member Name: MVIKEYOO

Use of the Member

MVIKEYOO supplies six parameters to the mass storage system communicator
(MSSC). These parameters:

1. Give the location of messages for the space manager
2. Specify the window size for processing large sequential data sets

3. Specify the time interval for checking staging drive groups
4. Name the inventory and journal data sets

5. Specify the number of mounted mass storage volumes that the MSSC tracks

6. Specify the reason codes that cause the operator to either cancel or retry the
job

Parameter in lEASYSxx (or specified by tfie operator):
None

Syntax Rules

The following rules apply when MVIKEYOO is updated with the lEBUPDTE
utility:

• Use columns 1 through 71. Do not use columns 72-80, since these columns
are ignored.
• Avoid embedded blanks.

• Separate consecutive parameters by a comma.
• Do not divide a parameter between consecutive records.

• Indicate continuation by a comma followed by one or more blanks after the
last entry on a record.
Syntax Examples:
MSVCCAT=MSVICAT,MSSCSAMP=02,MSFMSG=02
MSVCCAT=USERCAT1,MSFMSG=(05,JOURNAL)
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IBM-Supplied Defaults

The following defaults are automatically placed in MVIKEYOO at sysgen:
MSVCCAT= MSVCCAT,MSSCSAMP=03,MSFMSG=JOURNAL
Internal Parameters

The following parameters are optional and can be coded in any order.
Value

Meaning and Use

Range

Default Value

XX

Specifies where the space manager messages

01-16

JOURNAL

JOURNAL

regarding the volume inventory status are

01-FF

None

03

Parameter

MSFMSG =

(xxJOURNAL)

to be written, xx identifies the route code
of the alternate console where they will be

written. JOURNAL specifies that the

journal data set is to be used to record
these messages. However, if the journal
data set fills up, subsequent messages are

lost unless they are also directed to a console.

MSSCREA= 1 XX
XX,XX,.

Specifies up to 15 reason codes. If a job
fails with a reason code that matches the

reason code specified for this parameter,

the operator can retry or cancel the job.
MSSCSAMP=

XX

Specifies how often the MSSC will sample

00-99

03

the load on each of the staging drive

minutes

groups. The MSSC determines the least
and most-used groups and passes this
information to device allocation so device
allocation can best choose a 3330V unit
when it must mount a new MSS volume.

MSVCCAT= I xxxxxxxx
MSVCCAT

Specifies the high qualifier name of the

1-8

volume inventory and volume control

alphameric

journal data sets. The journal data set

charactersi2

MSVCCAT

must be identified in the (master or user)

VSAM Catalog as xxxxxxxx.MSVCJRNL
and the inventory data set must be
identified as xxxxxxxx.MSVI. If a VSAM

user catalog is used, then the name of this
user catalog must be xxxxxxxx. The inventory
data set defaults to MSVCCAT.MSVI and

the journal data set defaults to
MSVCCAT.MSVCJRNL both cataloged in
the VSAM master catalog or the VSAM

user catalog MSVCCAT. MSVCCAT is
automatically generated in the MSS logic
at sysgen.

Note: In an MP system, the journal and
inventory data sets and the user catalog
where they are cataloged must reside

permanently on shared DASD. (For
information on creating the inventory and
journal data sets, see OSjVS Mass Storage
System (MSS) Services: General Information,
OSjVS Mass Storage System Extensions
Services: Guide.

First character must be alphabetic, #,
or $.
Following characters can be alphameric, #, @,$, hyphen,
or 12/0 overpunch.
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Value
Parameter

Meaning and Use

TRKVOLS=

Specifies the number of mounted
mass storage volumes that the MSSC is

Default Value

0-999

68

2-25

None

to track. The MSSC uses this tracking
information to eliminate unnecessary
acquisitions of a cylinder.

WSIZE= pp

Specifies the number of pages that the
Mass Storage System recognizes as a window.
A window is the portion of a sequential data
set that is staged for processing. A
window is a multiple of a page (eight
cylinders).
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Member Name: PARMTZ

Use of the Member

PARMTZ contains the time zone constant - the value in hours,minutes, and

seconds by which the local time differs from Greenwich Mean Time(GMT), and
the direction, east or west, from Greenwich. Time-of-day clock management uses
the timff zone constant to calculate local time.

The timft zone constant can be set(and placed in the CVT)at either sysgen or

initialization. At sysgen, the constant is set in the CVTTZ field of the CVT via
the TZ keyword of the CTRLPROG macro.

The time zone constant can be overridden by adding a PARMTZ member to
PARMLIB via the lEBUPDTE utility. At initialization, if PARMTZ can be
read, the PARMTZ value is placed in CVTTZ.
The timft zone constant defaults to that specified at sysgen if:
• The value in PARMTZ is invalid, or
9 There is no PARMTZ member, or
9 The member cannot be read.

If no timft zone constant is specified at sysgen and no PARMTZ member exists,
or it can't be read, a time zone constant of zero is placed in the CVTTZ field of
the CVT.

The operator can change the time-of-day clock by responding to a system rnessage
at initialization (if such messages are not suppressed by the TOD keyword in
COMMNDxx). Only local time can be changed after an IPL, by means of the
SET command. The TOD clock remains unchanged. (See Operator's Library:

0SIVS2 MVS JES2 Commands for information on setting local time.)

Operator responses at initialization can be minirnized if you specify
TOD=NOPROMPT in the COMMNDxx member of parmlib. This keyword will
cause the TOD clock verification messages to be suppressed. In spite of this

suppression, however, the operator will be prompted in either of two cases:
9 The TOD clock has not been set, or

9 Multiple TOD clocks (in a multiprocessing configuration) are not
synchronized.

Parameter in lEASYSxx (or entered by tbe operator):
None
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Syntax Rules

The following rules apply to the creation ofPARMTZ by means of the
lEBUPDTE utility:

• The member consists of one record (see examples that follow).

• The member uses the following syntax, whose parameters are explained in
"Internal Parameters."

E 1 ,HH[.MM[.SS]]
W|

Syntax Examples
E,01.48.32
W,ll
W,10.00.59

IBM-Supplied Defaults

No default parmlib member. However, the time zone constant defaults to the

sysgen-specified value or to zero if no value was specified at sysgen.
Internal Parameters

Value

Parameter

Meaning and Use

E

W

HH

Range

Default Value

Specifies a time zone east of Greenwich

Not

None

Mean Time(GMT).

applicable

Specifies a time zone west of Greenwich
Mean Time(GMT).

applicable

Specifies the number of hours deviation from

00-12

None

Specifies the number of minutes. This is an
optional parameter.

00-59

00

Specifies the number of seconds. This is an

00-59

00

Not

None

GMT.
MM

SS

optional parameter which is valid only if
minutes(MM)is specified.
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Member Name: SMFPRMxx

Use of the Member

The SMF parameters allow you to;

• Specify the job wait time limit
• Identify the system on which SMF is active
• Select the record types to be written to the SMF data set
• Permit operator modification to the parmlib parameters

• Specify whether user-written exits are to be taken.
NIP itself does not use the parameters. It passes the member name to master
scheduler initialization for use in SMF initialization.

Note: The SMF data sets must be cataloged on DASD. If they are not, SMF
data is not recorded. For a full description of SMF requirements and use, refer
to OSjVSl System Management Facilities (SMF).

You can specify SMF parameters in several ways;

• Before the first IPL of a newly generated system by creating an SMFPRMxx
parmlib member.

• At each initialization of SMF by entering the parameters at the console.

• During SMF execution by using the SET SMF command to specify a
different SMFPRMxx parmlib member or by using the SETSMF command
to replace one or more previously defined SMF parameters.
Using the SET Conunand

The SET operator command can be used to modify the SMF recording options
dynamically by specifying which SMFPRMxx parmlib member is to be used. The
format of the command is;
SET SMF=XX

where xx is the two-character identifier of the member of SYSl.PARMLIB that
contains the SMF options.

Using the SET command allows the installation to replace all the existing SMF

options. For example, an installation can activate SMF recording after an IPL in
which NOACTIVE is specified by using the SET command and choosing the

parmlib member that contains the ACTIVE option. In addition, the installation
can use the SET command to reactivate SMF recording after an I/O error has
terminated recording; however, the installation should define a new data set or
correct the cause of the I/O error before reactivating SMF recording.
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Notes:

1. To avoid installation exit communication problems, the installation should
terminate all address spaces except the master scheduler address space, the

system address spaces (such as PCAUTH and ALLOCAS), and the job entry
subsystem before issuing a SET command that changes the EXIT keyword.
2. The SET and SETSMF commands cannot be used to change the SID
parameter.

3. The new valuesfor STATUS or MAXDORM do not take effect until the old
ones, if any, expire.
4. SET SMF,SETSMF, and DISPLA Y SMF commands cannot run

simultaneously. One command waitsfor another to complete before starting.
5. For each IPL, a maximum of eight subsystems can be defined to SMF (via the
SUBSYSparameter). This is a combined total of those specified at IPL and
subsequent SET commands. If the maximum is reached, no new subsystems
may be added. Those subsystems previously specified can be given different
options.

6. Recording data set switching does not take place at SET time unless it is
necessary. For example, if the current active data set is not included in the new
options, thefirst empty data set in the new data set list becomes the active
recording data set.

7. Ifrecording is not active at SET SMF time, thefirst non-full data set is used as
the recording data set.
Using the SETSMF Conunand

In contrast to the SET SMF command, which allows an installation to specify a
different SMFPRMxx parmlib member, the SETSMF operator command allows
an installation to:

• Add a SUB?ARM parameter value to those SMFPRMxx parameter values
already set for this IPL.

• Replace SMFPRMxx parameter values (except ACTIVE,PROMPT,SID,
and EXITS) with new ones for this IPL.

If the SMFPRMxx parameter values set for this IPL include NOPROMPT,then
the SETSMF command cannot be used to modify any of these values or to add
the SUBPARM parameter value. The format of the SETSMF command is:

SETSMF1 parameter (value),..,
SS
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The parameters are:
parameter

specifies any SMF pamilib parameter except ACTIVE,PROMPT, SID, or
EXITS.
value

specifies the new value for the specified parameter.
Notes:

1. More than one parameter can be changed as long as the length of the command
does not exceed 124 characters.

2. Both the SUBSYS and SUBPARM specifications can be changed on the same
SETSMF command as long as the subsystem name is the same.
Using the DISPLAY Command

The DISPLAY(D)operator command can be used to display the status of the
SMF data sets or the current SMFPRMxx options, to the operator console. The
format is:

I display! SMF
I

I

,S

[,L=cca]

,0

The parameters are explained below:
,S

specifies that the status of the SMF data sets is to be displayed.
specifies that the current SMFPRMxx options are to be displayed.
,L= cca

specifies the console(cc) and the display area(a) where the action specified
by S or O is to take place.

Note: SET SMF and DISPLAY SMF commands cannot run simultaneously.
One waits for the other to complete before starting.
Parameter in DEASYSxx (or specified by the operator);
SMF=xx

The two alphameric characters, represented by xx, are appended to SMFPRM to
identify the SMFPRMxx member of parmlib. If the parameter is not specified
—

either in lEASYSxx or by the operator, the default member SMFPRMOO is used.
SMFPRMOO is required for IPL unless SMF=xx is specified and all of the SMF
parameters are contained in SMFPRMxx.
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Syntax Rules

The following rules apply to the creation of SMFPRMxx by means of the
lEBUPDTE utility;

• Use columns 1 through 71. Do not use columns 72-80, since these columns
are ignored.
• Avoid embedded blanks.

• Enter each parameter in the format: keyword (value).

• Indicate continuation by placing a comma after the last entry on a record,
followed by a blank before column 72.
Syntax Example
BUFNUM(2,10),SID(303A),ACTIVE,
DSNAME(SySl.MANA,SYSl.MANB,SYSl,MANC),
JWT(0030),SYS(TYPE(00:120),NOEXITS,
INTERVAL(000500),DETAIL)

IBM-Supplied Defaults

Sysgen places the following parameters into the default member, SMFPRMOO:

PROMPT(ALL)
REC(PERM)

/♦ACTIVE SMF RECORDING*/
/♦TWO DATA SETS MANX AND MANY*/
/♦PROMPT THE OPERATOR FOR OPTIONS*/
/♦TYPE 17 PERM RECORDS ONLY*/

BUFNUM(4,9)

/♦4-4096 BUFFERS ALWAYS AND

ACTIVE

DSNAME(SYS1.MANX,SYS1.MANY)

ALLOW UP TO 9 BEFORE SUSPENDING

A USER FOR BUFFER SHORTAGE*/
MAXDORM(3000)
STATUS(010000)
JWT(OOIO)
SID(168A)
LISTDSN

/♦WRITE AN IDLE BUFFER AFTER 30 MIN*/
/♦WRITE SMF STATS AFTER 1 HOUR*/
/*522 AFTER 10 MINUTES*/
/♦SYSTEM ID IS 168A*/
/♦LIST DATA SET STATUS AT IPL*/

SYS(TYPE(0:255),EXITS(IEFU83,IEFU84,lEFACTRT,lEFUJV,lEFUSI,

lEFUJP,lEFUSO,lEFUJI,lEFUTL,IEFU2 9),NOINTERVAL,NODETAIL)
/♦ WRITE ALL RECORDS AS THE SYSTEM DEFAULT, TAKE ALL KNOWN
EXITS. THERE ARE NO DEFAULT INTERVAL RECORDS WRITTEN.
ONLY SUMMARY TYPE 32 RECORDS ARE WRITTEN FOR TSO.
NOTE;
FOR JES2, JES EXITS ARE CONTROLLED BY JES.
FOR

JES3, THE EXITS ARE CONTROLLED BY SMF.

♦/

SUBSYS(STC,EXITS(IEFU2 9,IEFU83,IEFU84,lEFUJP,lEFUSO))
/* WRITE ALL RECORDS AS BY SYSTEM DEFAULT, TAKE ONLY FIVE
EXITS, NOTE:
IEFU29 EXECUTES IN THE MASTER ASID WHICH IS A
STC ADDRESS SPACE SO IEFU29 MUST BE ON FOR STC.
USE ALL OTHER
SYS PARAMETERS AS A DEFAULT*/
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^cm.
'

You should modify this list according to your system requirements. You may
place alternate values, plus additional values, in one or more alternate
SMFPRMxx lists.

Note: The inclusion of the lEFUSO and lEFUJP exits for SYS and SUBSYS

has meaning for JES3 (but not for JES2) because JES3 uses the SMFEXIT macro
to pass control to these exits. (JES2 processing for these exits is not affected.)
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Internal Parameters

The SMF parameters are as follows:
Parameter

Meaning and Use

Value Range

Default Value

N/A

ACTIVE

ACTIVE

Specifies whether or not SMF recording is to

NOACTIVE

be active.

DSNAME (data set)

Specifies a list of up to 36 VSAM data sets that
are to be used for SMF recording. Each data

See

DSNAME

explanation

(SYSI.MANX,
SYSl.MANY)

N/A

LISTDSN

See

SID (168A)

set must be named SYSl.MANn, where n can

be any alphameric character.

The first data set specified is the primary SMF
recording data set. All other specified data
sets are secondary data sets.

Specifies whether the system is to generate SMF
data set status messages to the operator at
IPL or SET SMF time. The messages contain the
following information for each data set used for

LISTDSN
NOLISTDSN

recording:
• data set name
• data set status
-

active

-

alternate

-

dump required

• data set size (in number of 4096-byte blocks)
• percentage full

SID I (xxxx)

1

I (xxxx,ser#[,ser#]) j

Specifies the system identifier to be used in all
SMF records, where xxxx can be any four
alphameric and/or special characters.

explanation

The SID

assigned is
the four-digit

If you want to use one SMFPRMxx parmlib member
for your entire installation, specify a SID

processor

parameter for each system and use the serial

taken from

number subparameter on each SID parameter. SMF
selects the SID wi^ the serial number(s) that
match the processor serial number(s) at IPL. The
xxxx value associated with the serial number(s)
will be the system identifier placed in each SMF
record.

For example,if SID(SYSA,006204) and
SID(SYSB,006204,206204) are specified in the
same parmlib member, and processor 006204

was IPLed as a uniprocessor, SID(SYSA,006204)
applies. If the processor was IPLed as a
multiprocessor, SID(SYSB,006204,206204)
applies.
Notes:

1. The SID parameter cannot be changed by a SET
SMF or a SETSMF command.

2. Note that it is possible for an installation to have
more than one processor (such as a 3081 and a
3083) with the same serial number. In such cases,
use a separate SMFPRMxx parmlib member for each
processor. Otherwise, SMF will select the system
identifier that contains the first occurrence of

the matching serial number, regardless of the value
specified for xxxx.
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the PCCA
control block.
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Parameter

REC( I ALL 1 )
[ PERM

Meaning and Use

Value Range

Default Value

Specifies whether information for record type 17

N/A

REC(PERM)

2-99

BUFNUM (4,9)

(scratch data set status) is to be collected for
temporary data sets. PERM specifies that
record type 17 is to be written only for
non-temporary data sets.

ALL specifies that record type 17 is to be written
for both temporary and non-temporary data sets.
BUFNUM (min,max)

Specifies the number of SMF buffers. The value
specified for min is the minimum number of
4096-byte buffers that are to be allowed at SMF
initialization. The minimum number must be at
least 2. The value for max is the maximum

number of 4096-byte buffers that SMF is allowed
at any one time. The maximum should be at
least 9. When specifying these values, the
maximum must be equal to or greater than
the minimum.

MAXDORM (mmss)

Specifies the amount of real time that SMF

NOMAXDORM

allows data to remain in an SMF buffer

0001-5959

MAXDORM (3000)
30 minutes

before it is written to a recording data set, where
mm is real time in minutes and ss is seconds.

NOMAXDORM specifies that the data remains
in the buffer until the buffer is full.
STATUS(hhmmss)
NOSTATUS

Specifies the amount of real time between
creations of record type 23(SMF statistics)

000001-

STATUS(010000)

240000

1 hour

0001-2400

JWT(0010)

where hh is the hours, mm is the minutes,
and ss is the seconds.

JWT(hhmm)

Specifies the maximum amount of time that
a job is allowed to wait continuously, where hh is

10 minutes

the amount of real time in hours and mm is in

minutes. When the specified time limit has

expired, the time limit exit, lEFUTL is entered
(if actiye).
Note: If TIME= 1440 is coded on the JOB or

EXEC JCL statement, lEFUTL is not invoked for
that job.
PROMPT (option)
NOPROMPT

Specifies whether the selected SMF parameters

N/A

PROMPT(ALL)

are to be displayed on the system console
at IPL time. The operator can be prompted
for a reason for the IPL or to modify the parmlib
parameters. The options are as follows:
•IPLR specifies that the operator is to supply
a reason for the IPL.

• LIST specifies that the operator can modify
the SMF parameters.

• ALL specifies that the operator is prompted
for the IPL reason and can modify the
SMF parameters.

NOPROMPT specifies that the parameters are not
listed and the operator is not prompted unless
there is a syntax error in the parmlib member.
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Parameter

Meaning and Use

Value Range

Default Value

SYS (options)

Specifies the global recording options for the
entire system. The options include the

See each

See each option

option

records to be collected, the real time intervals

between recording, and the valid SMF exits.
If the same option is specified more than once,
the first valid specification read from the
parmlib or the last one specified in a operator
reply, is used. The options are as follows:
TYPE

xx,yy

NOTYPE(

xx,yy:zz

0-255

TYPE (0:255)

NOINTERVAL

000001-

NOINTERVAL

INTERVAL(hhmmss)

240000

xx,yy,...

TYPE specifies the record types to be collected
by SMF, where xx, yy, and zz are the decimal
notations for each record. A colon is used as a

delimiter to indicate that all records from bb up to
and including zz are to be recorded.

NOTYPE specifies that all records except those
specified are to be written by SMF, where xx, yy,
and zz are the decimal notations for each record.
A colon is used as a delimiter to indicate that all

records from bb up to and including zz are not
recorded.

NOINTERVAL specifies that no checkpoints are
taken. NOINTERVAL is the default.

INTERVAL specifies the amount of real time
between each checkpoint, where hh is the hours,
mm is the minutes, and ss is the seconds. At each
checkpoint, a type 30 record if specified, is written.
For TSO users, a type 32 record can also be
written.

The INTERVAL option allows the user to
preserve accounting data for long-running jobs or
TSO sessions. Because accounting data is recorded
for each job or task each time the interval expires,
the data is not completely lost in the event of a
system failure. However, using the interval option
causes some system overhead. For this reason,
caution should be used when specifying this value.
Note that the INTERVAL value must be greater
than the JWT value.

EXITS (exit name, exit name,...)
NOEXITS

EXITS specifies which SMF exits are to be
invoked. A maximum of 15 exits are allowed; if
an exit is not specified then it is not invoked.
If this system parameter is not specified, all SMF
system exits are allowed.

NOEXITS specifies that SMF exits are not
invoked.
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N/A

See explanation
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Parameter

Meaning and Use

Value Range

Default Value
NODETAIL

NODETAIL
DETAIL

Specifies the level of data collection. When
DETAIL is specified for TSO, type 32 records
contain the total CPU time under TCBs and

SRBs and the total number of TGETs, TPUTs,

EXCPs, and transactions associated with the
command. When DETAIL is specified for STC,
type 30 records (subtypes 4 and 5)contain all
the EXCP sections for the step or job.
SUBPARM

(name(parameter))

Specifies the information to be passed to a
specific subsystem where:

N/A

None

name specifies a one to four character
subsystem name. The first character must be
alphabetic or national (#,
or $), and the
remaining characters can be either alphameric
or national.

parameters specifies a 1 to 60 character
information string to be passed to the
subsystem specified in rume. SMF does
not check the validity of the information

string. The inner set of parentheses marks
the beginning and the end of the
information string.

SUBSYS (name,options)

Specifies what data is to be collected and
recorded for a specific subsystem, where name
specifies a one to four character subsystem name.
The first character must be alphabetic or national
(#,
or $), and the remaining characters can be
either alphameric or national. Through this
publication, the term subsystem means the one to
four character name specified in the SUBSYS
parameter in the SMFPRMxx parmlib member.
The options are the same as the options that can
be specified with the SYS keyword. If a
subsystem option is not specified, the
corresponding SYS option is used. The name
is not validity checked. Data can be
recorded for up to eight subsystems in any IPL,
including both those specified at IPL and
through subsequent SET commands. When the
limit is reached, no additional subsystems can be
added. The two SMF-defined subsystems are STC
and TSO. Work started from the operator console
is associated with the STC subsystems. Logged on
TSO users are assigned to the TSO subsystem.
Batch jobs are assigned to the job entry
subsystem that presented the work to the
system. The name of the job entry subsystem
(for example, JES2 or JES3)is specified in
the SCHEDULR sysgen macro instruction.
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Member Name: TSOKEYOO

Use of the Member

TSOKEYOO contains TSO/VTAM time-sharing parameters.
Starting TSO/VTAM time sharing activates the terminal control address space
(TCAS). The function of TCAS is to accept TSO/VTAM logon requests and to
create an address space for each TSO user. TCAS builds a TCAS table (TCAST)
and inserts the parameter values into it. The VTAM terminal I/O coordinator
(VTIOC), which is the interface between TSO and VTAM, uses these values to
control the time-sharing buffers, the maximum number of users, and other
operational variables.

TSOKEYOO or an alternate member name may be specified by using the
MEMBER operand or the keyword operand (overriding keyword MBR)of the
operator START command, or by coding it into the PARMLIB DD statement of
the cataloged procedure evoked by the START command. If a member name is
not specified but a parmlib name is specified (on the PARMLIB DD statement),
the system defaults to TSOKEYOO. If neither a member name nor a parmlib
name is specified, default values in the TCAS program are used.
If, during TCAS initialization, an I/O error occurs after some of the values have

been read from parmlib, the default values in the TCAS program supply the
remaining parameter values for the TCAS table.

If the specified value for a parameter does not fall within the value range, the
default value is used.

Parameter in lEASYSxx (or specified by tbe operator):
None

Syntax Rules

The following rules apply to the creation of the TSO/VTAM time-sharing parmlib
member by means of the lEBUPDTE utility:
• For each record, columns 1 through 71 are valid for data. Columns 72
through 80 are ignored.

• Data may be continued from one record to another by ending a record with a
comma and blank in contiguous data columns, then inserting data in any
column of the data area on the next record.

• A parameter must be complete in a record. It may not cross record
boundaries. It may not be repeated.
• A comma must separate adjacent keywords.

• Invalid or misspelled parameters are ignored. Default values are substituted,
and are listed on the device specified by the PRINTOUT DD statement of the
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procedure used to start TSO/VTAM time sharing, or on the device specified
by the device name operand of the operator START command.
IBM-Supplied Defaults
The default values are internal constants in the TCAS program.
USERMAX=40,RECONLIM =3,BUFRSIZE= 132,HIBFREXT =48000,
LOBFREXT=24000,CHNLEN=4,SCRSIZE=480,ACBPW = password

(optional - no default),MODE= NOBREAK,MODESW=NO,
RCFBDUMP=xxyyz (optional - no default),CONFTXT=YES
Internal Parameters

The TSO/VTAM time sharing parameters are as follows:
Parameter

Meaning and Use

Value Range

Default Value

USERMAX

Specifies the maximum number of users
that may be logged on to the TSO/VTAM
time sharing system at one time. (Note

0-maximum number

40

of address spaces in the
system

that because VTAM considers each user

to be an application program, and because
there must be an APPL definition

statement that defines each application

program to VTAM during VTAM network
definition, this value may not exceed
the number of APPL definition

statements.)
RECONLIM

Specifies the time limit in minutes within
which a user may reconnect after his

0-32,767

line has been disconnected (that is,
the amount of time an address space
remains actiye in the event of terminal
disconnection).
BUFRSIZE

Specifies the size in bytes of a VTIOC
buffer. Input and output data smaller than

4-3,072

132

48,000

the BUFRSIZE value uses cells equal to the

BUFRSIZE value. Input and output data
larger than the BUFRSIZE value is
assigned to dynamically allocated buffers
(allocated by the GETMAIN macro)equal
to the data size.
HIBFREXT

Specifies the maximum amount(in bytes)

Maximum size TPUT

of virtual storage that can be dynamically
allocated for output data. When this value
is reached, no more output requests are

used at the installation
-maximum amount of

honored until LOBFREXT is reached.

storage

available virtual

(Input requests are rejected only when
no virtual storage is available in the
address space.)
LOBFREXT

Specifies the minimum number of virtual
storage bytes that can be dynamically
allocated for output data. When this

O-(HIBFREXT-l)

24,000

value is reached, tasks that are

suspended for lack of output buffers
are marked as dispatchable.
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Parameter

Meaning and Use

Value Range

CHNLEN

Specifies for output the number of request
units(RUs)in each RU chain for IBM

1-10

Default Value

3767 and IBM 3770 terminals. This value

determines the maximum size of a chain and,
therefore, the maximum amount of data that
can be sent to the terminal in one chain

(CHNLEN X 256=data transmitted). This
value also determines the maximum amount

of data purged when the CANCEL key is
pressed to stop printing of outbound
(host-to-terminal) data.
The CHNLEN value is associated with the

values specified on the PACING operand
of the LU macro during network control
program definition, and on the VPACING
operand of the LU or PU macro during
VTAM definition. Use the CHNLEN

default value (4) if the PACING and
VPACING default values are used.

Otherwise, calculate CHNLEN by using the
formula (2pn'2pm)+(2vn'2vm), where
pn and pm are the PACING n and m
values, and vn and vm are the
VPACING n and m values. If more

than one network control program is
used with TSO/VTAM time sharing, the
smallest value found when calculating the
CHNLEN value should be used.

Otherwise, the network control program
could enter slowdown mode.
SCRSIZE

Specifies the default screen size of IBM
3270 systems network architecture
(SNA)terminals: either 480 characters
or 1920 characters. (Use the FEATUR2
operand of the LOCAL or TERMINAL
macros to specify non-SNA IBM 3270

480 or 1920

480

Any 1 to 8

None

screen sizes.) This value affects only those
terminals whose sizes were not specified by
using the PSERVIC parameter of the
MODEENT macro during VTAM definition.
If an installation has IBM 3270 SNA terminals

of only one screen size, SCRSIZE should specify
that size. If the installation has IBM 3270

SNA terminals of both screen sizes, SCRSIZE
may be used to define the more conmion size,
and the PSERVIC parameter may be used to
define the less common size.
ACBPW

Specifies the optional password associated
with all TSO/VTAM ACBs. If a password
is specified on the PRTCT parameter of
VTAM's APPL definition statement,
ACBPW must be specified.
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Parameter

Meaning and Use

Value Range

Default Value

To prevent unauthorized disclosure of
the ACB password when the CBPW
keyword is specified, do the following:
1. Place the TSOKEYOO member in a

password protected data set that
is compatible with SYSl.PARMLIB
(for example SYSl.VTAMLST).
2. Modify the parmlib DD statement
in the TSO/VTAM start procedure to

refer to the password protected
data set. For example:

//PARMLIB DD DSN =SYS1.VTAMLST(&MBR),DISP=SHR,FREE=CLOSE
MODE

Specifies how 3276 and 3278 terminals
are to be supported for TSO/VTAM.

BREAK or

NOBREAK

NOBREAK

BREAK indicates that the terminal

keyboard is unlocked whenever possible
and does not necessarily correspond to
the issuance of a TGET. NOBREAK

indicates that the terminal keyboard

is locked except when a TGET is issued.
The BREAKIN option of TPUT applies
only when BREAK is specified.
MODESW

Specifies whether or not the TERMINAL

YES or NO

NO

Specifies for VTAM or ACF/VTAM,

See return code and

None

the values of the return code (xx) and

feedback values in

command or the STBREAK macro can be

used to change the mode of operation
specified with the MODE parameter.
RCFBDUMP

the feedback field (yy)for a ^L-type

VTAM Macro

request. When an abnormal termination
occurs that produces a return code and

Language Reference

a feedback value that matches those

specified in RCFBDUMP,a dump
is taken to the extent specified in z.
The specification z=0,specifies that
only the local address space is to be
dumped;z= 1 specifies a full storage

(GC27'6995) or
ACFIVTAM Macro

Language Reference,
(SC38'0261).

dump. The RCFBDUMP parameter can

be used to request dumps for I/O
errors from which TSO/VTAM can
recover.

CONFTXT

Specifies for ACF/VTAM Version 1

YES or NO

YES

Release 3 and subsequent releases of
ACF/VTAM whether or not the buffer

output is to be confidential. YES
indicates that the buffer output is to be
confidential and, as such, not traceable;
the data in the ACF/VTAM buffers is
overwritten with zeros immediately after
it is sent to the terminal.
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Member Name: VATLSTxx (Volume Attribute List)

Use of the Member

VATLSTxx member(s) contain the volume attribute list(s) that predefine the
"mount" and "use" attributes of direct access volumes. The volume attribute

processor reads the volume attribute list(s) in order to set "mount" and "use"
status bits in direct access UCBs^^^

The system programmer can predefine volume "mount" attributes as permanently
resident or reserved, and can predefine volume "use" attributes as storage, public,
or private. Therefore, critical direct access volumes can be controlled because the
"mount" and "use" attributes determine the type of data sets that can be placed
on a volume. During allocation, data sets on volumes marked permanently
resident or reserved are selected first because they require no serialization and,
therefore, processing time is minimized.
You can ensure a faster initialization by efficiently specifying the volume attribute
list(s). Do not specify a list at a given IPL that contains entries for volumes that
will not be mounted. Unmounted volumes require operator intervention with
resultant delay.
For JES3, DEVICE and SETRES initialization statements rather than the

VATLST, can be used to specify permanently-resident volumes. In a JES3
complex the same mount attribute must be assigned to a volume that is on every
system in the complex. For example, the mount attribute of"permanently
resident" for the system residence volume on one system must be used on all the
other systems. Also, if a mount attribute of "reserved" is assigned to a volume
that resides on a JES3-managed MSS virtual unit, that volume must be listed on a
SETRES statement in the JES3 initialization deck. For more information, see
0SIVS2 MVS System Programming Library: JES3.
If VATLST members are used for volumes resident on devices that are shared

among multiple systems, the mount attributes for a specific volume must be the
same on all systems.
Use of 3344 and 3350 Emulated 3330-1 and 3330-11 Devices

The category of devices consisting of the 3344 emulated 3340 and the 3350
emulated 3330-1 and 3330-11 must be made permanently resident via the
VATLST facility because of a conflict in mount states. Because these emulated
devices cannot be demounted as can their real counterparts, the mount and
demount messages that the operating system ordinarily issues for the real devices
are erroneous. To prevent these erroneous messages, you must mark the emulated
devices as permanently resident by so noting them in their respective VATLST
entries.

"Mount" attributes are set in the UCBSTAT field, status byte A (offset 03)in the
UCB. "Use" attributes are set in the UCBSTAB field, status byte B (offset 34
decimal, 22 hex)in the UCB.
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Also, take care to ensure that all emulated devices necessary for a given IPL are
ready and available (not held in reserve by another CPU)at IPL time.
Specifically, if another CPU has an emulated device reserved at IPL time, the
operator must reply "WAIT" to the message "IEA120A DEVICE ddd SHARED.
REPLY 'CONT' or 'WAIT'."
Definitions of the Mount and Use Attributes
The mount attribute determines the conditions under which a volume can be

demounted. There are three "mount" attributes: permanently resident, reserved,
and removable. The permanently resident or reserved attributes may be specified
in a volume attribute list. The removable attribute automatically applies to any
volume that VATLSTxx does not designate or default as permanently resident or
reserved.

A permanently resident volume is either one that can't be physically demounted
(for example, a drum, 3344, 3350), or one that can't be demounted until its device

is varied offline. Only direct access volumes can be made permanently resident.
The following volumes are always marked permanently resident by NIP. You
should therefore specify only the use attribute of these volumes in a volume
attribute list:

• Volumes that can't be physically demounted (for example, a 2305 or 3350
volume).

• The system residence volume. This includes the SYSl.LOGREC,
SYSl.SVCLIB, and SYSl.NUCLEUS data sets.

• Volumes that contain these system data sets: SYSl.LINKLIB and data sets

concatenated to it, SYSl.DUMPnn, SYSl.STGINDEX, page data sets, and .
swap data sets.

Note: Although it is impossible to demount the devices physically, 3344 emulated
3340 devices and 3350 emulated 3330-1 and 3330-11 devices are not automatically
marked permanently resident. You must instead, mark their respective VATLST
entries yourself.
A reserved volume remains mounted until the operator issues an UNLOAD or a
VARY OFFLINE command. A volume is marked reserved when it is so

designated in a volume attribute hst, or when the operator issues a MOUNT
command for the volume.

A removable volume can be demounted after its last use in a job, or when the
device on which it is mounted is needed for another volume. Any volume not
designated as either permanently resident or reserved is considered removable.
The operator can change a removable volume to a reserved volume by issuing the
MOUNT command for the volume.

The use attribute controls the type of request for which a volume can be assigned:
a specific volume request, a temporary, non-private non-specific volume request.
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or a non-temporary, non-private, non-specific volume request. Three use
attributes are used for allocating these types of volume requests, as follows:

• A private volume is allocated only to a specific volume request. For further
information on this attribute see OS/VS2 JCL.
• A public volume is allocated to a temporary, non-specific volume request (or
possibly to a specific volume request). Thus, a scratch data set would be
placed on a pubhc volume.
• A storage volume is allocated primarily to a non-temporary non-specific
volume request. (A temporary non-specific volume request may also be
allocated to a storage volume. A storage volume can also be allocated to a
specific volume request.)
Notes:

1, A storage volume is required by the SAVE subcommand ofEDITfor a newly
created data set. If a storage volume is not available, the SAVE subcommand
cannot save the data set.

2. Because RESERVE and RELEASE commands are not supported by mass
storage control, the volume mount and use attributefor the four mass storage
control table volumes must be specified as RESERVED and PRIVATE.
For additional information on the mount and use attributes, see OSjVSl System
Programming Library: Job Management.
Processing the VATLSTxx Member(s)

Volume attribute processing reads the VATLSTxx member(s) that were specified
in the VAL parameter in lEASYSxx. If an invahd VATLST entry is detected, an
informational message (IEA855I) is issued, and processing continues with the
remaining entries.

If an I/O error occurs during the reading, the operator is given the option to
receive an informational message (IEA850I) that lists all the volumes, device
types, and attributes that will be processed. A second message (IEA853A) allows
the operator to choose one of several recovery options:
• Continue processing any remaining lists.

• Stop the processing of remaining Usts.

• Specify a new VATLSTxx member by replying r 0,xx. (The xx is the
two-character identifier for VATLSTxx.)

• If necessary, the operator can re-IPL the system.

Volume attribute processing compiles a list of all VATLSTxx entries. If MSS has
not been initialized, MSS entries are ignored and not added to the Ust. If a

particular volume serial number appears on more than one entry, the volume
attributes specified in the last entry for that volume serial will be accepted. If the
volume serial does not duplicate another entry, but is for an MSS volume (see the
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'device type' parameter description), then the last entry with that particular MSS
unit address will be used to set the volume attributes for the volume.

When volume attribute processing has set mount and use attributes for all
mounted volumes specified in the VATLSTxx entries, it issues a macro to mount
all unmounted MSS volumes. When all MSS volumes have been mounted and

their attributes set, it issues mount messages (IEA851I and IEA851A)for entries
that specify unmounted volumes (unless mount message suppression was requested
in the entries). Mount messages can be issued for unmounted volumes, up to the
maximum number of processed entries. As many as 512 unique VATLSTxx
entries can be processed at one IPL.
The operator may respond to the mount messages by replying with a valid unit
address of the requested device type (for example, 3330-1 or 2305-1). If the
operator chooses to mount no volumes, the operator replies 'U', END, or
ENTER.

If the device addresses that the operator enters are invahd (for example, invalid
unit address, or a path to a device is not available), the operator can reenter new
unit addresses. The operator may enter 'U', END, or ENTER to indicate that no
more volumes will be mounted.

When message IEA860A Usts the devices that need volumes, the operator should
mount the required volumes on the replied devices. When all devices have
become ready (green lights on - this is different from volume just being mounted),
the operator replies 'U', END, or ENTER to message IEA860A. Volume
attribute processing then scans for mounted volumes.
If a volume that did not appear in the mount message is mounted on a unit
specified by the operator, it is unloaded. The volume is also unloaded if the
operator mounts the requested volume on a device type other than the one
specified in the volume attribute list, or on an unrequested unit.

If all the required devices do not become ready, volume attribute processing issues
message IEA893A, that lists the devices that are not ready. If the operator
intends to ready these devices, the operator may do so before replying 'U', END,
or ENTER to the message. If the operator cannot mount a volume on a device
for some reason (for example, hardware problem), the operator should reply NO
to the message, after all other required devices have been processed. This
response indicates to volume attribute processing that no more volumes will be
mounted.

(See OSjVS Message Library: VS2 System Messages for detailed information on
volume attribute messages IEA850I-855, IEA859-861, IEA866, 867, IEA893-895,
IEA947-949, and IEA985-987.)
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Parameter in lEASYSxx (or entered by the operator):

VAL= IXX
I (xx,yy,...)
Two alphameric characters (for example, A1 or 30) are appended to VATLST to
specify the VATLSTxx member(s) of parmlib. If the parameter is not specified
either in lEASYSxx or by the operator, the default member VATLSTOO is used, if
it exists. (VATLSTOO is built by the installation, not through sysgen.) If the
VAL parameter specifies multiple members, the members are processed in the
order specified. If a particular volume serial number appears on more than one
entry, the volume attributes specified in the last entry for that volume serial will
be accepted. If the volume serial does not duplicate another entry, but is for an
MSS volume (see the 'device type' parameter description), then the last entry with
that particular MSS unit address will be used to set the volume attributes for the
volume. If the VAL parameter has invalid format, or if it specifies a member that
doesn't exist in parmlib, the operator is prompted to respecify the member or to
reply 'U' to cause the member to be ignored.
Syntax Rules

The following rules apply to the creation of a VATLSTxx member by means of
the lEBUPDTE utility:

® Each record consists of 80 columns, although columns 22 through 80 are
ignored.
® The fields are column-dependent, as shown in "Internal Parameters."

• There are only two required fields: the volume serial number and the device
types. All other fields have defaults.
® Separate the adjacent fields by comma, except before the optional information
field.

• Specify all characters in EBCDIC.
Syntax Example
Columns:

1

8 10 12

^^ ^

21 23

^^

30565A,0,2.3330bbbb.bb PAGING VOLUME

In this example, a volume whose serial number is 30565A is to be mounted on a
3330 and marked permanently resident. The volume's use attribute is to be
private. A mount message is to be issued if the volume is unmounted. The
optional information, "paging volume," is ignored but will appear in installation
printouts.
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IBM-Supplied Defaults
No default member is supplied by IBM. The installation can, however, create its
own default member, named VATLSTOO.
Internal Parameters

The column dependency of fields and the associated separators are depicted in the
following figure. Tabular description of fields follows the figure.

7 8 9 10 11

Column: 1

12

20 21 22 23

device type
(up to 8 characters)

Vol. serial no.

(up to 6 characters)

t

blank (optional)
Padded with blanks, at

Padded with blanks, at

right, if volume serial

right, if device type has

has less than 6

less than 8 characters.

characters.

optional
information

mount

use attribute (1 character)
attribute
(1 character)

mount message
suppression
indicator
(1 character)
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Parameter

Column

Meaning and Use

volume

1-6

serial

Value Range

Default Value

Specifies the direct access volume whose

1 to 6 alphameric

None

mount and use attributes are to be set.

characters, left
justified in the field,

The volume serial number must begin
at the first character position in the
record.

Specifies whether the volume is to be
permanently resident or reserved. Default
is assigned if any character other than 1 is
specified.

mount

attribute

and padded with
blanks at right to
occupy six
columns (see
figure).
0 or 1

specifies permanently resident.
specifies reserved.
10

use

attribute

Specifies whether the volume is to be defined
as storage, public, or private. The default is
assigned if any character other than 0 or 2 is
specified.

0-2

0

specifies storage.
1

specifies public.
2

specifies private.

device type

12-19

Specifies the device name,such as 2305-1.
Up to eight characters may be specified, but
the first character must start at column 12.

Up to 8 characters,
left justified within
the field, and padded

Only supported device types that were
defined at SYSGEN are accqitable. This
parameter indicates the basic device but
does not denote special features, such as

right to occupy
eight colunms
(see figure).

None

with blanks at the

track overflow. Note: For 3330V volumes,

do not specify **3330^ as you would specify
another device. Instead, specify "Vxxx" where
XXX is the unit address of the 3330V device

where the volume is to be mounted.

21

mount

message

suppression

Specifies whether mount messages should be
issued for the volume if it is not already
mounted. This parameter is ignored for MSS

N, blank, or any

Blank

character.

indicating
that mount

volumes.
should be
issued.

N

specifies that mount messages should be
suppressed.

X

where x, which is a blank or any
character except N,specifies
that mount messages should be
issued.

optional

23-80

information
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Not applicable.

None

Part 4. Auxiliary Storage Management Initialization
This chapter gives guidelines for the effective use of page and swap data sets.
Additional information on this subject appears under PAGE,SWAP,DUPLEX,
NONVIO,and PAGNUM parameters of parmlib member lEASYSxx.

Page/Swap Operations
The paging and swapping controllers of the auxiliary storage manager(ASM)
attempt to maximize I/O efficiency by incorporating a set of algorithms to
distribute the I/O load as evenly as is practical. In addition, every effort is made
to keep the system operable in situations where a shortage of a specific type of
page (swap)space exists. As a general rule, the best system performance is
obtained when ASM is able to use the specific resource (data set) intended to be
used for a specific operation. The following topics discuss some of the algorithms
ASM uses to achieve these ends.

Paging Operations and Algorithms
To page efficiently and expediently, ASM divides the pages of the system into
classes, namely PLPA,common, and local. Contention is reduced when these
classes of pages are placed on different physical devices. Although the system

requires o^y one local page data set, performance improvement can be obtained
when the local page data set is divided into miiltiple local page data sets on

multiple devices, even though some devices may be large enough to hold the
entire amount of necessary page space. The PLPA and common page data sets
are both required data sets, and there can be only one of each. Nucleus area
pages are contained in either the common or local page data sets in order to
provide the ability to refresh unchanged nucleus pages that have sustained
uncorrectable storage errors. Spillage back and forth between the PLPA and
common page data sets is permissible, but, in the interest of performance, only
spilling from PLPA to common should be tolerated.
Each local page data set is represented by a control block that is placed on one of
three circular queues, according to the device on which the page data set resides.
The three queues are: (1) the queue of local page data sets that are on cached
auxiliary storage subsystems,(2)the queue of local page data sets that are on
fixed-head devices, and (3) the queue of local page data sets that are on
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movable-head devices. The general intent of the ASM algorithms for page data
set selection and channel program construction is to:

• Prefer local page data sets on cached auxiliary storage subsystems: ASM
attempts to write first to the local page data sets on cached auxiliary storage
subsystems, then to the local page data sets on fixed-head devices, and finally,
to the local page data sets on movable-head devices.
• Scan queues in a circularfashion: ASM maintains three circular queues of
control blocks representing the local page data sets. Each control block
queue contains information about local page data sets for a particular type of
device. When ASM writes a group of data, it selects a local page data set in

a circular order, considering the availability of free space and device response
time.

• Separate group requestsfrom individual requests: If possible, ASM
concentrates group requests and individual requests within a subset of the
space allocated to a local page data set.

• Use ofservice bursting: When it processes multiple paging requests, ASM
starts a chain of paging requests that can complete in a given "service burst"
(currently set to 80 milliseconds) independent of the type of device used. The
number of pages ASM reads or writes during a service burst varies as channel
and device contention varies.

Note: ASM initiates I/O to the page data set using the processor-dependent
suspend/resmne function so that it does not have to repeatedly use the ICS
STARTIO path, which performs the suspend or resume of the I/O operations.
In using the suspend/resume function, ASM can monopolize a direct access
storage device for its I/O and improve its performance for any of the requests
going to page data sets.

If a duplex page data set is specified on a CLPA IPL, ASM "duplexes" the pages
written to the PLPA and common page data sets on the duplex data set to
provide greater system reliability. If a read request for either the PLPA or
common page data set fails, ASM tries to read from the duplex page data set. If
the read is successful, system operation remains uninterrupted. Whenever the
duplex page data set becomes full, ASM suspends duplexing but can read any
previously duplexed pages from that data set when the need arises.

If the user supplies no swap data sets, or if the swap data sets are temporarily
filled, ASM writes the swap LSQA and private area working set pages to a local
page data set. This situation is inadvisable because it may reduce page or swap
(and therefore system) performance.

Swap Operations and Algorithms
ASM sends LSQA and private area working set pages to swap data sets as long as
the data sets are defined and contain free space. A swap data set consists of
groups of 4096-byte slots called "swap sets." Each swap set consists of twelve
contiguous slots. Swap data sets use only one seek per swap set. To ensure this
seek efficiency, ASM prevents the swap set from crossing cylinder boundaries and
uses the direct access device multi-track feature.
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Each swap data set is represented by a control block that is placed on one of
three circular queues, according to the device on which the swap data set resides.
The three queues are: (1) the queue of swap data sets on cached auxiliary storage
subsystems,(2) the queue of swap data sets that are on fixed-head devices, and (3)
the queue of swap data sets that are on movable-head devices. During swap set
selection, ASM prefers swap data sets on cached auxiliary storage subsystems,
then swap data sets on fixed-head devices, and finally, swap data sets on
movable-head devices. ASM scans each circular queue for a swap data set that
has available swap sets. During this search, ASM gives preference to swap sets
that:

• Have not yet been selected to fill the needs of the current request
• Are on a swap data set having no queued requests associated with it
If ASM finds no swap sets, it uses a local page data set.

ASM frees swap sets immediately upon swap-in; that is, swap pages are valid on
the swap data set only for that period between swap-out and swap-in.

Page and Swap Data Set Sizes
Page and swap data set sizes can affect system performance. Note the following
recommendations:

• PLPA data set. If the PLPA page data set is a high-use data set, it should
reside on a fixed-head device. However, if the common page data set has a

higher use rate, it should be on the fixed head device in place of PLPA.
The total combined size of the PLPA page data set and common page data
set need not exceed 16 megabytes minus the size of the private area. In

defining the size of these data sets, a reasonable starting value might be four
megabytes for PLPA and the rest for common, as spilling will occur if the
PLPA data set becomes full. After the system is running, RMF reports can
be used to determine the exact size requirements of these data sets.

• Common page data set. The common page data set should be large enough to
contain all of the common area pages and nucleus area pages, plus room for

any expected PLPA spill. Although it is possible for the common page data
set to spill to the PLPA page data set, this situation should not be allowed to
occur because it may heavily impact performance. As noted for the PLPA
data set, a reasonable starting size for the common page data set might be 4
megabytes plus the size of the nucleus. After the system is running, RMF
reports can be used to determine the exact size requirements of this data set.

• Duplex page data set. The duplex page daU set should be large enough to
hold all the pages residing on both the PLPA and the common page data sets.
After the system is running, RMF can be used to determine the exact size
requirement of this data set.

• Local page data sets. The local page data sets must be large enough to hold
all of the private area and VIO pages of the system. To estimate the amoimt
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of space required for local page space, one should understand the ILRSLOTC
and ILRSLOTV values.

Swap data set. When defining a swap data set, allow enough space so that
spillage to the local page data set does not occur. Generally, three to four
swap sets(group of slots) per address space plus a buffer of 20-50% is
sufficient. The number of swap sets per cylinder varies on different devices.
(Figure 4-2 provides device-related data for calculating the number of
necessary cylinders.) After the system is running, RMF reports can be used
to determine how much of a swap data set is actually being used.
ILRSLOTC and ILRSLOTV Values

ASM reserves slots as backup (backing slots) for each address space created
(defined here as a TSO terminal, batch address space, or VIO data set). The total
backing slots available for user address spaces is equal to the total data set space
defined as local. ASM calculates the number of slots to reserve as follows:

1. For a TSO terminal or batch address space, ASM computes the number of
slots needed for mapping the user private area. ASM then divides this value
by the constant ILRSLOTC in the nucleus CSECT ILRSLOTC (currently
initialized to eight).

2. For a VIO data set (except virtual fetch data sets), ASM uses the maximum
relative page number value specified as part of the ASSIGN request for the
number of slots required. ASM then divides this value by the constant

ILRSLOTV in the nucleus CSECT ILRSLOTV (currently initialized to four).

As each address space or VIO data set is created, ASM subtracts the anticipated
number of slots for that address space or VIO data set from the backing slot
count. When there are no more backing slots, error message IEA890I is issued
for an address space or abend code OEl with reason code 31C for a VIO data set.
ASM does not reserve any backing slots for virtual fetch data sets.

Example: Expressed in terms of cylinders per paging data set, the reserve for
each address space might be calculated as follows:
8 megabytes (average private area size)

= 1 megabyte of address space

8(default constant)

This 1-megabyte reserve space is represented by 256 slots, which are equivalent to
4.5 cylinders on a 3330 paging device, or 2 cylinders on a 3350 paging device (see
Figure 4-1).

Therefore, for each address space that ASM creates, the number of cylinders
available for paging is reduced by 4.5 for a 3330 or 2 for a 3350.
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Changing ILRSLOTC and ELRSLOTV Values

You can change the ILRSLOTC and ILRSLOTV values so that ASM subtracts
either more or fewer slots from the number of available slots when creating each

address space. (The ILRSLOTC value is for TSO and batch address spaces, while
ILRSLOTV is for VIO data sets.) For example, if you increase ILRSLOTC from

eight to 16, then approximately 500,000 bytes of address space is subtracted from
the number of available slots with the address space assignment. This is

approximately 123 slots (2.2 cylinders on a 3330, or 1 cylinder on a 3350).
Conversely, you can also decrease the slot values to reserve more slots. You can
also modify the ILRSLOTC value to maintain the suggested 1-megabyte reserve
per address space when the private area size is not eight megabytes.

Example 1: You can change the value of the ILRSLOTC and ILRSLOTV
constants by using the AMASPZAP service aid. The following control statements
change the value from eight to the value of x, or the value of four to the value of
y (where x and y are installation-defined values):
NAME

lEANUCOl

ILRSLOTC

VER

00

00000008

REP

00

OOOOOOOjc
ILRSLOTV

NAME

lEANUCOl

VER

00

00000004

REP

00

0000000^;

Example 2: You can also use SMP to perform the same operation by preparing
the following control statements:
+ +USERMOD(niimber).
+ +VER(Z038)

+ +ZAPOLRSLOTC)
NAME
VER
REP
NAME

VER
REP

DISTLIB(AOSC5).
ILRSLOTC
00
00
ILRSLOTV

0000,0008
0000,000x

00
00

0000,0004
0000,000;^

Space Calculation Examples
Figure 4-1 and Figure 4-2 show the values respectively for page and swap data
sets. The examples following these figures show how to apply their tabular
information to typical initialization considerations.

Note: After the system is running, you can use RMF reports to determine the
sizes of page and swap data sets. RMF reports provide the minimum, maximum,
and average number of slots in use for page and swap data sets. Thus, you can
use the reports to adjust data set sizes, as needed.
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Device Category

Device Type

Slots/Cyl

Cyl/Meg

Slots/Device

cached auxiliary
storage subsystem

3350

120

3

65,520

fixed head

2305-1
2305-2

25
26

11

1,200
2,496

2314
3330
3330-1
3340
3340-2
3350
3375
3380

30
58
58
24
24
130
96
150

9
4.5

movable head

10

4.5
11
11
2
2.3
1.5

6,000
23,432
46,864
8,352
16,704

65,520(max usable)
65,472(max usable)
65,400(max usable)

Note: The 3350 device type is formatted for page data sets using track overflow, except when used as part of a
cached auxiliary storage subsystem.

Figure 4-1. Page Data Set Values

Device Category

Device Type

Slots/Cyl

Swap Sets/Cyl

Swap Sets/Device

cached auxiliary
storage subsystem

3350

120

10

5461 (max usable)

fixed head

2305-1
2305-2

24

2
2

96
192

3330

57
48 used
57
48 used
24
24
120
96
150

4

1616

4

3232

2
2

696
1392

10
8
12

5461 (max usable)
5461 (max usable)
5461 (max usable)

movable head

3330-1
3340
3340-2
3350
3375
3380

24

144 used

Note: ASM uses space on a swap data set 12 slots at a time; all 12 slots must be in one cylinder. Therefore, the 3330
devices with 57 slots per cylinder available only use 48(4 x 12) slots per cylinder for swap data sets.
Figure 4-2. Swap Data Set Values

Example 1: Sizing the PLPA Page Data Set, Size of the PLPA Unknown
Define the PLPA page data set to hold four megabytes; if that amoimt of space is
exceeded, the remainder can be placed on the common page data set until the
PLPA value is determined exactly.

Therefore: From the tables, 40 cylinders on a 2305 are needed for the PLPA page
data set.

Example 2: Sizing the PLPA Page Data Set, Size of the PLPA Known
Define the PLPA page data set to hold 3.5 megabytes plus 5%, or 3.67
megabytes. (The extra 5% allows for loss of space as a result of permanent I/O
errors.)

Therefore: From the tables, 37 cylinders on a 2305 are needed for the PLPA page
data set.
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Example 3: Sizing the Common Page Data Set
Assume that the exact size of the PLPA Is unknown, but the PLPA page data set
is defined to hold four megabytes. The combined sizes of PLPA and common
page data sets need not exceed 16 megabytes minus the size of the private area.
The size of the nucleus is found in the CVT control block field CVTNUCB. For

practical purposes, it is appropriate to use a total size of:
[(16 megabytes - size of private area) + value of CVTNUCB]
This total size minus the PLPA size (four megabytes), results in a common page
data set that is four megabytes plus the value found in CVTNUCB.

Assume: The nucleus size is 524,288 bytes (from CVTNUCB)and the private area
size is 8 megabytes.

Therefore: From the tables, 50 cylinders on a 3340 are needed for the common
page data set.

Example 4: Sizing the Duplex Page Data Set
Assume that the combined sizes of the PLPA and common page data sets cannot

exceed the value of 16 megabytes minus the size of the private area. If the private
area size is 8 megabytes, the combined sizes of the PLPA and common page data
set cannot exceed 8 megabytes.

Therefore: From the tables, 88 cylinders on a 3340 are needed for the duplex page
data set.

Example 5: Sizing Local Page Data Sets
Assume that the master scheduler address space and JES address space can each

use about eight megabytes of private area storage. Next, determine the number of
address spaces that will be used for subsystem programs such as VTAM and the
system component address spaces, and allow eight megabytes of private area
storage for each. To determine the amount of space necessary for batch address
spaces, multiply the maximum number of batch address spaces that will be
allowed to be active at once by the average size of a private area (calculated by
the installation or approximated at eight megabytes).

To determine the amount of space necessary for TSO, multiply the maximum
number of TSO address spaces allowed on the system at once by the average size
of a private area (calculated by the installation or approximated at eight
megabytes).

Finally, estimate the space requirements for VIO data sets. Approximate this
requirement by multiplying the expected number of VIO data sets used by the
entire system by the average size of a VIO data set for the installation. After the
system is fully loaded, you can use RMF reports to evaluate the estimates.
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For example purposes, assume that the total space necessary for local page data
sets is:

8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
6
40
+ 20

)

megabytes for the master scheduler address space
megabytes for the PC/AUTH address space
megabytes for the global resource serialization address space
megabytes for the allocation address space
megabytes for the communications task address space
megabytes for the dumping services address space
megabytes for the VTAM address space
megabytes for the JES address space
megabytes for the JES3AUX address space if JESS is used
megabytes for the batch address space(6 batches x 1 megi each)
megabytes for TSO address spaces (40 TSO users x 1 megl each)
megabytes for VIO data sets (100 data sets x 0.2 meg each)

138 megabytes total + 7 meg(approx.J%)buffer = 145 megabytes

Therefore: From the tables, 653 cylinders on 3330 type devices are necessary.

Example 6: Sizing Swap Data Sets
Assume that six batch address spaces and 50 TSO address spaces constitute the
maximum number of swappable address spaces to be active at any given time. At
least three swap sets are generally necessary for each, and some may require four
or more. Additionally, define a few extra swap sets in case of disk pack errors. A
good starting value is therefore five swap sets times the maximum number of
address spaces, or in this example:
56 X 5 = 280 swap sets

Therefore: From the table, 28 cyUnders on a 3350 are needed.

Performance Recommendations
The following recommendations might improve system performance through the
careful use of paging data sets and devices:

1. If you place multiple paging data sets on movable-head devices (3330s, for
example) try to avoid placing more than one paging data set on any single
movable-head device. Doing this reduces contention among multiple data
sets for the use of the device.

Reason: If there are multiple paging data sets on the same device, contention
for use of the device is hkely to be greater than contention for a device with
one paging data set. Additionally, if the data sets are local page data sets,
placing more than one on a device can cause the data sets to be selected less
frequently to fulfill write requests.

These values are one megabyte because the eight megabyte
private area is divided by the ILRSLOTC default value
(which is eight).
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Multiple paging data sets on the same device also cause the loss of all gains in
performance resulting from ASM using the processor-dependent
suspend/resmne function; all performance gained is lost because ASM will
cause each I/O request for one page data set to interrupt the suspended I/O
on the other data sets. This suspended I/O ends and must then be started
again through the lOS STARTIO function.

Comments: You might experiment with multiple page data sets per device and
check for device contention by executing RMF with typical job streams to
obtain direct access device activity reports during various time intervals. The
RMF data on device activity coimt, percent busy, and average queue length

should suggest whether device contention is a problem. RMF data for
devices that contain only one data set can be used as a comparison base.

You may, however, place low-activity non-paging data sets on a device that
holds a paging data set. You can then use the RMF direct access device
activity report to detect whether device contention is occxirring.

2. Specify a data set to contain the primary copy of PLPA exclusively. You can
do this by specifying the data set as the first dsname in the PAGE parameter
in lEASYSxx or as the first dsname in the first DATASET macro containing

the PAGEDSN parameter during sysgen. (The sysgen process places the
dsname in PAGEDSN into lEASYSOO.) Bawd on your storage contention,

you can put the PLPA modules on the fastest available device because they
are subject to high frequency use. If real storage management steals a PLPA

module page that ASM needs later, ASM will subsequently have to read the
page from the PLPA page data set. This read operation is faster if the PLPA
page data set is on a fast device, for example a fixed-head device. Avoid
placing other paging data sets on the same dbvice.
Note: The common page data set or local page data sets may be placed on the
fastest device if either or both show a higher use rate than the PLPA page
data set's use rate.

Reason: If the PLPA is a high use data set, it is desirable to speed the access
to this data set and to avoid device contention.

3. Place most paging data sets on moderate speied devices, such as 33xx's, to
avoid overloading the faster devices. An exception to this general rule
involves the swap data set or paging data sets for a large time sharing or
teleprocessing installation for which response time is critical. Such uses may
require the fastest device obtainable.
Reason: The fastest devices should be used for the most critical applications.

In general, this does not include local page data sets. However, to take
advantage of the 33xx type of devices (reasonable speed plus size), ASM splits
the paging load as evenly as possible across ^11 defined local page data sets.
To do this, ASM classifies the local page data sets according to the devices
they are on. There are three classes of local page data sets: those that are on
cached atixiliary storage subsystems, those that are on fixed-head devices, and
those that are on movable-head devices. The control blocks for each of these

classes are arranged in circular queues. While work is pending, ASM scans

the queues and selects local page data sets, in order, from the cached auxiliary
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storage subsystem queue, then the fixed-head device queue, and finally the
movable-head device queue.

ASM considers the device response time when selecting a local page data set.
Note: In general, use of 2314s as paging devices is not recommended.
4. Overspecify space for all page data sets.
Reason: Overspecifying space allows for the creation of additional address
spaces before the deletion of current ones and permits some reasonable

increase in the number of concurrent VIO data sets. VIO data set growth
might become a problem because there is no simple way to limit the total
number of VIO data sets used by multiple jobs and TSO sessions. VIO data
set paging can be controlled by restricting it to certain page data sets through
the use of directed VIO; for example, specifying the NONVIO parameter for
page data sets on the faster fixed head devices can direct VIO data set pages
to other page data sets.

VIO data set pages can be purged by a re-IPL specifying CVIO (or CLPA).
CVIO indicates that the system is to ignore any VIO pages that exist on the
page data sets and treat the page data sets initially as if there is no valid data
on them (that is, there are no allocated slots). Thus, specifying CVIO
prevents the warm start ofjobs that use VIO data sets because the VIO pages
have been purged. (For additional space considerations, see the guideline for
estimating the total size of paging data sets later in this chapter.)
Another reason for over-specifying space for page data sets is that, for certain
types of requests (such as a group write request that results from a swap-out),
ASM's slot allocation algorithm tries to select sequential (contiguous) slots
within a cylinder. The reason for doing this is to shorten the I/O access time

needed to read or write a group of requests. For other types of requests (such
as an individual write request), or if there are no sequential slots, ASM selects
any available slots.

In all cases, however, ASM tries to avoid scattering requests across large page
data sets because such scattering would increase service times for the data sets
and adversely affect performance.

Note: The slot allocation algorithm does not apply to page data sets on a
2305-1 or 2305-2. The size of page data sets on these devices does not need
to be increased.

5. Use multiple local page data sets on multiple devices even if the total required
space is containable on one device. Also use multiple swap data sets on
multiple devices even if the total required space for LSQA and private area
working set pages can be contained on one device.

Reason: When ASM uses multiple data sets, it can page concurrently on
multiple devices. This is especially important during peak loads.
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6. Distribute ASM data sets among channels and control units.

Reason: Although ASM attempts to use multiple data sets concurrently, the

request remains in the I/O supervisor queues if the channel or control unit is
busy.

7. Dedicate channels and control units to paging devices.

Reason: In heavy paging environments, ASM can use the path to the paging
devices exclusively for page-ins and page-outs and avoid interference with
other users, such as IMS.

8. Make a page data set the only data set on the device.

Reason: Making a paging data set the only data set on the device enables
ASM to effectively use the processor-dependent suspend/resume function.
ASM can monopolize the device to its best performance advantage by
controlling its own I/O processing of that data set. ASM doesn't have to

perform the additional processing it would otherwise have to perform if I/O
for any other data set, especially another page data set, were on the same
device. If another data set must be placed on the device, select a low-use data
set to minimize contention with the page data set.

9. Use the fastest devices available for swapping in a mixed (TSO and batch)
environment.

Reason: Swapping performance depends on the data transfer rate of the
swapping devices and the amount of parallel access to these devices. ASM
diverts the bulk of the paging load in this environment to swap data sets.

The TP paging response time becomes largely dependent on the TSO
swapping response time. The faster the device used for swapping, the better
the overall responsiveness of the system to the TP/TSO environment.

Note: Where possible these "fast" devices should be on semi-dedicated paths
to ensure adequate responsiveness during periods of heavy TSO use.

Estimating Total Size of Paging Data Sets
You can obtain a general estimate of the total size of all paging data sets by
considering the following space factors.

1. The space needed for the common areas of virtual storage (PLPA, MLPA,
and CSA). Double this space estimate if duplexing is desired.

2. The space needed for areas of virtual storage that are not duplexed: private
areas of concurrent address spaces, and concurrently existing VIO page data

sets. (The system portion of concurrent address spaces needs to be calculated
only once, because it represents the same system modules.)
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Using Measurement Facilities
You can possibly simplify the space estimation for the private areas mentioned
above by picking an arbitrary value. Set up this amount of paging space, and
then run the system with some typical job loads. To determine the accuracy of
your estimate, start RMF while the jobs are executing. The paging activity report
of the measurement program gives data on the number of unused 4K slots, the
number of VIO data set pages and address space pages, and the number of
unavailable (defective) slots.

The RMF report also contains the average values based on a number of samples
taken during the report interval. These average values are in a portion of the
report entitled "Local Page Data Set Slot Counts." They are somewhat more

representative of actual slot use because slot use is likely to vary during the report
interval. The values from the paging activity report should enable you to adjust
your original space estimate as necessary.

Adding More Paging Space
To add more paging space, you (1) must use the DEFINE PAGES?ACE

command of access method services to preformat and catalog each new page data
set, and (2)can use the PAGEADD operator command to add the page data set
or specify the data set at the next IPL by means of the PAGE parameter. (See
OSIVS2 Access Method Services for information about the DEFINE

PAGES?ACE command, and on the related commands - ALTER and DELETE -

used for the handling of YSAM data sets. (See OSjVSl MVS System Commands
for a description of the PAGEADD command. Also see the description of the
PAGE parameter in parmhb member lEASYSxx in "Part 3: System Initialization"
in this manual.)

Questions and Answers
Customers have often asked the following questions about ASM:

Q:

What happens if there is an unrecoverable IjO error on a paging device?

A:

If the error occurs during the reading of a common duplexed area and
duplexing is active, the secondary copy is read. If an I/O error occurs
during the reading of a non-duplexed area or if duplexing is not active, the
job terminates, and all non-sharable devices are freed. If an error is

detected on output, the pageout is retried to a different slot. However,
since there is no readback check, ASM may not know if a data error
occurred.

Q:

Does ASM use IjO load balancing?

A:

Yes, ASM does its own I/O load balancing.

When selecting a local page data set to fulfill a write request, ASM
attempts to avoid overloading page data sets. ASM also attempts to favor
those devices or channel paths that are providing the best service.
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,

Q:

How does the auxiliary storage shortage prevention algorithm in the SRM
prevent shortages?

A:

It does so by swapping out address spaces that are accumulating paging
space at a rapid rate. Page space is not immediately freed, but another job
or TSO session (still executing) will eventually complete and free page
space. The SRM also prevents the creation of new address spaces and
informs the operator of the shortage so that he can optionally cancel a job.

Q:

Is running out of auxiliary storage (paging space) catastrophic?

A:

No, not necessarily; it might be possible to add more page data sets via the
PAGEADD operator command, optionally specifying the NONVIO system
parameter. After determining what kind of workload placed a heavy
demand on paging space (TSO, batch storage, or VIC), it might be possible
to modify key ASM constants(ILRSLOTC and ILRSLOTV)before a
re-IPL with the same page data sets. Otherwise, it is necessary to re-IPL to

specify an additional preformatted and cataloged page data set. (See the
description of the PAGE parameter of the lEASYSxx parmlib member in
"Part 3: System Initialization.")

Q:

Can we dynamically allocate more paging space?

A:

Yes. Additional paging space may be added via the PAGEADD operator
command if the PAGNUM parameter allowed for expansion (see the

description of the PAGNUM parameter of the lEASYSxx member in
"Part 3: System Initialization," and the PAGEADD operator command in
Operators Library: OSIVS2 MVS JES2 Commands),
Q:

Should 2314s be used as ASM data sets?

A:

Generally speaking, the answer is no because 2314s tend to be too slow for
most paging applications. In general, use of 2314s as paging devices is not
recommended because the circular queueing causes these devices to be used
as often as every other device in the queue.

Q:

How does ASM select slots?

A:

How ASM selects slots when writing out pages to page data sets depends
on whether the write request is an individual request or a group request.
For an individual write request, such as a request to write stolen pages

(those pages changed since they were last read from the page data ser),
ASM selects any available slots. For a group write request, such as a

request that results from a swap-out or a VIO move-out of groups of pages
to page data sets, ASM attempts to select available slots that are
contiguous. ASM also attempts to avoid scattering requests across large
page data sets.

Q:

What is a cached auxiliary storage subsystem?

A:

A cached auxihary storage subsystem consists of 3350 DASDs that are
attached to a 3880 Storage Control Model 11. The cache, which is in the
control unit, contains the most recent copies of the frequently referenced
pages of the active page and swap data sets on the DASDs.
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Q:

What are some of the benefits of using a cached auxiliary storage subsystem?

A:

In comparison to other DASD arrangements, which provide a single level
of auxiliary storage, the cached auxiliary storage subsystem (because of its
cache) provides a doubleJevel of auxiliary storage that is managed by the
subsystem itself. For an installation, this should mean less attention to

managing and tuning auxiliary storage space. Additionally, the cached
auxiliary storage subsystem facilitates increased utilization of those

channels to which it attaches. As a result of increased channel utilization,
an installation should be able to reduce the number of channels dedicated

to paging activity.

Q:

Which page data sets and swap data sets can be placed on a cached auxiliary
storage subsystem?

A:

In general, any page data set or swap data set can be placed on a cached
auxiliary storage subsystem. However, consider the following:
• If a duplex page data set is placed on the same cached auxiliary
storage subsystem as either the PLPA page data set or the common
page data set, the back-up capability of the duplex page data set would
be lost if a malfunction occurs in the control unit or the cache within
the control unit.

• If warm start IPLs are frequently done and joumaled VIO data sets are
placed on a cached auxiliary storage subsystem, the joumaled VIO
data sets would be lost if a malfunction occurs in the control unit or
the cache within the control unit or if the control unit is either IMLed

or powered down.

Q:

How does ASM select a local page data setfor a page-out?

A:

ASM selects a local page data set for page-out from its three queues of
available page data sets. ASM first considers the queue of local page data
sets on cached auxiliary storage subsystems, then the queue of fixed-head
data sets, and finally the queue of moveable-head data sets. ASM selects

these data sets in a circular order within each queue, subject to the
availability of free space and the device response time.
Q:

How does ASM select a swap data setfor swap-out?

A:

ASM selects a swap data set for swap-out from a list of swap data sets
defined in the SWAP system parameter of the lEASYSxx parmlib member
the installation uses during system initialization. In its selection process,
ASM prefers swap data sets on cached auxiliary storage subsystems, then
swap data sets on fixed-head devices, and finally, swap data sets on
movable-head devices. ASM ignores swap data sets that have no available
swap sets. For each set of jpages it wants to swap out, ASM searches the
list of available swap data sets and uses the following criteria, choosing the
first criterion as the most favorable and the last criterion as the least

favorable, to select:

1. The swap data set that is not busy, was last used for a swap-in, and
contains an available swap set. (When a swap-in has just been done
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from a swap data set on a movable-head device, it is possible that the
arm will be positioned over the available swap set.)
2. The swap data set that is not busy and contains an available swap set.

3. The swap data set that is busy, was last used for a swap-in, and
contains an available swap set.

4. The swap data set that is busy and contains an available swap set.

5. Any swap data set that contains an available swap set.

Note: If no swap data sets are defined or all swap space on the available
swap data sets is in use, ASM writes the swap-out pages to the local page
data sets.
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Part 5. The System Resources Manager

Introduction
To a large degree, an installation's control over the functioning of the system is
exercised through the system resources manager(SRM). The following sections
describe the types of control available through the SRM,the functions used to
implement these controls, the concepts inherent in the use of SRM parameters,
and the parameters themselves.
Guidelines are presented for defining these parameters and several complete
sample specifications are described. Finally, a list of potential problems along
with guidelines for evaluation and adjustment of parameters are provided.

System Tuning and the SRM
The task of tuning a system is an iterative and continuous process. The controls
offered by the SRM are only one aspect of this process. Initial tuning consists of
selecting appropriate sysgen parameters and parameters for various system
components and subsystems. Once the system is operational and criteria have
been established for the selection ofjolis for execution via job classes and

priorities, the SRM will control the distribution of available resomrces according
to the parameters specified by the installation.
The SRM, however, can only deal with available resources. If these are
inadequate to meet the needs of the installation, even optimal distribution may
not be the answer — other areas of the system should be examined to determine
the possibility of increasing available resources.

When requirements for the system increase and it becomes necessary to shift
priorities or acquire additional resources, such as a larger processor, more storage,
or more terminals, the SRM parameters might have to be adjusted to reflect
changed conditions.
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Section 1: Description of the System Resources Manager(SRM)
The SRM is a component of the system control program. It determines which
address spaces, of all active address spaces, should be given access to system
resources (such as the CPU, logical channels, auxiliary storage, and real storage),
and the rate at which each address space is allowed to consume these resources.
Before an installation turns to the SRM,it should be aware of the response time
and throughput requirements for the various types of work that will be performed
on its system. Questions similar to the following should be considered:
• How important is turnaround time for batch work, and are there distinct

types of batch work with differing turnaround requirements?
• Should subsystems such as IMS and GIGS be controlled at all, or should they
receive as much service as they need? That is, should they be allowed
unlimited access to resources without regard to the impact this would have on
other types of work?

• What is acceptable TSO response time for various types of commands?
• What is acceptable response time for compiles, sorts, or other batch-like work
executed from a terminal?

(Guidelines for defining installation requirements are discussed in Section 3).

Once these questions have been answered and, whenever possible, quantified, and
the installation is reasonably confident that its requirements do not exceed the

physical capacity of its hardware, it should then turn to the SRM to specify the
desired degree of control.

Objectives
The SRM bases its decision on two fundamental objectives:
1. To distribute system resources among individual address spaces in accordance
with the installation's response, turnaround, and work priority requirements.
2. To achieve optimal use of system resources as seen from the viewpoint of
system throughput.

An installation specifies its requirements for the first objective in a member of
parmlib called the installation performance specification (IPS). Through the IPS,
the installation divides its types of work into distinct groups, called domains^
assigns relative importance to each domain, and specifies the desired control
characteristics for each address space within these domains. The meaning and use
of domains is discussed in detail in succeeding sections.
The installation control specification, another member of parmlib, assigns a set of
IPS performance characteristics to each address space. The installation control
specification can also be used to tailor the RMF reports for TSO, batch, and
started tasks. These reports are useful for the continuous evaluation of system
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performance. RMF can also report on the transactions of subsystems that invoke
the SRM reporting interface.

Another member of parmlib, the OPT member, contains parameters used to
balance the use of the system's resources. Through a combination of IPS, OPT,
and installation control specification parameters, an installation can exercise a
degree of control over system throughput characteristics (objective number 2).
That is, the installation can specify whether, and under what circiunstances,
throughput considerations are more important than response and turnaround
requirements when the need arises to make tradeoffs between objective number 1
and objective number 2.

The SRM attempts to ensure optimal use of system resources by periodically
monitoring and balancing resource utilization. If resources are underutiUzed, the
SRM will attempt to increase the system load. If resources are overutilized, the
SRM will attempt to reduce the system load.

Types of Control
The SRM offers four distinct types of control to an installation:
• Domain control

• Workload control
• Resource access control

• Throughput control

The installation control specification, IPS, and OPT contain the parameters used
to modify these controls.

The remainder of this section describes these types of control and the fimctions
used by the SRM to implement them.
Domain Control

Domains allow an installation to divide its types of work into distinct groups and

thereby exercise individually tailored control over different types of work, such as
batch work, IMS message processors, short TSO commands and long-running
TSO commands.

Domains, therefore, are simply the means by which related types of work are
grouped together, such that all work (address spaces) assigned to one domain has
some common set of characteristics that differentiates it from the work assigned
to other domains. What constitutes such a set of characteristics is entirely

dependent on an installation's requirements. Work could be differentiated on the
basis of execution characteristics such as short versus long-running and batch

versus foreground, or according to different use characteristics such as IMS
message processors and student or test programs. On the other hand, an
installation may choose to use different user requirements as the basis for
differentiating and divide its user population into domains, regardless of the
execution characteristics of individiial jobs. A mixture of the above
considerations is, of course, equally possible.
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Domain control enables an installation to do the following:
• Guarantee access to system resources to at least a minimum number of
address spaces for each type of work.

• Limit the number of address spaces, for each type of work, that are given
access to system resources.

• Assign degrees of importance to different types of work.

An installation may use these capabilities for various purposes, such as:
• To exercise either complete control, partial control, or no control at all over a
particular type of work (or group of users).
• To prevent one type of work from competing with another type of work for
access to system resources.

• To prevent one type of work from dominating the system.
The creation of domains, competition between domains, and the association of
address spaces with domains are discussed in Section 2.
Workload Control

Address spaces compete for access to system resources with all other address
spaces in the same domain. The installation establishes the rules for this

competition via IPS parameters that allow specification of desired performance
characteristics for each address space. These specifications are used by the
workload management functions of the SRM in apportioning system resources to
individual address spaces.
An example of the competition within a domain would be a batch domain with
different performance/throughput requirements for various initiator classes, such
as payroll jobs versus test programs.

Another example of workload control is the setting of the average response time
of short TSO transactions to a specified number of seconds.
Resource Access Control

The SRM maintains control over a range of dispatching priorities called the
automatic priority group (APG). By placing jobs in the APG range, further
control over their performance characteristics is gained since this enables the
installation, via the IPS, to alter the dispatching priorities of address spaces as
their execution characteristics change.
Dispatching priorities control the rate at which address spaces are allowed to
consume resources after they have been given access to these resources. This form
of competition takes place outside the sphere of domain control, that is, all
address spaces compete with all other address spaces with regard to dispatching
priorities.
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Another type of control is I/O request processing. High priority work may have
its I/O requests processed ahead of low priority work on the same logical channel
(I/O priority queueing), or requests can be processed in a FIFO (first-in-first-out)
manner. This choice is made through a parameter in the IPS.
Throughput Control

The SRM attempts to maximize system throughput. If contention for a system
resource is very high, bottlenecks may result, impeding throughput. For instance,
when contention for the CPU becomes excessive, the SRM will seek out an

address space that is a major contributor to the problem and recommend that it
be denied access to resources. Through an OPT parameter, the installation has
the ability to specify the importance of such a load-adjusting recommendation.
The installation has the option of specifying, via the IPS, whether throughput
considerations should play a role or not.

Another example of throughput control is the SRM's enqueue processing. A user
may request a serial resoiurce that is held by another user. In this case, the SRM
will ensure that the holder of the resource is in real storage and remains there for
a fixed execution time interval in the hope that the serial resource is released
before the user is swapped out. The installation has the ability to specify this time
interval through an OPT parameter.

Functions
This section discusses the functions used by the SRM to implement the controls
described in the earlier section.
The functions are as follows:

1. Swapping
2.

Resource access control

3.

Resource use functions

4. Enqueue delay minimization
5. I/O priority queueing
6.

Device allocation

7. Prevention of storage shortages
8. Pageable frame stealing.

Swapping
Swapping is the primary function used by the SRM to exercise control over
distribution of resources and system throughput. Using information specified by
the installation via IPS and OPT parameters, and system status information that
is periodically monitored, the SRM determines which address spaces should have
access to system resources.

In addition to the swapping controls described in the following text, the SRM also

provides an optional swap-in delay to limit the response time of TSO transactions.
There are seven reasons for swapping. The first three described below are used
for control of domains and the competition for resources between individual
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address spaces within a domain, while the last four provide control over
system-wide performance aspects and help increase the throughput.
Unilateral swap in. If the number of a domain's address spaces that are in real
storage is less than the number the installation specified, or less than the number
the SRM considers optimal for the domain, the SRM will swap in additional
address spaces for that domain, if possible.
Unilateral swap out. If the number of a domain's address spaces that are in real
storage is greater than the number the installation specified, or greater than the
number the SRJM considers optimal for the domain, the SRM will swap out
address spaces from that domain.
Exchange swap. All address spaces of a domain compete with one another for
system resources according to the installation's specifications in the IPS and OPT.
When an address space in real storage has exceeded its allotted portion of
resources, relative to an address space of the same domain waiting to be swapped
in, the SRM performs an exchange swap. That is, the address space in real
storage is swapped out and the other address space is swapped in. This
competition between address spaces is described in detail in Section 2.

Swaps due to storage shortages. Two types of shortages cause swaps: auxiliary
storage shortages and pageable frame shortages. If the number of available
auxiliary storage slots is low, the SRM will swap out the address space that is
acquiring auxiliary storage at the fastest rate. For a shortage of pageable frames,
if the number of fixed frames is very high, the SRM will swap out the address
space that acquired the greatest number of fixed frames. This process continues
until the number of available slots rises above a fixed target, or until the number
of fixed frames falls below a fixed target.

Swaps due to wait states. In certain cases, such as a batch job going into a long
wait state(LONG option specified on the WAIT SVC, an STIMER wait
specification of greater than or equal to 0.5 seconds, an ENQ for a resource held
by a swapped out user), the address space will itself signal the SRM to be
swapped out in order to release storage for the use of other address spaces.
Another example would be a time sharing user's address space that is waiting for
input from the terminal after a transaction has completed processing. The SRM
also detects address spaces in a wait state. That is, address spaces in real storage
that are not executable for a fixed interval will be swapped out. All address
spaces swapped out because of wait states are candidates for logical swapping.
(See "Demand Swapping" later in this section.)
Request Swap: The system may request that an address space be swapped out.
For example, the VARY STOR, OFFLINE command requests the swap out of
address spaces that occupy frames in the storage unit to be taken offline.
Transition Swap: A transition swap occurs when the status of an address space
changes from swappable to nonswappable as a result of the TRANSWAP
sysevent. For example, the system performs a transition swap out before a
nonswappable program or V=R step gets control. This special swap prevents the
job step from improperly using reconfigurable storage.
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Resource Access Control

In MVS, dispatching of work is done on an address space priority basis. That is,
those ready address spaces with the highest priority are dispatched first. When an
address space is added to the dispatching queue, it is positioned according to its
priority; if other address spaces with the same priority are already on the queue, it
is added to the bottom of the group with that priority.

A job step or procedure is assigned a dispatching priority according to the value
of the DPRTY parameter in the job's JCL specifications (see OSjVSl JCL).
Installations might prefer to control the dispatching of work to enhance system
throughput by overriding the priority specified in the JCL. The SRM provides
this ability with the Automatic Priority Group (APG). The APG is defined in the
IPS.

The APG is that portion of the dispatching priority range that an installation
intends to control dynamically. The total range of priorities is from 0 to 255.
This range is divided into 16 sets of 16 priorities each. The APG can include any
or all of these sets. If the JCL specifies a dispatching priority that falls within the
installation-defined APG range, or a dispatching priority was not specified, the
priority is obtained from the IPS.
Note: The master scheduler address space, the communications task address

space, and the global resource serialization address space execute at the highest
priority regardless of the APG range.

Within each set of priorities in the APG, the 16 priorities are grouped according
to three distinct dispatching algorithms. These are, in order of increasing priority,
mean-time-to-wait, rotate, and fixed. A description of the three algorithms
follows.

Mean-time-to-wait

This algorithm can be used to increase system throughput by increasing CPU and
I/O overlap. The SRM periodically monitors each address space's CPU
utilization by measuring the amount of CPU execution time between waits.
Those address spaces that are considered to be CPU-bound are assigned lower
dispatching priorities, within this group, than those which are considered to be
I/O-bound. This permits the CPU-bound jobs to productively use the time spent
waiting for I/O processing to complete

The SRM constant(CCCSIGUR)used to define heavy CPU users for the CPU
load balancing fimction is also used in dispatching control to determine the range
of utilization values that are associated with each of the ten levels of priority

within the mean-time-to-wait group. This value can be changed by means of a
parameter in the lEAOPTxx parmlib member.
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Rotate

This algorithm can be used to ensure that one address space does not dominate
the CPU in relation to all other address spaces having the same dispatching
priority. The SRM periodically repositions the address space that is highest on
the dispatching queue at any rotate priority to the bottom of the group of address
spaces having that same priority. For example, if two IMS control regions are
active at the same time with the same rotate dispatching priority, then the
algorithm assigns a higher position on the priority queue to one of them. In this
case the higher position is periodically reassigned to the lower member on the
queue with the first member being repositioned to the bottom of the queue.
Because there are only two regions, the higher position is alternated between
them.
Fixed

This algorithm simply assigns a priority to the address space based on what is
coded in the IPS. The SRM does not adjust this priority in any way.
Time Slicing

In combination with any of the three algorithms, an address space's access to the
system resources may also be controlled by time slicing.

Time slicing enables the installation to differentiate users (subsystems) into groups
based on dispatching priority requirements. These groups are associated, via the
IPS, with two priorities: a base priority and a time slice priority (such a group is
referred to as a time slice group). The SRM allots time slices to these groups on
the basis of a pattern specified in the IPS. For the duration of a time slice, each
address space in the respective time slice group is raised from its based priority to
its time slice priority. When the time slice is completed each address space is
returned to its base dispatching priority.

The installation can control the impact of a time slice group over other units of
work in the system. For instance, if an interactive subsystem at a high
dispatching priority is interfering with batch throughput, the installation could use
time slicing to periodically place the subsystem at a base dispatching priority
below batch. The installation can specify the frequency and duration for the time
slice as well as the percentage of time that the subsystem will receive its base and
time slice dispatching priority. This enables the installation to maintain a
reasonable response time for the subsystem without degrading the batch job
throughput.

Resource Use Functions

The resource use functions of the SRM attempt to optimize the use of system
resources on a system-wide basis, rather than on an individual address space basis.
The functions are as follows:

•
•
•
•
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Multiprogramming level adjusting
CPU load balancing
I/O load balancing
Storage load balancing
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• Demand (logical) swapping
• Pageable storage control.
The installation can influence or eliminate the effect of the multiprogramming

level adjusting function via the parameter values of the domain specification in
the IPS and the MPL adjusting constants in the OPT. The installation can
influence or eliminate the effect of the CPU,I/O, and storage load balancing

functions with the response/throughput bias(RTB)in the IPS and the CPU, I/O,
and storage load balancer coefficients in the OPT. The RTB parameter in the IPS
can select one or more of the load balancing functions for a set of address spaces.
SRM automatically performs demand swapping when sufficient real storage is
available. The installation can influence or eliminate logical swapping via
threshold values set in the OPT. The installation can influence the control of

pageable storage by adjusting constants in the OPT.

Multiprogramndng Level Adjusting: The SRM monitors system-wide utilization
of resources, such as the CPU and paging subsystem, and seeks to optimize it by
alleviating imbalances, that is, overutilization or underutilization. This is
accomplished by periodically adjusting the number of address spaces that are
allowed in real storage (multiprogramming level) for appropriate domains.
For instance, when the paging rate becomes too high, it indicates that the
percentage of CPU time used for productive (problem program) work is lower
than it should be. That is, the system is being overutilized. To reduce this
excessive contention for storage, the SRM will select a domain and reduce the
number of address spaces allowed in real storage for that domain.

When system contention factors indicate that the system is not being fully utilized,
the SRM will select a domain and increase the number of address spaces allowed

in real storage for that domain, thereby increasing utihzation of the system.
CPU Load Balancing: This function attempts to maintain a dispatchable job mix
that neither underutilizes nor overutihzes the CPU. The SRM periodically
monitors the system-wide CPU load to determine whether such imbalances exist.
The CPU is overutilized if the utilization exceeds the high threshold

(CCCUTHIT). The CPU is underutilized when its utilization is less than the low
threshold (CCCUTLOT). If, during the period under consideration, the processor
did not enter the wait state and some swapped-in dispatchable user was not
dispatched, the utilization is defined to be 101 percent.
The SRM also monitors the CPU use of individual address spaces. A threshold
mean execution time before entering the wait state (constant CCCSIGUR)defines
a heavy CPU user.
The CPU utilization thresholds and the significant user threshold (CCCSIGUR)
can be changed by means of parameters in the lEAOPTxx parmlib member.
Note that CCCSIGUR also controls the assignment of dispatching priorities to
users in the mean-time-to-wait groups.
When the SRM determines that a CPU imbalance exists, it searches for heavy
CPU users and calculates recommendation values for swap out (to correct
overutilization) or swap in (to correct underutiUzation). These values are based
on the extent to which the CPU load is out of balance.
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When the swap-in or swap-out of an address space has a positive effect on the

processor utilization, the CPU load balancer continues the swap recommendation
for that address space for a specified interval (constant CCCMNSWP). This
action prevents the excessive exchange swapping that might otherwise occur as
soon as the resource imbalance is corrected.

IjO Load Balancing: This function attempts to maintain a job mix that neither
underutilizes nor overutilizes the system's logical channels. A logical channel is
the set of all physical channels (paths) by which a device can be reached. When a
request for I/O to a data set is delayed because of a channel busy condition, the
delay is caused by the fact that all physical chaimels of the logical channel are
busy. Thus the overuse of a physical channel is, in itself, of concern only when
that physical channel is the only path to a device, and so constitutes the whole of
the logical channel.

Each logical channel in the system is periodically monitored to determine whether
its usage is above or below threshold bounds (constants ICCINLOTl or
ICCINHITl for uniprocessor operation and ICCINLOT2 or ICCINHIT2 for
multiprocessor operation). To determine the utilization of a logical channel, the
SRM calculates, for the logical channel, the percentage of I/O requests that either
(1) encounter a busy condition on a channel, control unit, or device before being
successfully initiated, or (2) must be queued because I/O is active to the device.
Every user in the system is periodically monitored to determine heavy I/O users.
A heavy user of I/O is a user who is generating more than a specified percentage
(ICCSIGUP) of the requests on a logical channel. When the I/O load adjusting
function determines that there is an out-of-balance logical channel (that is, that
the use of some logical channel falls outside the threshold limits), it recommends
the swapping of a heavy user of that channel to alleviate the imbalance. The
recommendation is based on the extent to which the address space makes use of
out-of-balance logical channels and on the degree to which the channels are out of
balance.

The installation can change the thresholds that define when a logical channel is
out of balance and the significant user percentage that defines heavy I/O users by
means of parameters in the lEAOPTxx parmlib member.
When the swap-in or swap-out of an address space has a positive effect on the
logical channel utilization, the I/O load balancer continues the swap
recommendation for that address space for a specified interval (constant
ICCMNSWP). This action prevents the excessive exchange swapping that might
otherwise occur as soon as the resource imbalance is corrected.

Storage Load Balancing: This function attempts to maintain a job mix that
neither underutilizes nor overutilizes real storage.

When storage load balancing is specified, the SRM periodically checks for a real
storage imbalance. A real storage imbalance is either a shortage or an excessive
availability of real storage. The indicators of a real storage imbalance are the
long-term average steal criteria and the average number of frames on the available
frame queue.
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The SRM considers real storage overutilized if the following two criteria are met:
• The long-term average steal criteria is less than the MCCSBSTL low
threshold.

• The average available frame queue length is less than the MCCSBATL low
threshold.

The SRM considers real storage underutilized if the long-term average percentage

of storage eligible for fixing that is actually fixed is less than the MCCSBFTH
threshold and one of the following two criteria are met:

• The long-term average steal criteria is greater than the MCCSBSTH high
threshold.

• The average available frame queue length is greater than the MCCSBATH
high threshold.

When the SRM detects a real storage imbalance, it searches for significant storage
users for which storage load balancing is applicable, and calculates a
recommendation to swap out (to correct a storage shortage) or to swap in (to
correct an excessive real storage availability). The swap recommendations are
based on the degree of storage imbalance and the extent to which the address
space uses real storage. If an address space does not exceed the threshold value
for significant storage use (MCCSBSIG), it is not subject to storage load
balancing.

When the swap-in or swap-out of an address space has a positive effect on the
real storage utilization, the storage load balancer continues the swap
recommendation for that address for a specified interval (constant MCCSBMSW).
This action prevents the excessive exchange swapping that might otherwise occur
as soon as the resource imbalance is corrected.

Storage load balancing improves throughput by delaying significant users of real
storage until storage is available. When storage is underutilized, transactions that
require large amounts of storage remain in storage longer than they would in the
absence of storage load balancing.
Address spaces require varying amounts of real storage based on factors such as
processor speed and program design. Thus, the thresholds used to determine
significant users of real storage must also be variable. The SRM periodically
increases or decreases the threshold to keep the ratio of significant to insignificant
users of real storage at a constant target ratio(MCCSBSGP). Only address
spaces that are subject to storage load balancing are considered when calculating
this ratio. No users below this threshold are ever considered significant users of
real storage. This threshold is initialized to a value(MCCSBSIG)and then, as
the actual ratio deviates from the target ratio, it is adjusted either up
(MCCSBINP)or down(MCCSBDEP)by a percentage of the initial value with
the restriction that it is never adjusted below the initial value. The values for
MCCSBSIG, MCCSBSGP, MCCSBINP, and MCCSBDEP can be changed by
means of parameters in the lEAOPTxx parmlib member.
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Demand Swapping: In order to use real storage more effectively and reduce
processor and channel overhead, the SRM demand (logical) swap function
attempts to prevent the automatic physical swapping of a TSO address space after
a "terminal wait" or any address space after a "long wait" or "detected wait."
Unlike a physically-swapped address space, where the LSQA, fixed frames, and
recently-referenced frames are placed on auxiliary storage, the SRM keeps the
frames that belong to a logically-swapped address space in real storage.

A TSO user's address space is eligible to be logically swapped out whenever the
user's think time (the time interval between the system's readiness for new input
and the terminal user's response) is less than the system threshold value. The
SRM adjusts this threshold value according to the demand for real storage. The
SRM uses the unreferenced interval count(UIC) and the available frame queue
length to measure this demand for real storage. As the demand for real storage
increases, the SRM reduces the system threshold value; as the demand decreases,
the SRM increases the system threshold value.
The SRM periodically evaluates the system think time threshold and based on the
demand for storage either increases the threshold by 0.5 sec., decreases it by 1.0
sec., or leaves it unchanged. Because the demand for storage can change abruptly
when the workload changes, the SRM also tests the system high UIC to determine
if an address space should be logically swapped. By testing the UIC, the SRM
avoids logically swapping address spaces when the contention for storage suddenly
increases. If the UIC indicates a contention for storage, the SRM physically
swaps out the user rather than waiting to do so when the system think time
threshold decreases to zero. As the demand for storage changes again, the UIC
will increase, the system think time threshold will not be zero, and the SRM will
perform logical swapping.

The system threshold value for think time fluctuates between low and high
boundary values. The installation can change these boundary values in the
lEAOPTxx parmlib member. The installation can also set threshold values for
the UIC and available frame queue length; setting these threshold values affects
how the SRM measures the demand for real storage.

The SRM logically swaps out other address spaces that are in a "long wait" or a
"detected wait" when the system threshold value for think time exceeds 5 seconds
and the current UIC is greater than the UIC threshold values.
The SRM's logical swapping function periodically checks all logically swapped
out address spaces to determine how long they've been logically swapped out.
The SRM physically swaps out those address spaces in a "terminal wait" that
have been logically swapped out for a period greater than the system threshold
value for think time plus an internally-defined grace period. The grace period
does not apply to address spaces in a "long wait" or a "detected wait." The SRM
physically swaps address spaces in a "long wait" or "detected wait" when they've
been logically swapped out for a period greater than the system think time
threshold value.
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Enqueue Delay Minimization
This function deals with the treatment of address spaces enqueued upon system
resources that are in demand by other address spaces or resources for which a
RESERVE has been issued and the device is shared. If an address space

controlling an enqueued resource is swapped out and that resource is required by
another address space, the SRM will ensure that the holder of the resource is
swapped in again as soon as possible.
Once in real storage, a swap out of the controlling address space would increase
the duration of the enqueue bottleneck. Therefore, the controlling address space
is given a period of CPU service during which it will not be swapped due to
service considerations (discussed in Section 2). The length of this period is
specified by the installation by means of a tuning parameter called the enqueue
residence value (ERV), contained in parmlib member lEAOPTxx.

I/O Priority Queueing
I/O priority queueing is used to control deferred I/O requests. If this function is
invoked, all deferred I/O requests, except paging and swapping, will be queued
according to the I/O priorities associated with the requesting address spaces.
Paging and swapping are always handled at the highest priority. An address
space's I/O priority is by default the same as its dispatching priority. All address
spaces in one mean-time-to-wait group fall into one I/O priority. In addition,
address spaces that are time sliced have their I/O queued at their time slice
priority. Changes to an address space's dispatching priority when the address
space is time sliced up or down, do not affect the I/O priority.
An installation can assign an I/O priority that is higher or lower than the
dispatching priority for selected groups of work. For example, if the installation
is satisfied with the dispatching priority of an interactive application but would
like the application's I/O requests to be processed before those of other address
spaces executing at the same priority, the application could be given an I/O
priority higher than its dispatching priority.

If I/O priority queueing is not invoked, all I/O requests are handled in a
first-in/first-out(FIFO) maimer.

Device Allocation

This function attempts to balance the utilization of all logical channels by
selecting the proper device for allocation to an address space from a list of
candidate devices. Because VIO satisfies many temporary data sets in MVS,
device allocation primarily selects candidates for permanent data sets on
mountable devices(JCL specifies nonspecific VOLUME information or a specific
volume and the volume is not mounted).

Device allocation supports the I/O load balancing function. Device allocation
tries to equalize logical channel utilization while the I/O load balancing function
makes swap recommendations to keep logical channel utilization within
predetermined bounds.
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The ability of the SRM to control device allocation is limited by the decision an
installation makes at system generation time and at initial program loading (IPL)
time, as well as by the user's JCL parameters. The SRM can only apply its
selection rules to a set of devices that are equally acceptable for scheduler
allocation. This set of devices does not necessarily include all the devices placed
in an esoteric group during system generation. At that time, an esoteric group is
defined by the UNITNAME macro instruction and entered in the eligible device
table (EDT). System generation also partitions each esoteric group into
subgroups if either of the following conditions occurs:

• The group includes devices that are common with another esoteric group.

• The group includes devices that have certain generic differences (such as
single and dual density tape drives). System generation partitions only
esoteric groups that consist of magnetic tape or direct access devices.
For example, assume that you specify the following at system generation time:
UNITNAME=TAPE,UNIT=((470,7),(478,8),(580,6))
UNITNAME=IMSLOG,UNIT=((580,6))

Because of the intersection with IMSLOG (580,6), the TAPE group is divided into
two subgroups: (470,7) and (478,8)in one subgroup and (580,6) in the other.
Allocation allows the SRM to select from only one subgroup at a time. After
allocating all devices in the first subgroup, allocation selects devices from the next
subgroup. Using the previous example, when a job requests UNIT=TAPE,
allocation tells the SRM to select a device from the first group (470-476 and
478-47F) regardless of the relative use of channels 4 and 5. After all of the
devices in the first group have been allocated, allocation tells the SRM to select

devices from the second group (580-585). The sysgen output describes the
subgroups that allocation creates within the esoteric groups. Examine this output
to determine the limitations of the SRM's device selection algorithm.

A summary of the most important factors influencing device allocation are as
follows:

• At system generation time

- The lODEVICE macro, specifically the OPTCHAN parameter
- The SCHEDULR macro, specifically the DEVPREF parameter
-

The UNITNAME macro

• At IPL time

- For direct access devices, the number and placement of online, mountable
devices

- For tape devices, the number of drives in the configuration that have
compatible densities
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• At job initiation time

— The DD JCL statement, specifically the UNIT and VOL=SER
parameters
—

The number of unallocated devices

— The requirements of other DD statements

• In JES3 installations, I/O devices are managed by JES3 and/or MVS. See
JESS SPL: Installation Planning and Tuning for an explanation of how
resource definition affects JES3 resource management.

Because device allocations tend to be made at the beginning of a job's execution,

the future impact of that job's I/O activity on logical channel utilization is not
known when the allocations are made. Therefore, simply choosing the least

utilized logical channel would cause all or most allocations for a job to be made
to the same logical channel. This effect is known as 'clumping'. The device
allocation function attempts to avoid this effect by assuming that each data set
will have a fixed impact on logical channel utilization. Thus, when making an
allocation choice for a user, a constant (constant ICCEDSUT)is added to the
measured utilization of a logical channel for each data set previously allocated to
the job on that channel.
Device Selection Rules

The SRM applies the two following standard selection rules to direct access and
tape device selection:

# For tape devices, eliminate all ready devices (devices with volumes mounted)
from a list of eligible devices. If all the eligible devices are ready and this is a
tape request, eliminate all devices with private, passed or RETAINed
volumes.

# For tape and direct access devices, construct a new list of those ehgible
devices on the logical channel that has the lowest utilization.

The SRM then applies one of the following rules to the new list:
# For direct access devices, the SRM selects the devices with the lowest
allocated user count and, from these, selects one at random.
If the selected device is already allocated to this user, the SRM constructs a

new list that includes only those devices not already allocated to this user.
All of the selection rules are then re-applied to the new list. If all eligible
devices have been allocated to this user, a device is selected at random from
the original list.

^ For tape devices, the SRM selects the device with the next highest UCB
address from the last UCB picked by the SRM. The method of selection may
be changed using the tape device selection options. For more information,
see "Tape Device Selection Options" under "OPT Concepts" in Section 2.
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Prevention of Storage Shortages
The SRM periodically monitors the availability of three types of storage and
attempts to prevent shortages from becoming critical. The three types of storage
are:

• AuxiUary storage
• Pageable frames
• SQA.

Auxiliary Storage: When more than a fixed percentage (constant MCCASMTl)
of auxihary storage slots have been allocated, the SRM reduces demand for this
resource by taking the following steps:

• LOGON, MOUNT and START commands are inhibited until the shortage is
alleviated.

• Initiators are prevented from executing new jobs.
• The number of address spaces allowed in real storage for each domain is set
to its minimum value (see "Domains" in Section 2).
• The operator is informed of the shortage.

• Choosing from a subset of swappable address spaces, the SRM swaps out the
address space(s) acquiring slots at the fastest rate. When the SRM swaps-out
an address space because of excessive slot usage, the SRM informs the
operator of the name of the job that is swapped out, permitting the operator
to cancel the job.

• The SRM prevents all unilateral swap-ins (except for domain zero). This
action allows the operator to cancel jobs or add auxiliary paging space to
alleviate the problem.

If the number of available auxiliary slots continues to decrease (constant
MCCASMT2),the SRM informs the operator that a critical shortage exists.
When the shortage has been alleviated, the operator is informed and the SRM
halts its efforts to reduce the demand for auxihary storage.
Pageable Frames: The SRM attempts to ensure that enough pageable real
storage is available to the system. The SRM monitors the amount of pageable
storage available, ensures that the currently available pageable storage is greater
than a threshold and takes continuous preventive action from the time it detects a
shortage of pageable storage until the shortage is reUeved.
Regardless of the cause of a shortage of pageable storage, the SRM:
• Inhibits LOGON, MOUNT,and START commands until the shortage is
reheved

• Prevents initiators from executing new jobs

• Informs the operator that a shortage of pageable storage exists
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Further SRM actions to relieve the shortage depend on the particular cause of the
shortage.

Several system conditions can cause a shortage of pageable storage:
• Too many address spaces are already in storage.

• Too much page fixing is taking place. One or more address spaces are using
substantial amovmts of fixed storage.

• Too much paging I/O is causing an imusually high number of frames to be
made non-pageable during the I/O operations.

Too many address spaces in storage does not usually, of itself, cause a shortage of
pageable storage because the SRM performs MPL adjustment and logical swap
threshold adjustment, which generally keep an adequate amount of fixed storage
available to back the address spaces. (Refer to the section on "OPT Concepts"
for information on MPL load adjustment and logical swapping.)

A shortage of pageable storage resulting from too much page fixing only applies
to storage below 16 megabytes because all fixed pages in the system are restricted
to storage below 16 megabytes. A shortage of pageable storage resulting from
both too much fixed storage and too much paging I/O, however, applies to all of
real storage. Because of this distinction between these two causes of a shortage of
pageable storage, the SRM uses two unique thresholds to detect these two types
of shortages. The thresholds that the SRM uses can be modified by parameters in
the lEAOPTxx parmlib member.

If too much page fixing is the cause of the shortage of pageable storage, the
SRM:

1. Identifies the largest swappable user or users of fixed storage. If any of these
users own more frames than three times the median fixed frame count, the

SRM begins to swap them out, starting with the user with the largest number
of fixed pages. The SRM continues to swap users out until it releases enough
fixed storage to relieve the shortage.

2. Begins to physically swap out the logically-swapped out address spaces if
swapping out the largest users of fixed storage does not relieve the shortage of
pageable storage.
3. Decreases the MPLs for those domains that have the lowest contention index

if physically swapping out the logically-swapped out address spaces does not
relieve the shortage of pageable storage. This MPL adjustment allows the
swap analysis fimction of the SRM to swap out enough address spaces to
relieve the shortage.

If too much fixed storage and too much paging I/O is the cause of the shortage of

pageable storage, the SRM swaps out the address space that is using the most real
storage.
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The SRM takes the following additional actions if the shortage of pageable
storage reaches a critical threshold:

1. Informs the operator that there is a critical shortage.
2. Repeats all the steps described earlier that are applicable to the cause of the
shortage (whether it be paging or fixing).
3. Prevents any unilateral swap-in, except for domain zero.
When the shortage of pageable storage is relieved, the SRM:

• Allows new address spaces to be created through the LOGON, MOUNT,and
START commands.

• Notifies the operator that the shortage is reheved.
• Allows initiators to process new jobs.
• Allows unilateral swap-ins.

Note: Those address spaces that the SRM swapped out to relieve the shortage of
pageable storage are not swapped back in if their storage requirements would
potentially cause another shortage to occur.

SQA: When the number of available SQA and CSA pages falls below a
threshold, the SRM will take the following steps:
• Inhibit LOGON, MOUNT,and START commands xmtil the shortage is
alleviated.

• Inform the operator that an SQA shortage exists.

If the number of available SQA and CSA pages continues to decrease, the SRM
informs the operator that a critical shortage of SQA space exists and, except for
domain zero, the SRM prevents all unilateral swap-ins.
When the shortage has been alleviated, the operator is informed and the SRM
halts its efforts to prevent acquisition of SQA space.
Note: For a discussion of possible operator response to the messages described
above, see SRM section IRAxxxx messages, in the publication OSjVS Message
Library: VS2 System Messages,

Pageable Frame Stealing
Pageable frame stealing is the process of taking an assigned frame away from an
address space to make it available for other purposes, such as to satisfy a page
fault or swap in an address space.
When the demand for pageable frames is excessive, the SRM will steal those
frames that have gone unreferenced for the longest time and return them to the
system. The unreferenced interval count(UIC)of each frame indicates how long
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it has been since an address space referenced it. This count is updated

periodically by the SRM. When pages must be stolen, the SRM distributes the
steaUng over as many address spaces as possible. Each address space, along with
the common service area(CSA)and the pageable-link pack area (PLPA)is
examined. Not more than two frames that have the highest system-wide UIC are

stolen from each address space. If there is still a shortage of frames after all

address spaces have been examined, the process is repeated using a lower UIC
steal threshold.

The storage isolation function can be used to modify the stealing process for
selected users or the common area by either protecting frames from being stolen
or favoring them for stealing.

Stealing takes place strictly on a demand basis, that is, there is no periodic
stealing of long-unreferenced frames. When the SRM selects an address space to
swap in and there are insufficient unused frames available for the address space,
stealing takes place; when there are enough unused frames available for the

address space, the SRM swaps in the address space without having to steal pages.

Section 2: Introduction to SRM Parameter Concepts
This section discusses the concepts inherent in the installation control

specification, IPS, and OPT parameters that control the SRM's distribution of
system resources to individual address spaces. Parameter descriptions and syntax
rules are provided in Section 5 and should be referred to when necessary.
The section entitled "Guidelines and Examples" discusses recommendations for

the selection of specific IPS and OPT parameter values, but these will not be
meaningful unless the ideas presented in this section are understood.

Although care has been taken to choose typical numbers for the examples in this
section, these numbers are not intended as guidelines for actual cases.
The parameters are presented in the following order:
• IPS concepts:
-

Domains

- Service definition coefficients
-

Service rates

- Performance objectives and workload levels
- Interval service values

-

Dispatching priorities
I/O priorities
Storage isolation
Response-throughput bias
TSO response time control

- Domain importance
- Performance periods
- Performance groups
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• Installation control specification concepts:
— Performance group assignment for control

— Performance group assignment for reporting
• OPT concepts:
—

Resource load balancing coefficients
Tape device selection options
Special options
Adjusting constants options

In addition to these parameters, the meaning of terms such as service, service
units, time interval, and transaction is discussed in detail where necessary to
support the discussion of related parameters.

This entire section should be studied as one continuous presentation because the
ideas introduced under each topic are dependent on the concepts, terms, and
examples presented under the preceding topic. The examples, for instance, are
continuously expanded with each newly introduced parameter until, under the
topic "Performance Group," a complete IPS has evolved. At that point, the
official syntax is used for the first time, requiring the reader to refer to Section 5.

The discussion of installation control specification and OPT concepts is also
dependent on preceding topics, that is, on IPS parameter concepts.

It is assumed that the reader is familiar with the basic mathematical concepts used
to plot the relationship between dependent and independent variables on a graph.
IPS Concepts
The parameters discussed in this part are specified in the lEAIPSxx member of
SYSl.PARMLIB.
Domains

Domains, as discussed under "Domain Control" in Section 1, are a means to

differentiate one type of work (or user)from another and thereby make it possible
to establish different, individually suited, control over different types of work.

This control is derived from the ability to specify the number of address spaces
that should be allowed in real storage at one time for a domain. This number is

called th& multiprogramming level,or MPL,of a domain. In the IPS, the

installation specifies the desired range for each domain's multiprogramming level,
that is, the minimum and the maximum MPL(minMPL and maxMPL,for
brevity).

The SRM periodically computes for each domain an optimal MPL called the
target MPL,adjustable up or down in response to changing activity levels.

The target MPL is the basis for SRM domain control since it represents the actual
number of a domain's address spaces that are allowed in real storage at any one
time.
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The range of the target MPL is subject to the installation-specified constraints
(minMPL and maxMPL), that is, it cannot be less than minMPL or greater than
maxMPL, even when the computed optimal value exceeds these bounds. The
installation, therefore, has the ability to select the degree of control it wishes to
exercise over each domain, ranging from complete control to no control at all.
More control by the installation, of course, implies less control by the SRM.

Complete installation control is achieved by setting minMPL equal to maxMPL,
resulting in a "fixed" target MPL and therefore eliminating the SRM's ability to
make MPL adjustments in response to changing activity levels.
Partial installation control is achieved by choosing different values for minMPL

and maxMPL, thereby allowing room for SRM adjustment of the target MPL.
No installation control at all, or full SRM control, is the result of setting
minMPL and maxMPL to their extreme values: minMPL = 0 and maxMPL =
255 (see Section 5 for value ranges).

Domain Examples: Some basic examples will now be discussed to illustrate the

purpose and use of domains and the effects achieved by the selection of particular
constraints.

Example 1.

A domain could be created for work that, for reporting purposes, should not be
mixed with other types of work. For instance, nonswappable address spaces, or

address spaces associated with different subsystems, could be grouped into unique
domains. Because the resource measurement facility(RMF)provides workload

information on a domain basis, placing such work into unique domains provides
distinction for analysis purposes. That is, it enables the installation to determine
how much of the total system is being used by a particular nonswappable address
space, or by a particular subsystem.

Also, because APG priorities can be assigned to nonswappable address spaces, the
effects on performance resulting from changes to the dispatching priority of such
an address space can be evaluated by examining the RMF workload report for
the respective domain.
Example 2.

A domain could be created for work that has particularly fast response time or

turnaround requirements, such as short (interactive) TSO commands. Placing
such work into a unique domain with minMPL equal to the maximum number of
ready users will ensure that each address space is swapped in as soon as it
becomes ready. That is, forcing the target MPL to be equal to the maximum
number of ready address spaces guarantees all address spaces of that domain
immediate access to real storage.
Example 3.

A domain could be created for users that might dominate the system. The

^,#1^

maxMPL value can be used to limit the number of address spaces of this type of
work allowed in real storage at one time.
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For example, TSO users executing sorts or compiles from the terminal can slow
down the system considerably. Placing such users into a domain with minMPL

'

'

= maxMPL = 1 would have the effect of serializing such work, since only one
address space of this type would be allowed in real storage at one time.
Batch work could be controlled in the same manner. Placing all batch work into
a unique domain with maxMPL = 2 will Umit the number of batch jobs
concurrently in real storage to two, even if, for example, eight initiators were
started.

Example 4.

The MPL adjustment function can raise the target MPL of a domain unless
prevented from doing so by the domain's constraints. The raising of the MPL
target is limited within the domain's constraints as follows: the sum of the

maximum ready users in the domain plus the average munber of ready users in
the domain; divided by 2. The adjustment function is most effective when the

arrival rate of work is somewhat consistent, that is, when the number of ready
address spaces over a time interval does not vary sharply.
The arrival rate of batch work, for example, is fairly consistent, since it is
approximately equal to the munber of started initiators. TSO work, however, can
exhibit drastic fluctuations in arrival rate, causing variations in response times if
the MPL adjustment function is allowed to determine the target MPL.
Service

One of the basic functions of the SRM is to monitor the dynamic performance
characteristics of all address spaces under its control in order to ensure

distribution of system resources as intended by the installation.
A fundamental aspect of these performance characteristics is the rate at which an

address space is receiving service relative to other address spaces competing for
resources within the same domain.

Before discussing the meaning of service, a brief explanation of terminology is
needed to avoid confusion. We have associated performance characteristics with
address spaces. It is, of course, not the address space that has performance
characteristics but the transaction associated with the address space. A
transaction is simply the SRM's way to measure the service consumption within
an address space, that is, it is a way to delineate a unit of work that is consuming
service. For batch jobs, a transaction corresponds to a job or job step. For TSO
work, a transaction normally corresponds to a command or terminal interaction.
(See Note.)

Because only one transaction can be active in an address space at one time, and it
is the address space that is swapped, the use of the term "address space" is more
convenient when the emphasis of the discussion, for example, is on swapping.
For the remainder of this section, the two terms will be used interchangeably,
whichever is more appropriate.

Note: A new transaction is defined for a batch job step if it is the first step of the
job, or if the performance group number(PGN, discussed later) is different from
the previous job step's PGN.
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A new transaction is defined for an active TSO user whenever

1. Terminal input is entered and the line is not continued.

2. The 3270 field mark key separates commands on the same input line,

3. A command's output is detained while waiting for a TCAM output buffer.

4. The OPT specifies CNTCLIST=YES and a command is taken from the TSO
internal stack (as with a command in a CLIST). (Only if TSO Extensions is
installed).

A CLIST is one transaction, unless case 3 or 4 applies. Every command typed
ahead on an unlocked keyboard results in a new transaction.

The amount of service consumed by an address space is computed by the formula.
service

= CPU x CPU Service Units +
IOC X I/O Service Units +
MSO X Storage Service Units +
SRB X SRB Service Units

where CPU,IOC, MSO,and SRB are installation defined service definition
coefficients and:

CPU Service Units

= task(TCB)execution time, divided by an SRM constant which is CPU
model dependent. (Refer to "Selecting Service Definition Coefficients" in
Section 3). Included in the execution time is the time used by the address
space while executing in cross memory mode (that is, during either
secondary addressing mode or a cross memory call). This execution time
is not counted for the address space that is the target of the cross memory
reference.

I/O Service Units

= sum of individual data set activity EXCP counts plus JES spool reads and
writes for all data sets associated with the address space. EXCP counts
are also maintained for started tasks. Included in the EXCP count are

the EXCPs for data set activity while the address space is executing in

cross memory mode (that is, during either secondary addressing mode or
a cross memory call). These EXCPs are not counted for the address space
that is the target of the cross memory reference.

Storage Service Units

= (real page frames) x(CPU service units) x 1/50, where 1/50 is a scaling
factor designed to bring the storage service component in line with the
CPU component. NOT included in the storage service unit calculation
are the real page frames used by an address space while referencing the
private virtual storage of another address space through a cross memory
function (that is, through secondary addressing or a cross memory call).
These frames are counted for the address space whose virtual storage is
being referenced.

SRB Service Units

= service request block (SRB)execution time for both local and global
SRBs, divided by an SRM constant which is CPU model dependent.
Included in the execution time is the time used by the address space while

executing in cross memory mode (that is, during either secondary
addressing mode or a cross memory call). This execution time is not
counted for the address space that is the target of the cross memory
reference.
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Service Definition Coefficients

The service definition coefBcients are used to assign additional weight to one type
of service relative to another, allowing the installation to specify which type of
resource consumption should be emphasized in the calculation of service rates.

For example, an IPS may contain the following service definition coefficients:
CPU =10.0

IOC=5.0

MSG=3.0

SRB = 10.0

In this case, if an address space has accumulated 100 CPU service units, 200 I/O
service units and 300 storage service units, and 10 SRB service units, its total
accumulated service would be:

(10x100)+(5x200)+(3x300)+(10x10) = 3000 service units
Service Rate

The rate at which service is consumed is computed by the formula:
service rate = service
time interval

where "service" is defined by the equation above and "time interval" is a
combination of specific time periods in the life of a transaction that are defined as
follows:

Transaction Resident Time

-

swapped in time

Transaction Out Time

-

swapped out(ready) time

Transaction Long Wait Time

-

swapped out(not ready) time

Transaction Active Time

-

Transaction Resident Time + Transaction Out Time

Transaction Elapsed Time

-

Transaction Resident Time + Transaction Out Time +
Transaction Long Wait Time

"Time interval" in the service rate formula has two possible meanings1. For a swapped-in address space time interval = last out time + current resident time.

2. For a swapped-out address space time interval = last resident time + current out time.

If the out time is not factored into the time interval, the service rate is referred to
as absorption rate.
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Example of the calculation of service rate:
Swap Out
0

s2

si

Service

Swap In
s4

s3

0

'Jiji

1

Time

tl

a

t3

t4

tS

16

t7

time tl:

The transaction is starting. It has not used any service. Therefore, the service rate is 0.

time t2:

The service rate equals

si
t2-tl

The absorption rate at this time equals the service rate.
time t3:

The service rate equals

si + s2
t3 - tl

Assume the address space is now swapped out.
time t4:

The service rate calculated while swapped out is
si + s2
t4-tl

time t5:

si + s2

The service rate is

t5 - tl

Assume the address space is swapped back into storage now. The service rate is reset to
0.

time t6:

The service rate calculated during this in-storage
interval is

s3
t6-13
s3

The absorption rate now is

t6 -15
time t7:

The transaction completes. Its final service rate is
s3 + s4
t7 -13

The total service used by the transaction is
si + s2 + s3 + s4.

Its total resident time is (t3 - tl) + (t7 -15).
Its total active time is (t7 - tl).

Since the transaction did not incur any long wait time, its total elapsed time is the same
as its active time.

Note: When the address space is swapped back into storage, the service rate is reset to
0, but the total service (as reported by SMF,and RMF)is not reset to 0. The total
service is accumulated for the entire transaction.

Perfonnance Objective and Workload Level

The service rate, however, is only one aspect of an address space's perfonnance
characteristics. It does not, for instance,,allow consideration of the importance of

a particular address space. That is, if address space A and address space B are
both receiving 100 service units per second, this may represent "good" service for
address space A but "bad" service for address space B.

This need for the inclusion of relative importance in the process of comparing the
service received by competing address spaces leads to the more comprehensive

concepts employed by the SRM: workload levels and performance objectives.
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A workload level specification consists of a set of positive integers of increasing
magnitude, such as:

workload levels = (1,50,100)

A performance objective consists of a set of service rates and is assigned a unique
identifier, such as:

objective 1, service rates = (1000,500,0)
A performance objective associates a set of service rates with a set of workload

levels such that there exists, by definition, a workload level number corresponding
to each specified service rate. The graph of this relationship looks as follows:
1000
OBJ 1
Service
Rate

500

X-axis

50

100

Workload Levels

Figure 5-1. Relationship between Workload Levels and Service Rates

For every service rate on this graph, there is a corresponding workload level.
This graph is constructed by the SRM from the workload level numbers and

service rates specified in the IPS. The specified service rates are used only to
construct the graph, that is, to draw the line expressing the desired relationship
between measured service rates and workload levels. The workload levels

represent a fixed common scale into which an address space's measured service
rate is mapped (the purpose of this mapping is discussed later). Thus, the
measured service rates are the independent variables while the workload levels are

the dependent variables.(Note that the x-axis in this case represents the
dependent variable, contrary to conventional usage.)
Now let us choose a second performance objective:
objective 2, service rates = (2000,1000,0)
Figure 5-2 shows this objective plotted against the same workload level numbers
(there can be only one workload level specification per IPS).
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2000

Service
Rate

1000

500

100

50

Workload Levels

Figure 5-2. Comparing the Slopes of Two Performance Objectives

Now suppose that address space A is associated with performance objective 1 and
address space B with performance objective 2, and that both address spaces, at

some point in time, are receiving a service rate of 1000. For address space A, the
corresponding workload level is 1, but for address space B it is 50.
These nmnbers, 1 and 50, are the basis for comparing the actual service rates.

Thus, by associating address spaces with different performance objectives and
plotting these against a common scale, the importance of each address space is
factored into the comparison.

In this case, if address space A is in real storage (swapped in) and address space B

is waiting to be swapped in, the SRM will assign a swap recommendation value of
50 to address space B and recommend that an exchange swap be performed (see
Section 1, Swapping).

Consider a third performance objective:

objective 3, service rates = (2000,2000,2000)

Since this objective does not end with a zero service rate specification, the SRM
will extrapolate to determine the zero point, or cut-off level, according to the
following rules:

• The slope of the last specified segment of the graph is used and that segment
is extended to the cut-off point (service rate = 0), if possible.

• The mayimiim cut-off point is 3/2 of the highest specified workload level
niunber.

For performance objective 3, the cut-off level is 3/2 x 100= 150, resulting in the
following graph when combined with Figure 5-2.
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Figure 5-3. The Effect of Different Performance Objective Slopes on Service

For any service rate (<2000)on this graph, address space C, associated with
objective 3, will have a workload level greater than address spaces A and B. In
effect, this insulates address space C from exchange swap considerations relative
to any address space associated with objective 1 or objective 2, within the same

domain. (The workload level corresponding to a service rate of 2000 for objective
3 is 100, not 1 or 50.)

Note that performance objectives are not allowed to slope upward. That is, since
each succeeding service rate within a performance objective is associated with a
higher workload level, no service rate may exceed a preceding one.
Let us now examine how the address spaces of a domain compete with one
another on the basis of workload levels.

Consider a domain with a target MPL of 1 and two address spaces, both
associated with objective I of Figure 5-1, and let the abbreviation Adspl(objl)
denote that address space 1 is associated with objective 1.

Assume that Adspl(objl) becomes ready first and is therefore swapped in with a
workload level of 100, corresponding to a service rate of 0. As it begins to
accumulate service units (see definition of service), its service rate begins to
increase, causing a corresponding decline in its workload level. Now the second

address space, Adsp2(objl), becomes ready and is assigned a workload level of
100, causing Adspl(objl) to be swapped out and Adsp2(objl) to be swapped in.
While the workload level of Adsp2(objl)is now declining, the workload level of
Adspl(objl) begins to increase again, since its time interval (see definition of

service rate) continues to increase while it is swapped out and not accumulating
service units. The result is another exchange swap.
This exchange between the two address spaces continues until one of them
completes processing. The frequency of the exchange depends on the rate at
which the respective workload levels exceed one another and also, of course, on
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the frequency of the SRM's monitoring of the situation (constant RMPTTOM,
Section 6).

Let us now add an address space associated with objective 2 to this domain,

Adsp3(obj2). Because of the steeper slope of objective 2, the workload level of
Adsp3(obj2) decreases at a slower rate than the workload levels of Adspl(objl)
and Adsp2(objl), for corresponding increases in the service rate. The effect is to
make Adsp3(obj2) more "important," since it will be kept in real storage for
longer intervals than its rivals, assuming, of course, a similar rate of consumption
of service units, and ignoring reasons for swaps other than the workload level
(long waits, etc.)

If an address space associated with objective 3, Adsp4(obj3), is included in this
domain, it can readily be seen that this address space will not be swapped out at
all until it has completed processing, since its workload level is always greater

than or equal to the workload levels of the other three address spaces (again
ignoring other reasons for swaps).

Figure 5-4 illustrates these points and provides a basis for further observations.
AdspKobjl)

Adsp2(obj1)
Adsp3(obj2)
Adsp4(obj3)

3

10

4

Figure 5-4. Competition for Resources Controlled by Performance Objectives

The details depicted in Figure 5-4 are arbitrary and depend entirely on such
variables as the arrival times (that is, when address spaces become ready) and the
amount of service required by each address space to complete processing. The
concepts involved, however, will be the same.
The numbers denote the following events:

1. Adspl(objl) becomes ready and is swapped in with a workload level of 100.
2. Adsp2(objl) becomes ready and is assigned a workload level of 100. Since
the workload level of Adspl(objl) is now less than 99, Adspl(objl) is
swapped out and Adsp2(objl) is swapped in.

3. The workload level of Adsp2(objl) has now decUned to a level below that of

Adspl(objl), which has increased while in the swapped out state. Therefore,
Adspl(objl) preempts Adsp2(objl).

4. Adsp3(obj2) becomes ready and preempts Adspl(objl) with a workload level
of 100. Since the slope of objective 2 is steeper than that of objective 1,
Adsp3(obj2) will stay swapped in for a longer interval.
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5. The workload level of Adsp3(obj2) has fallen below that of Adsp2(objl),
causing it to be preempted by the latter.

6. Adsp4(obj3) becomes ready and preempts Adsp2(objl) with a workload level
of 150. It will remain in real storage until it completes because its workload
level cannot fall below 100.

7. Adsp4(obj3) completes processing, allowing Adsp3(obj2) to be swapped in
again, assuming that it now has the highest workload level.

8. Adsp3(obj2) completes and Adspl(objl) is swapped in, assuming that it has
the higher workload level.

9. Adspl(objl) completes processing, allowing Adsp2(objl) to be swapped in.
10. Adsp2(objl) completes processing.

Figure 5-4 allows us to make the following observations:

• Address spaces associated with objective 3 can have a serious impact on the
performance of address spaces associated with objective 1 and objective 2.
This is especially true if the former represent long-running, batch-like work
and the latter represent short, interactive TSO commands that require fast
response times.

• If the reverse is true, that is, objective 3 is used for short TSO commands, and
these arrive at a fairly regular rate, then the turnaround time for batch work
may be very unpredictable.

• If batch-like work is associated with the same performance objective as short,
interactive work, and objective 3 is not used, the long-running work may still
be severely impacted since regularly arriving short work will constantly
preempt it with a workload level of 100.

• Under the rules of competition described so far, a great deal of swapping
takes place, causing a corresponding amount of overhead. This would be
even more apparent if all address spaces were associated with either objective
1 or objective 2. Notice, however, that if objective 3 were the only objective
used in this domain, swapping would be considerably reduced, due to the fact
that much greater changes in the service rates would be required to effect
similar changes in the workload levels. In other words, the frequency of
swapping depends directly on the slope of the performance objective - the
steeper the slope, the less frequent the incidence of swapping.

Note also that the competition for access to real storage is reduced with each
increase in the target MPL of the domain, assuming a fixed maximum number of
ready address spaces, and is eliminated altogether if the target MPL is equal to
this maximum number.

It is often desirable to exercise a greater degree of control over the competition
within a domain than is afforded by the use of performance objectives alone.
Such additional control is provided through another IPS parameter, the interval
service value.
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Interval Service Value (ISV)

The purpose of the ISV is to enable an installation to control the frequency of
swapping.

This is accomplished by superseding the previously discussed rules for competition
within a domain for a specific interval, as follows: each time an address space is
swapped in, it is assigned a service rate of zero, in effect assigning to that address
space the highest possible workload level for the respective performance objective,
that is, the cut-off workload level. The ISV specifies the number of service units
an address space is allowed to accumulate before the workload level
corresponding to the actual service rate applies.
To illustrate the use of the ISV, consider again a domain with address spaces

Adspl(objl), Adsp2(objl), Adsp3(obj2) and Adsp4(obj3). Assume that each
address space is associated with an ISV of 400 service units, and that the number
of service units required by each address space to complete is as follows:
Adspl(objl) - 400 service units
Adsp2(objl) - 600 service units
Adsp3(obj2) - 800 service units
Adsp4(obj3) - 600 service units

Figure 5-5 illustrates the effect of the ISV on the competition between these
address spaces.

AdspKobjl)

Adsp2(obj1)
ISV
r

Adsp3(obj2)

>

ISV
_>v__

Adsp4(obj3)

II

3

4

5

7

400 service units

Figure 5-5. Competition for Resources Controlled by Performance Objectives and ISVs
The numbers denote the following events:

1. Adspl(objl) becomes ready and is swapped in. It remains in real storage for
the length of its ISV and completes processing without being swapped.
2. Adsp2(objl) becomes ready but does not preempt Adspl(objl) since the latter
is in its ISV, that is, the two workload levels are equal.

3. Adsp1(obj1) completes and Adsp2(obj1)is swapped in.
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4. Adsp3(obj2) becomes ready but cannot preempt Adsp2(objl), since the latter
isinitsISV. Notice that the only significant property of an objective, while
the address space is in its ISV, is its cut-off workload level. The slope of the
objective has no meaning during this interval.

5. Adsp4(obj3) becomes ready and preempts Adsp2(objl), even though the latter
is still in its ISV, due to the fact that objective 3 has a cut-off level of 150.

The ISV, therefore, represents a guaranteed interval of service only when the
cut-off levels of all objectives in the domain are equal.
6. Adsp4(obj3) comes out of its ISV but remains in storage since its workload
level cannot decrease to less than 100.

7. Adsp4(obj3) completes processing and Adsp3(obj2) is swapped in. Notice
that the service rate is computed in the usual manner while an address space
is in the swapped out state. Since Adsp2(objl) has already accumulated
service units, its workload level is lower than that of Adsp3(obj2).
8. Adsp3(obj2) leaves its ISV and is preempted by Adsp2(objl).
Figure 5-5 allows us to make the following observations:

• The frequency of swapping can be reduced by using the interval service value.
Notice that Figure 5-5 shows fewer swapped in intervals than Figure 5-4.

• The ISV is most effective when the cut-off workload levels of all performance
objectives in a domain differ by no more than one. Notice that Adsp4(obj3)
causes Adsp2(objl) to be swapped out while the latter is still in its ISV. The
reason is the higher cut-off level of objective 3, that is 150 versus 100.

• The effectiveness of the ISV is increased when its value is increased. For

example, consider the same domain without Adsp4(obj3) and assume an ISV

of 800. In this case, each of the three address spaces would complete
processing without exchange swaps.

The use of the ISV will be discussed again later in this section and also in Section
3.

Dispatching Priorities

Up to this point we have discussed three performance characteristics that can be

associated with an address space: the domain, the performance objective and the
ISV. A fourth factor was introduced in Section 1 - the dispatching priority. Once
an address space has been swapped into real storage, it competes with all other
address spaces, regardless of domain, on the basis of the dispatching priorities.
The higher the dispatching priority, the higher the rate at which an address space

is allowed to consume resources. Thus, if an installation wishes to favor one type
of work over another, it can assign a high dispatching priority in addition to
favorable domain constraints, performance objectives and interval service values.

The APG range as discussed in Section 1 is determined by the installation via the

APGRNG parameter. The relationship between a job's requested dispatching
priority(DPRTY)and its actual priority, as determined by the SRM,is obtained
through installation specified IPS parameters, assuming a job's dispatching
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priority falls within the APG range. In Figure 5-6 the installation wishes that the
APG control the jobs that request priorities 50-6F. Through IPS defined
parameters the jobs are assigned a relative dispatching priority(DP)and a control
algorithm (mean-time-to-wait, rotate, or fixed) within the 2 APG sets. The FRQ
parameter sets the frequency of the rotation for the rotate priority within any
APG set. Each set may be rotated at a different frequency. For example, the
rotate priorities in APG sets 0 and 1 may be rotated as follows:
RO, FRQ=2
R1, FRQ=3

Actual

Dispatching
APG Sets

Priority
FF

70-

Set 1

16 priorities
in each set

APG
Controlled

using the 3
algorithms:

60:

Range

fixed, rotate,
Set 0

and mean-time-to- wait.

50

00

Figure 5-6. Extended Dispatching Control

The time slice function allows a job to have two different priorities within this

range (DP-base priority and TSDP-time slice priority.) The amount of time the
job will be at each priority is set by the installation via the TSGRP,TSPTRN,
and TUNIT parameters. The TSGRP parameter defines a time slice group. Each
job is associated with a time slice group by specifying this parameter within the
related performance group period. The TSPTRN defines a set number of
intervals (1-64) and determines which address spaces will be raised to their time
slice priority during those intervals. In this way the user may control the
relationship of resource utilization between jobs. For example, if two time slice
groups are defined TSGRP= 1 and TSGRP=2,and it is required that one group
should be favored 75% of the time while the other is favored for 25% of the time,

the TSPTRN parameter would be: TSPTRN =(1,1,1,2). The actual time
duration represented by each interval within the TSPTRN parameter is set by the
TUNIT parameter. Figure 5-7 illustrates the SRM timing parameters that are
discussed in this section.
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The following table relates the SRM seconds found in Figure 5-7, to wall clock
time as follows:
Processor Model

SRM sec/real time sec.

158

1.220

168

3.597

3031

1.529

3032

3.968

3033

6.250

3033 Model N

5.155

3033 Model S

3.597

3081 Model D

6.579

3081 Model G

6.944

3081 Model Gl

7.353

3081 Model GX

7.463

3081 Model K

8.772

3081 Model Kl

9.346

3081 Model KX

9.434

3083 Model B

7.299

3083 Model Bl

7.752

3083 Model BX

7.874

3083 Model CX

3.953

3083 Model E

4.878

3083 Model £1

5.181

3083 Model EX

5.263

3083 Model J

9.259

3083 Model Jl
3083 Model JX

9.804

3084 Model Q
3084 Model Ql
3084 Model QX

8.772
9.434

3090 Model 200

16.9492

10.000

9.346

4341 Model 1

1.049

4341 Model 2

1.877

4341 Model 9

.654

4341 Model 10

.933

4341 Model 11

1.300

4341 Model 12

2.083

4361 Model 5

1.736

4381 Model 1

2.907

4381 Model 2

4.310

4381 Model 3

3.663

9081 Model K

8.772

9081 Model J

9.259

Finally, PVLDP sets the priority ofjobs in the performance group zero. Any job
which is marked privileged in the program properties table will be placed in
performance group zero.

1

These processors are the enhanced versions.
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Figure 5-7. Example of SRM Timing Parameters in the IPS

I/O Priorities

If the I/O priority queueing function is requested in the IPS, I/O requests for users
controlled by the AFG are queued on the logical channel according to the I/O
priority of the address space. Thus, I/O priority queueing prevents important I/O
from being delayed behind less important I/O. The I/O priority is, by default, the
same as the dispatching priority. In most cases, the default is adequate.
However, in some cases it might be preferable to have an I/O priority that is

higher or lower than the priority assigned by default. An I/O priority for selected
users can be specified in the IPS. The range of the priorities that can be specified
is the same as those specified for dispatching priorities, except that an I/O priority
cannot be specified as a rotate priority. An I/O priority can, however, default to
a rotate priority if the dispatching priority is a rotate priority.
Notes:

1

The default IjO priorityfor time sliced users is the time slice dispatching
priority rather than the base priority.

An IjO priority that is in the mean-time-to-wait range or defaults to a rotate
priority is treated as afixed priority.
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Response - Throughput Bias(RTB)

A swap recommendation based on the workload level of an address space is one
of four possible factors contributing to the SRM's swap decisions. The other
three are recommendations from the CPU, I/O, and storage load balancing
functions (see "Functions," Section 1).
An installation can specify whether one or more of the latter three

recommendations should be considered by specifying the RTB parameter in the
EPS. In addition, these load balancing recommendations can be given a desired

weight, or importance, via the resource load balancing coefficients in the OPT (see
"OPT Concepts" in this section).

The RTB has five possible values: 0, 1,1, C, or S. If the RTB is set to zero, the
workload level recommendation is the sole basis for swap decisions. The effect of
this choice is to emphasize an equal share of resources to address spaces of the
same priority as opposed to total system throughput and responsiveness.

If the RTB is set to one, all three load balancing recommendations(CPU,I/O,
and storage) are factored into the swap decisions (see "OPT Concepts"). In
effect, setting RTB to one means that swap recommendations should be made in
the interest of throughput, and not response time or on the basis of fair share of
resources. If the RTB is set to I, C, or S, or a combination of these, the selected

load balancing recommendation (I/O, CPU, or storage, respectively) is factored
into the swap decisions.
TSO Response Time Control

The TSO response time parameter(RTO)limits the service given to TSO and
attempts to maintain relatively consistent response time for similar TSO
transaction as the system workload fluctuates. The function is effective only in a
system that has more capacity than required to satisfy first period TSO
transaction response times. The function can reserve the excess capacity for
future applications. The function cannot improve TSO response time in a heavily
loaded system.

The SRM enforces the response time objective by delaying a TSO transaction
after the command or other input is entered at the terminal but before the user is

swapped-in. A delay is imposed only if both of the following conditions are true:
a swap-in is required to process the transaction and the transaction was started
. following an input terminal wait swap. The delay is computed so that the
response time of an average first period TSO transaction equals the RTO value.
Smaller than average transactions have faster response times than the RTO; larger
transactions have slower response times.

As the service rate increases, as when TSO is moved to a larger capacity system or
when the overall system load decreases, the RTO delay is a larger percentage of
the transaction response times, causing the response times for all transactions to
be closer to the response time objective.
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Notes:

1, Selection of a response time value does not eliminate the need to specify
domains and dispatching prioritiesfor TSO work. Careful choice of these
parameters is essential to the efficiency of the system. Specifying response times
complements these controls and provides consistency to the user regardless of
system capacity,

2, There is no RTO delayfor chained commands (commands separated by the field
mark key) on a 3270 display terminal,for stacked commands on a 2741
typewriter terminal, orfor commands in a CLIST,

3, If many output terminal wait conditions occur, the average first period response
time will probably be less than the RTO specification.
Storage Isolation

Most applications have a critical number of frames (critical working set). If the
system steals frames that reduce the application's working set below the critical
number, the application's performance is impacted. In the same way, the
common area(CSA and PLPA) has a critical working set; if the system steals
frames that reduce the common area's working set below this critical number, the

performance of all apphcations that depend on the common area might be
impacted.

When the installation requests the storage isolation function, the SRM calculates
the minimnmj maximum, and target working set sizes for the common area and
each address space by using the installation-defined IPS parameters and the
page-in rate for the common area or the address space. Through the storage
isolation function, the installation can protect the working set of an application or
the common area by preventing the SRM's page stealing algorithm from stealing
a frame that would reduce the number of frames assigned to the application or
common area to a value below the calculated target working set size. The target

working set size can never be lower than the minimum working set size. The
SRM also uses the minimum working set size as the minimum swap-in set size.

(A swap-in set consists of an address space's LSQA, fixed, and most
recently-referenced pages.) If an address space has a minimum working set size
of, for example, 36 frames, then, to the SRM, a swapped-out address space should
have at least 36 pages in its swap-in set provided that the address space had 36 or
more frames allocated when it was swapped out.

For example, storage isolation might be useful when:

• An appUcation is processing a medium to light workload while batch jobs are
also active. Because the application is not very active, its private area frames
have a high unreferenced-interval-count (UIC), while the batch job's private
area frames, being referenced at a higher rate, have a lower UIC. In this
case, the common area frames are often less active than the batch job's
private area frames, and therefore its frames have a higher UIC than batch.
If a frame shortage occurs, the frames with the highest UIC are stolen first,
and thus the common area's frames and the lightly loaded application's

private area frames have a higher probabihty of being stolen than the batch
frames.
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• An application is processing a heavy workload in a storage-constrained
environment where all frames appear to be recently referenced. In this case,
the UIC values do not differentiate between the critical frames and the

noncritical frames. Thus, all frames have an equal probability of being stolen.
• Good TSO response time for trivial transactions is important. With sufficient
real storage available, you can allow larger swap-in sets in order to reduce
demand page-ins for trivial transactions. The installation can use RMF

Monitor I reports to determine the average swap-in set size. The RMF
address space state data (ASD)report provides a detailed breakdown of
swap-in set status. If the average trivial transaction has a swap-in size of 30
and the installation is using swap data sets, then a minimum of 36 can be set
as the minimum working set size.

Note: A 36-page working set requires an allocation of three swap sets; a 30-page
working set also requires an allocation of three swap sets, but half of one swap set
is not used.

Because there is only one I/O seek to either write or read a swap set, the only
change in swap I/O time is the time to transfer the extra six pages; this transfer
causes only a very small addition to the overall swap I/O time, particularly if
movable head devices contain the swap data sets. You can round the swap-in
working set size up to a multiple of 12 by specifying the size of the minimum
working set as a multiple of 12; specifying the size of the minimum working set in
this way can allow full utilization of the swap sets for only a small increase in
swap I/O time. The number of demand page-ins are then reduced for the trivial
transactions, resulting in improved response time.
When there is no shortage of frames, no steaUng takes place, and an address space
or common area can accumulate a working set larger than its target or maximum
working set sizes. When a frame shortage occurs, each address space or common
area that exceeds its maximum specification is examined, and enough frames are
stolen to either reduce their working set sizes to their maximum, or to relieve the
shortage. The UIC is used to ensure that the frames stolen are the
least-recently-referenced pages. If a shortage still exists after the common area
and each address space have been reduced to their maximum working set size, the
standard page stealing algorithm is used until the shortage is relieved. The system
steals two pages at a time from the common area and each address space vnth a
current working set size that exceeds its target working set size. If the storage
shortage is critical, storage isolation is ignored and frames are stolen equally from
all address spaces and the common area.
Note: By default, thfe global resource serialization address space is given a high
target working set size. Unless there is a critical shortage of available frames, this
high target working set size automatically protects it from page stealing. This
default can be overridden by assigning the global resource serialization address
space to a nonzero performance group. (See "Control Performance Groups for

System Component Address Spaces" in this chapter for more information.)
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In deciding if storage isolation should be used to protect an application, consider
the following;

• If storage isolation controls are used, performance can be improved for the
controlled application. However, other applications pan experience increased
paging, which might result in decreased performance for them.

• Specifying incorrect parameter values can cause excessive demand paging,
which degrades performance for the controlled application as well as the
entire system.

• Protecting only the private area of an application may cause increased
common area paging, which in turn can cause degraded performance for the
protected application.
• Pages that are associated with the protected application or common area are
not considered in determining the average system high UIC. Thus, the SRM
control algorithms that depend on the UIC value (such as MPL adjustment
and logical swapping) might be distorted if storage isolation is used for most
address spaces and the common area.

• Control of the working set size based on the page-in rate is only useful for
nonswappable applications or applications that remain in real storage for
intervals of about 30 to 60 seconds between swaps. Because the SRM resets

page-in history after a swap-in and at the start of a new transaction, controls
on the page-in rate are not useful for the initial performance group period(s)
defining the TSO performance objectives. For swappable applications, the
working set size thresholds should be used carefully because the minimum
working set size is honored across a swap. If the thresholds are too high, the
paging done for a swap-in coiild increase to an unacceptable rate.
If the installation determines that storage isolation is necessary for an

application, the application's use of real storage should be examined. Using
RMF or SMF data and the application LOG tapes, the installation can
examine the application's page-in rate, working set size, and transaction
response time to establish initial parameter values. Once the values are
established, performance must be evaluated to ensrure that the values produce
the desired results.

Domain Importance

As discussed in section 1, the SRM monitors system utilization and periodically
adjusts some domain's target MPL in response to installation requirements.

An installation has the ability to influence the SRM's decision as to which
domain's target MPL will be increased or decreased by assigning to each domain
a priority. This is specified in the IPS by the CNSTR keyword by specifying
minMPL, maxMPL,and either domain weight or a target control keyword.

Giving a domain a high domain importance relative to other domains implies that
the work assigned to that domain should be given preference when the SRM
considers the system underutilized and seeks to raise some domain's target MPL
to allow more address spaces in real storage.
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The SRM's decision is based on each domain's contention index, which is
computed in one of two ways:

• if domain weights are specified contention index = average ready users x weight
target MPL

• if target control key words are used contention index = workload level.

The computation of workload level is determined by the target control keyword.
There are three target control keywords:
• AOBJ indicates that the SRM will determine the workload level based on the

average service rate per ready user in the respective domain, and the
performance objective specified by the control keyword.

• DOBJ indicates that the SRM will determine the workload level by using the
total service rate of the respective domain, and the performance objective
specified by the control keyword.

• FWKL indicates that the SRM uses the value specified by the control
kejword as the fixed workload level for that domain.
The contention index is used as follows:

1. If the SRM determines that the total number of swapped-in address spaces
should be increased, it selects the domain that a) has the highest contention
index, b) has not yet reached its maxMPL, and c) has a target MPL less than
or equal to the average number of ready users plus the maximiun number of
ready users in the domain; divided by 2. The SRM increases that domain's
target MPL by one.

2. If the SRM determines that the total number of swapped-in address spaces
should be decreased, it selects the domain that a) has the lowest contention
index and b) has not yet reached its minMPL. The SRM decreases that
domain's target MPL by one.

3. If the SRM determines that the total number of swapped-in address spaces
should not be increased or decreased, it attempts to equalize the domain's
contention indexes by periodically increasing the target MPL for the domain
with the highest contention index, and decreasing the target MPL for the
domain with the lowest contention index.
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Performance Period

In the preceding examples, each address space has been associated with one set of
performance characteristics from the time it becomes ready until processing is
completed. Additional flexibility of control is gained by dividing this life span
into distinct performance periods, and associating an address space with a different
set of performance characteristics for the duration of each period. Performance
periods are specified via the IPS.

The purpose of performance periods is to allow an installation to vary the
performance characteristics of transactions as their execution characteristics
change. For example, if a domain includes a variety of TSO users, transactions
with greatly differing life spans will be competing with one another. If the
majority of transactions are of short duration and these are to experience
consistently good response time, it may not be satisfactory to keep one set of
performance characteristics in effect for the entire life span of every transaction.
By using performance periods, short transactions, for instance, can be favored
over long transactions without prior knowledge of individual life spans. The
following example illustrates this concept.
Consider a TSO domain with a variety of transactions whose life spans range
from short to intermediate to long, where:
short is %o 400 service units,
intermediate is > 400 and %o 2000 service units,

long is > 2000 service units.

Assume that three sets of performance characteristics have been defined, as
follows:

Set 1:

TSO domain, objective 3, ISV =400 service units, dispatching priority = a high fixed
priority, RTB=0

Set 2:

TSO domain, objective 2, ISV =2000 service units, dispatching priority = a moderate fixed
priority, RTB=0

Set 3:

TSO domain, objective 1, ISV =2000 service units, dispatching priority = a low
mean-time-to-wait priority, RTB=0

Assume also that three performance periods have been defined, such that Set 1 is
in effect during Period 1, Set 2 in is effect during Period 2, and Set 3 is in effect
during Period 3, for all transactions in the TSO domain, and that the length of
each period is as follows:
Period 1: 400 service units
Period 2: 1600 service units
Period 3: to end of transaction

Each transaction, therefore, is associated with the following composite set of
characteristics;
Set 1
Set 2

for the first 400 service units, or to end of transaction
for the next 1600 service units, or to end of transaction

Set 3

to end of transaction.

Such a composite set of performance characteristics, consisting of one or more
performance periods, is called a performance group, A transaction is associated
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with a performance group via the latter's unique identifier, the performance group
number.

For non-swappabie address spaces, note that only the information specified in the
first period of the associated performance group is meaningful.
Performance Group

A performance group allows an installation to associate a user's transaction(s)
with a set of performance characteristics for each point in the duration of the
transaction(s), and thus to specify the treatment it wants a job,job step, or
time-sharing session to receive at all times. Performance groups are assigned by
means of the installation control specification. If an installation control
specification is not in effect, batch job steps and TSO terminal sessions are
associated with a performance group by the specification of a performance group
number(PERFORM=nnn)on the JOB or EXEC statement, on the LOGON
command, on the RESET command, or by default. (See "Installation Control
Specification Concepts" later in this section).
Let us now collect many of the specifications used so far in this section into a
complete IPS, using the syntax described in Section 5:
APGRNG=(1-10)

CPU=10.0,I0C=5.0,MS0=3.0,SRB=10.0

WKL=(1,50,100)

OBJ=1,SRV=(1000,500,0)
OBJ=2,SRV=(2000,1000,0)
OBJ=3,SRV=(2000,2000,2000)
DMN=1,CNSTR=(1,2),FWKL=1
DMN=2,CNSTR=(4,8),FWKL=10
PGN=1,(DMN=1,OBJ=1,ISV=400, ...)
PGN=2,(DMN=1,OBJ=2,ISV=400, ...)
PGN=3,(DMN=1,OBJ=3,ISV=400, ...)

PGN=4,(DMN=2,OBJ=3,ISV=400,DP=F30,RTB=0,DUR=400)
(DMN=2,OBJ=2,ISV=2000,DP=F20,RTB=0,DUR=1600)
(DMN=2,OBJ=1,1SV=2000,DP=MO,RTB=0)
where:

Domain 1 (DMNl)is the domain used for the examples illustrated by Figure 5-4
and Figure 5-5;
Domain 2 is the TSO domain described under "Performance Period";
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(

^

Performance groups 1, 2 and 3 (PGNl,..) represent the partial sets of
characteristics illustrated by Figure 5-5;
Performance group 4 is the composite set described under "Performance Period."

We now return to the discussion of the TSO domain and performance group
PGN4. The following observations can be made about transactions competing in
this domain:

• During Period 1, all transactions are associated with performance objective
OBJ3, which represents relatively "good" service (see Figure 5-3), and a high
fixed APG priority. An ISV of 400 ensures that no exchange swapping takes
place at all during this period, since this value is equal to the duration of the
period. Note again that each specification is in effect only for the duration of
the respective period.
• Transactions requiring more than 400 service units are then switched to the
less favorable performance objective OBJ2(a lower cut-off level), and a lower
fixed dispatching priority.

• Transactions requiring more than 2000 service units(DUR=400 +
DUR= 1600) are then switched to objective OBJl, and a low
mean-time-to-wait APG priority (see "Functions," Section 1).
• Under these conditions, intermediate and long commands (transactions
completing during Period 2 and Period 3, respectively), will probably exhibit
poor response times during periods of high terminal activity. Notice that
transactions in Period 1 will preempt those in Period 2 and Period 3 even
when the latter are in their ISV interval (see Figure 5-5). To prevent
swapping during ISV intervals, the cut-off workload levels of the performance
objectives must be equal, as in the following performance group(PGN4
without objective OBJ3):
PGN=5,(DMN=2,0BJ=2
)
(DMN=2,OBJ=2,....)
(DMN=2,0BJ=1,
)

Under the conditions of performance group PGN5, the response time of short
commands may become erratic since transactions in Period 2 and Period 3 now

have a much higher chance of gaining access to real storage. This problem may
be alleviated somewhat by decreasing the ISV for Period 3 to 1000 service units.
Another solution would be to remove transactions entering Period 3 from the
domain, as follows:
PGN=6,(DMN=2,
(DMN=2,
(DMN=1,

)
)
)

The purpose of the examples in this section is to illustrate concepts, not to serve
as recommendations.
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The SET IPS Command

The operator can select a new IPS (that is, indicate that the system is to run under
the control of an alternate lEAIPSxx member) between IPLs by issuing the SET
IPS command. When the SET IPS command is processed, any ongoing
transactions are associated with the first performance group period of the new
performance group (that is, the previous transaction is ended, and a new
transaction is started, before processing continues). If the performance group

with which ongoing transactions were previously associated is not defined in the
new IPS, they are associated with the appropriate default performance group (1
for batch users, 2 for TSO users). SET command processing also notifies RMF to
terminate and reinstate its workload reporting. Thus, RMF synchronizes its
reports with the time of the SET and provides consistent data.

The operator can also change the performance group of an ongoing job or TSO
session by issuing the RESET job name, PERFORM =nnnn conunand. The
RESET command changes only the control performance group for the job or
session; it does not change any of the reporting performance groups. For more
information on assigning control and report performance groups, see the section
"Installation Control Specification Concepts."(Refer to Operator's Library:
0SIVS2 MVS System Commands for detailed syntax information on both the SET
and RESET commands).

Installation Control Specification Concepts
The installation control specification, located in the lEAICSxx member of
SYSl.PARMLIB, is a central place for assigning performance groups to units of
work called transactions. Through the installation control specification, an
installation can control performance group assignment for selected subsystems.
For information on performance group assignments for subsystems not included
in the installation control specification, see the earlier topic "Performance
Group."

The installation control specification replaces the PERFORM parameter in job
entry subsystems,job control language (JCL), LOGON commands, and the TSO
user attribute data set(UADS). Until an installation writes an lEAICSxx
member and puts it in effect, the PERFORM parameter is used for performance
group assignment.

There are two types of performance groups that can be assigned:

• Control performance groups - to control transactions according to a set of
performance characteristics defined in the IPS. There can be only one control
performance group for a transaction at any one time.

• Report performance groups - to report statistics on the transactions through
the RMF workload activity report. (Control performance groups can also

serve a reporting function). Depending on the number of ways statistics are
collected, there can be more than one report performance group for a

transaction. Report performance groups for a transaction are obtained solely
from the installation control specification.
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The control performance group for a transaction is obtained from two sources:
the installation control specification and the PERFORM parameter value
specified by the user or installation.
The SRM uses the values in the installation control specification to verify and, if
necessary, override any PERFORM value. The PERFORM value is used as the
control performance group only when there is no subsystem entry in the
installation control specification applicable to the transaction or if the
PERFORM value is allowed by the installation control specification. (The value
in the PERFORM parameter must be specified as a PGN or OPGN in the
installation control specification.)
In any case, the control performance group must be defined in the IPS.
Otherwise, the system default is assigned.
Subsystem Sections

The installation control specification consists of multiple sections, one for each
subsystem whose transactions are to be assigned performance group numbers
(PGNs). Each subsystem section contains entries that identify various groups of
transactions according to their transaction name, userid, or transaction class.
Each entry specifies a control or report performance group number, or both.
A control or report PGN can be specified for the subsystem as a whole. This
allows an installation to specify a default control PGN or to specify a report
PGN to accumulate statistics for the entire subsystem.

Note: The installation control specification does not assign control PGNs to
initiators or privileged jobs. These are always controlled in performance group
zero, a system-defined performance group.
The following subsystems can be included in an installation control specification.
Only the first three subsystems are subject to control PGN assignment, because
their transactions are under direct SRM control. Report PGNs are valid for all
the subsystems.

• STC subsystem (system-defined). The transactions for this subsystem include
all work initiated by the START and MOUNT commands. STC also
includes the system component address spaces such as the global resource
serialization and PC/AUTH address spaces.
• TSO subsystem (system-defined). The transactions for this subsystem include
all commands issued from foreground TSO sessions. Reporting for TSO
command is active only if TSO Extensions is installed.
• Job entry subsystem (usually JES2 or JES3). The transactions for this
subsystem include all jobs that it initiates.

• Other interactive subsystems (such as VSPC or a user-written subsystem).
The transactions for these subsystems are all those reported to the SRM
through the transaction reporting interface.
Note: Refer to the current documentation for an IBM subsystem to determine
whether or not it uses the reporting interface. The reporting interface consists of
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the SYSEVENT macro instruction, which is used to pass transaction information
to the SRM. For information on using the SYSEVENT reporting macro
instruction, see OSjVSl MVS System Programming Library: Supervisor,

The following is a sample installation control specification and a portion of its
corresponding IPS:
lEAICSxx

lEAIPSxx

SUBSYS=STC, PGN=1
SUBSYS=TSO, PGN=2
SUBSYS=JES2, PGN=3
SUBSYS=VSPC, RPGN=4

PGN=1,(DMN=1,DP=M1,...)
PGN=2,(DMN=2,DP=F14,...)
PGN=3,(DMN=3,DP=MO,...)

The sample lEAICSxx member has four subsystem sections; each specifies a
performance group that applies to the subsystem as a whole. All started tasks,
including VSPC and JES2, are controlled and reported on in performance group
1; all TSO users in performance group 2; and all JES2 jobs in performance group
3. In addition, VSPC transactions are reported on in performance group 4. In
this example, VSPC is reported on in two ways:
• The SRM views the VSPC address space as a transaction. All resources used
by the address space are reported in PGN 1 as a started task.
• The individual transactions processed by VSPC and identified to the SRM
through the transaction reporting interface, are reported in PGN 4.

Note that performance group 4, because it is used only for reporting, is not
defined in the IPS.
Transaction Entries

Within each subsystem section, the installation control specification entries can
identify transactions in three ways:

• By transaction name(TRXNAME keyword)
• By userid (USERID keyword)
• By transaction class(TRXCLASS keyword)

Not all keywords are meaningful for each subsystem. The following table defines
the installation specification keywords and indicates whether the keywords are
meaningful, and if so, whether the SRM controls or reports on the transaction
defined by the keyword. Report performance groups are valid for all entries.
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Control

Subsystem

TSO

STC

JES22

jEsa^

ANY^

PGN(PGN)

Keyword

Report
PGN(RPGN)

TRXNAME - The TSO command name^

No

Yes

USERID - The user id specified at LOGON

Yes

Yes

TRXCLASS - N/A

N/A

N/A

TRXNAME - The name as specified on the start command or
the name of the system address space (these names are
given in a following section, "Control Performance
Groups for System Component Address Spaces").

Yes

Yes

USERID - N/A

N/A

N/A

TRXCLASS - N/A

N/A

N/A

TRXNAME - The jobname of the JES2-initiated job

Yes

Yes

USERID - The userid specified on the JOB card by means
of the RACF USER keyword

Yes

Yes

TRXCLASS - The job class used for work selection

Yes

Yes

TRXNAME - The jobname of the JES3-initiated job

Yes

Yes

USERID - The userid specified on the JOB card by means
of the RACF USER keyword

Yes

Yes

TRXCLASS - The job class used for work selection

Yes

Yes

TRXNAME - The transaction name (usually command name)

No

Yes

USERID - The userid specified at LOGON.

No

Yes

TRXCLASS - The transaction class

No

Yes

^The TSO LOGON command is not reported on through the installation control specification unless
LOGON is used to terminate a TSO session. TSO subcommands are reported under the primary
command name. Commands within a TSO CLIST are reported on under the EXEC conunand.
Reporting for TSO commands is active only if TSO Extensions is installed.

^The job entry subsystem name is the primary or alternate subsystem name specified on the
SCHEDULR sysgen macro, or in the lEFSSNxx parmlib member or in the lEFJSSNT load module
in SYSl.LINKLIB. This table and the remainder of this section assume that the name is either JES2
or JES3.

^For the purpose of illustration, this section assumes that a hypothetical user-written subsystem ANY,
invokes the SRM's reporting interface. This interactive subsystem is included only as an example of a
subsystem that could use the SRM's reporting interface. Refer to the current documentation for a
IBM or user-written subsystem to determine if the subsystem uses the interface, and, if it does, what
the subsystem name is and which keywords are valid.

The following sample installation control specification and a portion of its
corresponding IPS illustrate the use of transaction entries within a subsystem:
lEAICSxx

lEAIPSxx

SUBSYS=JES2,PGN=3
TRXNAME=PAYROLL,PGN=30
USERID=D58RDB1,PGN=31

PGN=3(DMN=3,...)
PGN=30,(DMN=3,...)
PGN=31,(DMN=3,...)

TRXCLASS=A,RPGN=32

PAYROLL is controlled in performance group 30. All other jobs that specify
userid D58RDB1 in their JCL are controlled in performance group 31. All
remaining JES2 jobs are controlled in performance group 3, In addition, all
statistics for CLASS=A jobs (even PAYROLL if it is CLASS= A)are reported
on in performance group 32.
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Assignment of Control Performance Groups

The previous example shows that there is a hierarchy used when searching for a
control performance group. This hierarchy is necessary because it is possible for a
single transaction to match several entries in the installation control specification.
However, multiple control performance groups cannot be honored for the
transaction; only one control performance group can be assigned.
Note: This hierarchy is not meaningful for report performance groups because
multiple RPGNs can be assigned to a single transaction. One report PGN is
possible for each installation control specification entry that matches the
transaction.
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The following diagram describes the SRM's search through the installation
control specification to determine the control performance group for a
transaction:

SUBSYS

The search first locates the appropriate subsystem section in the
installation control specification. If the subsystem is not found,
control performance group assignment is made by means of the
PERFORM parameter. If the subsystem is found, the search
continues with TRXNAME.

►TRXNAME

If the transaction name matches a TRXNAME entry and
the entry specified a control PGN, this PGN is assigned to
the transaction. Otherwise, the search continues with
USERID.

Note: For the global resource serialization address space
(SUBSYS = STC, TRXNAME = GRS), a default of PGN 0
is assigned if no PGN is specified, and the search ends.

L->USERID

If the transaction user id matches a USERID entry and
the entry specified a control PGN, this PGN is assigned
to the transaction. Otherwise, the search continues with
TRXCLASS.

TRXCLASS

If the transaction class matches a TRXCLASS

entry and the entry specifies a control PGN, this
PGN is assigned to the transaction. Otherwise,
the search returns to the SUBSYS entry.

L->SUBSYS

If the subsystem entry specifies a control
PGN, this PGN is assigned to the transaction.
Otherwise, a default is assigned as follows:
•

STC and job entry subsystem =
performance group 1
• TSO subsystems = performance group 2
Note:

These defaults are the same as the

PERFORM parameter defaults. They are
also the defaults used when the control PGN

assigned in the installation control
specification is not defined in the IPS.
Control Performance Groups for System Component Address Spaces

System component address spaces can be assigned control performance groups
under the STC subsystem name using the TRXNAME keyword. The system
assigns the following names to the system component address spaces:
PCAUTH

Cross memory authorization

GRS

Global resource serialization

DUMPSRV

Dumping services

CONSOLE
ALLOCAS

Communications task
Allocation data areas and routines

JES3AUX

JESS data areas and programs
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The only purpose in assigning control PGNs to these address spaces is to specify
storage isolation parameters for them. Swapping parameters are irrelevant
because system component address spaces (except for DUMPSRV)are
nonswappable. Dispatching priority parameters are also unimportant because
system component address spaces are accessed primarily through cross memory
functions; the dispatching priority is that of the home address space. Service
statistics are not useful because processor time and EXCP counts accumulated in
cross memory mode are counted as service to the home address space and not to
the target address space.
The default control PGN for the system address spaces is the normal STC
subsystem default except for the global resource serialization address space and
the DUMPSRV address space; their default is PGN 0. SRM gives the global
resource serialization address space special storage isolation parameters that
protect its pages from being stolen except during a critical shortage of available
frames. Although not recommended, an installation can choose to lower the
global resource serialization address space's protection by assigning it to a
nonzero control PGN in the installation control specification and defining this
control PGN in the IPS with the selected storage isolation parameters. Note that
lowering of the storage protection for the global resource serialization address
space could cause global resource serialization to suffer page faults in critical
serialization paths, thus impacting performance. Also the system assigns the
highest dispatching priority (X'FF') to the global resource serialization address
space to guarantee that it gets good service when it does execute as the home
address space. This dispatching priority remains at X'FF' even when you assign a
nonzero control PGN to the global resource serialization address space.
Optional Control Performance Groups
An installation can include a subsystem in the installation control specification
and at the same time allow the PERFORM parameter to be used for selected
transactions. Thus, a subsystem can be controlled primarily through the
installation control specification while a subset of its transactions are controlled
through the PERFORM parameter. (For more information on the PERFORM

parameter, see "The PERFORNl Parameter" in Section 4).
Any lEAlCSxx entry that specifies a control PGN can also specify one or more
optional control performance groups. A transaction that matches this entry
(subject to the searching order) can specify one of the optional performance
groups on the PERFORM parameter. For example, assume the following
lEAlCSxx entry:
SUBSyS=JES3,PGN=1,OPGN=(11,12,13)
TRXCLASS=X,PGN=4,0PGN=14

Class X jobs are allowed to specify PERFORM = 14 in their JCL. Class X jobs
that omit the PERFORM parameter or specify a PGN other than 14 are
controlled in performance group 4. JES3 jobs in any class other than X are
allowed to specify PERFORM = 11, 12, or 13. Otherwise, JES3 jobs are controlled
in performance group 1. Class X jobs are not allowed to specify
PERFORM = 11, 12, or 13.

Note: If TSO Extensions is not installed, the optional performance groups for
TSO must be specified in both the installation control specification and in the user
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attribute data set(UADS). If they are not specified in the UADS, the
PERFORM parameter is ignored at LOGON,causing the normal installation
control specification control PON to be assigned. With TSO Extensions installed,
the optional performance groups need only be specified in the installation control
specification.

Report Performance Groups
Transaction data is accumulated in the control performance group. However,

report performance groups(RPGNs)can be used to obtain additional reports at
various levels of detail within a subsystem. Report performance groups are

primarily intended for use with interactive subsystems that use the SRM's
reporting interface and for TSO command reporting. They can also be used with
any subsystem that is defined in the installation control specification. Report
performance group numbers are valid with any of the four entry types(SUBSYS,
TRXNAME, USERID, and TRXCLASS).

Report performance groups can accumulate the following types of data: the
number of ended transactions and average response times. This data can be
accumulated with or without service usage data. For TSO, STC, JES2, or JES3

subsystems, report performance groups contain response time and service usage
data. For all other subsystems, refer to the current documentation to determine
whether or not service usage data is passed to the reporting interface.

A report performance group accumulates data for all transactions that match the
installation control specification entry. Thus, while a single transaction can have
only one performance group, it can be reported in as many as four report
performance groups, one for each type of entry.
To collect data through report performance groups, RMF workload activity
reporting must be active. To prevent double counting in the same report
performance group, the following restrictions apply:
• In an installation control specification, a defined RPGN cannot be the same
as a control PGN. (For example, a RPGN can never be 1 or 2, which are the
control PGN defaults).

• Within a subsystem, the same RPGN cannot be specified for more than one
entry type. For example, the same RPGN could not be used to collect data
for both a TSO userid and a TSO command. However, the same RPGN can

be specified for multiple entries of the same type, for example, multiple VSPC
userids. Also, the same RPGN can be specified in more than one subsystem
section so that the report spans several subsystems. For example, the TCAM
started task can be included in a total TSO subsystem report.

• A report performance group should not be defined in the IPS. If it is, a
transaction might be assigned this performance group as a control
performance group through the PERFORM parameter, causing unwanted
data to be collected in the group. This problem can occur if the installation
control specification omits one or more of the subsystems(STC, TSO, or job
entry). Omitting the subsystem allows the PERFORM parameter to
determine the control performance group. The problem could also occur
through a RESET command because the command overrides the installation
control specification.
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The following example illustrates how control and report performance groups are
used.

SUBSYS=JES2,PGN=i0,RPGN=100
TRXNAME=SORT,PGN=11
TRXCLASS=A,RPGN=110

This installation control specification designates the following:
• The JES2 job SORT is controlled and reported in PGN 11.

• All other JES2 jobs are controlled and reported in PGN 10.
• All CLASS= A jobs, including SORT (if it is CLASS= A), are reported in
RPGNllO.

• In addition, all JES2 jobs are summarized in RPGN 100.

Note: CLASS= A jobs are reported in RPGN 100, RPGN 110, and either PGN
10 or PGN 11.

Substring Notation

In the installation control specification, transactions can optionally be identified
by a common substring of characters rather than by a full name. By using
substrings, an installation can, for example, request RMF reports on TSO by
department or some other user grouping, assuming conventions are followed for
generating user ids.
Example 1: Assume that all TSO userids for department D09 begin with the
character "D09." The following lEAICSxx entry could be written:
SUBSYS=TS0,PGN=2

USERID=D09(1),RPGN=20

According to this entry, all TSO users are controlled in performance group 2. In
addition, statistics for department D09 users are collected in performance group
20. The number following the characters 'D09' in the lEAICSxx entry indicates
that the substring begins in column 1 of the user identifier.
Example 2: Substrings can also be used to specify TSO commands and their
aliases.
SUBSYS=TS0,PGN=2

TRXNAME=EX(1),RPGN=21

In this example, statistics for all TSO commands that start with an 'EX', namely
EXEC and its alias EX are collected in performance group 21. If
TRXNAME=EXEC had been specified, any EXEC command entered at the
terminal as an 'EX' would not be reported on in PGN 21.
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Example 3: Substrings can begin at any position in a name.
SUBSYS=JES2,PGN=1
TRXNAME=LKED(5),PGN=10

All JES2 jobs with job names that contain 'LKED' starting in the fifth position
are controlled in performance group 10.
Searching Order for Substrings

When assigning a control or report PGN,the installation control specification
produces only one match within a particular entry type. That is, a transaction
can match at most one SUBSYS, one TRXNAME,one USERID, and one

TRXCLASS entry. If the transaction matches both a full name and a substring
of the same entry type, the full name entry is used. If the transaction matches
more than one substring, the longest substring is used. If the substrings are the
same length, the first one specified in the installation control specification is used.

Example 1: The following lEAICSxx entry illustrates the substring searching
order.

SUBSYS=TS0,PGN=2
USERID=D0(1),PGN=3
USERID=GES(4),PGN=4
USERID=D09(1),PGN=5
USERID=DO9GES1,PGN=6

The following assignments are made:
Userid
Userid
Userid
Userid

D09GES1 is controlled in PGN 6
D09BRP1 is controlled in PGN 5
D09GES2 is controlled in PGN 4
D08SFS1 is controlled in PGN 3

Example 2: To report a TSO command and its alias in the same performance
group, specify the command as a substring equal to its alias with a position
number of 1.

However, there are some exceptions to this general procedure. For instance, if
EDIT commands are required, TRXNAME=E(1)also coimts EXECs unless
TRXNAME=EX(1)also appears in the installation control specification. The
same is true for R(l) when counting RUN and RENAME commands.
The following RPGN assignments cause EDIT, EXEC, RUN,and RENAME
commands to be reported separately.
SUBSYS=TSO,PGN=2

TRXNAME=E(1),RPGN=21
TRXNAME=EX(1),RPGN=22
TRXNAME=R(1),RPGN=23
TRXNAME=RE(1),RPGN=24

/*EDIT,E
/* EXEC,EX
/* RUN,R
/* RENAME,RE
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Note: An installation that defines its own TSO commands with aliases that are

not simple substrings of the full name must include additional entries for the

aliases. Otherwise, the abases are not reported in the same performance group as
the full name.

The SET ICS Command

The operator can use the SET command between IPLs to change to another
lEAICSxx parmbb member. If the system was IPLed without an installation
control specification, SET can place one into effect. Once an installation control

specification is in effect, the operator can remove the parmlib controls by issuing
a SET command specifying an empty lEAICSxx parmlib member.
When a SET occurs, all transactions in the system are changed to the new
parmlib controls. If the new parmlib member changes a transaction's control
performance group, that transaction ends and a new one begins in the first period
of the new performance group. SET command processing also notifies RMF to
terminate and reinstate its workload reporting. Thus, RMF synchronizes its
reports with the time of the SET and provides consistent data.

Care must be taken when using the SET command to change to an installation
control specification that omits a previously-specified subsystem. Any transaction
in that subsystem that starts after the SET is issued is assigned a control
performance group according to its JCL or LOGON PERFORM parameter
value. However, a transaction that is active at the time of the SET retains its last

lEAICSxx-assigned control performance group. The transaction is not assigned
its original PERFORM value.

For syntax information on the SET ICS command, see System Commands,

Installation Control Specification Examples
The following section contains two examples of an installation control
specification and the related portions of its corresponding IPS.
Example 1
lEAICSxx

EEAIPSxx

SUBSYS=TSO,PGN=2
SUBSYS=STC,PGN=5
TRXNAME=IEEVMPCR,PGN=6
SUBSYS=JES2,PGN=1

PGN=2,(DMN=,DP=,...)
PGN=5,(DMN=,DP=,...)
PGN=6,(DMN=,DP=,...)
PGN=1,(DMN=,DP=,...)

This example shows the assignment of control performance groups based on the
type of work (TSO, started task, mount, batch). Specifying a PON for TSO
allows for the automatic override of a PERFORM parameter on the LOGON
command. Specifying the TSO subsystem in that installation control specification
eliminates the need to check for optional PGNs in the UADS data set if TSO
Extensions is installed. All TSO users are assigned to performance group 2.
Assigning unique performance groups for started tasks and MOUNT commands
allows measurement and control of the work without having to modify JCL in
SYSl.PROCLIB. If PGN 5 and PGN 6 are defined in the current IPS, all started
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tasks including the JES2 address space, are assigned to performance group 5 and
mounts to performance group 6.

Ail work initiated by JES2 is controlled and reported on in performance group 1.
Example 2
lEAIPSxx

lEAICSxx

SUBSYS=ANY,RPGN=12
TRXNAME=GETNEXT,RPGN=13

TRXNAME=INQUIRE,RPGN=14
TRXNAME=REPORT,RPGN=15
TRXCLASS=255,RPGN=16

SUBSYS=VSPC,RPGN=31
SUBSYS=TSO,PGN=40

PGN^=40,(DMN= ,DP=

USERID=CONTROL,PGN=50

PGN^=50,(DMN= ,DP=

USERID=TT(1),PGN=60,OPGN=(61,62,63)

PGN:=60,(DMN= ,DP=
PGN^=61,(DMN= ,DP=
PGN^=62,(DMN= ,DP=

PGN^=63,(DMN= ,DP=

USERID=SS(1),PGN=70,OPGN=(71,72,73)

PGN^=70,(DMN= ,DP=
PGN^=71,(DMN= ,DP=
PGN^=72,(DMN= ,DP=
PGN^=73,(DMN= ,DP=

USERID=RR(1),PGN=80,OPGN=(81,82,83)

PGN^=80,(DMN= ,DP=
PGN^=81,(DMN= ,DP=
PGN^=82,(DMN= ,DP=
PGN^=83,(DMN= ,DP=

TRXNAME=TIME,RPGN=100

TRXNAME=LISTC(1),RPGN=110
TRXNAME=ALLOC(1),RPGN=130
SUBSYS=STC,PGN=1
TRXNAME=ANY,PGN=5
TRXNAME=IMSCR,PGN=10

TRXNAME=MPR(1),PGN=11
TRXNAME=VSPC,PGN=30

PGN=1,(DMN=,DP=,.
PGN=5,(DMN=,DP=,.
PGN=10,(DMN=,DP=,
PGN=11,(DMN=,DP=,
PGN=30,(DMN=^DP=,

.)

.)

TRXNAME=IEEVMPCR,PGN=1
SUBSYS=JES3

TRXNAME=PAYROLL,PGN=90

PGN=90,(DMN=,DP=,...)

TRXNAME=MRBIG,PGN=90
TRXCLASS=S,PGN=92

PGN=91,(DMN=,DP=,...)
PGN=92,(DMN=,DP=,...)

TRXCLASS=T,PGN=93

PGN=93,(DMN=,DP=,...)

TRXCLASS=A,PGN=91

This example shows the assignment of control and report PGNs based on
TRXNAME,USERID, TRXCLASS, and type of work. This example also
illustrates the use of OPGN and substring syntax.
SUBSYSTEM ANY

ANY is a hypothetical user-written subsystem that invokes the SRM's
reporting interface. Reporting is assigned based on the transactions' names
and classes. Response times for transactions with names of GETNEXT,
INQUIRE and REPORT are accumulated in performance groups 13, 14,
and 15, respectively. All transactions, including the three names above, that
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belong to class 255 are reported in performance group 16. Finally, response
time for all transactions, regardless of name or class is accumulated in

performance group 12. Because these performance groups are used for
reporting and not for control, the IPS does not define performance groups
12-16.

The assignment of transactions to report performance groups and the fact
that the subsystem uses the transaction reporting interface allow the SRM to
collect performance data on the transactions and to report this data through
RMF.

SUBSYSTEM VSPC

All VSPC commands are reported in performance group 31. The
assignment of VSPC transactions to performance groups and the fact that
VSPC uses the transaction reporting interface to allow the SRM to collect
performance data on the transactions and to report this data through RMF.
SUBSYSTEM TSO

The user whose userid is "CONTROL" is assigned the domain and
dispatching controls defined by PGN 50. All users whose userid begins with
RR and who do not request a performance group are assigned to PGN 80.
However, they can request PGNs 81, 82, or 83 at LOGON time. All users
whose userid begins with SS who do not request a performance group are
assigned to PGN 70. However, they can request PGNs 71, 72, or 73. All
users whose userid begins with TT who do not request a performance group
are assigned to PGN 60. However, they can request PGNs 61, 62, or 63.
Note that RR, SS, and TT specify the first two characters of the USERJD.
All other TSO users are controlled by performance group 40. The
assignment of TSO users to installation specified performance groups
ensures that the execution control parameters assigned to the users meet the
installation's requirements.
Notes:

L If TSO Extensions is not installed, the optional performance groups must
be specified in both lEAICSxx and the user attribute data set (UADS).
If they are not listed in the UADS, the PERFORM parameter is ignored
at LOGON, causing the normal installation control specification control
PGN to be assigned. When TSO Extensions is installed, the optional
performance group need only be specified in lEAICSxx.
In addition to the usual transaction statistics recorded in the control

performance groups, all transactionsfor the TSO commands TIME,
LISTCAT, and ALLOCATE will have service statistics accumulated in

performance groups 100, 110, and 130, respectively. Again, note that the
IPS does not define these report performance groups.
2.

Unless TSO Extensions is installed, the installation cannot report on TSO
commands by name.

SUBSYSTEM STC

The subsystem ANY, which is a started task, is assigned to control PGN 5.
The TRXNAME parameter is also used to assign the PGNs 10 and 30 to
the IMS control region and VSPC, respectively. The message processing
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regions(MPRs)have unique jobnames MPRl, MPR2, and so forth, and
jjjgy
assigned to PGN 11. All mounts are assigned to performance
group 1. Because performance group 1 is the default performance group for
started tasks, the mount TRXNAME entry in the ICS can be deleted with
no change in control performance group assignments.

The assignment of Started tasks to installation specified performance groups
ensures that the execution control parameters assigned to the started tasks
meet the installation's requirements.
SUBSYSTEM JESS

If initiated by JESS, the PAYROLL and MRBIG jobs are assigned to
performance group 90. Jobs belonging to JESS classes A, S, or T are
assigned performance groups 91, 92, or 9S, respectively. All other batch
jobs are assigned to performance group 1, the default specification for
non-TSO work. The assignment of batch jobs to installation specified
performance groups ensures that the execution control parameters assigned
to the jobs meet the installation's requirements.

OPT Concepts
The parameters discussed in this part are explained in "lEAOPTxx Parameters."
Resource Load Balancing Coefficients

The purpose of the resource load balancing coefficients is to enable an installation
to assign the desired weight to the swap recommendation values produced by the
CPU,I/O and storage load balancing functions (see "Resource Use Functions,"
Section 1). If the response-throughput bias(RTB)in the IPS is not zero, the
SRM will combine the specified weighted values with the workload level
recommendations to determine the full swap recommendation value of an address

space. Setting RTB equal to one causes all three load balancing values to be
used. Any combination of load balancing values can be used by setting RTB to
one or more of the values C, I, or S, for the CPU,I/O, and storage load

balancers, respectively. This combined value is the basis for swap decisions. It is
computed by the following formula:
swap recommendation value =
workload level recommendation

+ (CPU coefficient x CPU load balancing recommendation)
+ (I/O coefficient x I/O load balancing recommendation)
+ (Storage coefficient x storage load balancing recommendation)

Note: The CPU,I/O, and storage swap recommendation values produced by the
load balancing functions can be either positive or negative values.

Setting any coefficient to zero eliminates that recommendation from consideration
and allows the SRM to bypass the algorithms that control that particular load
balancer. For this reason, it is advisable to set the load balancer coefficient to
zero if the installation does not wish to use that function. Setting all the

coefficients to zero is equivalent to a specification of RTB=0 in the IPS.

The values generated by the load balancing functions depend on the total CPU,
I/O, and storage imbalance and on the percentage of that imbalance caused by a
particular address space. Although the computations involved are beyond the
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scope of this discussion, the effects of specific coefficients on swap analysis can be
studied by considering the maximum possible load balancing values. These values
are limited, by definition, to 1/5 of the highest cut-off workload level of all
performance objectives.

For example, if the highest cut-off level is 100, the maximum load balancing
recommendation value for a load balancer will be (1/5 x 100)=20.
Consider an IPS with WKL=(1,100) and a performance objective with
SRV=(500,0). The following graph illustrates the range of variations in the swap
recommendation value due to a coefficient of 1 for a load balancer.

500 -

Service
Rate

80

100

120

Workload Level

Figure 5-8. The Effect of a Load Balancer Value on Swap Recommendation Values

Figure 5-8 allows the following observations:

• An increase in the load balancer coefficients causes a corresponding decrease
in the effect of workload level recommendations on exchange swap decisions.
• Care should be taken in selecting the load balancer coefficients. High load
balancer coefficients can cause the load balancing recommendation values to
completely override the workload manager recommendation value. This
allows the load balancers to continue corrective action when a resource is out

of balance without excessive exchange swapping. However, the corrective
action might result in address spaces being swapped-out for significant periods
of time if the resource is continually out of balance.

In this case, the concept of equal access to a resource by an address space is
abandoned. That is, total throughput is emphasized when using the load
balancers, while turnaround time for significant users of a resource in great
demand may suffer as a consequence.

• The SRM assigns either a positive or negative sign to the load balancing
recommendation values, depending on the particular imbalance. For
instance, if the CPU is underutilized, the SRM will select ready address spaces
that are heavy CPU users and add the load balancing value to their workload
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levels to increase their chances of getting swapped in. If the CPU is

overutiiized, the SRM will select swapped in address spaces that are heavy
CPU users and subtract the load balancing value from their workload levels
to increase their chances of being swapped out.

Tape Device Selection Options

The procedure for selecting a tape device is described in "Device Allocation," in
Section 1. However, the installation can modify the algorithm for the final

selection of a tape drive. By using the SELTAPE keyword in the OPT, the
installation can choose one of four selection options. These options apply to the

eUgible devices on the selected logical channel. The options are as follows:
• Select the next device address in ascending order. That is, select the device
whose device address is higher relative to the last tape unit selected. After the

highest device address is reached, selection begins again with the lowest device
address. This method is the default.
• Select the first device on the list.

• Select devices at random from the list.

• Select the device on the list with the lowest device address. This algorithm
tends to use the same device repeatedly.

Special Options

The following additional options can also be specified in the OPT.

Transaction Definition for CLlSTs: An installation can specify whether or not
the individual commands in a TSO CLIST are treated as separate TSO commands

for the purpose of transaction control if TSO.Extensions is installed. Specifying
CNTCLIST=YES causes a new transaction to be started for each command in

the CLIST. A possible exposure of specifying CNTCLIST=YES is that long
CLISTs composed of trivial and intermediate commands might monopolize a
domain's MPL slots and cause interactive terminal users to be delayed.

Specifying CNTCLIST=NO (the default) causes the entire CLIST to constitute a
single transaction.

In either case the individual commands of a CLIST are not subject to an RTO

delay or assigned report or control performance groups through the installation
control specification.

Counting Non-swappables in Domain MPLs: The installation can choose to
include non-swappable address spaces in the calculation of the current MPL
values. If CNTNSW=YES is specified, non-swappable address spaces are

included in the sum of the ready users for each domain. Including non-swappable
address spaces in the calculation of the MPL value has a stabilizing effect on a

system where some of the users are periodically non-swappable for short periods
of time. However, in cases where an address space remain non-dispatchable and

non-swappable for a long time (for instance, while waiting for a tape mount),
specifying CNTNSW=YES might restrict access of ready work to that domain.
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When CNTNSW=YES is specified, the minimum MPL for each domain should

allow for the permanently non-swappable address spaces in that domain. Note:
The non-swappable system address spaces are usually in the default domain for
started tasks and, as such, must be counted when setting the minimum MPL for
the domain.

Directed VIO Activity: VIO data set pages can be directed to a subset of the
local paging data sets through directed VIO, which allows the installation to direct

VIO activity away from selected local paging data sets that will be used only for
non-VIO paging. With directed VIO, faster paging devices can be reserved for

paging where good response time is important. The NONVIO system parameter,
in conjunction with the PAGE system parameter, enables the installation to define

those local paging data sets that are not to be used for VIO, leaving the rest
available for VIO activity. However, if space is depleted on the paging data sets
made available for VIO paging, the non-VIO paging data sets will be used for
VIO paging.

The installation uses the DVIO keyword to either activate or deactivate directed
VIO.

Note: The NONVIO and PAGE system parameters are in the lEASYSxx
parmlib member.

Adjusting Constants Options

Certain OPT parameters make it more convenient for installations with unique
resource management requirements to change some SRM constants. The defaults

provided are adequate for most installations. A parameter needs to be specified
only when its default is found to be unsuitable for a particular system
environment. Before making any changes, it is advisable in most cases to study
the related segments of code in order to be able to predict the impact of the
contemplated change on the SRM's evaluations and decisions. The following
functions can be modified by parameters in the OPT:
• Enqueue residence control
• SRM invocation interval control

• MPL adjustment control
• Logical swapping controls
• CPU management control
• I/O load balancing control
• Storage load balancing control
• Pageable storage control

Enqueue residence control: This parameter, specified by the ERV keyword,
defines the amount of CPU service that the address space is allowed to receive
before it is considered for a workload recommendation swap out. The parameter
applies to all swapped-in address spaces that are enqueued on a resource needed
by another user. For more information see "Enqueue Delay Minimization" in
Section 1.
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SRM invocation interval control: This parameter, specified by the RMPTTOM

keyword, controls the invocation interval for SRM timed algorithms. Increasing
this parameter above the default value reduces the overhead caused by SRM
algorithms, such as swap analysis and time slicing. However, when these
algorithms are invoked at a rate less than the default, the accuracy of the data on
which the SRM decisions are made, and thus the decisions themselves, may be

affected. Increasing this parameter to reduce the number of timed invocations of
SRM might be useful when the MVS system is run under the Virtual Machine
Facility (VM/370).

MPL adjustment control: The OPT provides eleven keywords to specify upper
and lower thresholds for the variables that the SRM uses to determine if it should

increase, decrease, or leave unchanged the MPL. When one of these variables
exceeds its threshold value, the SRM regards this change as a signal to adjust the
MPL. The following chart gives the internal names for the control variables, their
thresholds, and conditions that cause a change.
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Thresholds that cause
Control variable

an MPL change:

Keyword in

and internal name

decrease

increase

OPT

CPU utilization

> RCCCPUTH

<RCCCPUTL

RCCCPUT

> RCCCPUPH

< RCCCPUPL

RCCCPUP^

> RCCMSPTH

< RCCMSPTL

RCCMSPT^

>RCCPDLTH

< RCCPDLTL

RCCPDLT^

Page fault rate
(RCVPTR)

>RCCPTRTH

<RCCPTRTL

RCCPTRT^

Demand paging rate
(RCVDPR)

> RCCDPRTH

< RCCDPRTL

ASM queue length
(RCVASMQA)

> RCCASMTH

< RCCASMTL

RCCASMT^

UIC

<RCCUICTL

> RCCUICTH

RCCUICT

> RCCFXTTH

< RCCFXTTL

RCCFXTT

> RCCFXETH

< RCCFXETL

RCCFXET

(RCVCPUA)
CPU utilization

(RCVCPUA)

Page delay time^
(RCVMSPP)

Page delay time^
(RCVMSPP)

PAGERTl ^ ^ ^
PAGERT2

(RCVUICA)
Percentage of
online storage
fixed or

allocated for

page-in or
page-out

(RCVFXIOP)
Percentage of
storage eligible
for fixing that
is actually
fixed

(RCVMFXA)

^The RCCCPUP thresholds are used in conjunction with the RCCMSPT (page delay time) and
RCCDPRT(demand paging rate) thresholds when considering an MPL change.

^The default thresholds for these keywords cause the corresponding control variables to have no effect
on MPL adjustment.

^Page fault rate is reported in the RMF summary report as demand paging.
^PAGERTl for a uniprocessor; PAGERT2 for a multiprocessor.

^SRM calculates the page delay time using the paging rate to page data sets and the number of queued
paging requests to those page data sets.

An installation with unique resource management requirements might wish to
change these variables. Before making such a change it will, in most cases, be
advisable to study the related segments of code or refer to "Resource Monitor
MPL Adjusting Processing" in the SRM section of System Logic Library, to
predict the impact of the change on the SRM.
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Logical swapping control: Five keywords are provided in the lEAOPTxx parmlib
member to influence logical swapping:

1. LSCTMTE specifies the upper and lower values for the think time limit.
2. LSCTUCT specifies the upper and lower UIC threshold values.

3. LSCTAFQ specifies the upper and lower available frame count threshold
values.

4. LSCTFTT specifies the upper and lower percentages of online storage that is
fixed or allocated for page-in or page-out.

5. LSCTFET specifies the upper and lower percentages of storage eligible for
fixing that is actually fixed.

The SRM uses keywords 2, 3, 4, and 5 to determine if the think time limit should
be increased or decreased. The relationship between these keywords and their
internal values is:

• For the think time limit:
Lower value

%>Think time limit

%oUpper value

Keyword

LSCTMTEL

LSCTMTES

LSCTMTEH

LSCTMTE

For think time change:
Control variable

Think time change

Keyword

and internal name

decrease

increase

in OPT

UIC(RCVUICA)

<LSCTUCTL

> LSCTUCTH

LSCTUCT

count(RCVAFQA)

<LSCTAFQL

> LSCTAFQH

LSCTAFQ

Percentage of

>LSCTFTTH

< LSCTFTTL

LSCTFTT

>LSCTFETH

< LSCTFETL

LSCTFET

Available frame

online storage
fixed or

allocated for

page-in or
page-out

(RCVFXIOP)
Percentage of
storage eligible
for fixing that
fixed

(RCVMFXA)

The SRM changes the think time limit as follows:

• If(RCVAFQA > LSCTAFQH or RCVUICA > LSCTUCTH)
and

(RCVFXIOP LSCTFTTL and RCVMFXA LSCTFETL)
then

the think time is increased.
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• If(RCVAFQA LSCTAFQL
or

RCVUICA LSCTUCTL
or

RCVFXIOP > LSCTFTTH
or

RCVMFXA > LSCTFETH)
then

the think time is decreased.

CPU management control: The keywords provided for CPU management
control influence both the CPU load balancing function and the assignment
of dispatching priorities in the mean-time-to-wait range.
The CCCUTT keyword specifies the upper and lower thresholds for CPU
utilization that are used to determine if the processor is overutilized or

underutilized. The CCCUTT keyword affects CPU load-balancing only. The
following chart gives the internal names of the control variables and indicates
their relation to the condition:

Control variable

Processor Utilization

Keyword

and internal name

under

over

in OPT

processor utilization

<CCCUTLOT

>CCCUTHIT

CCCUTT

(CCVLGUTL)

The CCCSIGUR keyword specifies the minimum amount of CPU execution

time between I/O waits in determining if a user is a significant user of the
processor and should be considered for CPU load balancing. This value is
also used in determining the range of user execution times between I/O waits
assigned to the different levels of mean-time-to-wait dispatching priorities.
This relationship insures that, within a dispatching priority group, the lowest

level is assigned to sigmficant CPU users and that the nine remaining priority
levels are assigned to users having decreasing mean-time-to-wait values. The
CCCSIGUR keyword affects both CPU load-balancing and
mean-time-to-wait dispatching.

IIO load balancing control: Three keywords are provided in the OPT to
control I/O load balancing. The ICCSIGUP keyword specifies the minimum
percentage of user requests for a logical channel in determining a significant
user of the logical channel. The two remaining keywords specify the
threshold values used to determine if a logical channel is overutilized or
underutilized.
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The following chart gives the internal names of the control variables and
indicates their relation to the condition:
Control variable

Logical channel utilization

Keyword

over

in OPT

<ICCINLOT

>ICCINHIT(1)

ICCINTl

for two processors
<ICCINL0T(2)

>1CCINHIT(2)

ICCINT2

and internal name

under

Percentage of delayed
requests(RLCTUTLB)

for one processor

Percentage of delayed
requests(RLCTUTLB)

Storage load balancing control: Eight keywords are provided in the OPT to
control storage load balancing. The MCCSBFCF and MCCSBSIG keywords
provide a scaling factor for the recommendation value and a minimum
threshold respectively, to determine if a user is a significant user of storage.
The MCCSBSGP keyword specifies the target ratio of the number of

significant to insignificant users of storage. The MCCSBINP and
MCCSBDSP keywords specify the percentage factors used to increase or
decrease the user frame count threshold for significant users. The

MCCSBFTH keyword specifies the maximum percentage of storage that is

eligible for fixing. The MCCSBAT, MCCSBST, and MCCSBFTH keywords
are used to determine if storage is over or underutilized. The following chart

gives the internal names of the control variables and indicates their relation to
the condition:

and internal name

Keyword

Storage utilization

Control variable
under

over

in OPT

Available frame

queue(MCVSBFQA)

>MCCSBATH

<MCCSBATL

UIC(MCVSBLTS)

>MCCSBSTH

<MCCSBSTL

Percentage of
storage eligible
for fixing that
is actually

< MCCSBFTH

MCCSBAT
MCCSBST
MCCSBFTH

fixed

(MCVSBLTF)

Storage is overutilized if:

and

MCVSBFQA

MCCSBATL

MCVSBLTS

MCCSBSTL

Storage is underutilized if:
and

(MCVSBFQA

>

MCCSBATH or MCVSBLTS > MCCSBSTH)

MCVSBLTF

<

MCCSBFTH

The amount by which the threshold value is exceeded directly affects the
magnitude of the recommendation value.
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Pageable storage control: Two keywords are provided in the OPT to signal a
shortage of pageable storage. Keyword MCCFXTPR specifies the percentage
of storage that is fixed or allocated for page-in or page-out. Keyword
MCCFXEPR specifies the percentage of storage eUgible for fixing that needs
to be fixed before the SRM detects a shortage.
Control variable

Shortage of pageable

and internal

storage exists

Keyword in OPT

name

Percentage of
storage that

> MCCFXTPR

MCCFXTPR

> MCCFXEPR

MCCFXEPR

is fixed or

allocated for pagein or page-out
(PVTCNTFX

-I-(ASMIORQR-ASMIORQC))^
Percentage of
storage eligible
for fixing that is
actually fixed

(PVTCNTFX)!

^These variables are actual frame counts rather than percentages. The SRM multiplies the
MCCFXTPR threshold by the amount of online storage and multiplies the MCCFXEPR
threshold by the amount of storage eligible for fixing in order to arrive at the threshold frame
counts that it uses to compare against the actual frame counts. If MCCFXEPR x (amount of
storage eligible for fixing) is greater than MCCFXTPR x (amount of online storage), then the
threshold frame counts that the SRM uses to compare against the actual frame counts are set
equal.

Section 3: Guidelines and Examples
This section discusses guidelines for:

® Defining installation requirements and objectives
• Selecting values for BPS, ICS, and OPT parameters
® Evaluating and adjusting these values.

In addition, the default IPS is presented and explained.

An installation's individual needs and requirements may lead to ultimate
specifications that differ greatly from the values presented here. The
guidelines should, nevertheless, prove useful as a starting point.

Defining Installation Requirements
Before specifying any parameters to the SRM,an installation must define
response and throughput requirements for its various classification of work.

Examples of specific questions that should be answered are listed below. The

applicability of these questions will, of course, vary from installation to
installation.
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Subsystems

How many subsystems will be active at any one time and what are they?
For IMS or VSPC, how many active regions will there be?

Will the subsystem address space(s) be nonswappable?
What is the desired response time and how will it be measured?
Batch

What is the required batch throughput or turnaroundfor variousjob classes?
Are jobs being placed in the correct class?

How much service do jobs require, and what service rate is needed to meet the
turnaround requirement?

An RMF workload report or reduction of SMF data in type 5 or type 30
records will provide the average service consumed by jobs of different classes.
Based on service definition coefficients of

CPU = 10.0,10c=5.0,MSO = 3.0,SRB = 10.0; the following approximations
can be made:

Short jobs use 10,000 service units or less.
Medium jobs use between 10,000 and 30,000 service units.
Long jobs use 30,000 units or more.
What is the average number of ready jobs?

Most likely, this is the number of active initiators. A few extra initiators may
be started to decrease turnaround times.
TSO

What is the number of terminals?

What is the average number of ready users?

As a guideline for installations new to TSO, assume that an installation doing
program development on 3270 terminals will have two ready users for every
ten users logged on. This average will vary, depending on the type of
terminal and on the type of TSO session (data entry, problem solving,
program development).

What is the required response time and expected transaction ratefor different
categories of TSO transactions at different times, such as peak hours?
What is the expected response timefor short transactions?
How will this response time be measured?

Should response time be differentfor select groups of TSO users?
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How should semi-trivial and non-trivial transactions be treated?

How are they defined?

An installation can use RMF workload reports or SMF data in type 34 and
35 records available to help define trivial and non-trivial TSO work. Based
on service definition coefficients of

CPU = 10.0,10c=5.0,MSO =3.0,SRB= 10.0; the following approximations
can be made:

Short TSO commands use 200 service units or less.

Medium length commands use between 200 and 800 service units.
Long TSO commands use 800 service units or more.

What is the required service ratefor TSO users?
If 2-second response time (as reported by RMF)is required for very short
TSO commands (100 service units), the required service rate for such a
transaction is 100/2 or 50 service units per second. Service rates for other
types of transactions should be computed also.
General

What is the importance level of TSO, batch, IMS, and special batch classes in
relation to one another?

Which may be delayed or "tuned down" to satisfy other requirements?
In other words, which response requirements are fixed and which are
variable?

What percentage ofsystem resources should each group receive?
How critical are CPU, real storage, and IjO resources?
If a user makes heavy demands on a resource, the installation will have to
decide whether the user's response time requirement should be waived in
favor of a more balanced system load.

Once these questions have been answered, and the installation is somewhat
confident that its requirements can be met by the hardware, the installation is
ready to begin writing an initial IPS, OPT, and installation control specification.

Preparing an Initial Installation Control Specification, IPS, and OPT
This section presents guidelines for selecting installation control specification, IPS,
and OPT parameter values. Where applicable, values are given which may be
used as initial values when no previous performance data is available.
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There are several approaches to preparing an initial installation control
specification, IPS, and OPT.
• Use the default IPS and OPT and no installation control specification.

It is suggested that installations that do not have an IPS initially use the
default IPS (lEAIPSOO) supplied with the MVS/System Products. For more
information, see "Default IPS" in this section.
• Continue with a current level IPS and OPT and no installation control

specification.
Installations that are content with the control achieved by this IPS and OPT

could initially continue to use that IPS with the MVS/System Products
because they are compatible.

• Create a new installation control specification, IPS, and OPT (or modify the
default IPS).

Installations that have modified the default IPS or created new parmlib
members for an IPS and OPT,should consider replacing them and creating

an installation to take advantage of the functions available with the
MVS/System Products.
Work Sheets: If an installation decides to modify the default IPS or create a new
IPS and an installation control specification, the following worksheets might be of
value while reading this section. They have been included as an aid for recording
parameters and values as they are defined. After concluding this section, the
completed work sheets should enable an installation to write an IPS, using correct
syntax, with a minimum amount of effort. (In most cases, only a subset of the
available entries will be needed). Worksheet #5 is an aid for assigning
performance group numbers to the various types of work in an installation. From
this worksheet, an installation can code a correct installation control specification.

Note: Syntax errors in the installation control specification, IPS, and OPT are
indicated by a general message written to the console and more detailed messages
written to the system log data set. System log error messages are written
following a SET IPS, SET ICS, or SET OPT command but not during an IPL.
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Worksheet Number 1 - Service Definition Coefficients and Domain Information

TARGET CONTROL SPECIFICATION
CPU

Service
Rate

IOC

MSG

SRB

Workload Levels

Contention
Index

Highest Cut-Off
Workload Level

Domain Definitions

Domain
Number

Minimum
MPL

Maximum
MPL

Weighting Factor
or Target Control
Keyword and Value
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Description

Worksheet Number 2 - I/O and Dispatching Priorities
APGRNG

TUNIT

TSPTRN
Associated User Types

Priority

Dispatching Priority

I/O Priority

1

Master

Above APG
Above APG

Above APG
F94
F93
F92

Fixed

F91

Set9

F90
Rotate

R9

MTW

M9

F34
F33
Fixed

<

F32
F31

Sets <

F30
Rotate

R3

MTW

M3
F24
F23
F22

Fixed

F21

Set 2 -i

F20
Rotate

R2

MTW

M2

•

■.

F14
F13
F12

Fixed

1

Set 1 •<

F11
F10

Rotate

R1

MTW

Ml

F04
F03

Fixed

F02

F01

Set 0

FOO
Rotate

RO

MTW

MO

Below APG

MTW — Mean-time-to-wait

different from dispatching priority.
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Worksheet Number 3 - Execution Characteristics Definition

Group

Period

Duration

ISV Value
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Objective Number

Comments

Worksheet Number 4 - Objective Control Per Domain

Workload Levels

Maximum Absorption Rate

Highest Cut-off Workload Level

Domain Number 1

Domain Number 2

Domain Number 3

Domain Number 4

Domain Number 5

Domain Number 6

Domain Number 7

Domain Number 8

Domain Number 9
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Worksheet Number 5 - Performance Group Number(PGN) Assignment

N/A indicates that assigning a PGN is not meaningful.
Transaction

Subsystem

Contro

Class/Userid/Name

Control PGNs

TRXNAME

USERID=

TRXNAME

TRXNAME=

Job entry
subsystem

USERID=

TRXCLASS=

Other

TRXNAME=

N/A

USERID=

N/A

TRXCLASS=

N/A

subsystems

Default control PGN:

— PGN2 for the TSO subsystem
— PGN 1 for all other subsystems
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Worksheet Number 6 - Performance Group/Period Definition

Performance
Domain

I/O

Number Objective

Number

^
Defaults

Interval

Dispatching Priority

Group
'
»

Note 1

OBJ^I

TSGRP
Domain
Number

Priority

Service
Value

Duration

iOP=DP
ISV=100K
or=TSDP

Batch Period 5
Default

"H"

TSO Period'
Default

Period

Period

Note 1: The default is the domain number of the previous period. If no previous period with
DJVIN is specified, the default is DMN=1.
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Selecting Service Definition Coefficients (Worksheet Number 1)
The purpose of the service definition coefficients (SDCs)is to allow the individual
service components to be weighted. For example, there will probably be a greater
demand for the resource in least supply. Using coefficients, service provided by
such a resource can be given added importance. This is not to imply that the
service values are to be used for accounting purposes, since, as will be seen later,
the service consumed by a job is not necessarily repeatable.
The coefficients should be high enough to yield a range of service rates sufficiently
high for the workload management function to be effective, but they must not be
so high that service rates become excessively large. This also results in ineffective
workload management control.

Changes to the coefficients may require changes to other parameters in the IPS
that are dependent on service value specifications (for example, interval service
value and duration).
An increase in a iservice definition coefficient will numerically raise the system
service capacity and the service rate of users, though not, of course, affecting the
system's physical capacity for work.
For example, consider the I/O component of service for the following:
• With IOC= 1.0, a service rate of 100 represents 100 I/O requests/second.
• With IOC=2.0, a service rate of 100 represents 50 I/O requests/second.
Three alternatives exist for setting the SDCs:
1. Use the values in the default IPS (lEAIPSOO). These should generate
reasonable service values for the workload management function. The default
coefficients are:
CPU =10.0

IOC= 5.0
MSO = 3.0
SRB = 10.0

2. Use previous installation SDCs. The installation might want to include the
coefficient for SRB service:

• To obtain information through RMF on SRB usage.
• To monitor SRB usage.
3. Define new coefficients. To do this, a more detailed understanding of the
individual service components is required. These are discussed separately in
the following paragraphs.
CPU and SRB Service: The SRM calculates CPU and SRB service based on task

and SRB execution time and CPU mode, which should make the IPS independent
of the CPU model.
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The following table describes the service consumed per second of execution time
by CPU model. The values listed are internal SRM constants. The "total system
absorption rate" reported by RMF will not equal the values listed here because
these do not include certain types of system processing.
Service Units Per

Seconds of Task or SRB

Processor

Second of Task or SRB

Execution Time Per

Model

Execution Time

Service Unit

158

51.2

0.0195

168

151.0

0.00662

3031

64.2

0.0155

3032

166.0

0.00602

3033

262.5

0.00381

3033 Model N

216.4

0.00462

3033 Model S

151.0

0.00662

3081 Model D

276.3

0.00363

3081 Model G

291.65

0.00343

3081 Model G2

308.8

0.00324

3081 Model GX

313.4

0.00319

3081 Model K

368.4

0.00271

3081 Model K2

391.5

0.00255

3081 Model KX

396.2

0.00252

3083 Model B

306.5

0.00326

3083 Model B2

325.6

0.00307

3083 Model BX

330.7

0.00302

3083 Model CX

166.0

0.00602

3083 Model E

204.8

0.00488

3083 Model E2

217.6

0.00459

3083 Model EX

221.1

0.00452

3083 Model J

388.8

0.00257

3083 Model J2

411.8

0.00243

3083 Model JX

420.0

0.00238

3084 Model Q
3084 Model Q2
3084 Model QX

368.4

0.00271

392.5

0.00255

396.2

0.00252

3090 Model 200

711.86

0.001405

4341 Model 1

44.1

0.0227

4341 Model 2

78.9

0.0127

4341 Model 9

27.4

0.03644

4341 Model 10

39.2

0.02551

4341 Model 11

54.7

0.01828

4341 Model 12

87.6

0.01141

4361 Model 5

72.9

0.0137

4381 Model 1

122.1

0.00819

4381 Model 2

181.0

0.00552

4381 Model 3

153.8

0.00650

9081 Model K

368.4

0.00271

9083 Model J

388.8

0.00257

For installations with no prior service data, the task time reported in type 4, 5,
30, 34, and 35 SMF records could be converted to service units using the above
table.

CPU time may not be identical for different runs of the same job step. One or
more of the following factors may cause small variations in CPU time: CPU
architecture (such as storage buffering), cycle stealing with integrated channels,
and the amount of queue searching (s6e the publication OSjVSl SPL: System
Management Facilities (SMF). An installation may find that SRB time is
approximately 1/10 of task time.

2

These processors are the enhanced versions.
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IjO Service: One service unit corresponds to one EXCP or a JES spool read or
write. An EXCP count is maintained for started tasks.

For a description of SMF EXCP counts, refer to the publication OSjVSl SPL:
System Management Facilities (SMF).

Main Storage Service: A program uses one storage service unit when it holds 50
pages(200K)for one CPU service unit. The amount of storage service available
can be determined by calculating the number of pages available for problem
program use (from RMF paging reports) and applying the following formula:
storage service units = # pages x # CPU service units
50

This formula has been simplified to allow the presentation of an example (see
below). In the actual calculation, the SRM utilizes a continually updated variable
called page seconds. This variable is the product of task execution time and the
number of frames allocated to an address space, and it is updated periodically.
The page seconds accumulated by a transaction are reported in SMF type 4, 30,
and 34 records.

The main storage component of service can affect the repeatability of service
required by a transaction, because the total storage service available varies with
the number of address spaces in real storage at any one time. Thus, an estimate
must be made of how many address spaces are in storage at one time in order to
determine the total storage service units available.
For example:
Assume

100 pages and 10 CPU service units are available for problem program usage.

Case 1;

1 address space uses all 100 pages for the entire amount of time (10 CPU service units).

The total amount of main storage service used would be:
100 X 10 = 20 storage service units
50

Case 2:

2 address spaces share the resources equally. That is, each address space uses 50 pages
for 5 CPU service units.

The total amount of main storage service used by each address space would be:
50 X 5 = 5 storage service units
50

Because each address space used 5 storage service units, the total number of units
used is 10. All pages and CPU services were used, and yet the total is less than in
Case 1. Thus, the service rate for an address space decreases as the number of
executing address spaces increases.
Once it is known how many CPU,I/O, SRB, and storage service units are
available, the coefficients can be selected to weight each service component. Since
CPU service and SRB service measure a transaction's use of the processor, the
two coefficients(CPU and SRB)could be set equal. If the intent is to equalize
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the importance of the service components, the coefficients may be determined by
'

using the equations:

CPU X (CPU service units + SRB service units) = IOC x I/O service units =
MSO X storage service units

Selecting a reasonable value for one coefficient, such as 10 for CPU, allows
calculation of the other three values.

Defining Domains and Their Constraints (Worksheet Number 1)

The following suggestions for defining domains are based on separating an
installation's work into four general classifications:
Subsystems
Batch
TSO

Special purpose

Each classification is discussed separately. It should be noted that as execution
characteristics change, address spaces may be reclassified. For example, very long

(to be defined later) TSO commands may be reclassified as batch work.
Guidelines are presented for selecting appropriate MPL minimum, maximum, and
adjustment values for each type of domain. (Note that minimum MPL values
should not be set too high. This may cause excessive paging overhead.)
Subsystem Domains: One or more domains can be defined for each subsystem,
such as IMS, CICS, VSPC, etc. This is useful because the operator connnand,
"DISPLAY DMN," displays the service rate obtained by all address spaces in a
domain including the service rate obtained by non-swappable address spaces. If
there is no need to display the service rate online, all subsystems can be combined
into one domain. Each subsystem should have separate performance groups
specified in order to enable RMF to accurately report the service rate received.

Normally subsystems are nonswappable due to the undesirabihty of incurring
swapping overhead. Other reasons may also exist for making subsystem address
space(s) nonswappable. For example, the IMS 1.1.1 resource serialization
technique does not cause an address space holding a serialized resource to be
swapped in should some other address space required that resource. However, if
the correct constraint values are chosen (as discussed later), subsystems may run
effectively non-swappable and still be swapped out to free frames when they are
idle.

MPL specifications for a domain of swappable subsystem address spaces should
allow instant swap in of these address spaces when they become ready. Therefore,
the minimum MPL should be greater than or equal to the number of address
spaces associated with the domain. The maximum MPL value is not meaningful
in this case. Since the MPL adjustment function is not utilized for a subsystem
domain with these recommended MPL values, the weight or FWKL value of such
a domain should be set to 1.

MPL specifications are not meaningful for domains having only non-swappable
address spaces. If you do specify a minimum MPL, use a value of at least 1,
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which allows termination of a non-swappable address space. For domains having
both swappable and non-swappable address spaces, the latter can be ignored in
setting the MPL specification unless the OPT specifies CNTNSW =YES.
Specifying CNTNSW =YES causes non-swappable address spaces to be counted
in the domain's current MPL.

Batch and TSO Domains: There are crucial differences between the execution

characteristics of batch and TSO work, such as the amount of service required to
complete processing and the arrival rate of work. Batch jobs usually require
considerably more service than most TSO commands and could therefore

overload the system if the number of such jobs allowed in real storage were not
controlled. Such limits, however, are not desirable for most TSO work. Since

this control is achieved via the domain constraints, the two different requirements
cannot be satisfied by one domain. Therefore, separate domains should be
created for batch and TSO work.

In most cases, one domain should be sufficient for batch work. Performance

objectives can be used to achieve the desired degree of control over individual
jobs.

If all TSO commands require uniform service, one domain will probably suffice to
provide good response time. However, if the TSO work consists of commands

with diverse service needs, that is, both short and long-running conunands,
additional domains may have to be defined in order to satisfy these different
requirements.
As discussed in Section 2, the maxMPL value is used to limit the number of

address spaces allowed in real storage, while the purpose of the minMPL is to
guarantee access to real storage for a fixed minimum number of address spaces.

The minMPL value can be used to implement fixed response requirements. If fast
response, for example, is a fixed requirement for short TSO commands, the

minMPL value can be set to 1 or 2 for every 10 logged on users. For instance, if
40 users are logged on, a minMPL value of 4 would be a good starting point.
For batch work, if there are no fixed throughput requirements, the SRM should
be allowed to determine the target MPL in a range of 0-255. If, however, a
specific number ofjobs must be processed during a particular period of time, the
minMPL should be raised slightly above zero (1 to 3)in order to guarantee access
to real storage for some minimum number of batch jobs.
For long-running, batch-like TSO commands, the SRM should be allowed to
determine the target MPL in a range of 0-255.
MPL Tai^et Control

Domain weights and the workload levels derived from the target control
objectives have meaning only for domains whose target MPL is adjustable, and
only when there is more than one such domain. Domains with fixed target MPLs
should be given a fixed workload level of 1(FWKL= 1) or, if weights are being
used, such domains should be given a weight of 1.
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Target Control Keywords: Workload levels assigned through the use of target
control keywords are, in effect, priorities called contention indexes that vary as
relative service rates to domains vary.

Installations that want to control service rates to domains may do so with the

target control keywords provided that the following conditions are met:

• The system has sufficient capacity to provide the desired rates.
• The minMPL and maxMPL values permit MPL adjustment to the desired
levels.

• There is ready work in the domain.

As an example, a domain could be created for short (interactive) TSO commands
specifying a performance objective (using AOBJ=)that requests a constant
service rate:

WKL=(1,100)

OBJ=1,SRV=(50,50)
DMN=1,A0BJ=1

Figure 5-9 shows the contention index and its relationship to service rate. The
contention index for the domain is set low or high, depending on whether the
domain is or is not receiving the requested service rate (50 service units/second).
Service^
Rate

>50

Requested

A0BJ=1

Rate

>50

^ Contention
Index

f

High
Contention

Contention
Index

Index

Figure 5-9. Specifying a Contention Index Using AOBJ

Note: If the service rate per ready user equals the requested service rate, the
contention index is determined from the rightmost point on the objective. In this
example, the contention,index is ICQ for a service rate of 50.
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If an installation defines two domains and wants to provide service to them on a
percentage basis, it may request a constant service rate ratio for those domains.
For example, a long TSO domain might be given a service rate twice that of a
batch domain by using the DOBJ keyword, as shown in Figure 5-10. The
contention indexes of the domains will be equal when the service rate of the TSO
domain is twice that of the batch domain. This same principal can be applied in
requesting a constant service rate ratio for batch classes.
Service ^
Rate

WKL=(1.50,99,100)
OBJ=1,SRV=(2000,*,*,0)
OBJ=2,SRV=(1000,*,*,0)

D0BJ=1

1000

Botch
Rote

^Contention
Index

Figure 5-10. Specifying a Contention Index Using DOBJ

An installation may choose to assign a fixed workload level (contention index) to
a domain. The example illustrated in Figure 5-11 defines the service rate per
ready user as 200 service units/second and a batch domain is defined to receive
the remaining service within the constraints of system capacity, MPL limits, and
availabiUty of ready work. If the service rate per ready user in the TSO domain
(domain 1) decreases to 200 or below (as for instance when the average number of
ready users suddenly increases), its contention index becomes 100 or greater and
its target MPL will be raised even if this requires the batch domain's target MPL
to be lowered. As the service rate per ready user in the TSO domain increases to
more than 200, its contention index becomes less than 1, so the target MPL of the
batch (domain 2) may then be raised. Thus the service rate of the TSO domain
tends to stabilize around 200 per ready user and the batch domain receives the
remainder.
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Service
Rate

\

A FWKL=1

WKL=(1,100)
OBJ=3.SRV=(200.200)
DMN=1.A0BJ=3
DMN=2,FWKL=1

200-

A0BJ=3

w

Contention
Index

100

Figure 5-11. Specifying Contention Indexes Using AOBJ and FWKL

Domain Weight: Domain weights have the effect of creating an ordered priority
list according to which the SRM decides which domain's target MPL should be
raised or lowered first. The differences between weight values should be

sufficiently large to ensure that the computed contention indexes actually reflect
the installation's intentions. These indexes may be calculated beforehand by using

representative values, as suggested by the following method:
For batch, assume that the average number of ready users is equal to the
number of initiators and that the target MPL is 1.

For TSO,assume that the average number of ready users is equal to the
target MPL,resulting in a contention index equal to the weight.

For example, assuming there are 8 initiators, the contention indexes would
be:

TSO contention index = TSO weight
batch contention index = 8 x batch weight

Therefore, if the TSO domain is to be favored over the batch domain, the weight
for the TSO domain must be more than 8 times the batch domain weight.

Notice that a domain's weight or a domain target control specification has no

meaning when the minMPL is sufficiently high to eliminate MPL adjustment.
Note: The use of weight values is not permitted in the same IPS with target
control keywords.

Special Purpose Domains: A separate domain may be created to prevent ready
work from executing. For example, the system operator may halt the execution

of a job via the RESET command by associating it with a domain having a fixed
target MPL of zero, that is, minMPL=maxMPL=0.
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Selecting I/O and Dispatching Priorities(Worksheet Number 2)

The following recommendations are made for the selection of dispatching
priorities:

• Include as many users as possible within the APG. This allows strict control

over the dispatching of work. In addition, by including as many users as
possible in the APG, the information to control their dispatching is contained
in one place as opposed to being spread over several proclib members.

• The relationship (being higher or lower) of dispatching priorities is more
important than the actual dispatching priority. Therefore, construct a list of
all possible work ordered according to their relative importance before
selecting dispatching priorities.

• Address spaces with no fixed requirements, possibly long TSO transactions
and long batch jobs, should be assigned to a mean-time-to-wait group of the
APG to aid throughput.

• Address spaces that are likely to be CPU-bound should be assigned to the
lowest mean-time-to-wait group. The mean-time-to-wait algorithm allows the
SRM to dynamically adjust the dispatching priority.
• Do not eliminate the benefit of the mean-time-to-wait algorithm. That is,
whatever work you are assigning to a mean-time-to-wait group should be
assigned to the same group if possible.

• The IMS control region should be assigned a high dispatching priority,
possibly lower than that of TCAM or VTAM, but higher than the dispatching
priorities of initiators and short TSO transactions.

• The PVLDP keyword should be used to assign a priority to initiators and
privileged programs when they have a priority within the APG. The default
PVLDP value is the lowest mean-time-to-wait group. The master scheduler's
address space and the global resources serialization address space are always
assigned the highest priority (X'FF') regardless of the PVLDP value.
• Use the time slice function to prevent one subsystem from dominating
another subsystem or group of work. Estimate the percentage of time that
the subsystem requires a preferred dispatching priority and use the time slice
pattern to meet that percentage. For simplicity, assign the same number to
the time slice group as was assigned to the domain.

• Use the rotate priority to equalize the processing of work between address
spaces with equal importance. Increase the frequency of rotation as needed,
to ensure that each address space in a rotate priority can execute enough to
meet its required response time.

• Avoid time slicing one user from below a rotate group to above it or
assigning the time slice and rotate function to the same users. For example, if
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two users(A and B)are rotated, A or B periodically is positioned to the head
of its dispatching priority queue as follows:
B

A

B

A

B

A

B

A

Rotate

Rotate

Rotate

Rotate

If time slicing occurs along with the rotation the result is as follows:
B

B

A

A

High Dispatching
Priority

Low Dispatching
Priority
A

A

B

B

Rotate

Rotate

Rotate

Rotate

Time Slice

Time Slice

Time Slice

Time Slice

Down

Up

Down

Up

As shown above, B is always at the head of its dispatching priority queue
when the time slice raises the dispatching priority. The advantage of the
rotate function is lost for user A. The same phenomenon can occur when any
users are time sliced from a dispatching priority below a rotate group to a
dispatching priority above the rotate group.

• Note again that for nonswappable address spaces only the dispatching control
specified in the first period of the associated performance group is applicable.
• If the I/O priority should be higher or lower than the dispatching priority,
then assign an I/O priority.

Defining Durations(Worksheet Number 3)

Durations may be used to subdivide a major class of work into subclasses. For

example, transactions may be subdivided into short, medium, and long. Examples
of possible subdivisions by duration are shown in the following table. The values
are those used in the default IPS (lEAIPSOO).
Notes:

1. Duration may be specified in real time units. However, this practice is not
recommended except in special cases which will be discussed later.
Duration

(Service Units)

Class

Subclass

Batch

Short

<10000

Medium

10000 - 30000

Long

>30000

Short

<200

Medium

200 - 1000

Long

>1000

TSO
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A subclass, in these examples, corresponds to a performance period, with the
duration value defiriiiing the length of the period. The service units used by TSO
sessions and batch j'obs are reported in SMF type 4, 5, 30, 34, and 35 records,
An installation may use this data to define appropriate subclasses. For batch
jobs, duration values may be selected to reflect initiator classes.

2. Performance groups that are used exclusively for nonswappable applications
should have no mor e

than one performance group period. Period switching is

not donefor nonswappable address spaces.

Selecting ISV Values(Worksheet Number 3)
As discussed in SectioE

2, ISV values are used to control the frequency of

swapping. An increase in ISV values reduces the number of exchange swaps. The
effectiveness of ISV co;itrol

over swapping is reduced if multiple performance

objectives are used in a domain and these have cut-off levels that differ by more
than one.

When duration specificc ations exist, ISV values for the respective periods will
depend directly on the! duration values. For example, if short TSO transactions
have a duration of 200
)service

units and exchange swaps are to be prevented
during this interval, th(5 ISV value must be at least 200 service units. If an ISV

value of 20,000 were associated with short batch transactions (see table), no swaps
would occur during that period, since the transaction would switch periods after
10,000 service units. li the ISV value were set to 5000, one control swap would
probably occur after 5000 service units, provided, of course, that other address
spaces of the domain are ready to be swapped in.
The accumulation of se;irvice is

not reset when an address space is associated with

a new performance gro up period. If exchange swaps are to be avoided in the
succeeding period, the [SV should include the duration of the new and all
previous periods.
For example, if the firs t period TSO transactions have a duration of 200 service
units (as in the previous example), and the second period transactions have a
duration of 800 service

units, then the ISV for the second period should be at

least 1000(200 plus 8000 to avoid exchange swaps during the second period.
If the third period is the final performance group period and specifies an ISV of
10,000, then a TSO trainsaction is allowed
service units after switc hing
workload level.

to consume 9000 (10,000 minus 1000)
to period three while maintaining the same cutoff

Each time an address space is swapped in, service accumulation is reset to zero.

For example, assume t]
:iat a known TSO transaction consumes 18,000 service urdts
and was swapped-out \/hen it consumed 10,000 service units. Because ISV =
10,000 for period three and the transaction requires only 8000 service units, the
transaction, when swapped-in, is able to complete within the cutoff workload level
(assuming period three is the final period).
ISV values are not mes.:ningful for non-swappable address spaces and for domains
whose minMPL is suff ciently
<
high to allow all its ready address spaces to be

swapped in at one time
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Selecting Performance Objectives(Worksheet Number 4)

To draw a performance objective, workload level numbers and service rates must
be selected. For recommended workload level numbers, refer to "Default IPS"
and "IPS Examples."

An appropriate set of service rates should take into consideration the total
available system service as described under "Selecting Service Definition
Coefficients." For example, assume a model 158 4-megabyte system with 300

EXCPs/second and 640 pages for problem program use. Using the default SDCs
of CPU= 10.0, IOC=5.0, MSG =3.0, and SRB = 10.0, the maximum service
available would be:

(10.0 X 51.2) + (5.0 X 300) + (3.0 x 640 x 51.2/50) + (10.0 x 0) = 3978
Because the CPU and SRB coefficients are the same, the maximum service can be

computed, assuming that all CPU executions are in task mode.

Since only a fraction of this total is available to any single address space, a service
rate of 1000 to 2000 would be a reasonable upper limit for performance objectives
for this configuration.

Adjustments may be necessary after analysis of RMF workload reports showing
the absorption rates of individual performance objectives. If the absorption rate
of an objective approaches the maximum specified service rate, that objective
should be redefined with a higher maximum service rate.

The following points should be considered when defining performance objectives
to control work within a domain:

• Should the cut-off workload level be equal to that of other objectives in the
same domain, or should address spaces be preempted while in their ISV
interval? For example, especially important batch jobs may be associated

with an objective that allows them to preempt all other jobs in the domain.

• The slope of an objective is not meaningful when all transactions in a domain
complete processing within their ISV interval.

• Drawing a steeper slope will cause recommendation values for swapped in
address spaces not in their ISV to decrease less rapidly, thereby allowing more
service to be acciunulated prior to swapping. The steeper the slope of the
objective, the less swapping done.
• Objectives should be kept simple.

The following points should be considered when defining performance objectives
for use in domain target MPL control:

• Objectives should be described to keep the average service rate within an
installation prescribed range (100-150 service units/second).
• When defining objectives for target control keywords, remember that
keywords map service rates into domain MPLs. Keep in mind how system
services should be allocated when sufficient resources are not available.
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To provide on(j domain twice the service rate of another domain, define
two objectives (for use with DOBJ), where one objective when mapped,
has twice the

slope of the other.

If a horizontal objective is to be used with AOBJ control, be aware of the
cut-off workload level achieved through extrapolation (as discussed in the
SRV syntax) vfhen using FWKL values.
For batch work, two objectives may provide the initial desired degree of control,

while one objective ma y be sufficient for TSO work. Suggested variations for
both types are describe d
< under "IPS Examples." One possible variation of the use
of objectives is illustrai;(ed in the following figure.

1000 -I

OBJ 1

500 -

7

OBJ 2

Figure

5-12. A Use ol Different Cut-Off Levels

Explanation:
Workload levels must

differ by more than 1 to cause an exchange swap,

Therefore, address spa|c(es associated with the lower objective will not be
preempted by address spaces associated with the higher objective while in their
ISV intervals. That is, ISV preemption will not occur even though the cut-off

levels of the two objectives are different.
If, however, the MPL adjustment function were to decrease the target MPL of
this domain, the lower cut-off level of objective 2 would cause an address space
associated with that obi
)jective

to be swapped out. If the cut-off levels were equal,

an address space asso(iciated with objective 1 would have the same chance to be
selected for swap out.
This combination of objectives, therefore, accomplishes a

dual purpose - ISV

preemption is avoided and the intended function of the higher objective is
preserved.
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Performance Group Number Assignment(Worksheet Number 5)
Worksheet number 5 aids in writing an installation control specification

(lEAICSxx parmlib member). The worksheet already includes the system-defined
subsystems TSO and STC. To these, add the installation's job entry subsystem
and any interactive system that uses the SRM reporting interface. For each
subsystem, use the proper keywords(TRXNAME, USERID,and TRXCLASS)to
list the types of work for which a control or report PGNs are to be assigned.
Where possible, use substring notation to indicate groups of users or transactions.
For example, group all users with the same department number together.
Another example would be to group all similar batch jobs together.

Control PGN assignment: Reasons for assigning unique control PGNs vary from
installation to installation. The following are possible candidates for unique
numbers:

• Each subsystem
• Individual subsystem address spaces
• Groups of users
• Departments
• Batch initiator classes

• Monitor programs

Assign control PGNs to the various types of work within the listed subsystems.
On the first line, assign a default control PGN for each of the subsystems. When
assigning control PGNs, keep in mind the searching order for the installation
control specification performance group entries. It is possible for a transaction to
match several installation control specification entries, but only one entry is used
to assign the control PGN.

Also, remember that if a transaction does not match any entry in the installation
control specification, and the subsystem does not specify a default PGN,the
transaction is assigned the system default. The system defaults are listed on the
bottom of the worksheet.

After assigning the control PGN, hst any optional control PGN. An optional
PGN is ope that the user is allowed to specify through the JCL or LOGON
PERFORM parameter. Also, be sure to define control performance groups in the
IPS. Worksheet number 6 aids in writing the control performance group
definitions.

Report PGN assignment: In order to produce separate RMF workload activity
reports for different types of work, assign unique report PGNs. A report PGN
can be specified whether or not a control PGN is specified. Report PGNs can be
specified for any subsysteni defined in the installation control specification. The
following are possible candidates for unique report PGNs:
• Each subsystem
• Departments

• All TSO work, including the TCAM address space
• Individual TSO commands

• Groups of commands for an interactive subsystem

• Groups of batch jobs(grouped by class,job name, or userid)
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Assign report PGNs where necessary. Remember that, in some cases, the
information in the control PGN report is adequate. However, the control PGN
might not report on all the transactions because a control PGN collects data for
only those transactions that are assigned the PGN as a result of the hierarchical
search of the installation control specification.

Note: RPGNs for TSO commands are meaningful only if TSO Extensions is

installed or if the interactive subsystem uses the SRM reporting interface.
Performance Groups(Worksheet Number 6)
Once performance groups are assigned, decide if the control over the work in the

group should change as the group ages. If so, establish a performance period by
assigning a duration value. It is recommended that service units be used as the
units for the duration value.

Assign the domains and the dispatching priorities for each period. In those
periods where swapping is desirable for throughput control (high priority batch,
low priority work, etc.), assign an objective. An objective is not needed for
periods describing non-swappable jobs or periods describing a domain where
exchange swaps are not desired(TSO trivial and TSO medium). In those periods
where swaps are desired to equali2B response time, assign an interval service value.
For other periods, the default of lOOK will eliminate exchange swapping. The
response-throughput bias(RTB)should be used only for periods where swap
recommendations are to be based on throughput, not response time.

Note: To conserve space, the worksheet omits the storage isolation parameters
and the TSO response time parameter. These parameters are used only in
exceptional cases
exceotional
cases.

Selecting Storage Isolation Values

As described in Section 2, storage isolation is used to protect the working set of
an application or the common area. Storage isolation can be requested by
specifying:

• only the working set size thresholds
• only the page-in rate thresholds

• both the working set size and the page-in rate thresholds

Working Set Size Isolation: This is the simplest form of storage isolation control
and can be used for the common area or applications when the working set is
well-defined and constant.

To define working set size storage isolation, use the CWSS and PWSS keywords.

Specify a minimum working set size that is slightly larger than the critical working
set. SRM makes the target working set size equal to the miniTnnm working set
and does no additional adjusting of the target. In specifying the mayitnnm
working set size, consider that the number of allocated frames exceeding the
maximum working set size are preferred for stealing. Therefore, either specify an
asterisk (*), which will give you the default, or specify a maximum working set

size larger than the number of allocated frames. If you want to limit the working
set, specify a maximum working set size smaller than the number of allocated
frames.
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Page-in Rate Isolation: This form of storage isolation can be used in cases where
the working set is usually constant but can vary with load variations.

To use page-in rate isolation, determine the acceptable page-in rate and specify it
using the CPGRT and PPGRT keywords. The SRM initially sets the target
working set size to zero. Normal stealing occurs until the SRM, by periodically
adjusting the target working set size, protects enough frames to bring the page-in
rate within its thresholds.

The page-in rate isolation control should not be used to protect applications that
constantly generate a high page-in rate independently of the nmnber of allocated
frames. In this case, the working set size for the application could grow very

large and have little effect on the application's performance but a negative effect
on total system performance.

Page-in Rate Calculation: The SRM's method of calculating the page-in rate
must be considered when selecting page-in rate thresholds. The page-in rate for

an address space is normally defined as the number of nonswap non-VIO page-ins
per second of execution time. However, the page-in rate for a cross memory
address space is defined per second of elapsed time. The difference is based on
the operational characteristics of a cross memory address space. A cross memory
address space is defined as one that can be entered via a cross memory program

call(PC)instruction from another address space. Examples of cross memory
address spaces are the system component address spaces, such as the PC/AUTH
address space, the global resource serialization address space, the allocation
address space, or any subsystem-defined address space established for cross

memory entry. The page-in rate for these address spaces is based on elapsed time
because these address spaces are referenced through cross memory functions and
thus do not accumulate enough execution time to allow the calculation of a
meaningful page-in rate.

The page-in rate for the system common area is also based on elapsed time. The
rate is defined as the number of CSA and PLPA page-ins per second of elapsed
time. Like the cross memory address space page-in rate, the common area

page-in rate is based on elapsed time because execution time is not accumulated
for the common area. The common area and a cross memory address space are

similar in that they both contain data areas and programs that are referenced by
multiple address spaces.

Working Set and Page4n Rate Isolation: This combination is the most effective
form of storage isolation because the target working set size can vary between the
minimum and the maximum working set size based on the actual page-in rate.

The SRM initially sets the target working set size to the minimum and

periodically adjusts the target up or down to keep the page-in rate within its
thresholds.

Use the CWSS and the PWSS keywords to specify a minimum working set size
smaller than the lowest critical working set size expected for the application or

/f0mg.
'

common area. In specifying the maximum working set, consider that the munber
of allocated frames exceeding the maximum working set size are preferred for
stealing. Therefore, either specify an asterisk (*), which will give you the default,
or specify a maximmn working set size larger than the number of allocated
frames. If you want to limit the working set, specify a maximum working set size
less than the munber of allocated frames.
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Specify the page-in rate using the CPGRT and PPGRT keywords. The page-in
rate specification provides the mechanism to adjust the target working set size as
the critical working set varies due to load variations.

Note: The PPGRT keyword is generally not effective for TSO performance
group periods 1 and 2. The SRM requires a certain amount of history before it
can calculate the paging rate for an address space. The SRM resets this history
for each new transaction, and, because most TSO transactions are so short, the
SRM never calculates a nonzero paging rate. As a result, the target working set
size remains at the minimum specified on the PWSS keyword. PWSS can still be
used for TSO address spaces to maintain a minimum working set size across
swap-outs, and, with sufficient real storage available, you can allow larger swap-in
sets in order to reduce demand page-ins for trivial transactions.
The RTB Parameter and the Resource Factor Coefficients

It is recommended that the RTB be set to zero for swappable address spaces with
specific response time requirements (for example, short TSO transactions and high
priority batch work).

Address spaces that have no specific response time requirements and often place a
significant demand on resources that are sometimes over or underutilized are good
candidates for a nonzero RTB specification.

Setting the RTB to 1 allows the SRM to monitor all types of resources and
dynamically determine which type of resource requires load balancing.

Setting the RTB to any combination of S, C, or I activates the storage, CPU, or
I/O load balancing functions, respectively. These RTB values can be used for an
address space that places a significant load on a particular resource that is

sometimes under or overutiUzed. However, using the load balancers effectively
does not require the installation to have detailed knowledge about the resources
its transactions require.

The installation specifies a particular load balancing function by means of the
RTB parameter in the IPS and a weighting factor for the load balancer in the
OPT. If a particular load balancer is not required, that is, there is little or no

adverse contention for a particular resource, it is advisable to set the weighting
factor in the OPT to zero to deactivate the monitoring and save some SRM
processing.

As discussed in Section 2, the storage, CPU, and I/O load balancing
recommendations values are added to the workload level recommendation. The

recommendation values from the load balancers (which can be positive or
negative), are limited to one-fifth of the highest workload level specified or

implied in the current IPS. Therefore, depending on the weighting factor specified
in the OPT,it is possible for the load balancer swap recommendation to
completely override the workload level swap recommendation. Large weighting
factors imply that throughput is emphasized and exchange swapping is minimized.
Small weighting factors imply that throughput is a concern but that an
application should be given access to resources even if the application is a
significant user of an overutilized resource. This access to resources is possible
because the workload level recommendation value increases with time for a
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swapped-out address space and can override a static load balancer
recommendation value.

Default IPS

The default IPS is based on the guidelines just presented. However, not all

specific recommendations were used because this IPS must be acceptable for any
CPU, storage, and I/O configuration. The philosophy of this default IPS is to
provide highest priority (best response) to short TSO commands, then medium
TSO commands, then long TSO commands, and to detain batch jobs whenever
TSO service needs to be increased.

Figure 5-13 shows the IPS that is available as the default via an lEBCOPY
during the installation of MVS/System Product.
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/* THIS IPS PREFERS TSO SHORT ABOVE ALL OTHER WORK. SHORT IS
/* DEFINED AS 200 SERVICE UNITS. LONG TRANSACTIONS IN TSO ARE
/* PREFERRED OVER BATCH BY ALLOWING THEM TO RECEIVE TWICE THE
/* SERVICE RATE THAT BATCH DOES. DEFAULTS ARE TAKEN WHERE

*/
*/
*/
*/

/* APPROPRIATE TO MAKE THE MEMBER MORE READABLE.

*/

/* .
APGRNG = (0-14)
PVLDP = F54
lOQ = PRTY

V
*/
*/
*/

/* all DISP PRTY IN APG
/* privileged USER DPRTY
/*

CPU=10.0,IOC=f5.0,MSO=3.0,SRB=10.0 /*

*/

/*
/* OBJl
/*
/*
/* 0BJ2
/*
/*
/* OBJ3&4
/*
/* 0BJ5
/*
/* 0BJ6
/*
/*

V
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/

(DEFAULT) - A STEEP SLOPE
(USED WHERE EXCHANGE SWAP CONTROL IS NOT REQUIRED
TO EQUALIZE RESPONSE TIMES AND THROUGHPUT).
MODERATE SLOPE
(USED TO EVENLY DISTRIBUTE SERVICE TO LONG BATCH
AND LONG TSO TRANSACTIONS).
- ONE SLOPE IS TWICE THE OTHER
(TO GIVE TSO LONG TWICE THE SERVICE RATE OF BATCH
A HORIZONTAL LINE
(USED FOR IMPORTANT WORK TO PREEMPT OTHER BATCH)
UNFAVORABLE SLOPE
(USED FOR UNIMPORTANT WORK THAT SHOULD BE DELAYED)

WKL=(1,50,99,100)

OBJ=2,SRV=(2000,*,0)
/* LONG BATCH AND LONG TSO
OBJ=3,SRV=(2000,*,*,0)
/* DOBJ FOR TSO
OBJ=4,SRV=(1000,*,*,0)
/* DOBJ FOR BATCH
OBJ=5,SRV=(2000)
/* HOT BATCH
OBJ=6,SRV=(2000,1,0)
/* LOW PRIORITY BATCH
/*
/* ALL DOMAINS HAVE DEFAULTED MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM MPL (1,255)
/* BUT EXPLICITLY INDICATE THEIR CONTENTION INDEX ALGORITHM.
/*
DMN=1,D0BJ=4
/* BATCH
DMN=2,FWKL=128
/* SHORT AND MEDIUM TSO
DMN=3,DOBJ=3
/* LONG TSO
/*
/* DOMAINS PROVIDES ACCESSIBILITY TO MAIN STORAGE.
/* ISV (DEFAULT lOOK) ENSURES RESIDENCY IN MAIN STORAGE FOR MOST,
/* BUT ALLOWS EXCHANGE SWAPS FOR LONG TSO TRANSACTIONS.
/* DURATIONS ALLOW CONTROL PARAMETERS TO CHANGE AS TRANSACTIONS AGE.
/* RESPONSE THROUGHPUT BIAS FAVORS RESPONSE FOR ALL
/* OBJECTIVES ARE USED AS DESCRIBED ABOVE.

*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/

/*

*/

PGN=1,(DMN=1,DP=M2,DUR=30K)
(DMN=1,DP=M2,0BJ=2)
PGN=2,(DMN=2,DP=F34,DUR=200)
(DMN=2,DP=F32,DUR=800)
(DMN=3,DP=M2,OBJ=2,ISV=10K)
PGN=3,(DMN=1,DP=F30,OBJ=5)
PGN=4,(DMN=1,DP=M1,0BJ=6)

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

Figure 5-13. The Default IPS for MVS/System Product
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BATCH - SHORT */
- LONG */
TSO
- SHORT */
MEDIUM */
LONG */
HOT BATCH
*/
LOW PRTY BATCH */

IPS Examples

Although the following examples contain typical values, the examples are not
intended as guideUnes or recommendations for specific situations.
Example 1:
Assume:

• A 168 IMS/Batch system that is running APL/SV. APL had previously been
running on the installation's 145, and the installation wants to keep the same
level of service for APL.

• Batch class X has a 1 hour turnaround time requirement. All other batch
work is class A and has an overnight turnaround reqxiirement. Initiators are
started to class XA.

CPU=10,0,IOC=8.0,MSO=1.1

/* IPS Example 1

*/

APGRNG=(0-14)
TUNIT=3
PVLDP=F50
TSPTRN=(*,3,*)

/* IMS,APL,BATCH ALL IN APG
/*
/* INITIATOR DISP. PRIORITY
/* APL at a low dispatching priority
/* 66% OF TIME

*/
*/
*/
*/
*/

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/

WKL=(1,100)

OBJ=2,SRV=(2000,0)
OBJ=3,SRV=(100,0)

DMN=1,FWKL=2
DMN=2,FWKL=1
DMN=3,FWKL=1
PGN=1,(DMN=1,DP=M1,0BJ=3)
PGN=2,(DMN=2,DP=F70)
PGN=3,(DMN=3,DP=F00,TSDP=F60,TSGRP=3)
PGN=4,(DMN=1,DP=MI,0BJ=2)

BATCH-MPL WILL VARY
IMS-NON SWAPPABLE
APL/SV-NON SWAPPABLE
BATCH EXCEPT CLASS X
IMS
APL/SV
BATCH CLASS X

Notes on Example I:

Service definition coefficients were chosen to be consistent with previously used
values.

Performance groups 2 and 3 describe non-swappable subsystems. As indicated,
the only control for these groups is the dispatching priority. Domains are
assigned to obtain domain service rate information on the console when the
operator specifies a "D DMN"command.

Domain 1 is the only domain that has an MPL that will vary (non-swappables are
not counted in current MPL). Therefore, a simple FWKL adjustment control is
sufficient.
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Example 2:
Assume:

• A CICS/TSO/BATCH system with a major emphasis on CICS.
• CICS uses the byte multiplexer channel 0 very heavily, as does JES with its
high speed TP lines.

• TSO activity is light with very few users logged on. Average service units per
trivial command, as obtained from prior RMF reports is 110.

CPU=10,0,I0C=5.0,MSO=0.0
IOQ=PRTy
APGRNG=(0-14)
PVLDP=F50

WKL=(1,100)
OBJ=2,SRV=(150,150)
OBJ=3,SRV=(1000,0)
DMN=1,FWKL=2

DMN=2,CNSTR=(2,10),AOBJ=2
DMN=3,CNSTR=(1,1)
DMN=4

DMN=5,CNSTR=(0,0)
PGN=1(DMN=1,DP=M1,OBJ=3)
PGN=2(DMN=5,DP=F33,DUR=1,UNT=R)
(DMN=2,DP=F33,DUR=150)
(DMN=2,DP=F32,DUR=350)
(DMN=3,DP=M1,0BJ=3,ISV=10K)
PGN=3,(DP=F90)
PGN=4,(DMN=4,DP=F90)
PGN=5,(DMN=5,DP=F60)

/* BATCH
/* TSO

/* JES
/* CICS
/* TCAM

V
*/

V
*/
V

Notes on Example 2:

• Good CICS response time is dependent on its accessibility to the channel.
For this reason, I/O requests are queued by priority and CICS is placed at a
fixed dispatching priority equal to JES. The fixed, equal dispatching priority
is used so that JES, which is started first, will always be ahead of CICS on
the dispatching queue, but their I/O requests will be queued equally, ahead of
all other work.

• The DPRTY keyword has been eliminated from the JES proc so that its
dispatching priority falls within the APG.

• All TSO commands are delayed access to resources for 1 second(DMN 5
maxMPL=0). This allows the installation to expand TSO usage in the future
with a minimiun impact on response time.
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• Service units for JES are accumulated in domain 1. CICS units in domain 4,

and TCAM units in domain 5. Since TCAM is non-swappable, it remains in
storage despite the constraint values of domain 5.

Evaluating and Adjusting the IPS and OPT
This section is intended as an aid in interpreting measurement data and adjusting
the lEAIPSxx and lEAOPTxx parameter values.

The first part of this section addresses possible causes for a failure to meet fixed
response and throughput requirements. The analysis relies on RMF reports, and
other measurement data as established by the installation when defining the fixed
requirements.

The second part addresses the optimal use of the SRM control mechanisms, that
is, how to achieve fixed requirements with a minimum of swapping and paging
overhead, and how to maximize throughput via job mix control.

Note that the controls offered by the SRM are only one aspect of the tuning

process. Therefore, adjustment of IPS and/or OPT parameters may not be
effective if basic system tuning is needed.

Fixed Requirements Are Not Being Met
Problem 1: Short TSO Response Time is Erratic.
Detection:

User feedback or personal experience while using TSO will be the best detection
method. Also, RMF reports standard deviation as well as the average response times.

Possible Causes:

1. The dispatching queue is not ordered properly.
If short TSO transactions are placed on the dispatching queue behind

relatively long transactions, long response times can occur. Use the
dispatching control function in the IPS to place long TSO transactions at a
lower dispatching priority than first period TSO transactions, and ensure that
the long transactions are indeed switching to a new period(DUR value for
short TSO transactions is not too large).

Also, examine the use of dispatching priorities higher than or equal to the
short TSO transaction priority. There may be dispatching queue interference
from other work which has a higher dispatching priority.

2. The number of TSO users waiting to be swapped in is not uniform. Sporadic

waiting periods translate into user-perceived erratic response time. RMF
tracing reports will indicate the number of users swapped out for the short
TSO transaction domain. If this value fluctuates, there are several possible
solutions:

a. Increase the target MPL for the short TSO transaction domain by raising
the minimum MPL above the observed average number of address spaces.

The minimum MPL may need to be increased several times, even to the
mean observed maximum number of ready address spaces. This helps
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ensure that when a TSO address space becomes ready, it is swapped in.
This provides consistent short TSO transaction response, but may also
mean that short TSO transactions consume more system resoiurces than is
tolerable, introducing, for example, sudden heavy page demands.
b. Decrease the target MPL for the short TSO transaction domain by
lowering the maximum MPL. This shotild produce a steady number of
swapped-out TSO transactions, thus providing a more consistent delay for
all transactions and the elimination of erratic response time. It may, of
course, also mean an overall increase in response time and a lower
transaction rate for all TSO transactions.

c. Use the RTO parameter in the first period of the TSO performance
group, specifying the response time for first period TSO transactions. If
necessary, the RTO function delays TSO commands to achieve the
response time objective. The RTO function provides more consistent
TSO response times during system workload fluctuation. If small, the
RTO delay might not be noticed at the terminal.

d. The objective specified by the target control keyword AOBJ for the trivial
TSO transaction domain limits the domain's MPL. The response time
may be erratic if the objective specifies an average service rate that is
attained when few address spaces are in real storage and several are
swapped out. Change the objective so that a greater service rate is
specified, or examine the contention index for each domain to imderstand
why the TSO trivial transaction domain is not chosen for MPL
adjustment.

Problem 2: TSO Response Time Is Too Fast.
Detection:

The objective criteria established when defining installation requirements is the only
means ofjudging this condition. Both SMF(records 34 and 35)and RMF provide
service usage and transaction information.

Possible Causes:

1. TSO domains are too heavily favored.

As TSO address spaces become ready, they are being allowed instant access to
system resources. This may be slowed in several ways:
a. Use the RTO parameter as described in Problem 1.

b. Lower the maximum MPL for the short TSO domain to the average
number of ready address spaces as indicated by the RMF report.
This eliminates the slight advantage the domain would have received in

the instances where the target MPL had previously exceeded the average
number of ready users.
c.

Use RMF trace to examine the contention index for each domain. If the

TSO domains are favored heavily, adjust the weighting factor, or the
objectives specified by target control keywords, to obtain the appropriate
domain priority scheme.
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2. TSO has too great a dispatching priority advantage. Possibly, long TSO
transactions should use the same range of dispatching priorities as batch
work. This will help delay long TSO response time, but will not slow down
short TSO response. However, placing any address spaces at an equal or
higher priority than short TSO transactions may cause erratic response time,
and thus is a fairly drastic solution.
Problem 3: TSO Response Time is Poor.
Detection:

Once again, only the criteria established while defining installation requirements can
identify this problem. SMF (records 34 and 35)and RMF provide service usage and
transaction information.

Possible Causes:

1. The maximum MPL for the short TSO transaction domain is too low, and/or
the calculated contention index is too low.

If there are always more users ready than the maximum MPL will allow into
storage, the time each of them spends waiting to be swapped in may be
causing the long response time. If the RMF trace report indicates a
consistent supply of ready but swapped-out users in the TSO domain, the
maximum MPL,and possibly the MPL adjusting parameters(FWKL, AOBJ,
DOBJ, and WT), should be changed to allow the TSO target MPL to rise.
2.

The minimum MPL is too small.

Under fluctuating load conditions, the MPL adjusting function may not be
able to react quickly enough to high bursts of demand for resources, since it
may not raise the target MPL to the maximum of ready users. Instead, the
target MPL will remain very stable.

If this target is too low to allow users immediate access to the CPU,response
time may be impacted. This would probably be perceived as erratic response
time, as described above, but extreme cases could produce consistently slow
response time. Raising the minimum MPL constraint to a large value - that
is, close to the maximum number of ready users - will improve the response
time.

3. The dispatching priority scheme may be a problem.
If short TSO transactions have a dispatching priority lower than other work,
response time may be affected. Ensure that at least long TSO transactions
are placed at a lower priority than short TSO transactions. Refer to the
discussion under Problem 1. If there is work that must have a higher
dispatching priority than short TSO commands, consider using time slicing to
lessen the impact of that work on the TSO response time.

4. Long-running TSO commands may be interfering with short TSO response.
Long TSO commands (especially batch-like work)can be detrimental to short
TSO response time. Performance group periods should be used to alter
domains, objectives, or dispatching priorities as a command ages. The
duration values of each period should be examined to ensure that lengthy
commands are not monopolizing the TSO domain.
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5. Paging overhead may be impacting TSO response.

If RMF paging activity reports indicate a high pageable system area paging
rate compared to the address space paging rate, TSO response may be delayed
due to time spent waiting for pages. Frequently referenced modules have a
tendency to remain in storage, but moderately referenced routines may be
continually paged in and out. Examine the PLPA and consider "fixing" these
moderately referenced routines. Also, reevaluation of lEAPAKOO can help
reduce the in-storage size and number of page-ins for the PLPA. Evaluation
and effective use of lEALODOO can help in a storage constrained system.

If TSO response is being delayed by page faults in the private area, and swap
data sets are defined for the system, consider using storage isolation to
guarantee a swap-in working set size that is a multiple of the swap set size.
Problem 4: IMS Response Time or Transaction Rate Is Too Good.
Detection:

The IMS statistical program, or any other method decided upon when specifying
installation requirements, will indicate whether this is a problem.

Possible Causes:

1. Dispatching priority is too high.

^

Whether IMS is swappable or non-swappable, if its dispatching priority is
placed in the APG range and controlled by the SRM, other work may be
time sliced above the IMS priority, or IMS may be time sliced with a base
priority below other work, causing IMS to slow down. If time slicing is being

used, change the pattern to decrease the time where IMS has preferred
dispatching priority.
2. Storage access is unrestrained.

If the favorable response time for IMS is a result of IMS maintaining a large
working set, the installation might limit the real storage accessibility for IMS
by using storage isolation control.

Problem 5: Interactive Response Time Is Not Good Enough.
Detection:

The method decided upon when specifying installation requirements indicates if this is
a problem.

Possible Causes:

1. Dispatching priority is not high enough.
• Recheck the dispatching priority specifications in the IPS to see what has
a higher priority. If a group is being time sliced above this interactive
system, then check to see if the pattern or TUNIT value is keeping that
group time sliced too long.
# If IMS is being time sliced, change the pattern to increase the percentage
of time that IMS receives its preferred dispatching priority, or decrease
the TUNIT value if response time is erratic.
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2. I/O requests might be delayed.

If the logical channel containing the data base for the interactive system is
busy, requests may be queued behind requests from less important users.
Change the IPS to allow I/O requests to be queued by dispatching priority.
3. Excessive page-in rate.

If the interactive application had to wait an excessive number of times for
pages to be brought into real storage, use the storage isolation controls to
limit the number of page-ins required.
Problem 6: Batch Turnaround Time Is Not Good Enough.
Detection:

SMF type 5 and 30 records provide elapsed time information for all jobs. RMF

provides average elapsed times. The installation specified the criteria for elapsed times
when establishing fixed requirements.
Possible Causes:

1. Job classing may be ineffective.

If tape merges, file sorts, or other long jobs are run in a job class with jobs
that have fast turnaround requirements, they could monopolize the initiators
while short jobs wait on the queue for selection. SMF type 5 records provide
sufficient information to determine whether jobs are indeed waiting a long
time to be initiated. Ensure that jobs are placed in the proper initiator class

'

and that an adequate number of initiators are started to select these classes.
2. TSO or IMS may be using more of the system than planned.
If this is true, batch work will have less resources available. Either

reinvestigate fixed requirements, or refer to appropriate problems listed in this
section. If resources are available and the batch domain is consistently at its
maximum MPL, raise the maximum.

3. Swapping may be slowing down throughput.
The initial ISV for the batch performance group should be large enough to
allow the majority of short jobs to complete without a swap. This is an

unlikely cause of this problem since swapping is a control that executes in a
range of seconds, while throughput is measured in minutes or hours.
However, if an excess of initiators are started, there may be inordinate
waiting times when swapped out.
4. Jobs that don't have a fast turnaround requirement may be interfering with
jobs that do.
Within the batch domain, use objectives to distinguish between the

performance needs of various types of work. The properties of slopes, ISVs,
and cut-off points can help ensure that turnaround requirements are met.
Use the DOBJ keyword to control the service distribution between several
batch domains (production and test for example) so that the turnaround
requirements can be met.
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Optimizing the Use of Control Mechanisms

Problem 7: Swapping May Be Causing Excessive Overhead.
Detection:

The RMF paging activity report lists total swap out counts. These counts will indicate
the causes contributing to swapping overhead. Some of these can be attributed to the
SRM,some to applications. Since swapping is a costly control mechanism, the number
of unnecessary swaps should be kept at a minimum.

Possible Causes:

1. "Input terminal wait" swap count is high.

In a TSO environment, the vast majority of swaps should be of this type.

This is not a problem. In a sy^em with available real storage, these should
appear as logical rather than physical swaps.

2. "Output terminal wait" swap count is above 0. In a system with available
real storage, these should appear as logical rather than physical swaps.
a. TSO commands or CLISTs may produce output so fast that the TIOC
does not have sufficient buffers available or sufficient buffers may not
have been allocated initially. This causes the address space to be
automatically swapped until the output buffers have been emptied. The
SRM treats this condition as the end of a transaction. If the excess swaps
are counted here, the problem may be eliminated by increasing the
OWAITHI value in the IKJPRMxx PARMLIB member.

b. Another appUcation-induced practice that may cause an output wait swap
is the issuance of a TPUT SVC with the 'HOLD' keyword.
3. "Long wait" swap count is high.

AppUcations that expect to wait for long periods of time(WAIT macro with
the LONG option, STIMER for greater than 0.5 seconds) will be swapped
out. Investigate the possibiUty of rewriting such applications. An ENQ
issued for a resource which is held by a swapped out user will also cause a
long wait.

4. "Detected wait" swap count is large.

These swap outs occur when an address space in storage appears to be idle
for a fixed period of time as, for instance, when an initiator finishes with a

job and then finds no other available jobs on the queue. If this count is
larger than the number of swaps that can be attributed to idle initiators,
investigate which jobs are waiting and correct the responsible program(s). In
addition, check to see if there is a significant delay in operator response to
mounts or WTORs.

5. "Unilateral" swap count is high.

In a batch environment, this count may equal the number of ended batch
jobs. If the count is higher than this, the extra swaps may have been caused
by the staging of work through several domains with improper minimum
MPL values.
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For example, if medium TSO transactions are switched from a domain with a
high target MPL into a domain with minMPL = maxMPL = 1, only one
medium transaction will be allowed in storage at a time. The others will be
swapped out because the target MPL is exceeded, that is, unilateral swap outs
will occur.

The RMF workload activity report indicates, by performance group period,
the ratio of swaps to ended transactions. This can assist in finding the period
causing extra swapping.
Note, however, that the technique of delay for TSO as described under
Problem 1 will not include unilateral swaps because the delay is incurred in
the first period, before the TSO address space is swapped into storage.

6. "Exchange on recommendation value" swap count is high.
These control swaps are dictated by the IPS and may be excessive for several
reasons.

a.

An ISV value is too small.

Remember that the ISV is the primary determinant of swapping
frequency. It should be large enough to accommodate transactions with
such severe response time requirements that swapping is an inappropriate
control. Also remember that, to avoid an exchange swap in a period, the

ISV specified for that period should be the sum of the durations for that
period plus the durations of the preceding periods. RMF workload
reports that summarize by domain and period will help locate the area
causing the extra swapping.
b.

Different cut-off workload levels exist in a domain.
The use of different cut-off workload levels is a valid workload

management technique. It provides a simple priority scheme within a
domain. However, address spaces associated with the objective having
the higher cut-off point may be constantly preempting address spaces on
other objectives, even in their ISV. If this preemption is frequent, there
may be a problem in domain definition.
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For example:

1500 -

OBJ 1

OBJ 2

In a batch domain, a "hot" job on objective 1 will preempt normal jobs
on objective 2, and cause an exchange swap. If an installation has many
hot jobs, however, they may be candidates for a domain of their own to
prevent interference with normal batch work.
Another solution would be to use the same cut-off workload levels, but

utilize objective slopes to indicate job priority. Now the hot job on
objective 1 will not preempt normal batch until the latter leaves its ISV,

after which the hot job will be swapped in and execute to completion.

1500 -

OBJ 1

r

79

80

c. "ENQ Exchange" swap out count is not close to zero. High contention
for serial resources is causing extra swapping.
Even if this count is low, there may still be an enqueue bottleneck if the
"unilateral swap count" in a batch environment is much higher than the
number of ended batch transactions. This is possible because the SRM
will exceed the target MPL,if necessary, to ensure that a resource holder
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is swapped in for its ERV time. Investigate enqueue contention in the
system.

Problem 8: Paging Overhead Is High.
Detection:

The RMF paging activity report shows the total system non-swap page-in and page-out
values. If the sum of these values indicates that more than 5% of CPU time is used for

paging, the installation is probably incurring excessive overhead. Five percent is a rate
of approximately 17 pages per second for a 158 UP, approximately 42 pages per second
for a 168 UP, and approximately 70 pages per second for a 3033 processor. (For other
processor model approximations, see the PAGERTl parameter of parmlib member
lEAOPTxx in Section 5.)

In addition to this report, RMF traces the highest system UIC and the count of
available frames. A UIC value that is consistently 0 could indicate an overcommitment
of storage since this means that no pages are allowed to go unreferenced for 1 second.
This condition defeats the SRM's storage management algorithm; that is, no distinction
between the age of frames is possible.
Possible Causes:

1. Overcommitment of real storage, probably due to large minimum MPL
values.

The SRM will adjust each domain's target MPL based on system contention
indicators and the constraint values. If the paging rate indicates the need to
decrease the total MPL, but all target MPLs are currently at the minimum
MPL values, the SRM cannot respond. The installation should either
increase the amount of real storage, or decrease the minimum MPL value for
f

1

at least one domain.

2. Examine the use of the link pack area (LPA). Investigate the feasibihty of
packing and repackaging to obtain more efficient use of storage.

3. Analyze SMF type 4/5 records. Determine whether certain programs are
consistently experiencing or causing high paging/swapping rates.
Problem 9: Resources are Unused.

beteciion:

RMF reports indicate system resource usage. If these show a high CPU wait time,
little paging, or low channel activity, the system may not be fully utilized.

Possible Causes:

1.

The maximum MPL for domains is too low.

If all domains have a target MPL equal to the maximum value, the SRM is
unable to increase system utilization by raising the target MPL of a domain.
Therefore, resources will be underutilized. Increasing the maximum MPL of
at least one domain that consistently has ready work waiting should alleviate
this.

2.

Some resource is a bottleneck.

If RMF indicates several underutilized resources, but shows one to be

consistently overutilized, increasing the MPL of a domain will probably not
help. Instead, the service definition coefficients may be altered by raising the
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coefficient of the overutilized resource. This will have the effect of increasing
the service rate for users of that resource, thus producing a lower workload
level and causing earlier swap outs.
Note: Changing the service definition coefficients might require changing
other service dependent parameters in the IPS (ISV, DUR,and OBJ). Also,
RMF and SMF transaction and service statistics will differ from previous
reports. If the overutilized resource can be associated with a specific
performance group or period, the load balancing functions can be used to
allow swap recommendations for the period on performance group to be
modified to eliminate the bottleneck. The RTB keyword in the IPS specifies
the load balancing options. In conjunction with these changes, the resource
load balancing coefficient of the overutilized resource may need to be raised
to give more weight to the load balancing swap recommendations.
3. Not enough initiators have been started.

Section 4: Installation Management Controls
This section contains information about JCL statements and operator commands
for SRM-related installation management functions.

The PERFORM Parameter

The PERFORM parameter specifies the control performance group that is
assigned to a job,job step, started task, or TSO session only when any one of the
following is true:
• There is no lEAICSxx in effect and, for TSO users, the user attribute data set
(UADS)permits the PGN to be assigned.

• The installation control specification omits the applicable subsystem (STC,
TSO, or job entry subsystem) and, for TSO users, the user attribute data set
(UADS)permits the PGN to be assigned.
• The installation control specification includes the subsystem but allows
optional performance groups. In this case, the PERFORM value is used if it
matches one of the optional performance groups. Again, for TSO, the UADS
must permit the PGN, or TSO Extensions must be installed.
The value specified in the PERFORM parameter must be between 1 and 999 and
the specified PGN must be defined in the IPS. If an invalid performance group is
specified, a warning message indicates that the performance group is not valid and
that the system has substituted a default. The default for non-TSO jobs is 1; for
TSO it is 2.

The PERFORM parameter assigns the control performance group as follows:
• If PERFORM is specified for a procedure, the specified value is effective for
the entire procedure. If PERFORM procstepname is coded for a procedure,
the value is effective only for the procedure step named.
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If a program is listed as privileged in the program properties table, the
PERFORM value for that job or step is ignored. Because it is privileged, the
address space is not swapped out except for a long wait. The SRM assigns the
privileged job or step to a special performance group (0) and domain (0) to ensure
that it is in storage when it is needed.

• If no PERFORM parameter is specified on either the JOB or EXEC
statements, a default is assigned. If JES2 is the primary job entry subsystem,
the installation can specify the default values in the JES2 initialization
parameters. (See the parameters &STC,&TSO,&X in the publication
0SI VS2 SPL:
GC23-0001. Defaults can be assigned for started tasks,
time sharing users, or any batch class.)
• If a performance group is not specified via the PERFORM parameter and is
not assigned by JES2, the IBM-supplied default will be assigned.
• For JSO users, the PERFORM parameter can also be specified on the
LOGON command. (See the publication 0SjVS2 TSO Command Language
Reference.) If an lEAICSxx parmlib member is in effect at LOGON in a
TSO environment that has installed TSO Extensions, the PERFORM

parameter is verified by the parmlib member. If no installation control
specification is in effect, or the current lEAICSxx member does not contain a
TSO section, the UADS is used to verify, and override if necessary, the
PERFORM parameter. If the user requests a performance group not
specified in the UADS,the IBM-supplied default of 2 is assigned.
For more information on the PERFORM parameter and performance group
assignment, see "Installation Control Specification Concepts" earlier in this
publication.

Assigning Dispatching Priorities
The DPRTY parameter, which may be included on the EXEC JCL statement, is
used to assign a dispatching priority to a job step. (See the publication OSIVS2
JCL.) Job steps that do not include the DPRTY parameter on their EXEC
statements are automatically assigned an APG priority.
If the job step is assigned an APG priority or requests a dispatching priority that

falls within the installation defined APG range, the specific priority Value is
obtained from the IPS specification, if you specify APGRNG=(0-l5)in the IPS.
If no value is specified in the IPS for the corresponding period, the default is the
lowest mean-time-to-wait group.

Operator Commands Related to the SRM
The system operator can directly influence the SRM's control of Specific jobs or
groups ofjobs by entering commands from the console. The exact format of
these commands is defined in the publication Operator's Library: OSIVS2 MVS
System Commands.

The RESET command is used to change the control performance group of an
executing job. The new performance group applies to all steps of the job and
overrides the performance group assignment in lEAICSxx.
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The SETDMN command provides a way for altering the constraint values on a
domain's multiprogramming level. The information from this command is valid
only for the life of the IPL; it does not change fields in the IPS member.
The SET command with the IPS, ICS, or OPT parameter is used to switch to a
different IPS, installation control specification, or OPT after an IPL. The SRM
will base all control decisions for existing and future jobs on the parameters in the
new parmlib member.
The SET IPS and SET ICS functions examine all transactions in the system and

change them to the new parameters. If necessary, new transactions are started.
See "Installation Control Specification Concepts" and "IPS Concepts" for more
information.

To understand whether the system is running effectively with the current IPS, an
installation needs dynamic system status information. The DISPLAY command
with the DOMAIN keyword provides a snapshot of an individual domain's status.

Section 5: SRM Parameters
This section describes the syntax rules, keywords, and the value ranges and
defaults for the parameters specified in the parmlib members lEAIPSxx,
lEAICSxx, and lEAOPTxx.

Syntax Rules

Keywords, appearing in upper case letters, must be written exactly as indicated.
No imbedded blanks are permitted in the keywords, and the keywords may not
span logical records; however, continuation across logical records may occur at
any blank or comma, even within operands. Information is written on 80 byte
logical records. The data may extend from byte 1 through byte 71; the contents
of bytes 72 through 80 will be ignored.

Many of the keywords are used to specify the function's low and high threshold
values. For these keywords the syntax is as follows:
keyword =(a,b)

where a is the low threshold value and b is the high threshold value.
Any number of blanks may follow a keyword. All required keywords must be
specified in the sequence shown, except where noted, and must be separated by a
delimiter. A delimiter, shown in the syntax descriptions as a comma, can be a
comma followed by one or more blanks, or it can be any nonzero number of
blanks.

Comments are permitted whenever blanks are allowed. The general format of a
comment is:

/*character string*/
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lEAIPSxx

The slash and asterisk must be immediately adjacent. The character string may
contain any characters except the */ combination.

You normally specify SRM keywords from one record to the next by separating
the keywords by a comma or blank and specifying the next keyword on the next
card image. The following examples illustrates this continuation.
• Card image 1: keyword 1 =(a,b), keyword2=(c,d)
• Card image 2: keywords =(x,y,z)
• Card image 3: keyword4=(s,t)

lEAIPSxx Parameters

The IPS contains six categories of information. They should be specified in the
order shown.
1.

Service definition coefficients:

[CPU = xx.x][IOC = xx.x][MSG = xx.x][SRB = xx.x]

Note: these keywords can be specified in any order.
2. General Control Keywords:
APGRNG=

X

(x-x)
Mx

PVLDP=

Rx

Fxy
[TUNIT= xx]

[TSPTRN =(xx,xx,xx,...)]
[RXjFRQ= xx]

Note: The FRQ keyword may appear once per rotate group.
IOQ=

FIFO

PRTY

[CPGRT=(a,b)]
[CWSS={a,b)]

Note: These keywords, with the exceptions of lOQ, CPGRT, and CWSS,
may not be specified if APG is specified in any performance group period
definition.

3.

Workload levels:

WKL=(xxx,xxx[,...])

The maximum number of workload levels that can be specified per IPS is 32.
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lEAIPSxx

4. Performance objectives:
[OBJ= xx,SRV =(xxxx[,...])]

The maximum number of performance objectives that can be specified per
IPS is 64. This set of keywords is coded once for each performance objective.
5.

Domains:

,CNSTR =(xxx,xxx,xxx)
,DOBJ = XX
,AOBJ = XX
,FWKL= xxx

DMN = XXX

,CNSTR =(xxx,xxx)

The maximum number of domains that can be specified per IPS is 128. This
set of keywords is coded once for each domain.
6. Performance groups:

PGN =XXX,([DMN =xxx}[,OBJ = xx][,RTO = xxx.x],DUR = xxxxxxxx

,UNT=

[,ISV = xxxxxx],

S

RTB = x

RTB=(x[,...])

R

P ,APG = xx
,DP=

i_

_

Mx

,TSDP=

Mx

Rx

Rx

Fxy

Fxy

-

,TSGRP=xx

,IOP= I Mx
Fxy

[,PPGRT=(a,b)]
[,PWSS=(a,b)])
[(...)]

The keywords within the parentheses represent a performance group period, and
are repeated for each period in the performance group. The keywords can appear
in any order. The maximum number of periods that can be specified for each
performance group is eight.

The PGN keyword must appear once for each performance group. The
maximum number of performance groups that can be specified in an IPS is 999.
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lEAIPSxx

Parameter Descriptions
Keyword

Meaning

Value Range

Default Value

AOBJ

Specifies a number that associates a domain with a
valid performance objective. This performance
objective is used to control the average service

1-64

None

rate to ready users in this domain.

Example: OBJ =2,SRV =(100,100) *
DMN =5,CNSTR =(...,...),AOBJ =2
This indicates that domain 5 should receive 100

service units per second times the number of ready
users in the domain.

Restriction: This keyword is incompatible in
the same IPS with the form of CNSTR that specifies
a weighting factor.
APG

Specifies the dispatching priority within the
APG range that will be assigned to a transaction.

0-15

The APG is divided into three distinct groups:
Mean-time-to-wait

0-6

Rotate

11

Fixed

7-10, 12-15

Example: APG = 12

The resultant dispatching priority, assuming the
default APG range, as described in lEASYSxx, is 7C.
Note: APG can be used to assign dispatching

priority control. Users are encouraged to use the
APGRNG and DP keywords rather than APG.
Restriction: This keyword is not compatible with
the following keywords: APRNG,PVLDP,TUNIT,
TSPTRN, FRQ,DP,TSDP,lOP, and TSGRP.
APGRNG

Defines the range of contiguous dispatching

0-15

None

priorities that are to be controlled via the IPS.
The range is specified as one or more sets of 16
priorities each. The syntax is as follows:
APGRNG =

[apglo-apghi]

where x apglo, and apghi are integers from 0-15.
Apglo and apghi define the low and high dispatching
sets in the APG, where apghi > apglo; x defines a
single dispatching set.

Example: APGRNG =(9-11)

Defines the APG range to include all job steps whose
DPRTY value is between (9,0) and (11,15).
Restriction: This keyword is incompatible, in the

same IPS, with the specification of the APG keyword
in a performance group period definition.
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lEAIPSxx

Keyword

Meaning

CNSTR

Specifies the constraints of a domain, that
is, the minimum MPL, the maximum MPL, and the

Value Range

Default Value

a = minimum MPL

0-255

None

b = maximum MPL

0-255

None

z = weighting factor

1-255

(see Note)

contention index control. If the domain definition

uses a weighting factor, the syntax is:

CNSTR =(a,b,z)
where:

The weighting factor is optional. If the CNSTR
keyword is omitted from the definition of a domain,
the default values explained under the DMN keyword
are used.

Example: DMN =2, CNSTR =(7,10,15). This indicates
for domain number 2, a minimum MPL of 7, a maximum

MPL of 10, and a weighting factor of 15.
If the domain specification includes a target
control keyword and not a weighting factor, the
syntax is:
CNSTR =(a,b)
where a and b are the same as above.

Example: DMN =5,CNSTR =(2,250),AOBJ =...
For domain 5 this indicates a minimum MPL of 2, a

maximum MPL of 250 and no weighting factor because
the target MPL control is specified by the AOBJ
keyword.
Note: If a domain is specified with neither
a weighting factor nor a target control keyword,
the following default is used:
• If any domain in the IPS uses a target control
word, a default of FWKL= 1 is assumed.
• Otherwise, a weighting factor of 1 is used.
Restriction: The specification of a weighting
factor is incompatible in the same IPS with a
target control keyword (AOBJ,DOBJ, or FWKL).
CPGRT

Specifies the limits for the common area
(common service area and the pageable link pack
area) page-in rate. The syntax is as follows:
CPGRT=(a,b)

where a and b are one to five decimal digits in the
range of 1 to 32767 and specify the minimum and
maximum acceptable page-ins per elapsed second.
The minimum must be less than or equal to the
maximum. If the page-in rate is less than the
minimum, the target working set size for the common
area is decreased. Similarly, if the page-in rate
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a =1-32767

None

b = 1-32767

None

lEAIPSxx

Keyword

Value Range

Default Value

0.0-99.9

1.0

Specifies the range for the target working set

a=0-32767

0

size for the common area(common service area and

b =0-32767

32767

Meaning

exceeds the maximum, the working set size for the
common area is increased.

Example; CPGRT=(10,30)

In this example, if the common area's page-in rate
falls below 10 pages per second, the target working
set size is decreased thus making additional common
area frames eligible to be stolen. If the page-in
rate exceeds 30, the target working set size is
increased thus making fewer common area frames
eligible to be stolen.
CPU

Indicates the number by which accumulated CPU

service units will be multiplied (weighted).
Example: CPU = 1.0
CWSS

the pageable link pack area). The syntax is as
follows:

CWSS=(a,b)
where a and b are one to five decimal digits in

the range of0 to 32767 and specify the minimum and
maximum target working set size for the common area.
The working set is the set of frames allocated to
the common area. The minimum must be less than or

equal to the maximum. A default value is obtained
by using an asterisk (*)in place of an explicit
value.

If the CPGRT keyword is specified, target working
set size varies within these limits based on the

common area's page-in rate. If CPGRT is not

specified, the target is set equal to the minimum
specification.
Example 1: CWSS=(100,200)

Assuming that the CPGRT keyword is also specified,
the common area's target working set size varies
between 100 and 200 frames depending on its page-in
rate.

Example 2: CWSS=(50,100)

Assuming that the CPGRT keyword is not specified,
the common area's target working set size is fixed
at 50 frames. If there is a shortage of real
storage, any frames in excess of the specified 100
frames are stolen ahead of frames that are stolen

according to the page stealing algorithm. Page
stealing does not reduce the working set size below
50.
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Keyword
DMN

Meaning

Value Range

Specifies a unique number that is used to

1-128

associate a domain with a transaction.

Default Value

explanation)

This keyword is used to associate a performance
group period with a previously defined domain. If
not included in the period definition, the default
value is the domain number of the previous period
or, if it is the first period, 1.
Example: PGN =5,(DMN =3)
In addition, this keyword is used to define a
domain, that is to associate the MPL limits and
contention index control (specified with the CNSTR
keyword) with a unique number.

Example: DMN =3,CNSTR =(5,10,1)
Note: Only domains 0 and 1 are defined by default.

Domain 0 is the default domain for privileged jobs
(indicated) by the privileged bit in the program
properties table), and should not be specified in
the IPS. It has constraints of(255,255,1) or
(255,255),FWKL= 1 if any MPL target control Keyword
is specified in the IPS.

If domain I is not specified in the IPS, it will be
defined automatically with constraints of
(1,255),FWKL= 1 or (1,255,1) if weights are used for
other domains in the IPS. Any other domain defined
without the CNSTR keyword is given the same defaults.
DOBJ

Specifies a number that associates a domain with
a valid performance objective. This performance
objective is used to control the total service rate

1-64

None

See

MO

to a domain.

Example: DMN = 1,CNSTR =(...,...),DOBJ=4
This indicates that domain I should receive service

at the rate specified in performance objective 4.

Restriction: This keyword is incompatible in the
same IPS with the form of CNSTR that specifies a
weighting factor.
DP

Specifies the dispatching control algorithm
dispatching priority for address spaces associated
with a performance group period. The syntax is as
follows:
D
Rx

Fxy
where:

M,R,and F define the dispatching control algo
rithm, that is, mean-time-to-wait, rotate,and
fixed, respectively.
X

is an integer used to determine the specific APG
set within the range specified by the APGRNG
parameter (the value of x is added to the value of
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Keyword

Meaning

Value Range

Default Value

the lowest set specified by APGRNG). The range
for X is:

0 %o X %o the minimum of(apghi-apglo) or 9

where apglo and apghi are the range values of
APGRNG,and 9 is an SRM limit.

y

is an integer with the range 0-4 that is used to
determine the specific fixed priority within the
set specified by x, as follows:
• the values 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4 of y correspond
to the fixed priorities (in hex) B, C,D,E,
and F, respectively, within any APG set.

Restriction: This keyword is incompatible in the
same IPS with the APG keyword.
Example 1: DP= F23

This indicates the fixed dispatching control algo
rithm, and a dispatching priority determined as
follows:

• Assume APGRNG=(9-11);

• Since x =2, the APG set is 9+2= 11 or BO-BF
(hex);

• Since y =3 corresponds to E(hex) within the
range of fixed priorities, the actual
dispatching priority specified by DP=F23 is
BE(hex) or 190(decimal).
Example 2: DP= R4

This indicates the rotate dispatching control algo
rithm, and a dispatching priority determined as
follows:

• Assume APGRNG=(2-9);

• Since x =4, the APG set is 2+4=6,or 60-6F (hex);
• Since the rotate priority within each set is
10, or A (hex), the actual dispatching priority

specified by DP=R4 is 6A (hex), or 106 decimal.
Example 3: DP=MO
This indicates the mean-time-to-wait dispatching

control algorithm, and a dispatching priority
determined as follows:

• Assume APGRNG=7(note: apghi=apglo);
• This means that x must be 0, and therefore
the APG set is 7, or 70-7F (hex).

• The dispatching priority will be determined
by the SRM within the mean-time-to-wait range,
70-79(hex).
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Keyword

Meaning

Value Range

Default Value

Note: The actual dispatching priority in these
examples is not important. It is calculated to

explain the syntax descriptions of several IPS key
words. It is only necessary to know the relative
hierarchy of dispatching control information.
DUR

Specifies the length of the performance group
period in units indicated by the UNT keyword.
DUR should not be specified (1)for the last per
formance period in a performance group, or (2) when
there is only one performance period.

0-999999999
or 0-999999K*

None

Example: DUR =400

*If UNT= R is specified for a performance group
period and a DUR value greater than 1,000,000 is
assigned, 1,000,000 is used in place of the as
signed value.
FRQ

Defines the frequency, in SRM time units, at
which a specific dispatching priority should be

1-10

The value

coded for

rotated.

TUNIT (that is,
rotating occurs
once every SRM
second)

For an explanation of Rx, which must precede FRQ
see, the explanation for DP.
Example: R2,FRQ =4

This indicates that the third rotate priority will
be rotated at an interval equal to 4 SRM time units.
For more information on SRM time units see TUNIT
parameter.

Restriction: This keyword is incompatible in the
same IPS with the APG ke5^ord.
FWKL

Specifies a workload level that is to be used as

1-128

a contention index for the domain.

Example: DMN =3,CNSTR =(...,...),FWKL = 100
This indicates that domain 3 will have a contention
index of 100.

Restriction: This keyword is incompatible in the
same IPS with the form of CNSTR that specifies a
weighting factor.
IOC

Indicates the number by which accumulated I/O
service units will be multiplied (weighted).

0.00-99.9

1.0

See

See note

Example: IOC =1.0
lOP

Specifies the I/O priority of an address space
performance group period. The syntax is as follows:
IOP=

I Mx
Fxy

where the value range for Mx and Fxy is the same as
in the DP keyword. (See the DP keyword for more

detail). An Mx I/O priority is a fixed priority and
is not adjusted within a range as is an Mx dispatch
ing priority. An Rx value cannot be specified for lOP.
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Keyword

Meaning

Value Range

Default Value

FIFO

FIFO

Restrictions: lOP is meaningful only if lOQ=PRTY is
specified in the IPS. The lOP keyword is incom
patible in the same IPS with the APG keyword.
Note: The default value is the address

space dispatching priority. If the default is a
rotate dispatching priority, I/O requests are not
rotated. Rotating applies only to dispatching. For
an address space that is time-sliced, the lOP de
fault is the time-slicing dispatching priority (the
TSDP value).
lOQ

Specifies the algorithm to use whenever I/O
requests on a logical channel must be queued.

PRTY

Example: IOQ =PRTY

This indicates that I/O requests are to be queued
based on each address space's I/O priority.
ISV

The interval service value specifies the minimum

100-999999

number of service units that a transaction should

or 100-999K

lOOK

receive during each interval of real storage
occupancy.

Example: ISV =800
MSO

Indicates the number by which accumulated storage
service units will be multiplied (weighted).

0.0-99.9

1.0

1-64

(See note)

Example: MSO= 1.0
OBJ

This keyword is used to associate a performance
group period with a previously defined performance
objective. If the keyword is not includwl in a
period definition, a default value of 1 is assigned.
Example: PGN =5,(OBJ=3)

In addition, this keyword is used to associate the

service levels (specified with the SRV keyword) with
a unique number in order to define an objective.
Example: OBJ =3,SRV =(200,100,0)
Note: Only objective 1 is defined by default. If
it is not specified in the IPS, it is defined auto
matically. The graph of this objective has a very
steep slope and a cutoff workload level (that is,
where service rate=0)equal to the highest value
specified on the WKL parameter.
PGN

Specifies a unique identifier for a performance
group definition. This number is used to associate
a job,job step, or time-sharing session with the

1-999

None

respective performance group.
Example: PGN =3
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Keyword

Meaning

Value Range

Default Value

a =1-32767

None

b= 1-32767

None

See DP

MO

Note: Each IBAIPSxx member must have performance
groups 1 and 2 specified. The SRM can assign these
default performance groups to address spaces during
address space termination. PGN 1 and 2 should be

specified in a way so that the work assigned to the
PGN is able to execute.
PPGRT

Specifies the limits for private area page-in
rate for an address space within a performance group
period. The syntax is as follows:
PPGRT=(a,b)

where a and b are one to five decimal digits in the
range of 1 to 32767 and specify the minimum and

maximum private area page-in rate (non-swapX ^onVIO page-ins per accumulated second of execution

time). The minimum must be less than or equal to
the maximum. If the page-in rate is less than the
minimum, the target working set size is decreased
thus making additional frames eligible for stealing.
Similarly, if the page-in rate exceeds the maximum,
the target working set size is increased thus making
fewer frames eligible for stealing.
Note: The private area page-in rate for a cross
memory address space is based on elapsed time rather
than execution time.

Example: PPGRT=(5,10)

If the address space's private area page-in rate
falls below 5 pages per second, the target working
set size is lowered. If the page-in rate exceeds
10, the target working set size is raised. The PWSS

keyword is used to limit the range of the target
working set size.
PVLDP

Defines the dispatching algorithm and priority
to be assigned to initiators and all other privi
leged jobs (specified in the program properties
table and associated with performance group 0). The
syntax is as follows:
PVLDP=

Mx

Mean-Time-to-Wait

Rx

Rotate

Fxy

Fixed

For more information, see DP.

Note: If PVLDP is not coded, initiators

and privileged jobs are put in the lowest
mean-time-to-wait group.
Example: PVLDP= R3

Restrictioiis: The priority defined by PVLDP is as
signed only to those privileged jobs that do not
specify DPRTY or have a DPRTY specified on the
//EXEC JCL statement that falls within the APG
range.

This keyword is incompatible in the same IPS with
the APG keyword.
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Keyword

Meaning

Value Range

Default Value

PWSS

Specifies the range for the target working set

a =0-32767

0

size for an address space within a performance group
period. The syntax is as follows:

b =0-32767

32767

PWSS=(a,b)
where a and b are one to five decimal digits in the

range of 0 to 32767 and specify the minimum and
maximum target working set size for an address

space. The working set is the set of frames allo
cated to an address space for its private area and

LSQA pages. The minimum must be less than or equal
to the maximum. A default value is obtained by

using an asterisk (*)in place of an explicit value.
The target working set size varies within these
limits based on the private area page-in rate if the
PPGRT keyword is specified. If PPGRT is not speci
fied, the target working set size is equal to the
minimum. The minimum value is also used as the

minimum swap-in working set size.
Example 1: PWSS=(10,50)

Assuming that PPGRT=(5,10) is specified, the address
space's target working set size varies between 10
and 50 frames depending on the private area page-in
rate. If the rate falls below 5 frames per second

of execution time, the target working set size is
lowered.

If the page-in rate exceeds 10, the target is
raised.

Example!: PWSS=(15,30)

Assuming that PPGRT is not specified, the address

space's target working set size is fixed at 15. If
there is a shortage of real storage, any frames in
excess of the specified 30 frames are preferred
steal candidates.

Page stealing does not reduce the working set size
below 15.
RTB

Specifies the response/throughput bias for a
particular performance group period.

0, 1,1, C, or S

A value of"1" indicates that CPU,I/O, and storage

load balancing recommendations are to be added to
the workload recommendation during swap analysis.
A value of"0" indicates that the CPU,I/O, and stor

age load balancing recommendations are to be
ignored.

A value of I, C, or S activates the I/O, CPU, or

storage load balancing recommendation, respectively.
Any combination of the characters I, C, or S is
valid, and activates the corresponding load balanc
ing recommendations.
Note: If more than one value is coded, the list of
values must be enclosed in parentheses.

Example: RTB=(C,I)
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Keyword

Meaning

Value Range

Default Value

The CPU and I/O load balancing functions are active
for the associated period.
Restriction: If a list of values is specified for
the RTB keyword, no value can be repeated. The
values of0 or 1 must appear alone and cannot be
included in the list of values.
RTO

Specifies the response time (in seconds) for the

0.0-999.9

average first period TSO transaction.

Example: PGN =2(RT0=2.2)

The average TSO transaction that ends during this
period receives 2.2 second response time, assuming
the system has sufficient capacity. Transactions
larger or smaller than the average first period
transaction receive a correspondingly longer or
shorter response time.

Restrictions: RTO can be specified only on the
first period and is only applicable to TSO
transactions.

However, the resulting RTO delay increases the
response time for all TSO transactions in the per
formance group, not just those that complete in the
first period.
SRB

Specifies the number by which accumulated SRB
service units will be multiplied (weighted).

0.0-99.9

(see note)

0-9999

None

Example: SRB = 1.0
Note: If SRB is not coded, the default is 0.0.

The default IPS provided sets the SRB equal to the CPU
coefficient (10.0).
SRV

Specifies the service rates that define perfor
mance objectives. The number of service rates may
be equal to or less than the number of workload
level values.

Example:

WKL=(10,20,30)
0BJ=3,SRV=(100,50,0)

Notes:

If more service rates than workload level

numbers are specified, the extra service rates
are ignored.

An asterisk (*) can appear in place of a
numerical SRV value. When it appears between
two numerical values (for example
SRV =(100,*,0)), it indicates that a linear
graph connects the point before the asterisk
with the point after the asterisk. Thus,

SRV =(100,*,0) is equivalent to SRV =(100,50,0).
If no number follows the asterisk, the line
joining the previous two values is extended.

Thus, SRV =(100,50,*) is equivalent to
SRV =(100,50,0). If only one value precedes the
asterisk, and no values follow the asterisk,

the single value is repeated. Thus, SRV =(100,*)
is equivalent to SRV =(100,100,100). If a single
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Keyword

Value Range

Default Value

Defines the time slice dispatching control

See DP

None

algorithm and dispatching priority for address

Example

Meaning

value is specified and not followed by an aster
isk or another value, the single value is

repeated . Thus, SRV =(100) is equivalent to
SRV =(100,100,100).
TSDP

spaces associated with the performance group period.
The syntax is as follows:
TSDP =

Rx

Mean-Time-to-Wait algorithm
Rotate algorithm

Fxy

Fixed

Mx

For more information, see DP.

Example: TSDP = R6

Restrictions: The dispatching priorities which can
be specified for DP and TSDP are subject to the
following restrictions:

• Within the same performance group period TSDP

must specify the same dispatching algorithm
(mean-time-to-wait), rotate, or fixed) as DP
and TSDP must be higher than DP.

Example: DP= F24, TSDP = F64
• It is recommended that for performance con

cerns the dispatching priority assignments for
DP and TSDP be made so that, when a time slice

group is raised or lowered, the address spaces
within the time slice group maintain the same

positions relative to one another.
• This keyword is incompatible in the same IPS
with the APG keyword in the performance group
period definition.
TSGRP

Specifies a time slice group number. The
specification of TSGRP in the performance group
period definition associates a performance group
period with a time slice group. The time slice
group must appear at least once in the time slice

1-16

Domain
Number

(see note)

pattern.

Note: If TSGRP is not specified, the time slice

group number is the same as the domain number for
the performance group period provided that the
domain number is less than 17. If the domain number

is greater than 16 you must specify a value for
TSGRP.

Example: TSGRP=2
This indicates that the time slice group number
is 2.

Restriction: This keyword is incompatible in the
same IPS with the APG keyword.
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Keyword
TSPTRN

Meaning

Value Range

Default Value

Defines the pattern to be followed in dis

1-16

None

tributing time slices to the time slice groups and
the percentage of time each group receives preferred
dispatching priority. The length of each time slice
is 1 SRM time unit. The syntax for TSPTRN is as
follows:

TSPTRN =(ij,kj,...)

Where ij, and k are replaced with time slice group
numbers. There may be up to 64 entries in the
pattern. The pattern is repeated after the last

time slice group specified in the pattern has
received its time slice. Each time slice group
(TSGRP parameter) in the pattern must be specified
in at least one performance group period definition.
An asterisk can replace a time slice group number in
TSPTRN to define an interval of time during which no
time slice group is given a time slice.
Example: TSPTRN =(*,1,3,2,3)
This indicates that the SRM should let one SRM time

unit elapse before giving time slice group 1 its
time slice. This break occurs each time the time

slice pattern is repeated. Also, time slice group 3
receives its high priority 40% of the time(2 of 5
entries in the pattern).
Example: TSPTRN=(1,2,2,3)
This indicates that the SRM should distribute time

slices in the following order by time slice group
number: 1,2,2,3,1,2,2,3,1,2,...

Restrictions: The following patterns are invalid:
TSPTRN =(1)
TSPTRN =(1,1,1)

(where only one group is specified).
This keyword is incompatible in the same IPS with
the APG keyword.
TUNIT

Specifies the number of SRM time units per
second. An SRM time unit equals 1 divided by the
value specified for TUNIT. TTie quotient is adjusted
by CPU model to allow the IPS to be model indepen
dent. The duration of one time slice equals one SRM
time unit.

The time interval between execution of the rotate

algorithm is defined using the FRQ parameter as a
multiple of an SRM time unit.

Example: TUNIT=2

This indicates that the number of SRM time units per
second is 2. The "SRM Time Unit" thus defined, 0.5
second, is adjusted by CPU mode.

Restriction: This keyword is incompatible in the
same IPS with the APG keyword, in the performance
group period definition.
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Keyword
UNT

Meaning

Value Range

Specifies the units for the DUR parameter. "S"

S,R

Default Value

indicates service units;"R" indicates real
time in seconds. In the following example, the

period duration for objective 6 is 4 seconds; for
objective 7, 4000 service units.

PGN =2,(DMN = 1,OBJ =6,DUR =4,UNT= R)
(DMN = 1,OBJ =7,DUR =4000)
(...)
WKL

Specifies a series of positive numbers of increas
ing value. They provide a reference for defining
performance objectives. There can be up to 32

1-128

None

numbers in any workload level specification. The

following example illustrates a workload specifi
cation and two related performance objectives.
WKL=(1,50,99,100)
OBJ =3,SRV =(400,300,*,0)
0BJ =4,SRV =(400,300,0)
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The following section describes the format of the installation control specification
and its parameters. The installation control specification consists of multiple
subsystem sections. Each subsystem, for which the installation control

specification is to assign performance groups, has the following format:
SUBSYS = namel

,PGN = n

,OPGN = n

[,RPGN = n]

,OPGN =(n[,n]...)
,RPGN = n

TRXNAME

= name2

USERID

= substr(p)

,PGN = n

,OPGN = n

[,RPGN = n]

,OPGN =(n[,n]...)

TRXCLASS

,RPGN = n

Parameter Descriptions
Keyword

Meaning

Value Range

Default Value

namel

A 1 to 4 character string; the first char
acter must be alphabetic or national; the remaining

1 to 4 character

None

string

characters alphabetic, national, or numeric.
name2

A 1 to 8 character string. A match will be

1 to 8 character

made with any name that is identical to this string.

string

None

The following characters are not allowed:
left parenthesis
comment beginning

(
/*

comma

OPGN

Specifies one or more optional control perfor

1-999

None

1-999

None

1-999

None

A 1 to 8 character string and a column

I to 8 character

position number. A match will be made with any

None

string

mance groups that the user can request by means of

the PERFORM parameter. The control performance must
also be defined in the IPS.

Note: If you specify the OPGN keyword, you must also

specify either the PGN keyword or the RPGN keyword.
PGN

Specifies a control performance group number. If
OPGN is not also specified or if the user-specified
performance group is not one of the OPGNs, the per
formance group specified by the PGN keyword is
assigned. A control performance group must also be
defined in the IPS.

RPGN

Specifies a performance group that is used only
for reporting. A report performance group must not
be defined in the IPS.

substr(p)

name containing this string starting in the indi
cated position. The length of the string plus the
column position cannot exceed 9. The string cannot
contain the characters listed in "name2."

Example: D09GES1 matches USERID = GES(4)
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Keyword

Meaning

Value Range

Default Value

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

For more information see "Searching Order for

Substrings" in "Installation Control Specification
Concepts."
SUBSYS

Specifies the name of a subsystem. Following
this are the performance group specifications for
transactions associated with this subsystem. The

system-defined subsystems are TSO and STC. STC in
cludes all work initiated by the START or MOUNT
command.

The SUBSYS keyword delimits each subsystem section.
All TRXNAME, USERID, and TRXCLASS specifications
belong to the subsystem which is defined by the
preceding SUBSYS specification.
TRXCLASS

Specifies a class name within a subsystem.
Transactions belonging to this class are assigned
to the specified performance group or groups.

TRXNAME

Specifies a transaction name within a sub
system Transactions having this name are assigned
the specified performance group or groups.

USERID

Specifies a user within a subsystem. Trans
actions for this user id are assigned the specified
performance group or groups.
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The OPT parameters allow the Installation to change many internal SRM
constants.

The OPT contains the following categories of information:
1. Resource load balancing coefficients:
[CPU = x.x]
[,IOC=x.x]
I,MSO=x.x]

2. Tape device selection options:
[jSELTAPE = option]
3. Special options:

t,CNTCLIST=option]
[,CNTNSW=option]
[,DVIO= option]
4. Adjusting constants options:
• Enqueue residence constants
[,ERV=xxxxxx]
• SRM invocation interval constant

[,RMPTTOM = xxxxxx]

• Logical swapping options

[.LSCTAFQ=(xxxxx,yyyyy)]
[.LSCTMTE=(xxxxxxx,yyyyyyy)]
[,LSCTUCT=(xxxxx,yyyyy)]
[,LSCTFTT=(xxx,yyy)]
[,LSCTFET=(xxx,yyy)]
• CPU management constants
[.CCCUTT=(xxx.x,yyy.y)]
[,CCCSIGUR = xxxxx]
• I/O load balancing constants
[JCCINTl =(xxx,yyy)]
[,ICCINT2=(xxx,yyy)]
[,ICCSIGUP=xxx]
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• Storage load balancing constants
[,MCCSBFCF= xxxxx]
[,MCCSBSIG = xxxxx]
[,MCCSBAT=(xxxxx,yyyyy)]
[,MCCSBST=(xxxxx,yyyyy)]
[,MCCSBSGP= xxx]
[,MCCSBINP= xxx]
[,MCCSBDEP = xxx]
[,MCCSBFTH=xxx]
• MPL adjustment constants

[,RCCASMT ==(xxxxx,yyyyy)]
[,RCCCPUT ==(xxx.x,yyy.y)]
[,RCCPTRT =(xxxxx,yyyyy)]
[,RCCUICT=(xxxxx,yyyyy)]
[,RCCCPUP =^(xxx.x,yyy.y)]
[,RCCMSPT ==(xxxxx,yyyyy)]
[,RCCPDLT ==(xxxxx,yyyyy)]
[,RCCFXTT =^(xxxx,yyyy)]
[,RCCFXET ==(xxxx,yyyy)]
[,PAGERT1 =(xxxxx,yyyyy)]
[,PAGERT2=(xxxxx,yyyyy)]

• Pageable storage shortage constants
[,MCCFXEPR = xxx]
[,MCCFXTPR = xxx]

Note: The keywords can appear in any order; they do not have to be grouped by
category. Repetition of a keyword will be ignored. Any keywords (such as RFC
and RMC)that were used in prior releases and that are no longer required will
also be ignored, if specified. (See the "Syntax Rules" described at the beginning of
Section 5 for the general syntax rules.)
Parameter Description
Keyword
CCCUTT

Value Range

Meaning

Specifies the low(CCCUTLOT)and high
(CCCUTHIT)processor utilization threshold values
used in CPU load balancing to determine the degree
that the processor is over or underutilized.

a=0.0-101.0
b =0.0-101.0

Default Value
85
100

percent

The syntax is:
CCCUTT=(a,b)
CCCSIGUR

Specifies the minimum mean-time-to-wait
threshold value for heavy CPU users. Users exceed

0-32767

45

milliseconds

ing this threshold may be considered for CPU load
balancing. This constant is also used to determine
the range of mean-time-to-wait values which are
assigned to each of the ten mean-time-to-wait
dispatching priorities.
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Keyword

Meaning

Value Range

Default Value

Specifies if the individual commands in a

NO

NO

TSO CLIST are treated as separate commands for

YES

The specified real time value is adjusted by rela
tive processor speed to become SRM time in order to
insure consistent SRM control across various
processors.

CNTCLIST

transaction control. To use this function, TSO

Extensions must be installed. The syntax is:
CNTCLIST= option
where option is either YES or NO. CNTCLIST= NO

specifies that the CLIST is treated as a single
transaction. CNTCLIST= YES specifies that each com
mand is to be treated as an individual transaction.

By specifying CNTCLIST=YES,SRM control of a TSO
command becomes the same whether the command is

executed explicitly or as part of a CLIST. The RTO
parameter, however, does not affect commands within

a CLIST, even if they are treated as individual
transactions.

CNTNSW

Specifies if non-swappable address spaces are

NO

to be included in the current MPL of their domain.

YES

NO

The syntax is:

CNTNSW = option

where option is either YES or NO. CNTNSW = NO speci
fies that they are not to be counted. CNTNSW=YES
specifies that they are to be counted in the current
MPL.

When CNTNSW =YES is specified, the minimum MPL for
each domain should allow for the permanently non
swappable address spaces in the domain. The system
component address spaces, such as PC/AUTH and
ALLOCAS, are non-swappable and are usually in the
default domain for started tasks; count these ad
dress spaces when setting the minimum for the
domain.
CPU

Specifies the weighting factor by which the rec
ommendation of the CPU load balancing factor is to
be multiplied when an address space is evaluated for

0.0-9.9

0.1

Specifies whether directed VIO is to be active

YES

YES

in the system or not. The syntax is:

NO

swapping.
Example: CPU =3.0
DVIO

DVIO = option

where option is either YES or NO. DVIO= YES, the de
fault, specifies that directed VIO is to be active

in the system; that is, the NONVIO keyword of the
lEASYSxx parmlib member is honored. DVIO=NO speci
fies that directed VIO is not to be active in the

system; the NONVIO parameter of the lEASYSxx parmlib
member is ignored.
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lEAOPTxx

Keyword

Meaning

Value Range

Default Value

ERV

Specifies the number of CPU service units that
the address space is allowed to absorb before being
considered for a swap out based on a recommendation
value analysis. An address space should not be
swapped out during this period if one of the follow

0-999999

500

ing conditions is met:

• The address space is enqueued on a system
resource needed by another address space.

• An authorized program in the address space
obtains control of the resource (even if an

other address space does not need that resource)
as a result of issuing a reserve for a DASD de
vice which is SHARED.

Example: ERV =2
Note: The SRM determines the execution time

equivalent to the specified ERV by multiplying the
ERV by the model-dependent time needed to accumulate
1 CPU service unit.

In the example given, if an address space can con
sume 1 service unit in 10 milliseconds, it will be
allowed to execute for 20 milliseconds, when it is

enqueued on a resource requested by other address
spaces, before it will be eligible for swap-out.
ICCINTl

Specifies the low (ICCINLOT(l)) and high
(ICCINHIT(I))logical channel utilization threshold
values for I/O loaid balancing on a uniprocessor. A
logical channel is considered underutilized if its

= 0-100

30

= 0-100

70

a=0-100

40

b =0-100

80

utilization is less than the low threshold and over-

utilized if it exceeds the high threshold.

Note: For uniprocessor operation, either during
IPL, at the time of the SET OPT command, or as a
result of a VARY CPU command, the values of

ICCINLOT(l) and ICCINHIT(l) are copied into ICCLOUTH
and ICCHIUTH, respectively.
ICCINTl =(a,b)
ICCINT2

Specifies the low (ICCINLOT(2))and high
(ICCINHIT(2))logical channel utilization threshold
values for I/O load balancing on a multiprocessor or

attached processor. A logical channel is considered
underutilized if its utilization is less than the
low threshold and overutilized if it exceeds the

high threshold.

Note: For multiprocessing operation, either during
IPL, at the time of the SET OPT command, or as a
result of a VARY CPU command, the values of

ICCINLOT(2)and ICCINHIT(2) are copied into ICCLOUTH
and ICCHIUTH, respectively.
The syntax is:

ICCINT2=(a,b)
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lEAOPTxx

Keyword

Meaning

Value Range

ICCSIGUP

Specifies the minimum percentage of I/O re
quests on a logical channel by a single user for
that user to be considered a significant user of I/O
resources. Users exceeding this percentage may be
considered for I/O load balancing.

0-100

IOC

Specifies the weighting factor by which the rec
ommendation of the I/O load balancing function is to
be multiplied, when an address space is evaluated for
swapping.

0.0-9.9

0.1

a=0-32767

0

b =0-32767

300

Default Value

Example: IOC=2.0
LSCTAFQ

Specifies the low (LSCTAFQL)and the high
(LSCTAFQH)thresholds for the number of frames on
the available frame queue. These thresholds cause
the system think frames time to increase or

frames

decrease.

The system think time helps to determine if an
address space in a long, detected, or terminal

wait is physically or logically swapped.
The syntax is:

LSCTAFQ =(a,b)
LSCTFET

Specifies the low (ISCTFETL)and the high
(ISCTFETH)percentages of storage eligible for
fixing that is actually fixed; these thresholds

a=0-100

76

b=0-100

82

percent

percent

cause the logical swap system think time to increase
or decrease.

The system think time determines if an address space
in a long, detected, or terminal wait is logically
or physically swapped.
The syntax is:

LSCTFET=(a,b)
LSCTFTT

Specifies the low (LSCTFTTL)and the high
(ISCTFTTH)percentages of online storage that is
fixed or allocated for page-in or page-out.

a=0-100

58

b=0-100

66

percent

percent

These thresholds cause the logical swap system think
time to increase or decrease.

The system think time determines if an address space
in a long, detected, or terminal wait is logically
or physically swapped.
The syntax is:

LSCTFTT=(a,b)
LSCTMTE

Specifies the low (LSCTMTEL)and the high
(LSCTMTEH)think time threshold values. A low and

high threshold of zero eliminates logical swapping.
A nonzero low threshold forces logical swapping for
all terminal wait TSO transactions with think times

less than the threshold even when storage is
overutilized.
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a=0-2147483

0

b =0-2147483
seconds

30

lEAOPTxx

Keyword

Meaning

Value Range

Default Value

a =0-32767

20

b =0-32767

30

The syntax is:
LSCTMTE=(a,b)
LSCTUCT

Specifies the low (LSCTUCTL)and the high
(LSCTUCTH)UIC threshold values that cause the sys

seconds

tem think time to increase or decrease.

The system think time helps to determine if an ad
dress space in terminal wait is physically or
logically swapped.
The syntax is:
LSCTUCT=(a,b)

MCCFXEPR

Specifies the percentage of storage eligible

0-100

92

for fixing that is actually fixed. The SRM uses

percent

percent

0-100

80

percent

percent

this threshold to determine when a shortage of

pageable storage exists because there are too many
fixed pages.
The syntaxes:
MCCFXEPR = XXX

MCCFXTPR

Specifies the percentage of online storage
that is fixed or allocated for page-in or page-out.
The SRM uses this threshold to determine when a

shortage of pageable storage exists because there
is too much paging.
The syntax is:
MCCFXTPR = XXX

Note: SRM uses the lesser of the values,(MCCFXTPR x

amount of online storage) and(MCCFXEPR x amount
of storage eligible for fixing) to set the threshold
frame count so that it can detect a shortage of

pageable storage caused by too much page fixing.
In this way, the SRM can detect a shortage of page
able storage caused by too much page fixing before
or at the same time as a shortage caused by too much
paging.

MCCSBAT

Specifies the low(MCCSBATL)and the high
(MCCSBATH)available frame count threshold values
used in storage load balancing to determine the de
gree that storage is either over or underutilized.

a =0-32767

100

b =0-32767

200

frames

The syntax is:
MCCSBAT=(a,b)

MCCSBDEP

Specifies the percentage of the minimum sig

0-100

nificant user frame count threshold(MCCSBSIG)that
is subtracted from the significant user frame count
threshold when too few address spaces are considered
significant uses of storage.
Example: MCCSBDEP=4
Note: In order for MCCSBDEP to be effective, the

specified value must be a large enough percentage of
MCCSBSIG to result in a value greater than one.
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lEAOPTxx

Keyword

Meaning

Value Range

MCCSBFCF

Specifies the scaling factor used to calcu
late the swap recommendation value for storage load
balancing. The number of frames in excess of the
significant user threshold is divided by this factor.

1-32,767

Default Value

The syntax is as follows:
MCCSBFCF= xxxxx
MCCSBFTH

Specifies a percentage of storage eligible
for fixing that is actually fixed. The SRM
storage load balancer uses this percentage to de
termine if storage is underutilized.

0-100

76

percent

percent

0-100

10

The syntax is:
MCCSBFTH = XXX

Note: The storage load balancing threshold
(MCCSBFTH)should be less than or equal to the
logical swap high threshold (LSCTFETH). You should
not consider storage underutilized if logical
swapping is being limited by its fixed storage
threshold.
MCCSBINP

Specifies the percentage of the minimum sig
nificant user frame count threshold (MCCSBSIG)that
is added to the Significant user frame count threshold
when too many address spaces are considered
significant users of storage.
Example: MCCSBINP =15
Note: In order for MCCSBINP to be effective, the

specified value must be a large enough percentage of
MCCSBSIG to result in a value greater than one. In
addition, setting MCCSBINP to zero results in
MCCSBSIG being a constant threshold.
MCCSBSGP

Specifies the target percentage of the num
ber address spaces eligible for storage load
balancing that should be considered significant
users of storage.

0-100

50

MCCSBSIG

Specifies the minimum significant user frame
count threshold for storage load balancing. Users
having fewer frames than this limit will never be
considered for storage load balancing. Note that
the SRM adjusts the significant user frame count

0-32,767

40

frames

threshold but will not decrease the threshold below
this value.

The syntax is:

'

MCCSBSIG=x
MCCSBST

Specifies the low (MCCSBSTL)and the high
(MCCSBSTH)unreferenced interval count(UIC)
threshold values used in storage load balancing to
determine the degree that storage is either over or

a =1-32767

10

b= 1-32767

30

0.0-9.9

0.0

underutilized.

The syntax is:
MCCSBST=(a,b)
MSG

Specifies the weighting factor by which the rec
ommendation value of the storage load balancing
function is to be multiplied during swapping
evaluation.

Example: MSG = 1.0
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lEAOPTxx

Keyword
PAGERTl

Meaning

Specifies the low (CCCPRLOT(l))and high
(CCCPRHIT(l))demand page rate threshold values
for a single central processor. These thresholds are
used in conjunction with the CPU utilization thresholds
(RCCCPUP)and the page delay time thresholds(RCCMSPT)
when considering an MPL increase or decrease. The default

Value Range

Default Value

a =0-32767

see

b =0-32767

explanation

values for the thresholds are set at IPL time depending on

the model number of the processor. The values are:
Model

Low Threshold

High Threshold

158

17

22

168

42

52

3031

20

26

3032

46

57

3033

70

88

3033 Model N

60

74

3033 Model S

46

57

3081 Model D

74

93

3081 Model G
3081 Model G3
3081 Model GX
3081 Model K
3081 Model K3
3081 Model KX
3083 Model B
3083 Model B3
3083 Model BX
3083 Model CX
3083 Model E
3083 Model E3
3083 Model EX

80

100

85

106

86

108

98

124

104

131

106

134

80

100

85

106

86

108

43

54

54

67

57.

71

58

72

3083 Model J

98

124

3083 Model J3

104

131

3083 Model JX

106

134

3084 Model Q
3084 Model Q3
3084 Model QX

98

124

104

131

106

134

3090 Model 200
4341 Model 1

191

241

13

18

4341 Model 2

24

31

4341 Model 9
4341 Model 10

8

11

12

16

4341 Model 11

16

22

4341 Model 12
4361 Model 5
4381 Model 1
4381 Model 2
4381 Model 3
9081 Model K
9083 Model J

27

34

22

29

37

48

55

71

55

71

98

124

98

124

Note: (1) For single central processor operation, either during
IPL, at the time of the SET OPT command, or as a result of a
VARY CPU command, the values of CCCPRLOT(l)and

CCCPRHIT(l)are copied into RCCDPRTL and RCCDPRTH,
respectively. (2) The 3081 processor is dyadic; therefore, page
rate threshold values should be specified using the PAGERT2

multiprocessor keyword. The values (specified or defaulted) for
PAGERTl are used only when one central processor is online.
The syntax is:
PAGERTl =(a,b)

3

These processors are the enhanced versions.
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lEAOPTxx

Keyword

PAGERT2

Meaning

Value Range

Specifies the low (CCCPRLOT{2))and high

a =0-32767

see

b =0-32767

explanation

a =0-32767

1000

b =0-32767

1000

(CCCPRHIT(2)) demand page rate threshold values

Default Value

for a multiprocessor or an attached processor.
These thresholds are used in conjunction with the
CPU utilization thresholds(RCCCPUP)and the page
delay time thresholds(RCCMSPT) when considering an
MPL increase or decrease. The default values, which are
set at IPL time, depend on the model number of the

processor. The value can be found by multiplying the
value listed in the PAGERTl parameter by 1.7.

Note: For multiprocessing operation, either during
IPL at the time of the SET OPT command, or as a re
sult of a VARY CPU command, the values of

CCCPRL0T(2)and CCCPRHIT(2)are copied into
RCCDPRTL and RCCDPRTH,respectively.
The syntax is:

PAGERT2=(a,b)

RCCASMT

Specifies the low (RCCASMTL)and high
(RCCASMTH)ASM queue length threshold values that
cause the MPL to be increased or decreased. The

pages

default values are both 1000 and cause this parame
ter to have no effect on MPL adjustment.
The syntax is:

RCCASMT=(a,b)
RCCCPUP

Specifies the low (RCCCPUPL)and high
(RCCCPUPH)CPU utilization threshold values that

a=0.0-101.0

95.0

b =0.0-101.0

98.0

a=0.0-101.0

98.0

b =0.0-101.0

100.9

cause the MPL to be increased or decreased.

These thresholds are used in conjunction with the
page delay-time thresholds(RCCMSPT)and the demand
paging rate thresholds(PAGERTl and PAGERT2) when
considering an MPL change.
The syntax is:

RCCCPUP=(a,b)
RCCCPUT

Specifies the low (RCCCPUTL)and high
(RCCCPUTH)CPU utilization threshold values that
cause the MPL to be increased or decreased.

percent

The syntax is:
RCCCPUT=(a,b)
RCCFXET

Specifies the low (RCCFXETL)and the high
(RCCFXETH)percentages of storage eligible for
fixing and that is actually fixed. The SRM uses
these thresholds to determine if the system MPL
needs to be increased or decreased.

The syntax is:

RCCFXET=(a,b)
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a=0-100

82

b=0-100

88

percent

percent

lEAOPTxx

Keyword
RCCFXTT

Meaning

Specifies the low (RCCFXTTL)and the high
(RCCFXTTH)percentages of online storage that is
fixed or allocated for page-out or page-in. The SRM

Value Range

Default Value

a =0-100

66

b =0-100

72

percent

percent

uses these thresholds to determine if the system MPL
needs to be increased or decreased.

The syntax is:
RCCFXTT=(a,b)
RCCMSPT

Specifies the low(RCCMSPTL)and high
(RCCMSPTH)page delay time threshold values that
cause the MPL to be increased or decreased. These

a=0-32767

100

b =0-32767

130

msec

thresholds are used in conjunction with the CPUutilization thresholds(RCCCPUP)and the demand

paging rate thresholds(PAGERTl and PAGERT2).
The syntax is:
RCCMSPT=(a,b)
RCCPDLT

Specifies the low (RCCPDLTL)and high
(RCCPDLTH)page delay time threshold values that
cause the MPL to be increased or decreased. The

a =0-32767

1000

b =0-32767

1000

msec

default values are both 1000 and cause this parame
ter to have no effect on MPL adjustment.
The syntax is;
RCCPDLT=(a,b)
RCCPTRT

Specifies the low(RCCPTRTL)and high
(RCCPTRTH)page fault rate threshold values that

a =0-32767

1000

b =0-32767

1000

cause the MPL to be increased or decreased. The

default values are both 1000 and cause this parame
ter to have no effect on MPL adjustment.
The syntax is:
RCCPTRT=(a,b)
RCCUICT

Specifies the low (RCCUICTL)and high
(RCCUICTH)UIC threshold values that cause the
MPL to be increased or decreased.

a=0-32767

b =0-32767
seconds

The syntax is:
RCCUICT=(a,b)
RMPTTOM

Specifies the SRM invocation interval. The
specified real-time interval is adjusted by relative
processor speed to become SRM time in order to in

1000-999999

1000

msec

sure consistent SRM control across various pro
cessors. The relationship of real time to SRM time

for each processor is described in "Dispatching
Priorities" in the "IPS Concepts" section.
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Keyword

Meaning

Value Range

Default Value

SELTAPE

Specifies the method by which tape devices
are selected for allocation from a list of eligible

NEXT

NEXT

devices.

RANDOM
FIRST

LOWEST

The syntax is:

SELTAPE = option

where option is one of the following:

• NEXT specifies that the SRM selects tape de
vices in ascending order by UCB address starting
with the lowest address. After the highest ad
dress has been selected, the selection process
begins again with the lowest address.

• RANDOM specifies that the SRM selects a tape
device at random from the list.

• FIRST specifies that the SRM selects the first
tape device in the list.

• LOWEST specifies that the SRM selects the tape
device with the lowest UCB address.

See "Device Allocation" for the method of generating
the list of eligible devices from a list of candi
date devices.
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Section 6: SRM Constants
This section lists internal SRM constants that are not listed in the OPT, but that

an installation with unique resource management requirements might want to
change.

In the table of constants, internal control blocks are denoted by their acronyms,
as follows:

ICT MCT -

I/O Control Table
Storage Management Control Table

RCT

Resources Control Table

-

Constant

Control Block

Related Function

Purpose

Value

ICCEDSUT

ICT

Device allocation

Projected impact on logical channel
utilization of a previously allocated data set

5%

MCCASMTl

MCT

Auxiliary storage
shortage detection

Auxiliary storage shortage threshold

70%

MCCASMT2

MCT

Auxiliary storage
shortage detection

Critical auxiliary storage shortage

85%

threshold

Pageable frame
stealing

frame queue when stealing begins (used to

MCCAFCLO

MCT

The number of frames on the available

14

set PVTAFCLO).
MCCAFCOK

RCCTOTUT

MCT

RCT

Pageable frame
stealing
MPL adjustment

The minimum number of frames on the

IS

available frame queue when stealing ends
(used to set PVTAFCOK).

Average total logical channel

100%

utilization threshold
RCCLCHUT

RCT

MPL adjustment

Single logical channel utilization

100%

threshold
RCCLCHRR

RCT

MPL adjustment

Single logical channel EXCP
request rate threshold

50 EXCPs/second
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Part 6. The Use of GTF to Track Sysevents
System components issue the SYSEVENT macro instruction to inform the system
resource manager(SRM)that the status of an address space or a system resource
has changed. The SRM is informed of critical changes to the availability of real
storage frames, auxihary storage slots, and SQA virtual space. In addition, the
SYSEVENT macro instruction can request that the SRM perform a service. For
example, the REQSERVC sysevent (code X'26') requests that the SRM obtain
service data related to a particular address space. (See Figure 6-2 at the end of
this topic for descriptions of the various sysevent codes.)

The installation can monitor sysevent activity during a selected time interval by
starting GTF with the SRM option. The SRM option causes GTF to write a
trace record each time a SYSEVENT macro instruction is issued. (Information
on how to use GTF is available in OSjVSl System Programming Library: Service
Aids.) The sysevent trace record contains a time stamp, an address space control
block (ASCB)address, a CPU identification (CPUID), a jobname (if applicable,
and if comprehensive trace records have been requested), and contents of registers
0, 1, and 15 which contain information peculiar to the particular sysevent. The
information includes the sysevent code that indicates why the SRM was invoked.
See Figure 6-1 for the format of the SRM trace record.

Field

Name

lengtl1

reserved

record
id

format
id

(AID)

(FID)

X'FF'

X*04'

(See
note 1)

(See
note 2)

event

id

time

stamp

(EID)
X'4001'

ASCB
addr

CPUID

jobname

R15

RO

R1

contents

contents

contents

(See
note 4)

(See
note 3)

Length

2

2

1

1

8

2

4

2

8

4

4

4

Hex
Offset

0

02

04

05

06

OE

10

14

16

IE

22

26

Notes:

1.

The record identifier (AID) in GTF records is a 1-byte hexadecimal number that identifies the record as a trace record or a control
record.

2.

Theformat identifier (FID) in GTF records is a 1-byte hexadecimal number that is used to determine the name of the AMDPRDMP
EDIT module that willformat the record.

3.

The event identifier (EID) in GTF trace records is a 2-byte hexadecimal number that defines the event that caused the record to be
built. The EID is in theform cddd where c is the event class (0-F) and ddd is the ID of the event within the class.

4.

Jobname appears only in the comprehensive trace record. Comprehensiveformat must be requested when GTF is started.

Figure 6-1. SRM Trace Record Format
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The installation should reduce the trace data to determine the utilization of

system resources and the service given to particular jobs or TSO sessions. The
reduced data can supplement that obtained from RMF and SMF. For example,
the trace data can indicate when shortages in paging space occur. This
information can be used with SMF data to leam the identity ofjobs and TSO
sessions active at the time of the shortage. Possible corrective action might
include the addition of more paging space, or external scheduling at the
installation to prevent all the heavy paging jobs (possibly VIO users) from
running at the same time.

The sysevent data can be used to analyze the effect of the system running with
insufficient SQA virtual storage. Distributions can be produced that identify the
frequency and durations of the shortage periods. These intervals can be
correlated with RMF data to determine how the SQA shortage affects CPU
utilization, channel utilization, and service unit utilization. If the shortage time is
excessive or if it causes a significant degradation of performance, the installation
can make more space available for SQA virtual storage.
Similarly, the sysevent data can be used to analyze the effect of the system
running with a shortage of available page frames, that is, in an AVQLOWi
environment. If the shortage time is excessive or if it impacts performance, the
installation may wish to modify the real storage manager(RSM)constants that
define the shortage.

A sysevent trace tape can be sorted by address space ID (ASID), sysevent type, or
by time of occurrence, etc. The sort yields a sequence of tabulated records for
each job or TSO session. The time difference between the individual printed
records is the time between significant stages of a job or TSO session. The stages
include such items as address space creation,job selection,(START, MOUNT,or
LOGON issued), initiator attaching a task, initiator detaching a task, and job
termination. The sequence also contains a record for each time the address space
is swapped into or out of real stprage. For a TSO session, the sequence contains
a record of each time the address space enters wait state and each time it becomes
ready.
Through appropriate reduction of the data, the installation can obtain some
meaningful time distributions. Some examples are:

•
•
•
•

time needed to swap an address space in
time needed to swap an address space out
time address spaces spend in real storage
time address spaces spend out of real storage

• use think time

• system response rate
• transaction arrival rate

• transaction processing rates
• job processing rates
• TSO session durations

1

6-2

SYSEVENT X'lT
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The trace also provides information that identifies the names of time sharing
commands and subcommands (see SYSEVENT code 00 in Figure 6-2). This
information should help the installation to produce time distributions for the
individual TSO commands and subcommands.

Figure 6-2 describes the meaning and input information (register contents) for
each sysevent type.
Figure 6-3 through Figure 6-7 show sample printouts of a data-reduced sysevent
trace. Note that unusual data are circled and annotated.
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Sysevent Code:

00 (hex)

Mnemonic:

TSEVENT 00(PPMODE)

Meaning of Mnemonic:

A time sharing command, or a subcommand of EDIT or TEST, is to be executed.

Circumstances:

The TSO terminal monitor program or the EDIT/TEST command processor issues this sysevent when the
command or subcommand is about to be executed. It causes no action on the part of the SRM.

Inputs:

Reg 0, bytes 0-1: ASID.
Reg 0, byte 3: Sysevent code.

Reg 1, bytes 0-3: Contains the first four characters of the conunand or subcommand name.
Reg 15: Contains the last four characters of the command or subcommand name.
Outputs:

None.

Sysevent Code:

01 (hex)

Mnemonic:

TIMEREXP

Meaning of Mnemonic:

TOD clock initialized.

Purpose:

At TOD clock initialization, the sysevent schedules SRM time-driven routines. Subsequent scheduling is
done through SYSEVENT 05(Time).

Circumstances:

TOD clock initialized.

Inputs:

Reg 0, byte 3: Sysevent code.

Reg 1, byte 3: Contains X*Or to indicate entry from system TOD clock initialization.
Outputs:

None.

Figure 6-2 (Part 1 of 34). Descriptions of SYSEVENT Codes
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Sysevent Code:

02(hex)

Mnemonic:

TERMWAIT

Meaning of Mnemonic:

Terminal wait.

Purpose:

Indicates that a TSO session has entered terminal wait.

Circumstances:

A TSO session is in terminal wait after the issuance of a TGET or a TPUT. Receiving the TERMWAIT
sysevent indicates to the SRM that the current transaction for a TSO address space should be ended,
provided that the address space has entered long wait status and is swappable. Note that the occurrence
of this sysevent does not guarantee that the entire address space is in a long wait status. This
determination can only be made by the quiesce function.

Inputs:

Reg 0, bytes 0-1: ASID.
Reg 0, byte 3: Sysevent code.
Reg 1, byte 0: contains

X'OO': If for an input terminal wait.
X'80'; If for an output terminal wait.
None.

Sysevent Code:

03(hex)

Mnemonic:

NIOWAIT

Meanii^ of Mnemonic:

Address space suspected of being in long wait.

Purpose:

Indicates to SRM when an address space is suspected of having entered long wait.

Circumstances:

Some task in the address space just entered long wait. Occurrence of this sysevent does not guarantee
that the entire address space is in a long wait status. This determination can be made only by the quiesce
function. The time spent by a swappable address space in long wait will not be considered part of the
current transaction for that address space.

Inputs:

Reg 0, bytes 0-1: ASID or zero.

Reg 0, byte 3: Sysevent code.
Outputs:

None.

Figure 6-2 (Part 2 of 34). Descriptions of SYSEVENT Codes
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Sysevent Code:

04(hex)

Mnemonic:

USERRDY

Meaning of Mnemonic:

User ready.

Purpose:

Indicates that a swapped out address space in a wait state or an address space for which the quiesce
function is running has at least one dispatchable unit(SRB) which is ready to run.

Circumstances:

Something has occurred causing a dispatchable unit(SRB)to be scheduled to this address space.

Inputs:

Reg 0, bytes 0-1: ASID.
Reg 0, byte 3: Sysevent code.

Outputs:

None.

Sysevent Code:

05 (hex)

Mnemonic:

TIME

Meaning of Mnemonic:

SRM timer interval has expired.

Purpose:

Invokes the rotate and time slice dispatching algorithms if they are active and are to execute. Schedules
all other SRM algorithms that are due. Calculates the time of the next invocation of this sysevent and
informs the timer routine.

Circumstances:

The time routines have recognized that the SRM time interval has elapsed. At the time the sysevent is
issued, the SRM's timer queue element has been removed from the queue.

Inputs:

Reg 0, byte 3: Sysevent code.

Outputs:

None.
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Sysevent Code:

06 (hex)

Mnemonic:

MEMCREAT

Meaning of Mnemonic:

Address space create.

Indicates that a new address space is about to be created. Indicates the type of origin of the new address

space (that is, START, LOGON, MOUNT). Gives the SRM a chance to prohibit the creation of the
address space.
Circumstances:

At the earliest point where the ASID is known and the space for the ASCB has been obtained.

Inputs:

Reg 0, bytes 0-1: ASID.

Reg 0, byte 3: Sysevent code.
Reg 1, byte 3: contains

Outputs:

X'OT:

If START.

X'02':

If LOGON.

X^03':

If MOUNT.

Reg 1, byte 0: contains

X'OO':

If address space creation can proceed.

X*80':

If the address space should not be created because of a resource shortage determined by the
SRM.

Sysevent Code:

07(hex)

Mnemonic:

MEMDEL

Meaning of Mnemonic:

Address space delete.

Purpose:

Indicates the deletion of an address space to the SRM,allowing the SRM to release resources assigned to
that address space.

Circumstances:

The memory delete function is about to free the storage for the ASCB and unassign the ASID.

Inputs:

Reg 0, bytes 0-1: ASID.

Reg 0, byte 3: Sysevent code.
Outputs:

Reg 1, byte 3: contains X*00' indicating that the memory delete function can proceed.
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Sysevent code:

08 (hex)

Mnci..onic:

JOBSELCT

Meaning of Mnemonic:

Job selection.

Indicates that an address space has started using system services on behalf of a new job, START or
MOUNT command, or a TSO session.
Circumstances:

Whenever IEFSD161 handles one of the above.

Input:

Reg 0, bytes 0-1: ASID or zero.
Reg 0, byte 2: Reserved.

Reg 0, byte 3: Sysevent code.

Reg 1, bytes 0-3: Contains the address of a serialized parameter list. The format of the parameter list is:
Offset

Length

Description

0
8

8
8

Subsystem name(EBCDIC format, left justified, padded with blanks)
Transaction name or blanks(EBCDIC format, left justified, padded with

16
24
32

8
8
2

Userid or blanks(EBCDIC format, left justified, padded with blanks)
Class or blanks,(EBCDIC format, left justified, padded with blanks)
Performance group number or zeros (hexadecimal, right justified, padded with

blanks)

zeros)
Output:

None.

Sysevent Code:

09(hex)

Mnemonic:

JOBTERM

Meaning of Mnemonic:

Job termination.

Purpose:

Indicates that an address space has completed using system services on behalf of a job, START or
MOUNT command, or a TSO session.

Circumstances:

Whenever IEFSD166 handles one of the above.

Reg 0, bytes 0-1: ASID or zero.
Reg 0, byte 3: Sysevent code.
Reg 1, bytes 0-3: pointer to jobname or user ID.
None.
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Sysevent Code:

OA (hex)

Mnemonic:

INITATT

Meaning of Mnemonic:

Attached by initiator.

Purpose.

Indicates that an initiator has attached a task; this sysevent is related to a JOBSELCT sysevent(code 8).

Circumstances:

Whenever IEFSD263 attaches a task.

Inputs:

Reg 0, bytes 0-1: ASID or zero.

Reg 0, byte 3: Sysevent code.

Reg 1, bytes 0-3: contains the address of a serialized parameter list. The format of the parameter list is:
Offset

Length

Description

0
8

8

Subsystem name(EBCDIC format, left justified, padded with blanks)

8

Transaction name or blanks(EBCDIC format, left justified, padded with

16
24
32

8
8

blanks)

34

Userid or blanks(EBCDIC format, left justified, padded with blanks)
Class or blanks,(EBCDIC format, left justified, padded with blanks)

2

Performance group number or zeros (hexadecimal, right justified, padded with

1

zeros)
Status flags

X*Or X*02' X*04' -

dispatching priority specified on JCL
user is privileged
user is authorized to issue the DONTSWAP and OKSWAP
sysevents

35

Outputs:

1

Dispatching priority (hexadecimal format)

None.
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Sysevent Code:

OB (hex)

Mnemonic:

INITDET

Meaning of Mnemonic:

Detach by initiator.

Purpose:

Indicates that a task has been detached by an initiator.

Circumstances:

Whenever IEFSD263 detaches a task.

Inputs:

Reg 0, bytes 0-1: ASID or zero.

Reg 0, byte 3: Sysevent code.
Outputs:

None.

Sysevent Code:

OC (hex)

Mnemonic:

QSCEST

Meaning of Mnemonic:

Quiesce started.

Purpose:

Permits an initial assessment of whether an address space, suspected of being in long wait is in fact in long
wait. Provides for reversing the quiesce of an address space.

Circumstances:

The SRM has recently posted Quiesce.

Inputs:

Reg 0, bytes 0-1: ASID or zero.

Reg 0, byte 3: Sysevent code.
Reg 1, byte 0: contains

X'OO': If the address space is not in a long wait.

X*80': If all tasks in the address space are in a long wait.
Outputs:

Reg 1, byte 3: contains

X*00': If the RCT is to continue with the quiesce.

X*08': If the address space should be restored to its original status.

Figure 6-2 (Part 7 of 34). Descriptious of SYSEVENT Codes
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Sysevent Code:

OD (hex)

Mnemonic:

QSCECMP

Meaning of Mnemonic:

Quiesce completed.

Purpose:

Permits a final assessment of whether the address space is to be swapped out. If between QSCEST (code

OC)and QSCECMP,a USERRDY (code 04) has been received for the address space, the quiesce function
will be notified that the address space is not in true long wait status. Also allows the SRM to determine if
the address space should be logically or physically swapped.
Note: The swapped in interval is defined to end with this sysevent.
Circumstances:

RCT has completed quiesce processing for an address space.

Inputs:

Reg 0, bytes 0-1: ASID or zero.

Reg 0, byte 3: Sysevent code.
Reg 1, byte 0: contains

X*00': If the address space is not in long wait.

X*80': If the address space is in long wait.

Reg 1, byte 0: contains X'OO' if USERRDY (code 04) was just received; unchanged by SRM if no
USERRDY received since QSCEST (code OC).

Reg 1, byte 2: Contains the swap reason code.
SWAP CODE

REASON

(in hex)
01
02
03
04
05

Terminal output wait
Terminal input wait
Long wait
Auxiliary storage shortage
Real storage shortage

06

Detected wait

07
08

Requested
ENQ exchange

09

Exchange based on recommendation value

OA

Unilateral

OB

Transition to non-swappable status.

Reg 1, byte 3: contains
X*00': If the RCT is to schedule swap-out.

XW: If the RCT is to wait while the address space is logically swapped.
X'08': If the address space is to be restored.
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Sysevent Code:

OE (hex)

Mnemonic:

TRANSWAP

Meaning of Mnemonic:

Transition swap an address space.

Causes the transition of an address space from swappable to non-swappable.
Circumstances:

A TRANSWAP is issued for a V = R job step or a non-swappable program to force a swap out. After the
subsequent swap in, frames are allocated from preferred storage and the address space is marked
non-swappable. TRANSWAP prevents these programs from being assigned frames in reconfigurable
storage.

Inputs:

Reg 0, bytes 0-1: ASID or zero.

Reg 0, byte 3: Sysevent code.

Reg 1, bytes 0-3: Address of the ECB to be posted.
Outputs:

Reg 1, byte 3: contains

X*00': Transition request accepted.
X*04': Transition was done previously.
Post codes:

X'OO': Transition is complete. The post is issued by SYSEVENT SWOUTCMP (OF).
X*04': The address space became non-swappable before it could be swapped out. The post is
issued by SYSEVENT QSCEST(OC)or QSCECMP(OD).

Figure 6-2 (Part 9 of 34). Descriptions of SYSEVENT Codes
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Sysevent Code:

OF (hex)

Mnemonic:

SWOUTCMP

Meaning of Mnemonic:

Swap-out completed.

Purpose:

Indicates that swap-out processing has completed.

Circumstances:

All I/O needed to swap-out this address space has just complete.].

Inputs:

Reg 0, bytes 0-1: ASID or zero.

Reg 0, byte 3: Sysevent code.

Reg 1, bytes 0-3: Address of a parameter list.
The format is as follows:

Word 1, bytes 0-1: The number of pages swapped-out.

Word 1, bytes 2-3: The working set size (the number of pages to be swapped-in).

Word 2, bytes 0-2: The number of pages freed by swap-out without performing I/O.
Word 2, byte 3: - Flag byte indicating:
Bits 0-6:

Reserved.

Bit 7:

0 if address space is in long wait;

1 if address space is waiting for an unfinished real storage manager service.
Outputs:

None.

Sysevent Code:

10 (hex).

Mnemonic:

SWINSTAT

Meaning of Mnemonic:

Swap-in status.

Circumstances:

Swap-in processing for an address space that has just started, or just completed.

Inputs:

Reg 0, bytes 0-1: ASID or zero.

Reg 0, byte 3: Sysevent code.
Reg 1, byte 3: contains

X*Or: Swap-in is starting.
X*02': Swap-in is complete.
Outputs:

None.
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Sysevent Code:

11 (hex)

Mnemonic:

SWINFL

Meaning of Mnemonic:

Swap-in failed.

Circumstances:

Swap-in processing failed to obtain or initialize the LSQA and fixed pages for the specified address space.

Inputs:

Reg 0, bytes 0-1: ASID or zero.

Reg 0, byte 3: Sysevent code
Reg 1, byte 3: contains

X*Or: Swap-in failed because there are not enough PCBs available to complete the swap-in.
X*02': Swap-in failed because there are not enough frames available for the stage 1 working set.
X*03': Swap-in failed because swapping in this address space would cause the number of fixed
frames to exceed the limit that the SRM passed to RSM on the swap-in request.
Outputs:

None.

Sysevent Code:

12(hex)

Mnemonic:

QSCEFL

Meaning of Mnemonic:

Quiesce failed.

Purpose:

Notifies the SRM that during an attempt to quiesce an address space the quiesce function has failed. The
address space has been restored when the sysevent is issued.

Circumstances:

Region control task failed to complete quiesce processing due to an abnormal situation.
Reg 0, bytes 0-1: ASID or zero.

Reg 0, byte 3: Sysevent code.
Outputs:

None.
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Sysevent Code:

13(hex)

Mnemonic:

RStORCMP

Meaning of Mnemonic:

Restore completed.

Purpose:

Permits an assessment of whether an address space, suspected of having left long wait status, is in fact
ready.

Note: The swapped in interval is defined to begin with this sysevent.
Circumstances:

Region control task has completed restore processing for an address space. The circumstances giving rise
to the restoring of an address space still in long wait stem from not knowing that the address space is
waiting on more than one event.

Inputs:

Reg 0, bytes 0-1: ASID or zero.

Reg 0, byte 3: Sysevent code.
Reg 1, byte 0: contains
X'OO': If the address space is ready.

X*80': If the address space is in a long wait.
Outputs:

None.

Sysevent Code:

14(hex)

Mnemonic:

ENQHOLD

Meaning of Mnemonic:

ENQ contention occurred.

Purpose:

Informs the SRM of an address space responsible for contention or potential contention.

Circumstances:

An address space is how being delayed because a resource is held. Contention between tasks in a single
address space is not distinguished from contention between address spaces. The sysevent code is also
issued for an authorized program that obtains control of a resource (even if another address space does
not need that resource) as a result of issuing a RESERVE for a DASD device that is SHARED or
SHAREDUP.

Inputs:

Reg 0, bytes 0-1: ASID of address space holding the resource.
Reg 0, byte 3: Sysevent code.

Outputs:

None.
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Sysevent Code:

15 (hex)

Mnemonic:

ENQRLSE

Meaning of Mnemonic:

ENQ contention reduced.

Purpose:

Informs the SRM of an address space which formerly was responsible for contention or potential
contention.

Circumstances:

Contention has disappeared because a resource has been released.

Inputs:

Reg 0, b5^s 0-1: ASID of address space holding the resource during contention.
Reg 0, byte 3: Sysevent code.

Outputs:

None.

Sysevent Code:

16 (hex)

Mnemonic:

RSMCNSTS

Meaning of Mnemonic:

Real storage manager constants

Purpose:

Notifies the SRM that the amount of online real storage has changed and that the SRM should calculate
new storage threshold values.

Circumstances:

Issued when the amount of online real storage has changed.
Reg 0, byte 3: Sysevent code.

Reg 1, byte 3: Contains X*04' if the real storage manager has initialized all fields necessary for the SRM to
calculate new threshold values.

Outputs:

None.
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Sysevent Code:

17(hex)

Mnemonic:

AVQLOW

Meaning of Mnemonic:

Available frame queue below limit.

Purpose:

Notifies the SRM that the number of frames on the available frame queue has dropped below predefined
limits.

Circumstances:

Issued whenever allocation of a frame causes the number left on the available frame queue to drop below
one of the predefined limits.

Inputs:

Reg 0, byte 3: Sysevent code.
Reg 1, byte 3: contains

X'Or: If the number of frames on the available frame queue has dropped below the limit.
X*02': If the number of frames on the available frame queue has dropped to zero.
X*03': If a frame is needed and there are no frames on the available frame queue.

XW: If the ratio of fixed frames to total frames has increased above the allowable value.

X*05': If a frame from the SQA reserve queue must be used to satisfy a SQA GETMAIN request.
Outputs:

None.

Sysevent Code:

18(hex)

Mnemonic:

AVQOK

Meaning of Mnemonic:

Available frame queue above limit.

Notifies the SRM that the number of frames on the available frame queue has risen above a predefined
limit.

Circumstances:

Is issued whenever unallocation of a frame causes the number left on the available frame queue to rise

Inputs:

Reg 0, byte 3: Sysevent code.

above the predefined limit. This sysevent is issued only when the number of frames rises above the
predefined limit after the "available frame queue below limit" sysevent(code 17) was issued.
None.
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Sysevent Code:

19 (hex)

Mnemonic:

SQALOW

Meaning of Mnemonic:

Unallocated SQA and CSA below threshold.

Purpose:

Indicates that the amount of unallocated virtual SQA and CSA has dropped below one of two predefined
thresholds.

Circumstances:

Virtual storage manager has just satisfied an SQA or CSA allocation request which resulted in the amount

of unallocated SQA and CSA dropping below one of the two predefined thresholds.
Inputs:

Reg 0, byte 3: Sysevent code.
Reg 1, byte 3: contains

X'Ol': If the first (less serious) threshold is passed.
X*02': If the second threshold is passed.
Outputs:

None.

Sysevent Code:

lA (hex)

Mnemonic:

SQAOK

Meaning of Mnemonic:

Unallocated SQA and CSA above threshold.

Indicates that the amount of unallocated SQA and CSA has risen above one of two predefined thresholds.
Circumstances:

Virtual storage manager has just handled an SQA or CSA unallocation request which resulted in the
amount of unallocated SQA and CSA rising above one of the two predefined thresholds.

Inputs:

Reg 0, byte 3: Sysevent code.
Reg 1, byte 3: contains

X'OT: If the first (less serious) threshold is passed.
X'02': If the second threshold is passed.
Outputs:

None.
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Sysevent Code:

IB (hex)

Mnemonic:

EASINIT

Meaning of Mnemonic:

A system component address space has been initiated for operation.

Purpose:

Indicates that a system component address space has been initialized but has not been allowed to contend
for system resources as yet. Accumulation of its residency time and active time need to be started.

Circumstances:

Before the completion of master scheduler initialization, a system component address space has been
initialized for operation. Reg 0, byte 2, bit 0: set to 'V to indicate that the address space being created is
to be privileged (that is, assigned to PGN 0 and domain 0), overriding the installation control
specification. This bit applies only to the DUMPSRV address space.

Inputs:

Reg 0, byte 3: Sysevent code.

Other Reg, byte 3 and 4: The ASID of the address space being initialized

A halfword RX address: The halfword contains the ASID of the address space being initialized.

The ASCBJBNS field of the ASCB associated with the ASID contains the address of a name that SRM
uses to correctly assign the proper performance group to the address space.

Reg 1, byte 3: A type code identifying the kind of address space that has been initialized. The type codes
X*00': A data-only address space.

X'OI': An address space in which high-priority system services execute.
X*02': An address space in which low-priority system services execute.
Outputs:

None.
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Sysevent Code:

IC (hex)

Mnemonic:

DEVALLOC

Meaning of Mnemonic:

Device allocation request.

Purpose:

Provides SRM with necessary data for making a device allocation decision where two or more candidates
exist.

Inputs:

Reg 0, bytes 0-1: ASID or zero.

Reg 0, byte 3: Sysevent code.

Reg 1, bytes 0-3: Address of a list of three full-word addresses. The first points to a list of candidate

UCB addresses. The second points to a list of addresses of UCBs already allocated to the requesting
jobstep. The third points to a 2-word return area.

The first word in the list of candidate UCBs contains a count of the number of candidates in the list. The
first word of the list of addresses of already allocated UCBs contains a count of the number of addresses
in the list. All input and output data areas must be fixed.
Outputs:

Reg 1, bytes 0-3: Contains the same address present at input.

Return area 1st word: Contains the address of the candidate list entry which was selected.
Reg 15, byte 3: contains

X'OO': If allocation selection was successfully made.
X*08': If allocation selection was unsuccessfully made.

Sysevent Code:

ID (hex)

Mnemonic:

CONFIGCH

Meaning of Mnemonic:

System configuration change.

Purpose:

Indicates that resources are to be removed from or added to the system.

Circumstances:

The system operator has issued a VARY (online or offline) command for a channel, path, or CPU.

Inputs:

Reg 0, byte 3: Sysevent code.

Reg 1, bytes 0-3: Points to the SMF type 22 record that describes the configuration change.
Outputs:

None.
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Sysevent Code:

IE (hex)

Mnemonic:

VERIFYPG

Meaning of Mnemonic:

Verify performance group.

Purpose:

To determine if the input performance group number is currently "known'' to the SRM,and to indicate
the default value if the input number is not "known."

Circumstances:

LOGON or the converter/interpreter has received a performance group number which needs verification.

Inputs:

Reg 0, bytes 0-1: ASID or zero.

Reg 0, byte 3: Sysevent code.

Reg 1, byte 3: performance group number.
Outputs:

Reg 1, byte 2:

For ISO users - contains 0 if input PGN number is valid, contains 2 if input PGN is invalid.

For non-TSO users - contains 0 if input PGN is nonzero (verification will occur later), - contains 1 if
input PGN is 0(requesting default PGN#).

Sysevent Code:

IF (hex)

Mnemonic:

RESETPG

Meaning of Mnemonic:

Reset performance group.

Purpose:

Resets the performance group number associated with an ASID.

Circumstances:

The system operator has entered a RESET jobname, PERFORM =nn command.

Inputs:

Reg 0, bytes 0-1: ASID.

Reg 0, byte 3: Sysevent code.

Reg 1, byte 3: New performance group number.
Outputs:

Reg 1, byte 2: contains

X*00': If the RESET request was honored.

X*04': If the performance group number is not vaUd.
X*08': If the ASID is not currently assigned.
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Sysevent Code:

20(hex)

Mnemonic:

NEWIPS

Meaning of Mnemonic:

Set new IPS.

Purpose:

Change the IPS currently used by the SRM.

Circumstances:

The system operator has entered a SET command with the IPS keyword. To synchronize the deletion of

the old IPS, all references to the old IPS are replaced under the SRM lock. The SET command processor
is responsible for obtaining the storage for the new IPS description and for releasing the storage for the
old IPS description when the SRM has indicated that it will no longer be referenced.
Inputs:

Reg 0, bytes 0-1: ASID or zero.

Reg 0, byte 3: Sysevent code.

Reg I, bytes 0-3: Contains the address of the SRM workload manager specification table(WMST)that
describes the new IPS.

Outputs:

Reg 1, bytes 0-3: Contains the address of the SRM workload manager specification table(WMST)that
describes the old IPS.

Sysevent Code:

21 (hex)

Mnemonic:

ALTCPREC

Meaning of Mnemonic:

Alternate CPU recovery(ACR)

Notifies the SRM that one CPU has been removed from the configuration.
Circumstances:

As a result of some error, ACR has had to reconfigure one CPU out of the system.

Inputs:

Reg 0, byte 3: Sysevent code.
Reg 1, bytes 0-3: CPU address of failed CPU.

Outputs:

None.
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Sysevent Code:

22(hex)

Mnemonic:

TGETTPUT

Meaning of Mnemonic:

TGET/TPUT satisfied.

Indicates a change in the status of the current TSO transaction.
Circumstances:

TGET or TPUT completed.

Inputs:

Reg 0, bytes 0-1: ASID or zero.

Reg 0, byte 3: Sysevent code.

Reg 1, byte 0: - Flag byte, as follows:
bit 0: Contains 0 if TGET was satisfied; contains 1 if TPUT was satisfied.

bit 1:(apphes to TGET satisfied only.) Contains 0 if all the data in the TSO input message was
transferred by the TGET; contains 1 if part of the data in the TSO input message was not

yet transferri^ by this TGET, that is, if at least one more TGET is required to obtain the
rest of the data in the TSO input message.
bits 2-7: reserved

Outputs:

None.

Sysevent Code:

23(hex) This Sysevent is not traced by GTF.

Mnemonic:

SYQSCST

Meaning of Mnemonic:

System quiesce function started.

Purpose:

Indicates that task and I/O activity in the system are being quiesced.

Circumstances:

The system operator has issued the QUIESCE command. Before the SYQSCST sysevent is issued, all
CPUs should have been placed under the control of the Quiesce function.
Reg 0, byte 3: Sysevent code.

Outputs:

None.
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Sysevent Code:

24(hex) This Sysevent is not traced by GTF.

Mnemonic:

SYQSCCMP

Meaning of Mnemonic:

System quiesce function completed.

Purpose:

Indicates that task and I/O activity in the system are being resumed.

Circumstances:

When the system has been quiesced, the operator has pushed the START button.

Inputs:

Reg 0, byte 3: Sysevent code.

Outputs:

None.

Sysevent Code:

25(hex)

Mnemonic:

SETDMN

Meaning of Mnemonic:

Set new values for a domain. Changes the MPL constraint values and/or target control values for a
specific domain.

Circumstances:

The operator has issued the SETDMN command.

Inputs:

Reg 0, byte 3: Sysevent code.

Reg l, bytes 0-3: Contains the address of the SETD parameter list.
Outputs:

Reg 15, byte 3: contains
X'OO': Sysevent is successful.
X*04': Domain is invalid.

X'08': Minimum constraint would exceed maximum constraint.
X'12': Invalid AOBJ or DOBJ value.

X'16': SETDMN input is compatible with current IPS.
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Syseyent Code:

26(hex)

Mnemonic:

REQSERVC

Meaning of Mnemonic:

Request for service data.

Permits service-related data to be obtained for a given address space from the SRM.
Circumstances:

TSO TIME command will also use the REQSERVC sysevent to obtain service data. The REQSERVC

sysevent must be issued prior to the JOBTERM sysevent(code 9), because the address space data is reset
upon receipt of JOBTERM.

The output area does not have to be fixed, and the issuer is not required to be authorized.
Inputs:

Reg 0, bytes 0-1: ASID or zero.

Reg 0, byte 3: Sysevent code.

Reg 1, bytes 0-3: Contains the address of a 3-word area where the service data is to be stored.
Service data supplied by SRM:
In the case of a TSO address space, the 3-word area contains:
Word 1 -

Total service for the job.

Word 2 -

Total transaction active time.

Word 3 - bytes 0-1: Performance group number last assigned to the address space.
Bytes 2-3: Total number of transactions.
In the case of a non-TSO address space, the 3-word area contains:
Word 1 Word 2 -

Total service for the session.
Total active time for all transactions.

Word 3 - bytes 0-1: Performance group number last assigned to the address space.
Bytes 2-3: Zeros.

Reg 15, byte 3: contains
X*04': If data was lost due to accumulation control block error.
X'OO': Otherwise
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Sysevent Code:

27(hex)

Mnemonic:

REQPGDAT

Meaning of Mnemonic:

Request by SMF for job paging data.

Purpose:

Permits SMF to obtain paging data for a given address space from the SRM.
Note: This sysevent is intended only for use by SMF because the related data fields in the OUSB and the

OUXB in certain cases, are reset to zero on readouts. If requested by another caller, the data would be
unavailable to SMF.
Circumstances:

SMF issues REQPGDAT during step termination. The REQPGDAT sysevent must be issued prior to the
JOBTERM sysevent(code 9) because the address space data is reset upon receipt of JOBTERM.

Inputs:

Reg 0, bytes 0-1: ASID or zero.
Reg 0, byte 2, bit 0

0 indicates that this paging data request is for the end of a job step (the paging data fields are
reset).

1 indicates that this paging data request is for an SMF accounting interval (the paging data fields
are not reset).

Reg 0, byte 3: Sysevent code.

Reg 1, bytes 0-3: Contains the address of a fixed area where the paging data is to be stored.
Outputs:

Paging data supplied by SRM:
Word
Word
Word
Word
Word
Word
Word
Word
Word
Word
Word
Word
Word
Word
Word

Outputs:

1 23456789-

1011 121314-

15,16 -

Count of non-VIO page-ins.
Count of non-VIO page-outs.
Count of non-VIO reclaims.
Count of VIO page-ins.
Count of VIO page-outs.
Count of VIO reclaims.
Count of pages swapped in.
Count of pages swapped out.
Count of swapouts.
Count of common area page-ins.
Count of common area reclaims.
Count of pages stolen.
Count of LPA page-ins.
Count of LPA reclaims.
Count of CPU page-seconds.

Reg 15, byte 3: contains

X'OO': Data successfully returned.
X*04': Data not returned.
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Sysevent Code:

28(hex)

Mnemonic:

COPYDMDT

Meaning of Mnemonic:

Copy domain table information.

Purpose:

Obtain a copy of the SRM's domain table.

Circumstances:

The operator has issued the DISPLAY command with the DMN parameter.

Inputs:

Reg 0, byte 3: Sysevent code.

Reg 1, bytes 0-3: Contains the address of a fixed data area, large enough to contain the maximum size
domain table.

Reg 1 contains the same address as input.
The fixed data area on output contains:

Bytes 0-1:

Number of valid domains.

Bytes 2-3:

Current IPS suffix.

Remainder: Copy of SRM's domain table.

Sysevent Code:

29(hex)

Mnemonic:

DONTSWAP

Meaning of Mnemonic:

Address space is now not swappable.

Purpose:

Indicates to the SRM that the issuing address space must not be swapped until further notice.

Circumstances:

Application dependent.

Inputs:

Reg 0, bytes 0-1: ASID of issuing address space, or zero.
Reg 0, byte 3: Sysevent code.

Outputs:

Reg 1, byte 3: contains

X'04*: If request is not for the current address space.

X*00': If the request to mark the address space as non-swappable was honored.
X*08': If request was not authorized, or if the outstanding count of DONTSWAP requests
(code 29) has reached its maximum value.

Note: Non-swappable status is reset at the time of attach by initiator (code OA)and detach by initiator
(code OB). That is, nonswappable status is not carried across job steps.
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Sysevent Code:

2A (hex)

Mnemonic:

OKSWAP

Meaning of Mnemonic:

Address space is now swappable.

Purpose:

Indicates to the SRM that the issuing address space may now be swapped.

Circumstances:

Application dependent.

Inputs:

Reg 0, bytes 0-1: ASID of issuing address space, or zero.
Reg 0, byte 3: Sysevent code.

Outputs:

Reg 1, byte 3: contains

X*04': If the request is not for the current address space.

X*00': If the request to mark the address space as swappable was honored.
X*08': If the request was not authorized.

Sysevent Code:

2B (hex)

Mnemonic:

REQSWAP

Meaning of Mnemonic:

Request to swap out address space.

Purpose:

A particular address space is required to be swapped out.

Circumstances:

An address space swap is being requested to release the real storage frames it currently occupies. At the
time of the subsequent swap-in, the real storage manager reallocates real storage frames to the swapped-in
address space.

Inputs:

Reg 0, bytes 0-1: ASID or zero.
Reg 0, byte 3: Sysevent code.

Reg 1, bytes 0-3: Address of ECB to be posted.
Reg 1, byte 3: contains

X*00': If the swap-out request was honored.

X*04': If the request was ignored because of the non-swappable status of the indicated address
space.

X*OC': If the address space is already being swapped out.
Post codes:

X'OO': Transition is complete. The post is issued by SYSEVENT SWOUTCMP (OF).
X*04': Address space became non-swappable before it could be swapped out. The post is issued by
SYSEVENT QSCEST(OC)or QSCECMP(OD).
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Sysevent Code:

2C (hex)

Mnemonic:

BRINGIN

Meaning of Mnemonic:

Request to swap in address space.

A particular address space is required to be swapped in.
Circumstances:

The current job in this address space has been canceled. If BRINGIN were not issued, an address space
that had been swapped out because of a shortage might be kept out until the shortage had been relieved.

Inputs:

Reg 0, bytes 0-1: ASID or zero.

Reg 0, byte 3: Sysevent code.
Outputs:

Reg 1, byte 3: contains
X*00': If the swap-in request was honored.
X*08': If the address space is currently being swapped.

Sysevent Code:

2D (hex)

Mnemonic:

WKLDINIT

Meaning of Mnemonic:

Workload activity measurement initialization.

Purpose:

Permits RMF to inform the SRM to start collecting workload activity data by performance group period
(PGP), and provides the buffer used for data collection.

Circumstances:

RMF workload activity measurements are being activated.

Inputs:

Reg 0, bytes 0-1: ASID or zero.

Reg 0, byte 3: Sysevent code.

Reg 1, bytes 0-3: The address of a global data collection buffer.

Reg 1, bytes 0-3: 0 if data collection is successfully initialized.
Reg 15, byte 3: contains

X*00': If the request was honored, and no exception conditions were found.
X'08': If a request to start workload activity data collection was rejected because of an incorrect
buffer size.

X*20': If data collection is already active.
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Sysevent Code:

2E (hex)

Mnemonic:

WKLDCOLL

Meaning of Mnemonic:

Workload activity measurement collection.

Purpose:

Permits RMF to retrieve a copy of the data collected since the previous WKLDCOLL or WKLDINIT
sysevent (code 2D). If, however, the IPS has changed, RMF will issue the WKLDTERM sysevent (code
2F), followed by WKLDINIT to provide a different data collection area.

Circumstances:

End of an RMF measurement interval.

Inputs:

Reg 0, bytes 0-1: ASID or zero.

Reg 0, byte 3: Sysevent code.

Reg 1, bytes 0-3: The address of a fixed buffer into which the collected workload activity measurements
are to be copied.
Outputs:

Reg 1, bytes 0-3: Unchanged
Reg 15, byte 3: contains

X*00': If the request was honored, and no exception conditions were four

X*04': If previously started workload activity data collection has been stopped because of an IPS
change.
X*40': If the data collection buffer has not been established.

Sysevent Code:

2F (hex)

Mnemonic:

WKLDTERM

Meaning of Mnemonic:

Workload activity measurement termination.

Purpose:

Permits RMF to inform the SRM to stop collecting workload activity data, and retrieve the buffer used
for data collection.

Circumstances:

RMF workload activity measurements are being terminated, or an IPS change has occurred.

Inputs:

Reg 0, bytes 0-1: ASID or zero.
Reg 0, byte 3: Sysevent code.
Reg 1, bytes 0-3: Zero.

Outputs:

Reg 1, bytes 0-3: The address of the global, fixed, workload activity data collection buffer that is no
longer being used by the SRM.
Reg 15, byte 3: contains

X'OO': If the request was honored, and no exception conditions were found.
X'40': If the data collection buffer has not been established.
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Sysevent Code:

30(hex)

Mnemonic:

None.

Purpose:

Issued by the SRM itself in order to invoke its control routine immediately without waiting for a sysevent
issued by another component.

Inputs:

Reg 0, bytes 0-1: ASID or zero.

Reg 0, byte 3: Sysevent code.

Reg 1, bytes 1-3: Address of the service request block under which this sysevent is issued.
Outputs:

None.

Sysevent Code:

31 (hex)

Mnemonic:

REQSVDAT

Meaning of Mnemonic:

Request service data.

Purpose:

Permits SMF to obtain service-related data for a given address space.

Circumstances:

SMF issues REQSVDAT during job or session termination.

Inputs:

Reg 0, bytes 0-1: ASID or 0.

Reg 0, byte 3: Sysevent code.

Reg 1, bytes 0-3: The address of a fixed area where the service data is to be stored.
Outputs:

The area contains:
Word 1 Word 2 -

Total service for the job or session.
Total transaction active time (for TSO, the total of all transactions).

Word 3:

Bytes 0-1:
Bytes 2-3:

Performance group number last assigned to the address space.
For a TSO address space, the total number of transactions. For other address

Word 4 -

spaces, 0.
Total job or session residence time.

Words -

Session CPU service.

Word 6 Word? Words -

Session I/O service.
Session storage service.
Session SRB service.

Reg 15, byte 3: •
00 -

Normal completion

04 -

Data was lost due to accumulation control block error.
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Sysevent Code:

32(hex) This sysevent is not traced by GTF.

Mnemonic:

HOLD.

Meaning of Mnemonic:

Hold the address space from being swapped out.

Purpose:

Notify SRM that the issuing address space must not be swapped out until a SYSEVENT NOHOLD
(X*33') occurs.

Circumstances:

The executing program has a short instruction sequence during which the address space cannot be
swapped out.

Inputs:

Reg 0, bytes 0-1: ASID or zero.

Outputs:

None.

Sysevent Code:

33(hex) This sysevent is not traced by GTF.

Mnemonic:

NOHOLD.

Meaning of Mnemonic:

No longer hold the address space from being swapped out.

Purpose:

Notify SRM that the issuing space which has previously issued a HOLD(SYSEVENT X*32'), can be
considered for swapping.

Circumstances:

The issuing program no longer has a requirement that its address space be non-swappable.

Inputs:

Reg 0, bytes 0-1: ASID or zero.
Reg 0, byte 3: Sysevent code.

Outputs:

None.

Sysevent Code:

34(hex)

Mnemonic:

NEWOPT

Meaning of Mnemonic:

Set new OPT.

Change the OPT currently in use by the SRM.
Circumstances:

The system operator has entered a SET command with the OPT keyword. To synchronize the setting of
the new OPT values, all values established by die old OPT are replaced under the SRM lock. The SET

command processor is responsible for obtaining and releasing ^e OPT parameter list.
Inputs:

Reg 0, bytes 0-1: ASID or zero.
Reg 0, byte 3: Sysevent code.

Reg 1, bytes 0-3: Contains the address of the OPT parameter list(OLST)that describes the new OPT.
Outputs:

None.
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Sysevent Code:

35 (hex) This sysevent is not traced by GTF.

Mnemonic:

TRAXERPT or EVENT53

Meaning of Mnemonic:

Report the start time and service data for a completed transaction.

Purpose:

Allows a subsystem to use RMF to report transaction data.

Circumstances:

At the completion of a transaction, the subsystem provides the data needed for RMF to report the
number of transactions, the average elapsed time per transaction, and the service used. The EBCDIC
names in the parameter list are matched with names in the lEAICSxx parmlib member to determine the
performance group number(s) to use to report the data.

Inputs:

Reg 1, bytes 0-3: Contains the address of a serialized parameter list. The format of the parameter list is:
Offset
in Hex

Field Description

8

Transaction start time in store clock assembler instruction (STCK)format.
Subsystem name. Because subsystem names are limited to one to four
characters, only the first four bytes of this field are used. The name must be in
EBCDIC, left-justified, and padded with blanks.
Transaction name or blanks
User identification or blanks
Transaction class or blanks

10
18
20
28
30
38

Task (TCB)time in store clock assembler instruction (STCK)format or zeros
SRB time in store clock assembler instruction (STCK)format or zeros

Main storage occupancy in page seconds (pages times msec, where msec is task
(TCB)time in 1.024-millisecond units)
Logical I/O count or zeros

40
44

Outputs:

Length

Reserved - must be zero

Reg 15, bytes 0-3: Contains one of the following return codes:
000812-

16-

The data for the transaction has been reported correctly.
Processing could not be completed at this time. No queue elements are available for
recording data. No statistics are reported, but a retry could be successful.
Reporting is temporarily suspended. RMF is not running online reports. There currently is
no lEAICSxx parmlib member, no report performance group(RPGN)specified for
non-TSO users, or the TOD clock is stopped. No statistics are reported, but a later retry
might be successful.
Reporting is inoperative. The clock is in error, or the reporting facility is not installed. No
statistics can be reported.
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Sysevent Code:

36 (hex) This sysevent is not traced by GTF.

Mnemonic:

TRAXFRPT or EVENT54

Meaning of Mnemonic:

Report the elapsed time for a completed transaction.

Purpose:

Allows a subsystem to use RMF to report transaction data.

Circumstances:

At the completion of a transaction, the subsystem provides SRM with the data RMF needs to report the
number of transactions and the average elapsed time per transaction. The EBCDIC names in the
parameter list are matched with the names in the lEAICSxx parmlib member to determine the
performance group number(s) to use to report the data.

Inputs:

Reg 1, bytes 0-3: Contains the address of a serialized parameter hst. The format of the parameter list is:
Offset
in Hex

Length

Field Description

Transaction elapsed time (1.024- millisecond units)
Reserved - must be zero

Subsystem name. Because subsystem names are limited to one to four
characters, only the first four bytes of this field are used. The name must be in
EBCDIC,left-justified, and padded with blanks.
Transaction name or blanks
User identification or blanks
Transaction class or blanks

10
18
20

Outputs:

Reg 15, bytes 0-3: Contains one of the following return codes:
000812-

16-

the data for the transaction has been reported correctly.

processing could not be completed at this time. No queue elements are available for
recording data. No statistics are reported, but a retry could be successful,
reporting is temporarily suspended. RMF is not running online reports, there currently is
no lEAICSxx parmlib member, or the TOD clock is stopped. No statistics are reported, but
a later retry might be successful.
reporting is inoperative. The clock is in error, or the reporting facility is not installed. No
statistics can be reported.
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Sysevent Code:

37(hex) This sysevent is not traced by GTF.

Mnemonic:

TRAXRPT or EVENT55

Meaning of Mnemonic:

Report the start time for a completed transaction.

Purpose:

Allows a subsystem to use RMF to report transaction data.

Circumstances:

At the completion of a transaction, the subsystem provides SRM with the data RMF needs to report the
number of transactions and the average elapsed time per transaction. The EBCDIC names in the
parameter list are matched with the names in the lEAICSxx parmlib member, to determine the
performance group number(s) to use to report the data.

Inputs:

Reg 1, bytes 0-3: Contains the address of a serialized parameter list. The format of the parameter list is:
Offset
in Hex

Length

Field Description
Transaction start time in store clock assembler instruction (STCK)format.
Subsystem name. Because subsystem names are limited to one to four
characters, only the first four bytes of this field are used. The name must be in
EBCDIC, left-justified, and padded with blanks.
Transaction name or blanks
User identification or blanks
Transaction class or blanks

10
18
20

Outputs:

Reg 15, bytes 0-3: Contains one of the following return codes:
00 08 -

12 -

16 -

the data for the transaction has been reported correctly.
processing could not be completed at this time. No queue elements are available for
recording data. No statistics are reported, but a retry could be successful.
reporting is temporarily suspended. RMF is not running online reports. There currently is
no lEAICSxx parmlib member, no report performance group(RPGN)specified for
non-TSO users, or the TOD clock is stopped. No statistics are reported, but a later retry
might be successful.
reporting is inoperative. The clock is in error, or the reporting facility is not installed. No
statistics can be reported.

Sysevent Code:

38 (hex) This code is not used.

Sysevent Code:

39(hex) This code is not used.

Sysevent Code:

3A (hex) This code is not used.

Sysevent Code:

3B (hex) This code is not used.
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Sysevent Code:

3C (hex) This sysevent is not traced by GTF.

Mnemonic:

ICSCHK

Meaning of Mnemonic:

Check for an active installation control specification.

Purpose:

Used to determine how performance groups are to be assigned.

Circumstances:

LOGON processing issues this sysevent to determine which method of performance group number
assignment is to be used.

Inputs:

None.

Output:

Reg 15, bytes 0-3: Contains one of the following return codes:

0-

The lEAICSxx parmlib member is used to verify and assign TSO performance group

12 -

The lEAICSxx parmlib member does not contain a TSO session. The PERFORM
parameter should be verified through the UADS and VERIFYPG sysevents.

numbers.

Sysevent Code:

3D (hex)

Mnemonic:

NEWICS

Meaning of Mnemonic:

Set new installation control specification.

Purpose:

Change the installation control specification currently used by the SRM.

Circumstances:

The system operator has entered a SET command with the ICS keyword. To synchronize the deletion of
the old installation control specification all references to the old installation control specification are
replaced under the SRM lock. The SET command processor is responsible for obtaining the storage for
the new installation control specification description, and for releasing the storage for the old installation
control specification description, when the SRM has indicated that it will no longer be referenced.

Inputs:

Reg 0, bytes 0-1: ASID or zero.
Reg 0, byte 3: Sysevent code.

Reg 1, bytes 0-3: Contains the address of the installation control specification table that describes the new
installation control specification.
Outputs:

Reg 1, bytes 0-3: Contains the address of the installation control specification table that describes the old
lEAICSxx parmlib member.
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Sysevent Code:

3E (hex) This code is not used.

Sysevent Code:

3F (hex)

Mnemonic:

CMDSTART

Meaning of Mnemonic:

Command start.

Purpose:

Notify the SRM that the current transaction is the first transaction for a TSO command.

Circumstances:

A TSO command was invoked by the terminal monitor program. The SRM is not notified for
subcommand invocation or commands invoked by processors other than the terminal monitor program.

Inputs:

Reg 0, bytes 0-1: ASID.

Reg 0, byte 3: Sysevent code.

Reg 1, bytes 0-3: Contains the address of a fixed parameter list. The format of the parameter list is:
Offset

Length

Description

0
1

1

Flags X'08' - Command came from an "in-storage list."

3

Reserved.

4

8

Command name (left justified, EBCDIC padded with blanks).

Outputs:

None.

Sysevent Code:

40(hex) This sysevent is not traced by GTF.

Mnemonic:

CMDEND

Meaning of Mnemonic:

Command end.

Purpose:

Notify the SRM that the transaction is the last transaction for the current command.

Circumstances:

A TSO command processor has just ended and control is returned to the terminal monitor program.

Reg 1, byte 0: Contains an X*80' if this command put the next command on an in-storage list.
Reg 1, bytes 1-3: Reserved.
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Examples of Some Sysevent Data Reductions
Figure 6-3 through Figure 6-7 illustrate some of the data reductions that can be
obtained from the sysevent trace records. Figure 6-3 shows the results of sorting
the sysevent file by ASID (address space ID), and within each ASID by time of
day (TOD). This example displays the sequence of sysevents that are issued for
the running ofjobs in address space 6, although the complete report could include
sysevents for all active address spaces. Note that at relative TOD 24.285 the
address space was created(MEMCREAT issued), and that at relative TOD
25.897 the job EDIT was selected. You may also note that ASID 6 was idle for
68.9 seconds before it was used again to run the job SORT51.

ASID

SYSEVENT
CODE

(HEX)
6
S
6
6
6
S

6
6
6
B
B
B
B
B

B
B
B
B
B
6

OB

2A
IE
08
IC
OA
29
2A
IE

29
2A
08
10
OA
OB
27
31
09
29
2A

CODE
NAME

DELTA TOD

MEMCREAT
OKSWAP
VERIFYPG
JOBSELCT
DEVALLOC
INITATT
DONTSWAP
OKSWAP
VERIFYPG
DONTSWAP
OKSWAP
JOBSELCT
DEVALLOC
INITATT
INITDET

0.000000
0.035247
1.012148
0.046S40
0.11B88B
0.105SB9
0.007375
0.002777
0.207558
0.04B022
0.002342
0.029490
0.2B0198
0.13B110
11.004891
0.873976
0.052880
0.551330
0.004897
0.004888

REQPGDAT
REQSVDAT
JOBTERM
DONTSWAP
OKSWAP

RELATIVE
TOD

24.28514B
24.320393
25.332542
25.379182
25.49B0B7
25.801638
25.609011
25.811788
25.819346
25.8B53B8
25.887710
25.897200
28.157398
28.293508
37.298199
38.172174
38.225054
38.778384

38.781281
38.788189

TOD

JOB
NAME

R0-H2

8
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Figure 6-4 shows the number of times a particular sysevent was issued. It gives
both the mean time and the time distribution between successive issuances.

Consider sysevent code IC(DEVALLOC). This sysevent was issued 282 times
(there are 281 time intervals between successive issuances). The mean time
between such events was 4.26 seconds. The distribution also shows that 61.1% of

the intervals (60.1% + 0.3% + 0.7%) were within 0.5 seconds.
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Time Distribution Between Sysevents of the Same Type

The report in Figure 6-5 shows the distribution of swapout time. It was produced
by selecting records from the sysevent trace data only for code OD (QUIESCE
COMPLETED) and code OF (SWAPOUT COMPLETED). There were 36
code-CD records, and all 36 resulted in completed swapouts. The mean time to
complete a swapout (the time between QUIESCE COMPLETED and SWAPOUT
COMPLETED) was 0.27 seconds. Note that 66.6% of the swapouts completed
within 0.30 seconds. Note also that 11% of the swapouts took longer than 0.5
second.
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0.0

0.0

0.0

Figure 6-6 depicts a listing that shows real frame shortages, as indicated by
occurrences of AVQLOW (code X'17') and AVQOK (code X'18') records sorted

by relative time of day. The coded numeral T'in the last column indicates an
AVQLOW noncritical threshold, and the numeral '2' indicates an AVQLOW
critical threshold. Note that at relative TOD 0.0 a noncritical AVQLOW

occurred, followed by five critical AVQLOWs. Finally at relative time 0.65 an
AVQOK occurred, signifying a temporary end to the real frame shortage.
SYSEVENT
CODE
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1
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2
1
2
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1

Figure 6-6. Instances of Real Frame Shortages, Distributed by Tfane of Day

A reasonable question to be asked is: How long did the real frame shortage last?
This question can be answered by means of pencil, paper, and the report in
Figure 6-6, or by use of the reduction program to produce the report shown in
Figure 6-7. In Figure 6-7 four noncritical AVQLOWs were issued and seven
critical AVQLOWs were issued. The average amount of time spent at AVQLOW
was approximately 0.58 seconds, with all durations being less than 1 second.
During this analysis period the total time spend at AVQLOW was 2.3 seconds.
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Figure 6-7. Distribution of Real Frame Shortages
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CPU, task execution time

5-40

5-3

domains

5-77

batch and TSO

CPUAD parameter in CONFIGxx 3-29

5-80

CSA parameter in lEASYSxx 3-88
CTC parameter in GRSCNFxx 3-37
CVIO parameter in lEASYSxx 3-89

defining 5-79
examples 5-21
special purpose 5-83
subsystem, defining 5-79
DONTSWAP sysevent 6-27

CVIO snecification

DP parameter in lEAIPSxx

CSA (common service area), description 2-28

4-10

CWSS parameter in lEAIPSxx

5-113

5-114

DPRTY parameter, dispatching priority 5-107

data reductions, sysevent trace records 6-38

DSNAME parameter in SMFPRMxx 3-144
DSP parameter in GTFPARM 3-45
DUMP parameter in lEASYSxx 3-89

data set size

dumping services address space

examples 4-6
recommendations

assigning control PGNs 5-49
4-3
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overview

2-6, 2-9

overview

duplex page data set 4-3

DUPLEX parameter in lEASYSxx 3-92
DUR parameter in lEAIPSxx 5-116
durations, defining

2-6, 2-9

GRS parameter in lEASYSxx 3-94
GRSCNF parameter in lEASYSxx 3-95

sizing of 4-7

GRSCNFxx parmlib member
description 3-32

5-85

overview

DVIO parameter in lEAOPTxx 5-128

3-9

GRSRNL parameter in lEASYSxx
GRSRNLxx parmlib member
description

E parameter in PARMTZ 3-138

introduction

3-2

EDTGEN

3-2, 3-68, 3-129

5-137

GTFPARM parmlib member

See EDT

description

eligible device table generation

overview

See EDTGEN

END parameter in GTFPARM

HARDCPY parameter in lEASYSxx 3-96
HH parameter in PARMTZ 3-138
HIBFREXT parameter in TSOKEYOO 3-149

enqueue delay minimization function used by
5-13

HOLD sysevent 6-32

enqueue residence control, modifying 5-60
ERV parameter in lEAOPTxx 5-129
EVENT53 sysevent 6-33
EVENT54 sysevent 6-34
EVENT55 sysevent 6-35
exchange swap 5-6

I/O load balancing
by ASM 4-12
by SRM 5-10

execution characteristics definition worksheet

EXT parameter in GTFPARM

5-72

3-45

I/O load balancing control, modifying 5-64
I/O load balancing function supported by device
allocation

5-13

I/O priorities
selecting 5-84
used by SRM 5-35

fix list
See lEAFIXxx

worksheet

FIX parameter in lEASYSxx 3-94
fixed BLDL table, description 2-14

5-71

I/O priority queueing
function used by SRM 5-13
I/O service units 5-23
I/O service, description 5-78
ICCINTl parameter in lEAOPTxx 5-129
ICCINT2 parameter in lEAOPTxx 5-129
ICCSIGUP parameter in lEAOPTxx 5-130

fixed link pack area
See FLPA
fixed LPA list
See lEAFIXxx

fixed LSQA storage requirements 2-16
5-8

ICS parameter

fixed requirements not being met 5-97

See also lEAICSxx

fixed-head devices

in lEASYSxx

3-97
on the SET command

use by ASM 4-1,4-3
used for local page data sets 4-9

FLPA (fixed link pack area), description 2-14
FRQ parameter in lEAIPSxx 5-116
FWKL parameter in lEAIPSxx
description 5-116
determining workload level 5-40
used in specifying a contention index

overview

5-83

1-1

general virtual storage allocation considerations 2-21
generalized trace facility
See GTF

global resource serialization address space
and storage isolation 5-38
assigning control PGNs 5-49

5-108

ICSCHK sysevent 6-36
lEAABDOO parmlib member
description 3-47
3-9

lEAAPFxx parmlib member
description 3-50
overview

general introduction

3-42
3-9

3-45

ENQHOLD sysevent 6-15
ENQRISE sysevent 6-16

fixed priority

1-4

starting 3-23
used to trace sysevents

eligible device table

SRM

3-38

GTF (generalized trace facility)

EASINIT sysevent 6-19
EDT

3-95

3-10

lEAAPPOO parmlib member
description 3-52
overview

3-10

lEABLDxx parmlib member
description 3-55
overview

3-10

lEADMPOO parmlib member
description 3-57
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overview

3-11

See IPL

lEADMROO parmlib member
description 3-60
overview

initialization
ASM 4-1

3-11

introduction 1-1
master scheduler 2-7

lEAFIXxx parmlib member
description 3-62
overview

process

3-11

lEAICSxx parmlib member
description 3-65

5-124

syntax rules

installation control specification

5-108

See also lEAICSxx

lEAIPSxx parmlib member
adjusting parameter values 5-97
description 3-66
overview

3-12

installation requirements, defining 5-66
interactive response time, problem with 5-100

3-13

interval service value
See ISV

lEALPAxx parmlib member
description 3-68

lO parameter in GTFPARM
IOC parameter

3-13

lEAOPTxx parmlib member
adjusting parameter values 5-97
description 3-71
overview

in GTFPARM

IPL (initial program load)
description 2-1

3-13

types of

See also lEAIPSxx

3-80

concepts

lEBUPDTE, example of statements 3-18
lECIOSxx parmlib member
description 3-121
3-14

5-20
5-93

evaluating and adjusting 5-97
examples 5-42, 5-95
5-108

preparing the initial 5-68

selecting initial parameter values 5-68

3-14

IPS parameter in lEASYSxx

IKJPRMOO parmlib member
description 3-126
overview

default

parameter on the SET command

lEFSSNxx parmlib member
description 3-124
overview

1-2, 3-3

IPS

3-14

parameters, overview

3-45

5-116

lOQ parameter in lEAIPSxx 5-117
lOS parameter in lEASYSxx 3-98

lEASYSxx parmlib member
description 3-79

overview

lOP parameter
in lEAIPSxx

lEAPAKOO parmlib member
description 3-72

overview

3-45

in lEAIPSxx 5-116
in lEAOPTxx 5-130

3-13

parameters 5-126
syntax rules 5-108

overview

5-44

examples 5-54
preparing the initial 5-68

See IPS

lEALODOO parmlib member
description 3-67

overview

concepts

selecting initial parameter values 5-68
installation performance specification

parameters 5-109
syntax rules 5-108

overview

2-1

INLOCKHI parameter in IKJPRMOO 3-127
INLOCKLO parameter in IKJPRMOO 3-128

3-12

parameters

2-7

system 3-1
system storage

examples 5-54
overview

2-1

subsystem

3-98

ISV (interval service value)
competition for resources 5-31

3-14

controlling swapping frequency 5-31

ILRSLOTC value

definition

changing 4-5
used in reserving slots 4-4

5-31

used by SRM

5-31

values, guidelines for selecting 5-86

ILRSLOTV value

ISV parameter in lEAIPSxx

5-117

changing 4-5
used in reserving slots 4-4

JES3 auxiliary address space

IMS

problem with response time 5-100
problem with transaction rate
INITATT sysevent 6-9
INITDET sysevent 6-10

5-100

initial program load
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assigning control PGNs 5-49
overview

2-6, 2-9

job entry subsystem (JES2 or JES3) address space,
overview

2-6, 2-9

JOBNAMEP parameter in GTFPARM

3-45

JOBSELCT sysevent 6-8
JOBTERM sysevent 6-8

JWT parameter in SMFPRMxx

3-145

layout of virtual storage
multiple address spaces 2-9
single address space 2-20
LCH parameter in lECIOSxx 3-123
LCU parameter in lECIOSxx 3-123
link library list

size

message processing facility list
See MPFLSTxx

LINKLIB parameter in GRSRNLxx 3-41
LISTDSN parameter in SMFPRMxx 3-144
LNK parameter in lEASYSxx 3-99
3-129

LNKLSTxx parmlib member
description
overview

3-129
3-15

load balancer value, effect on swap recommendation
value

4-12

MEMCREAT sysevent 6-7
MEMDEL sysevent 6-7

See LNKLSTxx

LNKLST concatenation

MCCSBFTH parameter in lEAOPTxx 5-132
MCCSBINP parameter in lEAOPTxx 5-132
MCCSBSGP parameter in lEAOPTxx 5-132
MCCSBSIG parameter in lEAOPTxx 5-132
MCCSBST parameter in lEAOPTxx 5-132
mean-time-to-wait priority 5-7
measurement facilities used in estimating paging data set

MLPA (modified link pack area), description 2-27
MLPA parameter in lEASYSxx 3-101
MM parameter in PARMTZ 3-138
MODE parameter in TSOKEYOO 3-151
MODESW parameter in TSOKEYOO 3-151
modified link pack area
See MLPA
modified LPA list

5-58

load list

See lEALPAxx

See lEALODOO

LOBFREXT parameter in TSGKEYOG 3-149
local page data set 4-3
selection by ASM 4-14
sizing of 4-7
local system queue area
See LSQA

mount attribute in VATLSTxx, specifying 3-158
mount message suppression in VATLSTxx,
specifying 3-158
MOUNT processing, description 2-8
movable-head devices

LOGCLS parameter in lEASYSxx 3-99
logical swap 5-12

logical swapping control, modifying 5-63
LOGLMT parameter in lEASYSxx 3-100
LOGON processing, description 2-8
LPA pack list
See lEAPAKOO

LSCTAFQ parameter in lEAOPTxx
LSCTFET parameter in lEAOPTxx
LSCTFTT parameter in lEAOPTxx
LSCTMTE parameter in lEAOPTxx
LSCTUCT parameter in lEAOPTxx
LSQA (local system queue area)
description 2-29
fixed storage requirement 2-16

minimum paging space 3-108
minimum swap space 3-117

5-130
5-130
5-130
5-130
5-131

use by ASM 4-2, 4-3
used for local page data sets 4-9

MPFHCF parameter in MPFLSTxx 3-132
MPFLSTxx parmlib member
description
overview

3-131
3-15

MPL (multiprogramming level)
adjusting function used by SRM 5-9
and non-swappable address spaces 5-59
definition

5-20

specification for subsystem domains 5-79
target control
description 5-80
domain weight 5-83
keywords 5-81
special purpose domains 5-83
values for batch and TSO domains

main storage service, description 5-78
map of virtual storage
multiple address spaces 2-9
single address space 2-20

master (system) catalog, specifying an alternate 3-20
master scheduler initialization, description 2-7
MATCHSYS parameter in GRSCNFxx 3-37

MAXDORM parameter in SMFPRMxx 3-145
MAXUSER parameter in lEASYSxx 3-100
MCCFXEPR parameter in lEAOPTxx 5-131
MCCFXTPR parameter in lEAOPTxx 5-131
MCCSBAT parameter in lEAOPTxx 5-131
MCCSBDEP parameter in lEAOPTxx 5-131
MCCSBFCF parameter in lEAOPTxx 5-132

5-80

MPL adjustment control, modifying 5-61
MSFMSG parameter in MVIKEYOO 3-135
MSO parameter
in lEAOPTxx

5-132

MSSCREA parameter in MVIKEYOO 3-135
MSSCSAMP parameter in MVIKEYOO 3-135
MSTRJCL parameter in lEASYSxx 3-102
MSVGCAT parameter in MVIKEYOO 3-135
MT parameter in COMMNDxx 3-27
multiprogramming level
See MPL

MVIKEYOO parmlib member
description 3-134
overview

3-15

Index
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namel parameter in lEAICSxx
name2 parameter in lEAICSxx
NEWICS sysevent 6-36
NEWIPS sysevent 6-22
NEWOPT sysevent 6-32
NIOWAIT sysevent 6-5

5-124
5-124

paging and algorithms 4-1
swap and algorithms 4-2

pageable BLDL table, description 2-27
pageable frame stealing function used by SRM 5-18
pageable link pack area
See PLPA

NIP (nucleus initialization program)
major functions 2-1
NOACTIVE parameter in SMFPRMxx 3-144
NOHOLD sysevent 6-32
NOLISTDSN parameter in SMFPRMxx 3-144
NOMAXDORM parameter in SMFPRMxx 3-145
non-swappable address spaces and domain MPLs 5-59
NONVIO parameter in lEASYSxx 3-102

pageable storage control, modifying 5-66
PAGERTl parameter in lEAOPTxx 5-133
PAGERT2 parameter in lEAOPTxx
paging data sets
and directed VIO

5-134

2-35

description 2-34
estimating size of 4-11
paging operations, algorithms for 4-1

NONVIO, effect on space for page data sets 4-10

paging overhead, problem with high 5-105

NOPROMPT parameter in SMFPRMxx 3-145
NOSTATUS parameter in SMFPRMxx 3-145
nucleus area in virtual storage 2-19

paging space
adding 4-12, 4-13
depletion of 4-13

nucleus area, description 2-13
nucleus initialization program

minimum

See NIP

nucleus, substituting an alternate 3-20

OBJ parameter in lEAIPSxx

5-117

objective control per domain worksheet 5-73
OKSWAP sysevent 6-28
operator commands

relationships to IPL parameters and sysgen

operator entry of parameters 3-4
OPGN parameter in lEAICSxx 5-124
OPI parameter in lEASYSxx 3-103
OPT

See also lEAOPTxx

parameters

evaluating and adjusting 5-97
preparing the initial 5-68
selecting initial parameter values 5-68
OPT parameter in lEASYSxx 3-105

optional control performance groups used by
5-50

OWAITHI parameter in IKJPRMOO 3-128
OWAITLO parameter in IKJPRMOO 3-128

PARMTZ parmlib member
description 3-137
3-16

PCI parameter in GTFPARM
PDATA parameter

PERFORM parameter and control performance
groups

5-106

performance group
changing control over work 5-90
control

5-44
definition 5-42

4-3

report

5-44, 5-51

used by SRM

5-42

performance group number(PGN)
4-6

assignment 5-89
control PGN assignment 5-89

3-105

definition

5-42

report PGN assignment 5-89
worksheet

calculation 5-91
isolation 5-91

and working set isolation
page/swap operations

5-75

non-swappable applications 5-86

4-3

page data set
specifying 3-106
values for space calculations
PAGE parameter in lEASYSxx
page seconds, defined 5-78
page-in rate

3-45

in lEAABDOO 3-49
in lEADMPOO 3-59

worksheet

page and swap data set sizes
effect on system performance

3-7

using lEBUPDTE statements to add/replace 3-18

overview

5-57

recommendations

3-6

parmlib members
general syntax rules 3-19
introduction 1-3
overview 3-8

introduction 1-3
related to SRM 5-107

SRM

control of 3-17
creation of members

individual descriptions 3-25

and system tailoring 3-21

concepts

3-108

shortage of 3-109
PAGNUM parameter in lEASYSxx 3-109
parameters, operator entry of 1-2, 3-4
parmlib

5-74

performance objectives
5-91
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and different cut-off workload levels on
and service rates 5-28

and swapping frequency 5-30

5-88

and workload levels used by SRM

5-25

competition for resources 5-29, 5-31
considerations 5-87
definition 5-25

selecting service rates 5-87
within a domain, considerations 5-87

performance period
and defining durations 5-86
assigning duration values 5-90
definition 5-41
worksheet 5-75

used by SRM

RECONLIM parameter

5-41

performance recommendations, ASM 4-8
PGN parameter
in lEAICSxx
inlEAIPSxx

description 2-22
loading 2-25

report performance groups used by SRM 5-51

resident BLDL list
See lEABLDxx

primary and secondary 2-36
4-3

RESMIL parameter in GRSCNFxx 3-37

sizing of 4-6

PPGRT parameter in lEAIPSxx 5-118
private area in virtual storage 2-19
private area user region

resource access control, SRM

5-4, 5-7

resource factor coefficients

and the RTB parameter 5-92

resource load balancing coefficients used by SRM 5-57

description 2-30
real regions 2-31
virtual regions 2-31

resource use functions used by SRM

5-8

resources, problem with unused 5-105
response-throughput bias

processor model

See RTB

related to service units 5-77
related to SRM seconds 5-34

related to task/SRB execution time 5-77

program call/authorization address space
assigning control PGNs 5-49
overview

in IKJPRMOO 3-128
in TSOKEYOO 3-149

REQPGDAT sysevent 6-26
REQSERVC sysevent 6-25
REQSVDAT sysevent 6-31
REQSWAP sysevent 6-28
request swap 5-6
RESET command, control performance group 5-107
RESETPG sysevent 6-21

5-124
5-117

PI parameter in GTFPARM 3-45
PIP parameter in GTFPARM 3-45
PLPA (pageable link pack area)

PLPA data set

RCCMSPT parameter in lEAOPTxx 5-135
RCCPDLT parameter in lEAOPTxx 5-135
RCCPTRT parameter in lEAOPTxx 5-135
RCCUICT parameter in lEAOPTxx 5-135
RCFBDUMP parameter in TSOKEYOO 3-151
REAL parameter in lEASYSxx 3-111
real regions in private area user region 2-31
real storage imbalance checked by SRM 5-10
real storage, overview 2-10
REC parameter in SMFPRMxx 3-145

2-6, 2-9

PROMPT parameter in SMFPRMxx 3-145
PSA(SYSGEN prefixed storage area),

RESTART parameter in GRSCNFxx 3-37
RESVBUF parameter in IKJPRMOO 3-128
RMPTTOM parameter in lEAOPTxx 5-135
RNAME parameter in GRSRNLxx 3-41
RNIO parameter in GTFPARM 3-45
RNL parameter in GRSRNLxx 3-41
ROTATE parameter in lECIOSxx 3-123
rotate priority 5-8

description 2-28

PURGE parameter in lEASYSxx 3-110
PVLDP parameter in lEAIPSxx 5-118
PWSS parameter in lEAIPSxx 5-119

RPGN parameter in lEAICSxx 5-124
RR parameter in GTFPARM 3-45
RSEQ parameter in lECIOSxx 3-123
RSMCNSTS sysevent 6-16
RSTORCMP sysevent 6-15

QNAME parameter in GRSRNLxx 3-41
QSCECMP sysevent 6-11
QSCEFL sysevent 6-14
QSCEST sysevent 6-10

definition

quick start IPL
after a power-up 3-3
defined

RSU parameter in lEASYSxx 3-111
RSVNONR parameter in lEASYSxx 3-113
RSVSTRT parameter in lEASYSxx 3-113
RTB (response-throughput bias)
5-36

guidelines for use 5-92

parameter and resource factor coefficients 5-92

1-2, 3-3

DUPLEX parameter ignored 3-92

used by SRM

5-36

values and load balancing recommendations 5-36
RTB parameter in lEAIPSxx 5-119
RCCASMT parameter in lEAOPTxx
RCCCPUP parameter in lEAOPTxx
RCCCPUT parameter in lEAOPTxx
RCCFXET parameter in lEAOPTxx
RCCFXTT parameter in lEAOPTxx

5-134
5-134
5-134
5-134
5-135

RTO

definition

5-36

used by SRM

5-36

RTO parameter in lEAIPSxx 5-120

Index
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scheduler work area
See SWA

SCRSIZE parameter in TSOKEYOO 3-150
SDATA parameter
in lEAABDOO 3-49
in lEADMPOO 3-59
in lEADMROO 3-61

constants

5-34

SELTAPE parameter in lEAOPTxx 5-59, 5-136
3-123

SRB service units

constants
default IPS
batch

5-81

5-67

general guidelines 5-68
subsystems 5-67
TSO

5-67

description

5-2

domain control

5-3

evaluating and adjusting the IPS and OPT 5-97
functions used by 5-5
guidelines and examples 5-66

service units

5-23

5-23

installation control specification concepts 5-20,

related to processor model 5-77
related to task/SRB execution time 5-77
SRB

5-93

defining installation requirements

See SRB

5-23

storage

5-60, 5-137

control, types of 5-3

service request block

CPU

5-120

5-23

SRB service, description 5-76
SRM (system resources manager)
and system tuning 5-1
assigning dispatching priorities 5-107

5-78

example 5-25
meaning of time interval 5-24
relationship to contention index
specified vs. measured 5-26
used by SRM 5-24

I/O

5-77

SRB parameter in lEAIPSxx

main storage service 5-78
used by SRM 5-24

5-24

3-114

related to processor model 5-77

guidelines for selecting 5-76

calculation

virtual, description 2-21

related to service units

defaults 5-76
defined 5-23

5-70

fixed, description 2-15
storage shortage prevention 5-18

SRB execution time

5-22

service definition coefficients
CPU and SRB service 5-76

worksheet
service rate

4-10

SQA (system queue area)

SQALOW sysevent 6-18
SQAOK sysevent 6-18

calculation 5-23
definition 5-22

I/O service

4-5

SQA parameter in lEASYSxx

service

measured by SRM

3-16

space overspecification

SELECT parameter in lECIOSxx 3-123
SEQ parameter in lECIOSxx

overview

SMP used to change ILRSLOTC and ILRSLOTV
space calculation examples, ASM 4-5

searching order for substrings, SRM 5-53
seconds, SRM

SMFPRMxx parmlib member
description 3-139

5-23

5-44

installation management controls 5-106
introduction 1-4, 5-1
IPS concepts 5-19, 5-20
objectives of 1-4, 5-2

SET command 3-139, 5-108
SET ICS command 3-22, 5-54
SET IPS command 3-22, 5-44

operator commands related to SRM

5-107

OPT concepts 5-20, 5-57

SET MPF command 3-22
SET OPT command 3-22
SET SMF command 3-23
SETDMN command 3-22

parameters

5-108

concepts 5-19
syntax rules 5-108

PERFORM parameter 5-106

altering constraint values 5-108
SETDMN sysevent 6-24
SETSMF command 3-23, 3-140
SID parameter in SMFPRMxx 3-144
SIO parameter in GTFPARM 3-46
SIOP parameter in GTFPARM 3-46
SLIP parameter in GTFPARM 3-46
slots

preparing initial installation control specification
TPS and OPT

5-68

resource access control

5-4

seconds, related to wall clock time

5-34

throughput control 5-5
timing parameters 5-34
trace record format and use
workload control 5-4

6-1

algorithm for allocating 4-10

SRM invocation interval control, modifying 5-61

ASM selection of 4-13

SRM parameter in GTFPARM

calculating backing 4-4

SRM seconds

SMF parameter in lEASYSxx

3-114
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3-46

related to processor model 5-34

related to wall clock time

5-34

SRV parameter in lEAIPSxx 5-120
SS parameter in PARMTZ 3-138
SSN parameter in lEASYSxx 3-115
START processing, description 2-8

START/LOGON/MOUNT processing, description 2-8
STATUS parameter in SMFPRMxx 3-145
storage

auxiliary, overview 2-32
initialization

real, overview 2-10
virtual, overview 2-18

storage isolation
5-39

description 5-37

for the global resource serialization address
selecting values for 5-90

storage load balancing by SRM 5-10

storage load balancing control, modifying 5-65
storage management

initialization process 2-1
1-1

2-1

storage service units

5-58

exchange swap 5-27
workload level
swap space
minimum

5-27

3-117

function used by SRM 5-5
types of 5-6
swapping frequency
controlled by ISV 5-31

performance objective slope 5-30
5-32

swaps

due to storage shortages 5-6
due to wait state

5-6

SWINFL sysevent 6-14
SWINSTAT sysevent 6-13
SWOUTCMP sysevent 6-13
SYQSCCMP sysevent 6-24
SYQSCST sysevent 6-23
SYS parameter

calculation 5-78
definition 5-23

storage shortage prevention
for auxiliary storage 5-16
for pageable frames 5-16
forSQA

5-57

effect of load balancer value on

reduced by ISV

space 5-38

overview

calculation

causing excessive overhead 5-102

STORAGE(STOR)parameter in CONFIGxx 3-29

introduction

swap recommendation value

shortage of 3-117
swapping

2-1

considerations

swap operations, algorithms for 4-2
SWAP parameter in lEASYSxx 3-116

in GTFPARM 3-46
in SMFPRMxx 3-146

SYSABEND data set, parmlib member for 3-47
sysevent

codes, descriptions of 6-4

5-18

function used by SRM

5-16

storage shortage, swaps due to 5-6
SUBPARM parameter in SMFPRMxx 3-147
subpools 229/230, description 2-30
substr(p) parameter in lEAICSxx 5-124
substring notation used by SRM 5-52
substrings, searching order for 5-53

sample data reductions 6-38
trace record

6-1

tracing by GTF 5-137
SYSEVENT macro instruction

6-1

sysgen

See system generation
SYSGEN prefixed storage area
See PSA

SUBSYS parameter

subsystem initialization, description 2-7

SYSM parameter in GTFPARM 3-46
SYSMDUMP data set, parmlib member for 3-60
SYSNAME parameter in lEASYSxx 3-118

subsystem sections

SYSP parameter

in lEAICSxx 5-125
in SMFPRMxx 3-147

defined

in GTFPARM

5-45

used by SRM 5-45

description

subsystems

defining requirements for 5-67
domains for

5-79

SVC parameter in GTFPARM 3-46
SVCP parameter in GTFPARM 3-46
SWA (scheduler work area), description 2-29
swap data set

3-46

in lEASYSxx

3-118

specified by operator 3-83
system address space creation 2-3
system component address spaces
and control performance groups 5-49
assignment of names 5-49
system data sets, description 2-32

and virtual I/O storage space 2-36

system generation and system tailoring 3-2

description 2-35
selection by ASM

system initialization

size

4-14

4-4

sizing of 4-8
specifying 3-116

values for space calculations 4-6

descriptions of PARMLIB members 3-25
introduction 1-1
overview 3-1

system tailoring 3-1
system parameter list

Index
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See lEASYSxx

domains for

system preferred area, description 2-13
system queue area

See SQA
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